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Abstract
This Thesis aims to establish an accurate but computationally effective
method for simulating self-assembly of organosulfurs on gold nanoparticles
(AuNPs), a process resulting in their functionalisation. A second gold rush
is currently rekindling chemists’ interest in the synthesis of novel function-
alised AuNPs: these can bear the most chemically diverse functional groups,
making them employable in a wide variety of applications, from optoelec-
tronics to catalysis. Some aspects of self-assembly remain experimentally
unclear at the mechanistic and electronic levels: achieving its accurate re-
production in silico would indeed represent an important contribution in
the synthesis of functionalised AuNPs.
This task, however, has so far proven difficult to achieve. In this work,
I set out and review four fundamental challenges facing the computational
chemist aiming to simulate self-assembly, and describe the strategy chosen
to overcome them, using thiols (RSH) as the reference organosulfur. These
challenges involve proper reproduction of:
I) gold’s relativistic effects and aurophilicity;
II) the extensive surface reconstruction occurring upon self-assembly, with
formation of RS–Au–SR staples and hydrogen loss;
III) the large scale ligands involved in the process and their interactions;
and
IV) the fluctuating solvent environment in which it occurs.
Confined to the AuNP core and RSH headgroups, challenges I and II in-
volve complex electronic properties and entail electronic change, with bonds
being cleaved (S–H) and reformed (S–Au, possibly H–H): overcoming them
requires explicit simulation of electrons with a QM method (DFT). Chal-
lenges III and IV involve the entire RSH-AuNP system, including RSH tails
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of typically ∼102 atoms: QM methods become impracticable at these sys-
tem sizes, and a less costly classical forcefield treatment (MM) is necessary
in this case, at least in part.
The work presented here then proceeds towards the stated aim by at-
tempting to resolve each of these challenges I–IV. The eventually devised
solution proposes a combination of classical molecular dynamics (MD), fol-
lowed by the hybrid QM/MM method ONIOM, which allows to combine
the ‘best of the QM and MM worlds’ and is well established for other sys-
tems. To overcome challenge I, various effective core potentials (ECPs);
basis sets; and density functionals are evaluated based on their ability to
predict properties and geometries of several pristine AuNPs. These proper-
ties and geometries are either derived experimentally, or from high-level ab
initio calculations. The chosen QM method PBE/LANL2DZ is then further
tested on various systems, assessing its ability (challenge II) to reproduce
hydrogen loss and staple formation.
Upon proposing to tackle challenge III using ONIOM (with the OPLS-AA
forcefield for the MM part), the method’s performance is first compared to
that of full QM (PBE/LANL2DZ) in terms of accuracy and efficiency, and
in a variety of contexts, including on AuNPs featuring a 38-atom gold core.
Once these calculations confirm the considerable time gains afforded by the
introduction of ONIOM, I then demonstrate its full applicability in the op-
timisation of a large, experimentally plausible functionalised AuNP. Finally,
I propose to tackle challenge IV by introducing a classical MD simulation
stage to precede QM/MM optimisation. As a test, MD is used to gener-
ate statistically significant sets of 8-atom AuNPs coated with alkylthiols of
different chain lengths, which are then optimised, thereby successfully re-
producing the early stages of reconstruction. I then conclude by successfully
testing this MD + ONIOM approach on two much larger functionalised Au-
NPs, having 20-atom gold cores and sixteen or seventeen 64-atom ligands.
My Thesis highlights both the strengths and limitations of the ONIOM
approach in simulating such a complex process as organosulfur self-assembly
on AuNPs. Nonetheless, the chosen MD + ONIOM strategy can indeed re-
produce key aspects of self-assembly with increased CPU-efficiency, and,
importantly, makes electronically plausible predictions: it therefore repre-
sents a viable route for the in silico investigation of this process, and an
encouraging fulfilment of my initial aim.
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Part One: Introduction
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1 Background and Theory
1.1 Gold: Really so Noble?
Since the earliest days of civilisation, gold has exerted a powerful charm on
the human mind. For millennia, it has triggered wars; provided the impulse
for new explorations; and it has long been the symbol of wealth, power,
and nobility (Figure 1.1a). Together with the metal’s untarnishability in
air, and its resistance to corrosion, all of these factors have undoubtedly
contributed to build its reputation as the noble metal par excellence.
Yet, this proverbial reputation is somewhat misplaced: in fact, gold ex-
hibits an extraordinarily rich and variegated array of chemical properties,1,2
some of which have equally been known from time immemorial. For exam-
ple, the medical benefits of gold were already known to the ancient Chinese
4500 years ago,3 and colloidal suspensions of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs)
were used throughout the middle ages in the production of red-stained glass
windows (Figure 1.1b) and other artefacts.
It was as early as the mid 19th century when Michael Faraday began his
pioneering scientific research on these AuNPs (nanoscopic ‘chunks’ of for-
mally zerovalent gold) and their fascinating optical properties.4 Since then,
studies on these species have produced an ever-growing series of discoveries,
from their extremely active surface to the quantum properties governing
their atoms.
1.2 The Second Gold Rush
In what has even been termed a second gold rush,5 modern advances in
the field of nanotechnology have greatly renewed the interest in AuNPs and
related species such as nanorods and nanotubes.6 These chemically active
species, very different from the bulk metal, typically range in size from just a
few atoms to over 100 nm;6,7 in fact, being under 2–5 nm in diameter,7 and
27
(a)
Golden funerary mask, Ilama culture, Colombia
(ca. 500 BC). Metropolitan Museum of Art, New
York City, USA. Free image by Mary Harrsch.
(b) Glazen arms of Canton Unterwalden,
Switzerland (1564): red components are made of
ruby gold glass. Free image courtesy of Bielsko-
Bia la Museum, Su lkowskich Castle, Poland.
Figure 1.1 Two very different applications of gold, both of historical value.
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counting less than 55 gold atoms,8 all of the AuNPs studied in this Thesis
also fall well within the reported range where energy band quantisation
starts to occur and metallic character is lost. As an alternative to the term
AuNPs, I shall frequently use the term nanoclusters to refer to these species.
1.2.1 Organosulfurs on Gold: the Story of a Chemical
Affinity
Gold’s strong chemical affinity for sulfur is one of the properties that che-
mists have most extensively exploited during this gold rush. By means of
a spontaneous process known as self-assembly,9,10 which is thermodynam-
ically favoured by the enthalpy of forming the S–Au bond, monolayers of
molecules with organosulfur headgroups (Figure 1.2) such as disulfides,11,12
dithiols,13–17 (bis-)dithiocarbamates,12,18–22 and thiols (e.g.23,24) may be
facilely assembled on gold surfaces and nanoparticles alike.
Figure 1.2 Organosulfur species commonly used in the functionalisation of gold;
bis-dithiocarbamate and dithiol are shown bearing n-alkyl chains for simplicity.
Very conveniently, these assembled molecules may bear the most diverse
range and combinations of functional groups (R, R′ or replacing [CH2]n
in Figure 1.2); the resulting functionalised gold species—which may even
exhibit novel properties post-self-assembly—can therefore be employed in
the most disparate contexts. Given that self-assembly shields surfaces from
further reactivity, and since in smaller AuNPs it is known to accentuate
the loss of metallic character,8,25–29 the alternative term passivation is also
used.
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Selected Applications of Organosulfur-Functionalised Gold
Since the successful self-assembly of esteric disulfides on a gold surface re-
ported by Nuzzo and Allara in 1983,11 the actual and potential nanotech-
nological applications of functionalised AuNPs and surfaces have been ex-
plored in a fascinatingly large number of contexts. Although it is tempting
to review these exhaustively, the task stretches far beyond the scope of this
Thesis, and is already excellently fulfilled by several landmark reviews con-
cerning AuNPs9,30 and surfaces31,32 alike. Hence, in the subsections that
follow, I only give a very succinct and necessarily abridged overview of such
applications.
In (opto)electronic devices and as fluorophores. The organosulfur
headgroups in bis-dithiocarbamates,13 and aromatic13,15 and aliphatic14
dithiols have been employed to link gold nanoelectrodes, forming success-
fully conducting devices. An example are the interlinked supramolecular
AuNP networks synthesised by Wessels and co-workers.13 Maneeprakorn
and co-authors33 also report an elegant way of tethering cadmium sul-
fide quantum dots onto AuNPs coated with 4-aminothiophenol, forming
oligomeric precursors for use in more complex optoelectronic devices. Fi-
nally, an example of fluorescent AuNPs functionalised with two different
thiols is reported by Guo et al.24 (two more examples are reported further
below).
With molecular switches. Klajn and collaborators have amply reviewed
the functionalisation of AuNPs and surfaces with a variety of successfully
reversible thiol-bearing molecular switches,34 for example to trigger electric
conductance using rotaxanes;35 to control fluorescence using photosensitive
dyes;23 or to trigger AuNP aggregation into supramolecular systems such
as the one described in the previous subsection.13
A possible way to control aggregation is the cis-/trans- isomerisation
of azobenzenes, which is managed by light of different wavelengths:34 the
azobenzene moieties may either be directly attached to the gold,36 or, for
example, replacing bases in complementary DNA strands.37 Within longer
time frames, unmodified DNA ligands may be used to aggregate AuNPs,21
and the process reversed by simple heating. Rotaxane switches are activated
or deactivated by altering redox conditions.34,35
30
As (bio)sensing and biodelivery agents. AuNPs functionalised with
porphyrinated organosulfurs may be used in the recognition of specific an-
ions through changes in their absorption spectra.12 Moyano et al. report
functionalisation with massive organosulfurs bearing fluorescent probes, in
order to distinguish between different combinations of habitual biological
analytes.38 Examples of other studies in this area are one on glutathione-
coated and immobilised AuNPs for the detection of dopamine;39 and one on
AuNPs as possible delivery agents of the antiarthritic drug3 thiomalate.40
To prevent their excessive aggregation or attacks by the immune sys-
tem, functionalised AuNPs to be used in vivo are often also equipped with
polyethylene glycol (PEG) moieties.38,41,42
In catalysis. AuNPs may be functionalised with organosulfurs bearing a
range of different catalytic centres. Zhu et al. studied the role of immo-
bilised phenylethylthiol-functionalised AuNPs in catalysing the oxidation
of styrene.43 Other more complex organosulfurs may be used to anchor
species such as Fe0;22 RuII;19,22,44 PdII;45 catalytic oligopeptides;46 and N -
methylimidazole.47
Recruitment at interfaces. An effective way to promote and direct
supramolecular aggregations of AuNPs is their prior recruitment at the
water/air48,49 or water/oil interfaces.50 Organosulfur ligands bearing dif-
ferent proportions of typical hydrophobic and -philic functional groups may
therefore be included around AuNPs for this purpose.
As magnetic devices. To conclude my cursory summary, I cite the studies
by Crespo,51 Yoon,52 et al., who have experimentally investigated the rich
magnetic properties exhibited by AuNPs functionalised with n-aliphatic
thiols, even recognising a region of ferromagnetic behaviour.
1.2.2 Pristine Gold Nanoparticles: Importance in Catalysis
I should mention that, even when they aren’t functionalised, AuNPs remain
of great interest. Aside, of course, from their optical properties in suspen-
sion,53 researchers’ main focus has been on their multi-faceted catalytic
properties,54 particularly since seminal studies in the 1980s on their catal-
ysis of CO oxidation to CO2.
55,56 The role of free or supported AuNPs of
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various sizes in catalysing this reaction continues to be actively researched
in vitro,57–60 together with their role in other processes such as oxidation
of various alcohols61–63 and epoxidation of propylene.64
1.3 Making the Case for this Investigation
What is the justification for the work I present here? As I shall review fur-
ther below, and despite the vast amount of applications outlined in §1.2.1,
crucial aspects surrounding self-assembly of organosulfur species on gold re-
main poorly understood at the experimental level; this is true even for thiols,
which constitute the simplest and most frequently used type of organosul-
fur. Achieving accurate reproduction in silico of self-assembly, and all of
the species involved in it, would therefore represent an invaluable aid to the
synthetic chemist, helping to:
• shed more light on unclear aspects of this complicated process;
• improve the prediction and justification of experimental properties of
the resulting functionalised species; and
• considerably facilitate the targeted design of new and improved ad hoc
species.
However, due to the process’ complexity, especially at the scales and in
the contexts where it is used experimentally, its reproduction in silico to a
suitably high degree of accuracy still hasn’t been entirely achieved (vide in-
fra). Although the situation has improved considerably in recent years (even
as this work was being conducted), the innumerable computational studies
on this chemical process have sometimes even reached contradictory conclu-
sions; moreover, different regions of the self-assembling system—especially
experimentally relevant ones—should require very different levels of theo-
retical treatment to be efficiently simulated, and this problem hasn’t so far
been adequately addressed either.
Even after simplifying the problem by excluding gold surfaces and larger
AuNPs, and by focussing on thiols alone, I do believe that there is reason to
pursue a more accurate and efficient method to computationally simulate
self-assembly. Below (§1.4–1.7), I present four fundamental challenges still
facing the computational chemist wishing to achieve this, and I summarise
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the progress made by previous studies in dealing with them: the main focus
of this Thesis (§1.8) will be to work towards their resolution using currently
available computational methods and power (Chapter 2), and a strategy
which will be detailed across Chapters 3–7.
1.4 Challenge I: Reproducing the Chemical
Properties of Gold
The first challenge is the accurate simulation of gold itself, whose complex
chemistry is dominated by relativistic effects, aurophilicity, and whose high
number of electrons (79; 1s2 2s22p6 3s23p63d10 4s24p64d104f14 5s25p65d10
6s1) requires specific approximations in quantum mechanical (QM) calcu-
lations (see §1.4.3 and §2.2.9).
Resolving this challenge is of course important in that it would allow un-
ambiguous characterisation of a pristine AuNP’s potential energy surface
(PES; §2.2.4); of its electronic environment; and of its geometry; all prior
to arrival of the thiols. Realistically determining which conformations are
energetically preferred, for instance, also identifies how likely ‘embedded’
or ‘exposed’65 atoms are to accept incoming thiol headgroups. Any inac-
curacies already present at this stage—which indeed exist throughout the
literature (vide infra)—would translate into an unrealistic simulation of the
entire self-assembly process.
Inevitably, resolution of this challenge also matters for improving in sil-
ico simulation of pristine AuNPs with various catalytic substrates:54,66–71
considering these species’ extensive applications in catalysis (§1.2.2), a lot
remains to be understood about them at the mechanistic level, and a reliable
computational aid would again be vital.
After presenting the theory behind relativistic effects (§1.4.1) and au-
rophilicity (§1.4.2), I review the problems with treating them in silico and
any solutions already tested on gold (§1.4.3), and finally, the repercussions
these problems have had on previous studies (§1.4.4).
1.4.1 Relativity and Gold
Already in 1979, groundbreaking work by Pyykko¨ and Desclaux72 allowed
to identify relativity’s profound influence on the behaviour of gold, being
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even responsible for its characteristic colour. This influence has since been
periodically documented and discussed,1,2,73–75 and remains often invoked
in theoretical studies concerning novel gold species.
Three categories of relativistic effects are typically reported,72,73,75 all of
which have different implications for the simulation of gold: a) direct effects;
b) indirect effects; and c) spin-orbit (SO) splitting.
In the gold atom, direct relativistic effects cause a marked contraction of
all s-orbitals, including the valence orbital 6s. These orbitals have a high
degree of penetration: their electrons come within the closest reach of gold’s
nucleus, and feel the full effect of its high nuclear charge (Z = 79), getting
accelerated to average speeds v which approach the speed of light c. As a
result of this acceleration, the vc term in the relativistic mass formula
mrel =
me√
1− (vc )2 (1.1)
tends to 1. s-electrons thus acquire a large relativistic mass mrel which tends
to infinity, deviate from the nonrelativistic rest mass me = 9.11× 10−31 kg,
and invalidate the nonrelativistic approximation me ≈ mrel. This increase
in mass has a strong stabilising effect on the orbitals, pulling electrons even
closer to the nucleus, and causing the aforementioned orbital contraction.
As a result of their smaller degree of penetration, orbitals with higher
angular momenta such as d and f are instead subjected to indirect rela-
tivistic effects. These come about once the direct relativistic contraction
in the s-orbitals shields d- and f-orbitals even more from the attractive ef-
fect of nuclear charge. The drop in nuclear attraction thus felt by d and f
electrons causes them to orbit farther away from the nucleus, leading to a
destabilisation and expansion of their orbitals.
SO splitting is the ‘split’ in energy that relativity imposes to all those
orbitals with angular momentum ` > 0 (i.e. p and above) depending on
the spin quantum number s = ±12 of the electrons occupying them. Un-
der nonrelativistic conditions, ` alone is sufficient to describe electrons in
all orbitals; under relativistic conditions, on the other hand, electrons in
orbitals with ` > 0 are additionally described by the main total angular
momentum quantum number j = `+ s = `± 12 ,72,73 and consequently lose
their degeneracy. Hence, SO effects are responsible for splitting p-electrons
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into p 1
2
and p 3
2
states, d -electrons into d 3
2
and d 5
2
, and so on.
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Figure 1.3 Illustration (not to scale) of the three main relativistic effects, as ‘felt’
by valence orbitals of the gold atom: direct relativistic effects cause 6s orbitals to
contract; indirect relativistic effects cause 5d orbitals to expand; and SO effects
split them into 5d 3
2
and 5d 5
2
.
Figure 1.3 schematically illustrates the changes that these three relativis-
tic effects have on gold’s valence orbitals 6s and 5d : the former contract
due to direct effects; the latter expand as a result of indirect ones, and are
split by SO effects into 5d 3
2
and 5d 5
2
. It is clear from the figure that as a
result of these effects, 6s and 5d 5
2
orbitals end up being close in energy, and
are therefore prone to hybridisation when bonding.76
1.4.2 The Aurophilic interaction and its Correlative Nature
Aurophilicity 1,2,76,77 is a unique type of interaction occurring between Auq
centres (0 < q 6 1). More specifically, it is a closed-shell attraction elicited
by 5d10 electrons on different Au centres, and displaying R−6 behaviour at
long-range distances R:78 in this respect it is similar in nature to typical
dispersion interactions, which also occur between closed-shell species (for
example, holding together noble gas atoms in the liquid and solid state),
and also displays the same long-range behaviour.
Actually, aurophilic interactions turn out to be stronger than normal
dispersion, leading to Au–Au bonds that are shorter than the sum of their
van der Waals radii.77 In addition, they are not exclusively dispersive in
nature, though this was indeed the view80 before a study by Runeberg
et al.79 highlighted the presence of an ionic component too. Figure 1.4
shows how both (a) the dispersive and (b) the ionic contributions originate
from electronic excitations from the 5d into the (fully or partly empty)
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(a) Dispersion Contribution (b) ‘Ionic component’;79
Virtual charge transfer1
Figure 1.4 The two main types of electronic excitation contributing to aurophilic
interactions, illustrated for a system of two Auq centres A (red) and B (blue). The
bottom two energy levels in (a) and (b) correspond to the 5d orbitals; the top two
to 6s or 6p.
6s orbitals and into the (empty) 6p orbitals.1 In the case of traditional
dispersion, the excitation does not involve electron transfer between Au
centres, whereas it does in the case of the ionic contribution. It is then
unsurprising that aurophilicity benefits strongly from relativistic effects,
which, by narrowening the 5d–6s gap, facilitate these excitations.79
Even more importantly, Figure 1.4 serves to illustrate the strong link80
between aurophilicity and static (long-range) electronic correlation, which
of course also exists with normal dispersion effects.81 As opposed to dy-
namic correlation (cfr. §2.2.7), which arises because electrons have to avoid
each other as they orbit a nucleus or set of nuclei, static correlation in a
system arises when there are contributions from multiple electronic config-
urations, precisely as in this case. This link has important implications for
the simulation of aurophilicity (§1.4.3).
Aside from being reported in silico,78–80,82 aurophilicity has been reported
experimentally22,76–78,83 in various systems, including functionalised Au-
NPs. In the specific case of pristine AuNPs, the issue has often been men-
tioned only in passing,84–87 possibly owing to gold’s formal zerovalence in
this context. In practice, complete zerovalence is untrue because of uneven
charge distribution:6 atoms in areas of charge depletion would have a partly
empty 6s shell, and thus be subjected to aurophilic effects too. This, to-
gether with the fact that 6p orbitals remain empty anyway, suggests that
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aurophilicity should become important in pristine AuNPs too.
1.4.3 Challenge I: State of the Art (Relativistic Effects and
Aurophilicity)
For reasons of efficiency, all quantum mechanical calculations presented
later—and indeed the vast majority of previous calculations on AuNPs—are
formally nonrelativistic, being based on solving the Schro¨dinger equation as
formulated in §2.2.3. I should point out that fully classical treatments for
gold are also possible (§1.6.1 and §1.7.1), but are not explored in this work.
Given, then, the predominant use of nonrelativistic quantum methods,
how should one include the relativistic and aurophilic effects needed to sim-
ulate gold?
Relativistic Effects: Effective Core Potentials and Basis Sets
Incorporation of direct and indirect relativistic effects in nonrelativistic cal-
culations is the least problematic aspect of this first challenge: it is eas-
ily solved by treating gold with one of several readily available relativistic
effective core potentials (ECP) and associated basis sets. The standard
procedures used to derive these ECPs and basis sets, involving all-electron
relativistic calculations, have been extensively reviewed by Dolg;88 in §2.2.9,
I discuss the mechanisms through which the ECPs/basis sets I use in this
Thesis (§3.2.1) can incorporate the shapes of relativistic 5d and 6s orbitals.
Introduction of relativistic ECPs/basis sets to treat gold also has the ad-
vantage of reducing the number of electrons explicitly simulated from 79
to 19 (60-electron ECPs) or 11 (68-electron ECPs; details about config-
urations in §2.2.9). Though still used in the mid-2000s89–92 (and briefly
featuring in this Thesis too), 68-electron ECPs have been criticised for in-
accuracy,1,93 and are now increasingly replaced by 60-electron ECPs: for
example, there are AuNP studies5,94–96 using ECPs from the LANL2 fam-
ily;97 ones65,95,96,98–100 using ECPs from the Stuttgart-Dresden group;101
and ones96,100,102,103 using the SBKJC ECP by Stevens et al.,104 a mod-
ification of which was specifically recommended by Basch and Ratner as
a suitable option for gold.105 All of these ECPs and associated basis sets
are introduced later, always in §3.2.1: because basis set size can still influ-
ence calculations on AuNPs (see e.g. §1.4.4), I still have to validate their
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accuracy, and do so in Chapter 3.
The ECPs I use in my calculations are all scalar-quasirelativistic (see
again §2.2.9), meaning that explicit SO effects are averaged out.88 Cases
have been reported where omission (o) or inclusion (i) of SO effects respec-
tively can strongly influence the outcome of AuNP calculations, notably by
determining: whether a planar (o) or nonplanar (i) isomer of Au–12 is ener-
getically preferred;85 or whether a Jahn-Teller distortion is predicted forD3h
Au3 (o)
106 or not (i;107 as per experiment).108 I have shown elsewhere,109
however, that omission of SO effects does not always have significant effects
on the outcome of a calculation; and for reasons of computational efficiency,
I do not consider their inclusion further.
Aurophilicity
The most problematic stage of solving the first challenge remains the treat-
ment of aurophilic effects in QM simulations: in light of the earlier ex-
planation (§1.4.2), it is clear that this requires methods having a sound
treatment of long-range electron correlation. Unfortunately, standard den-
sity functional theory (§2.2.7), which remains the preferred method for the
simulation of gold due to its generally favourable cost-to-accuracy ratio, has
an ostensibly poor treatment of long-range correlation;81 this is reflected in
the vast disagreement seen across previous AuNP studies (§1.4.4). More-
over, the precise effects of aurophilicity on pristine AuNPs—as coupled with
relativistic effects—remain unknown (vide infra).
Several studies87,110–115 have sought to counteract the problem of treat-
ing long-range correlation with DFT. Proposed approaches are extensively
reviewed and classified by Klimesˇ and Michaelides:116 reformulating a pre-
vious analogy117 (§2.2.7) to the Biblical Jacob’s ladder, the authors define
a new ladder stretching from standard DFT’s “poor-correlation earth” to
the “correlation heaven” of the exact density functional.
At the bottom of the ladder are methods110,113,114 retrieving long-range
correlation by correcting the energy found by standard density function-
als; these apply a pairwise correction of the form −fdamp C6R6 (where the
damping function fdamp ensures cancellation at short range): the more
recent generation of these methods,113,114 where C6 coefficients are eval-
uated directly during calculations based on their environment, includes the
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vdW(TS) approach designed by Tkatchenko and Scheﬄer, specifically used
in some AuNP simulations.118,119 On the last step of the ladder, already in
computationally expensive territory, are double-hybrid density funcionals
(§2.2.8);87,111 these have also been tested on isomers of Au8 (vide infra),
87
with specific reference to aurophilicity, and are therefore employed in this
Thesis too (see §4.1.1 and §4.3.1).
Not included in the ladder is the M06-L meta-GGA density functional
(§2.2.7),112 which recovers long-range correlation implicitly, through a dif-
ferent mechanism. Notably, in a 2010 study by Shi et al.,120 the functional
is judged to be one of the best-performing functionals (out of the over 50
tested) in predicting reference properties of Aun (n = 1–4). Moreover, it
is able to correctly predict the 2D-3D transition in both anionic121,122 and
cationic122 AuNPs (vide infra; although the authors simply impute this
success to it being a meta-GGA functional).
In light of such complexity, a key part of Challenge I is that of estab-
lishing a density functional that is able to afford an accurate treatment of
aurophilicity when simulating gold: in §2.2.7, I discuss the process of choos-
ing a set of five candidate density functionals, which I then validate over
Chapters 3 and 4.
In the end, though extremely expensive, post-SCF methods (§2.2.6 and
2.2.8), which include double-hybrid functionals, remain the best chance to
recover long-range correlation, and therefore aurophilicity. For these rea-
sons, these methods too have been employed, despite their costs, to resolve
ambiguities surrounding AuNPs larger than Au2 (§1.4.4).
87,100,102,106,123–127
For this Thesis too, I opt to run some post-SCF calculations, specifically on
Au8 isomers (see §4.2.1 and 4.3).
1.4.4 Challenge I: State of the Art (Simulation of Pristine
AuNPs)
Ambiguities in Determining Chemical Properties and PES
Despite the above considerations about DFT, the majority of in silico AuNP
studies cited in this Thesis still stick to standard density functionals with
poor long-range correlation treatment (with the exception of vdW(TS) and
M06-L): e.g. PW91,128 LYP,129 and PBE.130 This is indeed one of the main
reasons behind the widespread disagreement amongst these studies, but
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there are other aggravating factors.
Insufficient experimental data. The situation is not helped by the
scarcity of experimental (particularly structural) data, which hinders vali-
dation but for the simplest nanoclusters (Au0,±, Au0,±2 ). An exception are
the vertical electron affinities determined by Taylor and co-workers for clus-
ters up to Au233.
131 Other important examples include: a) a well-known
infrared spectral study by Gruene and co-workers characterising Au7, Au19
and Au20 in krypton,
132 very recently integrated with Au3 and Au4;
119
b) ion mobility studies by Gilb, Furche et al.;98,99 c) electron diffraction
studies on Au–n (n=11–24); and d) a (structurally inconclusive) UV-Visible
spectroscopic characterisation in neon by Lecoultre et al. of atomic gold,
and clusters up to Au9 excluding Au6.
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Relative smoothness of PES, and fluxionality. Exacerbating in silico
discrepancies even further109 is the fact that certain AuNP isomers may
typically be separated by energies close to the 300K thermal energy, as well
as exhibiting a PES with relatively low barriers.
First and foremost, this flatness in the PES renders it and the AuNPs’
relative energy profiles even more susceptible to the chosen methodology:
not only to the density functional, but also, of course (§1.4.3), to ECP/basis
set size. Incidentally, the effects of spin-state on AuNPs’ PES have generally
been overlooked, with the majority of calculations normally carried out at
the ground state; however, Jiang et al.103 have published a study of neutral
and cationic clusters up to Au8 and Au
+
8 , uncovering particularly stable
high-spin isomers of Au+2 , Au4 and Au
+
4 .
Secondly, their relatively smooth PES renders AuNPs fluxional at room
temperature, meaning that there is rapid interconversion between their iso-
mers,85,90,92,118,134–137 and posing another considerable challenge to their
simulation. As also proven experimentally,98,99 this may well lead to co-
existence of different isomers, which should be adequately sampled. Since
nanocluster fluxionality is a dynamic problem, however, I prefer to discuss
it later as part of challenge IV (§1.7.1).
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Nanoclusters in this Thesis
Even when restricting the discussion to those pristine cluster sizes and
charges specifically studied in this work (Au±n (n= 1−3); and Aun (n=1−4,
7, 8, 10, 20)), the amount and variety of previous in silico studies are both so
vast that I here only give a general overview. The discordance surrounding
these clusters’ PES, as emerging from this previous literature, is generally
evident; there are, however, a few exceptions, which I discuss immediately
below, before moving on to the remaining sizes.
Au–3, Au
+
3 , Au20. Aside from Au
0,±; and aside from Au0,±2 , whose PES is
simple and for which the discordance concerns experimental data of other
nature (§3.4), there are three cases of one particular isomer showing excep-
tional stability. The singlet linear isomer of Au–3 is always found as the low-
est minimum99,138–141 compared to a singlet C2v and a triplet D3h one; this
finding is also confirmed by HF, MP2, and CCSD(T) results.106 The D3h
singlet isomer of Au+3 is always confirmed as the lowest minimum
95,98,139,142
compared to a linear singlet and a linear triplet one, and again, this is con-
firmed by HF, MP2, and CCSD(T) calculations.106 Finally, there is a Td
isomer of Au20, whose exceptional stability is agreed upon both by several
QM studies,95,98,106,139,142 and experimentally.132,143 All of these isomers, as
indeed the ones mentioned further below, are duly illustrated in Chapters
3 and 4.
Au3. Disagreements already begin for a cluster as small as Au3, even
though, when carried out without SO coupling, HF106 and DFT stud-
ies144,145 dealing with Au3 all paint a qualitatively similar PES in the char-
acteristic shape of a ‘warped Mexican hat’.106,145,146 Sitting at a crossing at
the centre of this surface is a D3h isomer; its energy is lowered by Jahn-Teller
distortion to two isosceles triangular C2v isomers along the Mexican hat’s
‘valley’. One is a first order transition state with θ<60°. The other, actually
found as the lowest-energy minimum by a number of DFT95,120,140,144,145,147
and post-SCF106 studies, is a minimum with apical angle 60◦ < θ < 70◦.
Moving towards the edges of the PES, a linear isomer (D∞h) is encoun-
tered as a minimum, or a transition state of order 2, depending on the
method:106 according to a DFT study by Wang et al.,89 who employed the
local density approximation (§2.2.7), this is even lower in energy than the
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triangular isomers. On top of this, a completely distinct ‘bent’ C2v isomer
(an obtuse triangle; 120◦ < θ < 180◦) is reported as the lowest-energy form
of Au3 in a number of studies.
5,120,138,139,148,149
Different spectral data are contradictory, being either attributed to the
(undistorted) D3h isomer;
108 to the ‘bent’ C2v isomer;
133 or to a contribu-
tion by both.119
Au4. The most frequently reported minimum-energy isomers of Au4 are the
rhomboidal and y-shaped forms (Figure 3.2a).89,94–96,120,125,138,140,144,147–150
Also reported as a minimum is a zig-zag isomer;120 from PES exploration
too,144 a distorted tetrahedron and a square form are reported as transition
states of unspecified order.120,144 Most of the DFT studies reviewed,89,94,96,138,144,147–150
and indeed MP2126 and CCSD(T)125 calculations, find the rhomboidal iso-
mer as the lowest-energy minimum. On the other hand, studies employing
the LYP functional,95,120,125,126,133,140 favour the y-shaped isomer. In all
cases, the two are predicted to be fairly close energetically (∼ 0.02 − 0.1
eV).
The spectra of Au4, both in neon matrix
133 and Kr-bound,119 point to
some degree of coexistence between the rhomboidal and y-shaped isomers.
Au7. Four isomers of Au7 are most frequently reported in the litera-
ture (Figure 4.2):5,65,89,95,132,138,139,144,147–151 one planar hexagonal; one pla-
nar capped triangular; and one nonplanar pentagonal bipyramidal. In
addition (Figure 4.2), two nonplanar capped triangular isomers are re-
ported.132,138,151 In this work, I also use previously unreported isomers of
Au7, derived in the manner described in §4.2.1.
In one of the most important pieces of experimental evidence, predomi-
nance of Au7’s planar capped triangular isomer has been firmly established
spectroscopically by Gruene and co-workers.119,132 This is also confirmed by
CCSD(T) calculations,126 and a majority of DFT studies.5,65,95,132,138,139,148,149,151,152
However, there is also a substantial minority of DFT studies,89,95,144,150 as
well as an MP2 study by Lee et al.,126 that find the pentagonal bipyramidal
isomer to be lower in energy instead. In an isolated case, using a 68-electron
ECP, the hexagonal form is reported as the lowest minimum.147
Au10. I conclude the discussion on previous in silico studies by briefly dis-
cussing Au10; Au8 is a special case, and will be discussed in the subsection
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below. At this size, the number of low-energy isomers is too high for an ex-
tensive systematic study to be practicable, and indeed, a series of unrelated
low symmetry isomers are reported as minima.89,144,150 This is also one of
the reasons for the unavailability of comprehensive post-SCF studies.
There are, however, three notable and oft-cited Au10 isomers to men-
tion from previous literature (Figure 4.3):5,65,94,139,147–149,151 a bicapped
hexagonal isomer—most frequently reported as minimum in DFT stud-
ies;5,65,139,148,149,151 a triangular planar one, reported as a lowest-energy
minimum by Yarzhemsky and collaborators in a DFT (LANL2DZ/B3LYP)
study;94 and a bicapped square antiprismatic isomer that is reported as
a global minimum in the same (and only) 68-electron ECP study finding
hexagonal Au7 as a lowest-energy minimum too.
147
Greater detail about how these and other derived Au10 isomers are used
in this Thesis is given in §4.2.1 and 4.4.2.
The 2D-3D Transition and the Au8 Case Study
Directly linked to accurate reproduction of the PES is the fundamental ques-
tion about the 2D-3D transition: above what nanocluster size do 3D isomers
start to become preferred energetically over planar ones and why?5,65,85,95,121,122,139,147,150–153
The question has proven difficult to answer, with DFT studies on neutral
AuNPs5,65,95,139,147,150,151 alternately predicting the transition to occur at
sizes: <Au7;
150 Au7-Au8;
147 Au10-Au11;
95 Au11-Au12;
139 >Au13;
65 Au13-
Au14;
5 Au14-Au15.
151
Though spectroscopic data do indeed confirm that Au7 has a planar
lowest minimum,132 studies on larger sizes remain inconclusive,133 doing
little to clarify the situation. Even in the case of charged nanoclusters,
for which ion mobility studies,98,99 electron diffraction,92 and photoelec-
tron spectroscopy90 do allow to determine the onset of nonplanarity (Au–11-
Au–12, and Au
+
7 -Au
+
8 ), disagreement in DFT findings remains: of several
studies,85,95,121,122,147,152,153 only three85,121,122 are able to predict the tran-
sition correctly in anionic85,121,122 and cationic species.122 (Two of these
successful studies,121,122 are the ones I previously mentioned using M06-
L).112 Jiang et al. furthermore propose that nonplanar forms are preferred
at higher spin.103
Pristine Au8 has become an ideal case study in the quest for the planar to
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Figure 1.5 Low energy isomers of Au8; SX labels follow a previous naming
scheme;100,102 FX labels follow a revised nomenclature used in this work (F2,
F5, F6, F8: Chapter 4; all remaining ones: Appendix A2). In isomers F5 and F6,
atoms on alternating planes are coloured differently to aid visualisation.
nonplanar transition.91,100,102,123,124 Although it lies at the lower end of the
size range at which the transition is debated to occur, its PES conveniently
comprises a set of planar and nonplanar low-energy isomers F1–F11 (Figure
1.5): nine well-documented (e.g. Olson et al.);102 and two higher-energy
ones (F3 and F11) only discussed here in Appendix A2. DFT (and even
post-SCF) studies have alternately predicted one of the 4 most stable forms
of Au8 (Fig. 1.5) as the global minimum: either the planar cloverleaf form
F2/D4h,
5,65,87,91,94,95,100,102,114,123,139,148,149,151,152,154,155 or one of the 3D
“nugget” forms F5/Td,
89,100,102,147,150 F6/C2v,
91,95,144 F8/D2d (the latter
only by MP2 calculations).87,100,102
Post-SCF calculations. Schwabe and Grimme87 optimised the F2 clover-
leaf and nuggets F5 and F8 using the double-hybrid density functional
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B2PLYP (§2.2.8).87,110,111 F2 is confirmed as the most stable isomer, fol-
lowed by F5 (+0.356 eV) and F8 (+0.386 eV with respect to F2). Nugget
F6 was not studied.
MP2 and CCSD(T) calculations on Au8 isomers are reported by Olson
and co-workers in two successive studies.100,102 Despite expectations that
these post-SCF methods, especially the gold standard CCSD(T), would pro-
vide a more solid set of results compared to DFT, disagreement persists.
The 2005 study102 does initially overturn DFT findings: CCSD(T) and
MP2 data find, respectively, that nugget isomers F5 and F8 replace the
cloverleaf F2 as the most stable minimum. In contrast, the 2007 study,100
prompted by a 2006 proposal124 to further investigate basis set effects, finds
that CCSD(T) restores the cloverleaf as the most stable isomer when used
in conjunction with larger basis sets.156 However, MP2 continues to predict
the greatest stability for F8, followed by the other two nuggets. This dis-
agreement has sparked some criticism of both MP2 and CCSD(T) for the
treatment of gold nanoclusters.85,157
Effects of ECP and basis set on Au8 isomers. As for other AuNPs
(vide supra), choice of basis sets123,124 and size of the effective core potential
(ECP) are amongst other factors known to affect energy differences between
isomers of Au8; this susceptibility, again, is in line with its typically flat PES.
Au8 F6, for example, is only reported as the global minimum instead of F2
when DFT is used with a 68-electron ECP,91,144 or95 a 60-electron ECP
and the SVWN5 functional.158
What is the role of aurophilicity vs. relativistic effects? As I dis-
cussed earlier, however, the main unknown even in this case remains the
exact role of aurophilicity. It must be further investigated whether it in-
deed does affect the 2D-3D crossover, how much, and to what extent with
respect to the other concurring factors.
In line with its R−6 nature, aurophilicity should enhance nonplanarity,
maximising the number of nearest neighbours for each gold atom. At the
same time, however, the 5d-6s hybridisation caused by direct relativistic
effects (§1.4.1) has a totally opposite influence: it increases the tendency of
gold to form ‘σ-like’ directional bonds,138 pushing AuNPs to conserve pla-
narity up to larger sizes compared to nanoclusters of nonrelativistic metals
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such as copper.91,139,154,159 In Au8, this ‘planarising’ effect is so evidently
related to gold that it disappears as soon as it is doped with as little as two
silver atoms (Au6Ag2).
154 How exactly, then, do these competing effects
balance each other out, and what is their effect on energies of Au8 nuggets
and cloverleaf? Answering this question remains one of the most important
parts of Challenge I, and is mainly dealt with in Chapter 4.
1.5 Challenge II: Reproducing Reconstruction
upon Thiol Adsorption
The second challenge is the correct simulation of the extensive surface re-
construction occurring once thiol ligands have assembled onto an AuNP, as
physisorption evolves into chemisorption.160
(a) Monomeric RS–Au–SR. (b) Dimeric RS–Au–(SR)–Au–SR.
Figure 1.6 Two examples of characteristic staple motifs from the crystal structures
of (a) Au38(SC2H4Ph)24
161 (showing only one monomeric staple and the unstapled
Au23 core); and (b) [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– 83 (showing only one dimeric staple and
the Au13 core). Note that the middle sulfur atom in (b) is not bound to an anchor
atom in the core, whereas all other sulfur atoms are. Key: large grey: core Au;
brown: staple Au; yellow: S; small grey: C; white: H.
Chemisorption is characterised by two fundamental events: a) formation
of characteristic RS–Au–SR staple motifs, monomeric or dimeric (Figure
1.6), whereby several gold atoms are completely lifted out of the ‘Au(111)-
like’ regular surface162–165 of pristine AuNPs; and b) cleavage of the S–H
bond, with possible loss of hydrogen gas, turning thiols into thiyls. Both
these processes were still relatively poorly understood until recently,166,167
and it has become increasingly clear that they are inevitably intertwined.
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Both events bring about substantial electronic changes to all regions of a
functionalised AuNP: upon chemisorption, sulfur168 and gold8,25–29,82 atoms
undergo a substantial change in their electronic environments, and, as head-
groups and gold cores are often coupled to tailgroups through conjugation
and charge transfer (§6.2.1), these are affected too. Accurate reproduction
of these effects in silico is therefore paramount. In addition, RS–Au–SR
staples also play an important structural role, for example in the linkage of
gold electrodes held together by dithiols.15
I should here perhaps distinguish chemisorption from the physisorption
which precedes it.160 Experimental proof of the two as distinct phases was
provided by Lavrich et al. on Au(111);169 the authors showed that ph-
ysisorption does energetically depend on the lengths of ligand tailgroups,
and involves tail-tail and tail-gold dispersion interactions, whereas chemisorp-
tion does not, and involves headgroups alone. Similar results were found
using static QM methods:170,171 the energy flow when ‘manually’ attaching
or detaching thiyls to/from a gold surface, whereupon physi- and chemisorp-
tion are considered simultaneously, is found to increase with increasing
tailgroup length, provided there is a correct treatment of dispersion in-
teractions. On the contrary, exclusion of dispersion interactions omits the
physisorptive component, and predicts a chemisorption energy which is in-
dependent of tailgroup length.171
1.5.1 Challenge II: State of the Art
By and large, previous studies have focussed on simulating reconstruction
post-self-assembly from an essentially ‘static’ point of view, principally em-
ploying QM structural optimisation to investigate any spontaneous staple
formation from pre-dehydrogenated thiyls; or any spontaneous S–H cleavage
under particularly favourable conditions. QM methods remain the preferred
choice to tackle this challenge (§2.2.1) because of its electronic nature. In
my calculations, I too mainly approach the problem from a static point
of view (Chapter 5), opting to overcome the challenge using these same
methods; on top of those made in Chapter 5, further advances are made
on this challenge when dealing with challenge IV later on (using molecular
dynamics; §1.7).
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Staple Formation
Originally, there was little knowledge of staple units on both Au(111) and
AuNPs. In the 1990s/early 2000s, a series of electronic structure stud-
ies hotly debated the energetically preferred thiyl adsorption site on the
Au(111) surface, but generally assumed it to be virtually unstapled.172–178
The situation began to change gradually over the 2000s, as various impor-
tant experimental and in silico indications of stapling began to emerge from
different research fronts; eventually, the presence of stapling was more firmly
established (vide infra).
The story of reconstruction on Au(111) post-self-assembly. Scan-
ning tunnelling microscopy (STM) was first used to study self-assembled
organosulfurs on Au(111) in 1997.179 It was only during the course of 2005
and 2006, however, that combined STM and DFT studies published by
Rzez´nicka, Maksymovych and co-authors180–184 gradually began to reveal
the lifting of gold adatoms out of the surface, and formation of staples was
eventually confirmed microscopically.184
Gold adatoms were not immediately associated with RS–Au–SR staples:
in 2005, DFT calculations predicted formation of gold adatoms on Au(111)
upon alkanethiyl self-assembly, but without staple formation;185 this par-
ticular self-assembly model was also obtained and reported in 2006 by Yu
et al.186 In 2007, DFT findings by Wang and Selloni led them to propose a
mixed formation of vacancies and staples on Au(111) upon self-assembly.187
Nonetheless, by the close of the decade, also due to the important findings
on AuNPs reported in the subsections below, and due to stapling on Au(111)
being reproduced dynamically (§1.7.1),188,189 the staple model finally began
to make definitive headway on Au(111) surfaces too.10,160,190–193
The story of reconstruction on AuNPs post-self-assembly. In paral-
lel to the growing evidence for stapling on Au(111) surfaces, evidence grad-
ually built up for stapling on AuNPs too upon organosulfur self-assembly.
Early microscopic evidence for Au(111)-like faces on pristine AuNPs162,163
did not contribute to the theory of stapling taking off194 until the first DFT
calculations began revealing extensive reconstruction of pristine Au38 af-
ter self-assembly.195,196 Parallelisms were also proposed197 between AuNPs
functionalised with glutathione and antiarthritic AuI compounds [Au(SR)]x :
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the crystal structure of thiomalate, published in 1998,198 already revealed
a fourfold helical structure with staple-like S–AuI–S units.
The real turning point, however, came in 2007 with the determination
of the crystal structure of Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44,
199 followed by those
of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– (2008),83,200 and Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 (2010);
161 all
of these showed extensive reconstruction, with mono- and dimeric staples
in varying proportions. The extremely well-defined set of sizes at which
functionalised AuNPs were identified prompted their interpretation as su-
peratoms:201 this view has since become very popular in all in silico studies
concerning these species, which is why I review it in a bit more detail.
The magic number. According to the superatom model, exceptional
stability in functionalised AuNPs is only attained when the electron count
n∗ in their delocalised superatomic orbitals corresponds to the shell-closing
magic totals of 2, 8, 18, 34, . . . : this can only happen at specific sizes.
Rojas-Cervellera et al. extensively explain the link between the superatom
view and stapling.167 A generic functionalised AuNP [Aum(SR)n ]
q may be
re-expressed as an (a + 2b + 2c)-atom core surrounded by b mono- and c
dimeric staples
{
[AuaAu2b+2c] [Au (SR)2]b [Au2 (SR)3]c
}q
(where 2b+2c gold
atoms in the core are anchoring a staple; Figure 1.6); then, any combination
of (a+ 2b+ 2c), b, c and q yielding a magic total for n∗ according to
n∗ = (a+ 2b+ 2c︸ ︷︷ ︸ )− (b+ c)− q
anchors
(1.2)
represents a viable functionalised AuNP. The total number of gold atoms
m is always given by a+ 3b+ 4c, and the total number of thiyl ligands n is
always given by 2b+ 3c.
It follows from Formula 1.2 that one valence electron is added to n∗ for
each of the (a + 2b + 2c) core atoms, whereas one is removed for every
staple motif. Staple gold is thus considered to be fully oxidised to AuI (cfr.
gold thiomalate). It also follows from this picture that chemisorption is a
redox process: each of the n = 2b+ 3c originally hydrogenated thiols must
be reduced to a thiolate and a hydrogen atom H· + RS−. Of the required
2b+ 3c electrons, b+ 2c are covered by said oxidation of staple gold to AuI;
the remaining b + c are drawn directly from the gold core. As recognised
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elsewhere too,82 assuming that q = 0, this formally leaves the core with a
positive charge b+c, and every staple with a charge of −1, effectively giving{
[AuaAu2b+2c]
b+c [Au (SR)2]
−b
b [Au2 (SR)3]
−c
c
}0
.
DFT calculations on isolated [Au(SCH3)2]
0,–1 and [Au2(SCH3)3]
0,–1 seem
in agreement with this picture,202 and the formally full oxidation of staple
gold atoms and the partial oxidation of the core highlights the even greater
relevance of aurophilicity after functionalisation. As an important note,
despite the appearance of thiolates in the redox system just discussed, I
prefer throughout this Thesis to refer to chemisorbed ligands as thiyls: this
is to maintain an ideal distinction between a previously zerovalent AuNP
core, and formally RS· moieties.
The magic number and structure prediction. When it was first de-
veloped in 2008, Formula 1.2 already fitted the published crystal structure
of Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44 (n
∗ = 58). Subsequently, after it was used by
Akola and co-workers203 to correctly predict the structure of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–
(n∗ = 8) months before its publication,83,200 the superatom model rose to
popularity. Thus, despite frequent small deviations from magic n∗ totals
(MN)—caused by steric effects and distortions of orbitals from spheric-
ity167,204–206—Formula 1.2 remains extensively invoked.
First of all, it was used to rationalise experimentally identified species
with unsolved crystal structures such as: Au20(SC2H4Ph)16 / Au20(SCH3)16
(n∗ = 4; 4e− short of MN);204,207 Au36(SPh)23 (n
∗ = 13; 5e− short of
MN);206 [Au44(SPh)28]
2– (n∗ = 18);208 [Au67(SC2H4Ph)35]
2– / [Au67(SC6H13)35]
2–
(n∗ = 34);209 and Au144(SCH3)60 (n
∗ = 84; 8e− short of MN).205 Models (or
at least predictions of stapling) were also produced for all of these species.
Moreover, application of the formula in in silico studies produced: three
(additional)195,196 models of Au38(SCH3)24
210–212 prior to the publication
of its crystal structure (n∗ = 14; 4e− short of MN);161 as well as stapled
models of two hypothetical species matching MN n∗ = 2: [Au12(SCH3)9]
+
and Au8(SCH3)6.
213
All studies concerning the generation of Au38(SCH3)24 and Au20(SCH3)16
models,195,196,204,210–212 all of which involve DFT structural optimisation
(albeit with different approaches), are able to reproduce spontaneous sta-
ple formation starting from ligands manually adsorbed on unreconstructed
pristine AuNPs: in all of them, however, ligands are unrealistically already
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dehydrogenated.
S–H Cleavage and Hydrogen Loss
Due to the evanescence of the hydrogen atom in crystal structures, the
problem of whether S–H bonds cleave upon self-assembly has proven much
more difficult to solve, both experimentally and in silico. Despite the very
recent in silico confirmation that S–H cleavage very likely does play an
integral role in self-assembly (vide infra), much remains to be understood
about the problem, namely, its relation to tailgroup length and chemical
nature; to coverage; and to the presence of prior defects on the pristine gold
substrate.
The popular Brust synthesis of functionalised AuNPs214–216—which en-
tails growth from tetrachloroaurate(III) AuCl–4 rather than self-assembly—
actually reports, in its 1994 formulation, that S–H bonds remain intact at
the end of the process: perhaps cleavage was overlooked because the method
prescribes excess NaBH4 to reduce Au
III in AuCl–4, and this releases copious
amounts of hydrogen anyway. A 2010 revisitation of the Brust mechanism
by Goulet and Lennox,216 however, indirectly concludes that S–H cleavage
does occur, resulting in H+s which are then reduced to H2 by NaBH4.
In parallel to these studies, other experimental data suggesting or dis-
proving S–H cleavage have emerged, with the balance gradually tipping
towards the former over time. Temperature programmed desorption (TPD)
of HS(CH2)nCH3 adsorbed on Au(111) did detect the release of dissociated
·S(CH2)nCH3 radicals, albeit in decreasing amounts with decreasing n 8 →
6 → 4;217 Rzez´nicka et al.180 subsequently detected no dissociation at all
for n = 3 and n = 1, and also confirmed the result microscopically and
spectroscopically. A 1H-NMR study by Hasan et al. also found no evidence
of S–H cleavage in dodecanethiol-functionalised AuNPs;218 however, the au-
thors do speculate that dissociated and undissociated ligands may coexist,
with the former even prevailing at lower coverage.
More recent evidence preponderates decisively for dissociation, and in-
cludes: a) oxidation of −NO2 −−→ −NH2 observed upon self-assembly
on gold of HS(C6H4)1,2NO2 but not of the disulfide (S(C6H4)1,2NO2)2;
219
b) post-self-assembly disappearance of the S–H stretch in the infrared spec-
trum of n-alkyl-2,3-dithiols;16 and c) the actual detection, by gas chro-
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matography, of H2 after self-assembly of HS(CH2)11CH3 and HSC2H4Ph on
AuNPs.220
In silico, evidence for cleavage was initially only found by DFT when
driven by surface defects on Au(111).221,222 Basch and Ratner (2004)223
found no S–H cleavage using DFT structural optimisation, but their study
only involved a single thiol on Au4. The same conclusion (only in the
absence of defects) was again reached by Zhou and Hagelberg (2006),224
optimising (DFT) HSCH3 on Au(111); Lustemberg and co-authors, repris-
ing the DFT study, attributed lack of HSCH3 dissociation to an excessive
energetic cost.225 With (the larger) thioglycolic acid, Zhou et al.226 did
reproduce dissociation in silico, but again only in the presence of a defect.
Finally, theoretical and DFT calculations by Tielens and Santos (2010)168
predicted that S–H dissociation on gold-bound propanethiol is in fact possi-
ble, reversing the view that dissociation is hindered by shorter chain lengths:
the establishment of a S–Au interaction, and likewise, of an interaction be-
tween the gold and the s-orbital of the hydrogen, are sufficient to cause an
initial S–H elongation (note that the authors still refer to this system as
‘physisorbed’). Actual S–H rupture is then facilitated at later stages.
Evidence of Full Reconstruction
The first proper confirmation of hydrogen loss in silico, without the need of
an external ‘sink’ or surface defect, finally came just as this Thesis was being
finalised, with the publication of two very important studies by Askerka,166
Rojas-Cervellera,167 and co-authors. Also for the first time, both studies
propose full mechanisms for self-assembly, i.e. starting from unadsorbed
gas-phase thiols and unreconstructed 4-167 or 20-atom166 pristine AuNPs;
and finishing with fully stapled functionalised species and H2 release.
Rojas-Cervellera et al. (RC)167 explore the mechanism using metadynam-
ics; Askerka et al. (A)166 opt for structural transition state searches. Con-
clusions of the two studies are nonetheless very similar.
1. Thiols physisorb on the gold, forming either monodentate S–Au bonds
or bridging Au−S−Au′ bonds; incidentally, the methanethiols chosen
by both studies as reference are too short to confirm that tailgroups
too are involved in this stage. If one of Au or Au′ is bound to another
thiol too, then that gold atom is already on course to becoming part
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of a staple.167
2. At this point, chemisorption kicks off when one of the thiols is acti-
vated (a process requiring the crossing of an energetic barrier). This
happens once its hydrogen comes into head-on (H···Au) or bridging
(Au···H···Au′′) contact with gold, typically involving at least one of
the gold atoms bound to its parent sulfur. In agreement with Tielens
and Santos,168 the gold is functioning as a hydrogen ‘sink’, and con-
tact with it is sufficient to trigger full S–H cleavage in the physisorbed
thiol, effectively turning it into a chemisorbed thiyl.
3. If thiol coverage is low, or orientation of nearby adjacent thiols is un-
favourable, then the hydrogen stays trapped on the gold. Otherwise,
upon the activation and cleavage of a second thiol (following an iden-
tical mechanism to 2), its hydrogen H′ too ends up on gold, either
forming H′−Au(′′), or Au′′′−H′−Au(′′), where Au(′′) = Au′′ or Au.
4. One has at this point a gold atom that is bound to both hydrogen
atoms cloven from the thiols: H−Au(′′)−H′. RC167 report that Au(′′)
is also bound to the parent thiyls, and is also the gold that eventually
ends up in the staple; according to the mechanism reported by A,166
Au(′′) is not bound to the two thiyls, and the staple may have already
fully formed by step 3 upon cleavage of the second thiol. In both
cases, however, the last barrier to cross at this stage is the formation
of a full H−H′ bond between the hydrogens adsorbed on Au(′′), and
their desorption as H2.
In §1.7 later on, I will further present one classical and two quantum stud-
ies reproducing stapling; and one quantum study reproducing S–H cleavage
in the presence of water; all using a dynamic approach. None of these, how-
ever, manages to reproduce the complete mechanism as fully as the studies
just discussed.
1.6 Challenge III: Modelling Large Scale Ligands
and Their Interactions
From the series of different functionalised AuNPs reviewed in §1.2.1, it can
be appreciated that the typical ligand size in nanotechnologically relevant
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species is truly very large (of the order of ∼50 atoms per ligand and above).
Modelling ligand tailgroups of this size using a fully quantum chemical
treatment is at present computationally prohibitive (§2.2.1), and therefore
requires an alternative approach: introduction of such an approach should
produce as little loss of accuracy as possible, particularly in modelling the
gold core and thiol headgroups.
In functionalised AuNPs, thiol tailgroups are just as important as the
gold core and thiol headgroups; arguably, they are the part that matters
most to synthetic chemists, as it is where the specialised functional groups
are located. Accurate reproduction of tail-tail interactions; possible con-
formations; functional group orientation; and entropic effects; is not only
vital to simulate physisorption realistically (vide supra),169,171 but also vi-
tal for the prediction of tail patterns formed post-adsorption;227 especially
in systems where more than one kind of tailgroup is employed.22,30,36,38,47
In addition, interactions between tailgroups of different AuNPs are impor-
tant when simulating supramolecular assemblies (see §1.7) similar to the
experimentally relevant ones reviewed earlier.
1.6.1 Challenge III: State of the Art
Option I: Classical treatment
The first option for tackling the problem is to apply an outright classical
treatment to the entire functionalised AuNP. Indeed, this is the approach
typically adopted in several molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of func-
tionalised AuNPs (see §1.7). Full classical treatment is also sometimes em-
ployed for large pristine AuNPs (∼Au> 38), in studies performing systematic
searches for their many structural minima,228–231 where it is preferred to
quantum methods for reasons of computational efficiency.
Given the unusual nature of both the Au–Au and Au–S interactions,
these are often not pre-parametrised in standard classical forcefields (§2.3.3);
therefore, they must be modelled instead with one of several sets of ad hoc
parameters, all of which are typically derived from QM calculations and
may have different functional forms. Several classical models exist for both
the Au–Au230,232–234 and S–Au233,235,236 interactions. Also, since classi-
cal models cannot ordinarily reproduce cleavage and formation of chemical
bonds (§2.3), reactive forcefield models have also been developed for both
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Au–Au237,238 and Au–S.165
The latter model is a bond-order dependent Morse potential, and it is very
significant. In an unprecedented 2010 study, it was used by Mariscal and
co-workers165 to successfully reproduce full stapling on an unreconstructed
pristine AuNP using classical MD alone. There is, however, no mention of
the fate of hydrogen atoms in that study.
Option II: Quantum/classical treatment
An alternative approach for this challenge is to adopt a hybrid quantum/classical
(QM/MM) treatment (§2.4), which is indeed the strategy I choose in my
own work (Chapter 6). Employment of any quantum/classical approach239
would have the notable advantage of maintaining quantum treatment in
place for the AuNP and thiol headgroups, and thus be superior in accuracy
compared to Option I. Despite this, and despite a long-standing popular-
ity with protein simulations in particular (e.g.240–242), generic QM/MM
approaches are more rarely encountered than Option I when it comes to
simulation of large organosulfurs on gold.243
The more elegant QM/MM approach that I eventually opt for in my
calculations—ONIOM—is fully discussed and referenced in §2.4. Though
again successfully employed in a number of contexts (e.g.244,245), the use
of this hybrid method to simulate organosulfur self-assembly on AuNPs is
actually unprecedented, although, in a similar context equally comprising
gold and sulfur atoms, it is employed to study a catalytic reaction involving
thiophene and immobilised gold atoms.246
1.7 Challenge IV: Modelling the Dynamics of
Self-Assembly
The last of the four challenges involves accurate and realistic simulation of
the dynamic environment in which self-assembly physically occurs. First
of all, of course, this involves reproducing the entire process in a typical
experimental setting, starting from when free thiol ligands in solution come
close enough to a pristine AuNP to feel its attraction, to when they end
up physisorbed on the gold; it also involves being able to reproduce the
experimentally relevant exchange between already physisorbed thiols, and
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ones still in solution.247,248 Another closely related crucial dynamic aspect
post-self-assembly, though not studied in the Thesis, is the behaviour of
functionalised AuNPs when organised into supramolecular structures such
as the ones mentioned earlier (§1.2.1).
Finally, though I again do not focus on them here, I have to mention
another two important aspects of self-assembly concerned with dynamics:
a) the aforementioned fluxionality of AuNPs at 300K, causing rapid inter-
conversion between their various isomers (§1.4.3); and b) the actually dy-
namic nature of chemisorption, whose mechanism, as I mentioned in §1.5,
requires the species involved to cross several energetic barriers. Of course,
the latter point is indeed studied as per challenge II, but only from a static
point of view.
1.7.1 Challenge IV: State of the Art
MD simulations, whether with classical forcefields or DFT/ab initio (AIMD),
have by far been the preferred option for tackling the issues mentioned above
(though not the only one).249 In calculations presented here (Chapter 7), it
is eventually decided to use classical MD (which I discuss in §2.5).
Dynamic Simulations of Self-Assembly and Surface
Reconstruction
An early attempt to simulate the thiol-gold interaction using AIMD (Car-
Parrinello; CPMD) was reported by Kru¨ger et al. in 2001:250 the systems,
however, only comprise one thiol and are thus too small to observe any
stapling; this is also lacking in the larger-scale QM/MM study by Fischer
and co-authors referenced earlier,243 involving decanethiols on a Au(111)
surface. Five years later, the situation was reversed when another AIMD
(Born-Oppenheimer; BOMD) study189 did successfully show staple forma-
tion upon adsorption of methane- and hexanethiol molecules on Au(111)
(cfr. §1.5.1); however, no mention was made of S–H cleavage, and thiols
were already placed close to the gold surface prior to the start of the simu-
lation. The previous year, the same result had also been reproduced using
CPMD, and directly employing methanethiyl radicals.188
The most successful study in this category remains first and foremost
the very recent one by Rojas-Cervellera and collaborators,167 already dis-
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cussed in §1.5; the study employs AIMD with the (barrier-crossing) for-
malism of metadynamics. In §1.6, I discussed the other groundbreaking
study,165 where self-assembly from solution and stapling are successfully re-
produced by classical MD alone, with an ad hoc classical potential. Using
AIMD (DFT), Nadler and co-authors reproduced spontaneous S–H cleavage
in aqueous Au(111)-adsorbed ethanethiol:251 the hydrogen atom, however,
is lost to the water rather than the surface.
Dynamic Simulations Post-Self-Assembly
Due to the size of the species involved, all MD simulations mentioned in
this category are fully classical, and employ specially modified forcefields
such as the ones exemplified in §1.6. Focussing first on isolated variously-
functionalised AuNPs in aqueous solution, I cite two representative stud-
ies252,253 in which the behaviour of water is studied around chemically dif-
ferent tailgroups. In the more recent of these, for the first time, Heikkila¨ et
al. employ thiolated AuNPs which are stapled : this is in contrast with the
(unrealistic) regular polyhedral AuNPs employed in all other studies.
At the supramolecular level, there are to cite the MD simulations by
Landman and Luedtke,254,255 and those by Tay and Bresme,236,256 all of
whom coat their AuNPs with various n-alkylthiols. One of these simulations
is notably carried out at the liquid-vapour interface.236 In 2011, using a
reactive forcefield237 Costelle et al. simulated the binding of a pristine AuNP
to a thiol-functionalised Au(111) surface,257 managing to obtain unique
‘linking staples’ between the two.
Dynamic Simulations of Pristine AuNPs
A plethora of predominantly AIMD studies exists of small pristine Au-
NPs,90,92,99,118,134–137,147,148,258,259 with fluxionality clearly emerging. In
one of these, Beret et al.118 use BOMD to probe part of Au13’s PES, clearly
identifying a series of low-energy interconversion barriers between isomers.
As pointed out earlier (§1.4.3), classical MD simulations do exist for larger
pristine AuNPs, in conjunction with simulated annealing, to locate, for
example, minima of Au38,55,75 using the n-Gupta potential,
228 or global
minima of Au2-40,
231 using the Murrell-Mottram potential.232
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1.8 Aims of this Investigation
In light of the case I made in §1.3, and of the four challenges discussed in
§1.4–1.7, I aim with this work to develop a reliable and efficient in silico
simulation strategy for the self-assembly of thiols on gold nanoparticles. I
aim to proceed by tackling each of the four challenges using the currently
available computational methods.
For the first challenge (reproducing the chemical properties of gold; §1.4),
and for the second challenge (reproducing reconstruction upon thiol adsorp-
tion; §1.5), I choose to work with structural optimisation using quantum
methods. For the third challenge (modelling large scale ligands and their in-
teractions; §1.6), I replace these with the hybrid quantum/classical method
ONIOM. For the fourth challenge (modelling the dynamics of self-assembly;
§1.7), I introduce a stint of classical molecular dynamics prior to structural
optimisation. The theoretical framework of all these methods; their use in
this Thesis; and the reasons for which they are suited or unsuited for a
particular challenge, are all amply discussed in the next Chapter. Chapters
3 to 7 recount the ways in which the chosen methods are employed to solve
the four simulation challenges, and assess their degree of success. Chapter
8 presents the conclusions.
In particular, I establish a final target AuNP on which to test my strategy:
to highlight the relevance of this task to synthetic chemists, this should be
reasonably close to the ones reported in the experimental literature. I there-
fore propose it feature a ∼20-atom gold core, which is to be functionalised
with large, experimentally plausible ligands.
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2 Methods
2.1 Outline
In this Chapter, I discuss the techniques adopted to tackle the four sim-
ulation challenges previously set out, and their theoretical framework and
characteristics. Their choice is further justified and contextualised in the
sections of the upcoming chapters specifically dedicated to methodology:
§3.2, §4.2, §5.2, §6.2, and §7.2. Most of the concepts discussed here are well
established, and also covered in core textbooks.260–264
In §2.2, I begin by introducing the various quantum mechanical ap-
proaches used to tackle the first and second challenges. The third chal-
lenge is tackled using the hybrid ONIOM approach, which is one way to
combine quantum and classical mechanics, allowing to retain the ‘best of
both worlds’: thus, in §2.3, I firstly describe the theory behind the classical
forcefield chosen for my calculations, and then, in §2.4, I go on to discuss
ONIOM itself. Finally, in §2.5, I present the theory of classical molecular
dynamics, which is used in tackling the fourth challenge.
The chapter is concluded by a description of the typical computational
resources needed for each simulation technique (§2.6), and with a section
presenting miscellaneous mathematical methods used at various stages of
the project (§2.7).
2.2 Quantum Mechanical Methods (QM) and QM
Structural Optimsation
Quantum mechanical (QM) simulation methods are also referred to as elec-
tronic structure methods (and notably include those methods defined as ab
initio or ‘first principles’). They comprise all of those computational ap-
proaches that explicitly model the behaviour and distribution of individual
electrons in a system, and thence derive its energy and other properties
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without prior parametrisation. In general terms, this is achieved by solv-
ing the electronic Schro¨dinger equation (or some variant thereof) to varying
degrees of approximation.
QM methods are very often used in the context of geometry (or struc-
tural) optimisation, whereby, starting from a ‘guessed’ geometry, a simu-
lated molecular system is driven stepwise towards the closest energy mini-
mum (or other stationary point) on its potential energy surface (PES).
2.2.1 Strengths and Weaknesses
With respect to the other family of methods in computational chemistry,
which are based on classical molecular mechanics and its implicit treat-
ment of electrons (§2.3), the explicit treatment of electronic distribution by
QM methods makes them in general considerably more accurate. Arguably,
electrons in orbit around an atomic nucleus are the very essence of chem-
istry: their distribution, number, behaviour and quantum states profoundly
influence the fundamental behaviour of matter itself; how it evolves; how
it interacts; as well as its spectroscopic, thermochemical, electrochemical,
magnetic, and even chromatic properties. It is only by explicitly accounting
for electrons’ quantum nature that one can expect a truly accurate repro-
duction of the change in bonding and electron density during a chemical
reaction: even more so if the reaction involves excited states. Moreover,
when they are combined with structural optimisation, QM methods have
the additional advantage of identifying the direct influence of electrons on a
system’s preferred conformation(s), in the absence of kinetic energy. Indeed,
the use of a classical reactive forcefield, provided it is very well parametrised
on ab initio results, is often the only plausible alternative to QM for approx-
imating the breaking and reforming of bonds during a chemical reaction (see
also §2.3.2).
QM methods, however, have one conspicuous drawback: since the elec-
trons’ quantum nature is very complex to model mathematically, their accu-
racy comes at a greater computational cost compared to classical methods.
In other words, they comparatively require a greater amount of computa-
tional time and resources (such as memory and processors), and they gen-
erally scale up poorly. As a result, although the QM family itself comprises
many different classes of methods, some of which are in fact much more
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computationally efficient than others, their applicability is generally limited
to systems with a few hundred electrons at most: any more electrons, and
these methods become quickly prohibitive.
2.2.2 Relevance to this Thesis
Relevant to which Challenges?
For the reasons above, electronic structure methods (particularly density
functional theory), coupled to geometry optimisation are an almost obliga-
tory choice for tackling the first and second challenges affecting simulation
of my target system. The first challenge involves accurate reproduction of
gold’s relativistic and dispersion-related aurophilic effects, and how they
affect the structure and properties of its nanoclusters. These aspects (cfr.
§1.4) make this challenge quintessentially electronic in nature; its resolution,
covered in Chapters 3 and 4, occupies the greatest portion of this Thesis.
Resolution of the second challenge too is inextricably linked to the use of
QM methods: thiol-induced surface reconstruction has all the traits of a
reactive, chemisorptive process, involving bond cleavage and re-formation,
all driving conspicuous changes in molecular geometry and electronic distri-
bution. Reproduction of this process is the main focus of Chapter 5, with
further insights in Chapter 7.
On the other hand, the exponential computational costs of employing
QM methods to treat large many-electron systems automatically rule out
their exclusive use when tackling the third and fourth challenges: both the
simulation of bulky ligand tails (third challenge) and the reproduction of
the fluctuating solvent environment in which self-assembly occurs (fourth
challenge) would involve explicit simulation of > 1000 electrons if attempted
with QM methods alone. Consequently, classical approaches are preferred
to deal with these specific challenges (§2.3.2); even so, however, it is essen-
tial that QM treatment be preserved in the relevant regions of the target
system. This is the very reason why it is chosen to introduce a hybrid
quantum/classical approach when dealing with the third challenge (§2.4),
and why conformers generated using classical molecular dynamics as per
the fourth challenge (§2.5) are later optimised using either QM or again a
hybrid quantum/classical approach.
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Structure of the QM Discussion
I begin this rather long section by introducing two fundamental concepts in
ab initio methods and QM in general: the Schro¨dinger Equation (§2.2.3) and
the Born-Oppenheimer approximation (§2.2.4). The remainder of the sec-
tion covers the different types of electronic structure calculations performed
for this Thesis (all of which are run, in the absence of periodic boundary
conditions, using the Gaussian09 software package;265 see §2.6 for details),
as well as other important theoretical aspects.
Density functional theory (DFT) is by far the QM method featuring most
prominently in this Thesis. However, as part of the strategy used to tackle
the first challenge (see Chapter 4), I also have to run some confirmatory
post-DFT and post-Hartree-Fock (HF) calculations. Thus, I choose to begin
by discussing the HF approach (§2.2.5); although I never use it on its own in
any of my calculations, introducing it first has the dual aim of: a) paving the
way for the subsequent introduction of these post-HF methods (§2.2.6); and
b) deriving the HF equations: this serves to introduce some key theoretical
aspects, and crucially allows to draw important parallelisms with the DFT-
related Kohn-Sham equations, explaining why HF and molecular DFT have
an identical implementation.
The Kohn-Sham equations and DFT itself are presented in §2.2.7; the
section also includes a brief subsection on so-called time-dependent DFT
(TD-DFT), which is employed for UV-Visible spectral predictions in Chap-
ter 3 and Appendix A1. I then go on to present the post-DFT method
B2PLYP in §2.2.8.
In §2.2.9, I discuss basis sets and relativistic effective core potentials, the
latter being indispensable for the incorporation of gold’s relativistic effects.
Both of these are fundamental approximations for all of the QM methods
presented; their introduction finally brings me to derive the Roothaan-Hall
equations, and the iterative procedure used by Gaussian09 to solve them
(§2.2.10). I conclude the section by discussing the main aspects of QM
structural optimisation (§2.2.11), which is the context in which I use all of
the above approaches save CCSD(T).
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2.2.3 The Schro¨dinger Equation
The time independent Schro¨dinger equation is at the basis of all electronic
structure methods discussed here: it takes the form
HˆΨ = EtotΨ (2.1)
where Etot is the total energy of the many-atom, many-electron system
under study, Ψ is the wavefunction describing its particles, and Hˆ is the
Hamiltonian operator.
In turn, Hˆ is defined as
Hˆ = Tˆn + Tˆe + Vˆne + Vˆee + Vˆnn (2.2)
where Tˆe and Tˆn are, respectively, the electronic and nuclear kinetic energy
operators, Vˆne is the nuclear-electronic potential energy operator, Vˆee is the
electron-electron potential energy operator, and Vˆnn is the nuclear-nuclear
potential energy operator.
2.2.4 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation
Solution of the Schro¨dinger equation is crucially facilitated by introducing
the Born-Oppenheimer (BO) approximation.266 The BO approximation al-
lows to decouple nuclear motions from electronic motions, on the grounds
that the latter occur on a much shorter time scale than the former (10−12
vs. 10−15 s); it will only hold, however, for a system that is adiabatic (i.e.
confined to a single electronic surface), and far from any crossings of that
surface. With this assumption in mind, I will also, henceforth, replace the
system’s total wavefunction Ψ in Equation 2.1 with the wavefunction for its
electronic ground state—still denoted by Ψ—and thus neglect contributions
from its other electronic states.
For a system of N atoms (and nuclei) and n electrons, Ψ may then be
expressed as the product of two independent components: a nuclear one
Ψn(R); and an electronic one Ψe(R, r); where the term
R = (R1, . . . ,RN )
= (x1, y1, z1, . . . , xN , yN , zN )
(2.3)
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groups the Cartesian co-ordinates of the N nuclei; and the term
r = (r1, . . . , rn)
= (x1, y1, z1, . . . , xn, yn, zn)
(2.4)
groups the Cartesian co-ordinates of the n electrons.
As a result of the BO approximation, after defining the electronic energy
E(R), the Schro¨dinger Equation (2.1) may be rewritten as
(Tˆn + Hˆe)Ψn(R)Ψe(R, r) = EtotΨ; (2.5)
with its electronic component
HˆeΨe(R, r) = E(R)Ψe(R, r)
(Tˆe + Vˆne + Vˆee + Vˆnn)Ψe(R, r) = E(R)Ψe(R, r)
(2.6)
solvable separately from its nuclear component
[Tˆn + E(R)]Ψn(R) = EtotΨn(R); (2.7)
note that the dependence of E(R) on the nuclear co-ordinates R arises from
the Vˆne and Vˆnn terms in Hˆe (vide infra).
The important physical interpretation of Equation 2.7 is that the nuclei,
described only by Ψn(R), are moving on a PES E(R), which, though re-
maining dependent on nuclear positions R, is determined by solving the
electronic component of the Schro¨dinger equation (2.6) alone. Moreover,
since nuclear motion is much slower than electronic motion (vide supra)
and the two are now decoupled, one may effectively ‘freeze’ the former out
by setting Tˆn to 0, and henceforth only focus on the electronic part of the
problem: it is thus assumed that the nuclei—modelled as classical point
charges—‘look’ fixed to the electrons, or, alternatively, that the electronic
distribution instantaneously adapts to any shift in nuclear positions.
Very significantly, the system’s Ψe(R, r) in Equation 2.6, and therefore
the energy levels of its molecular orbitals, also retain their dependence on
the nuclear positions R.
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2.2.5 Solving the Electronic Part of the Schro¨dinger
Equation: the Hartree-Fock (HF) Method
Having considerably simplified the problem, the focus shifts on solving
Equation 2.6 as implemented by the Hartree-Fock (HF) method:267,268 al-
though HF itself is unsuited for the simulation of functionalised AuNPs
because it omits correlation (see §2.2.6), two of the post-SCF methods used
in Chapter 4—MP2 and CCSD(T)—are entirely based on solving Equation
2.6 to a higher degree of accuracy, starting from the HF solution; in ad-
dition, many of HF’s core concepts are also shared by the (more central)
DFT, despite its completely different origin. For these reasons, it is worth
discussing the method here.264
Recalling that: the square of the electronic wavefunction |Ψe|2 = Ψ∗eΨe
is proportional to the probability of finding the n electrons in a system at
positions r1, . . . , rn; and that Ψe is required to be normalised such that∫
Ψ∗eΨedr = 1, giving certainty of finding the electrons over all space; inte-
grating both sides of Equation 2.6 and rearranging it then gives
E =
〈Ψe| Hˆe |Ψe〉
〈Ψe|Ψe〉 = 〈Ψe| Hˆe |Ψe〉 ; (2.8)
wherein I have used the bra-ket notation: 〈Ψe| ≡ Ψ∗e; |Ψe〉 ≡ Ψe; 〈Ψe|Ψe〉 ≡∫
Ψ∗eΨedr; and 〈Ψe| Hˆe |Ψe〉 ≡
∫
Ψ∗eHˆeΨedr.
Whereas it is solvable exactly for one-electron systems, the equation be-
comes unsolvable as soon as a second electron is introduced: further ap-
proximations are therefore required (vide infra). Hence, using a set of pa-
rameters, one can construct an approximate trial Ψe, whose derived energy
E will clearly deviate by some amount from the exact energy Eexact of the
exact Ψe: in fact, the variational principle
264 states that this E derived
from the trial Ψe will always be higher than the energy calculated from the
exact Ψe, or
E > Eexact. (2.9)
Therefore, gradually optimising Ψe’s parameters so that its E is progres-
sively minimised will ensure that the exact Ψe, giving Eexact, is approached
as closely as possible (compatibly with the approximations used).
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The Slater Determinant ΦSD
Before this can be done, however, one must construct a trial Ψe and de-
termine E in the first place. In order to do so, the first step is to express
Ψe(R, r) in terms of: n individual electron positions r1, . . . , rn; and n or-
thogonal one-electron molecular spin-orbitals φ1,s, . . . , φn,s. The function
φk,s(ri), describing the i
th electron in the kth spin-orbital, is a product of a
spatial molecular orbital (MO) function φk(ri); and one of two orthogonal
spin functions: s = α if i’s spin is +12 ; or s = β if it’s −12 .
Ψe could simply be written as a linear product of n spin-orbital functions,
but it would then violate the antisymmetry requirement : this mathemat-
ical construct, applicable to electrons and all other Fermions alike and at
the basis of the Pauli exclusion principle, requires Ψe to change sign ±
(and nothing else) whenever two electrons are swapped. To enforce this, Ψe
may be expressed instead as a n-electron × n-spin-orbital Slater Determi-
nant:261,264∗
ΦSD =
1√
n!
φ1,s(r1) φ2,s(r1) φ3,s(r1) · · · φn,s(r1)
φ1,s(r2) φ2,s(r2) φ3,s(r2) · · · φn,s(r2)
...
...
...
. . .
...
φ1,s(rn) φ2,s(rn) φ3,s(rn) · · · φn,s(rn)
. (2.10)
The Hartree-Fock method focusses on minimising E variationally, calculat-
ing it from the ground state Ψe, which is expressed as a single ΦSD.
The Slater Determinant may be ‘read’ as follows, with an antysimmetriser
Aˆ operating on its diagonal product Π
ΦSD =
1√
n!
(
1−
nij∑
Pˆij +
nijk∑
Pˆijk − . . .
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
(
φ1,s(r1) . . . φn,s(rn)
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
Antisymmetriser Aˆ Diagonal product Π
guaranteeing a change of sign when even numbers of electrons are swapped
(permuted). Permutation operators Pˆ operate on all unique sets of ≥ 2
electrons in Π, swapping them when appropriate; 1 is the identity matrix,
ensuring that permuting an electron i with itself causes no change.
∗With the notation used in this ΦSD, the sign of odd-labelled spin-orbitals is always
opposite to that of even-labelled ones.
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Energy of ΦSD
To start solving Equation 2.8, individual components of Hˆe in Equation 2.6
first need to be defined in full for every electron i or electron pair ij, in the
potential field of fixed nucleus A or nuclear pair AB. In atomic units, one
thus has
Tˆe = −
n∑
i=1
1
2
∇2i
Vˆne = −
N∑
A=1
n∑
i=1
ZA
|RA − ri|
Vˆee =
n∑
i=1
n∑
j>i
1
|ri − rj |
Vˆnn =
N∑
A=1
N∑
B>A
ZAZB
|RA −RB|
(2.11)
where ZA and ZB are, respectively, the charges of nuclei A and B. Terms
only dependent on ri may be grouped into a one-electron operator
hˆi = −1
2
∇2i −
N∑
A=1
ZA
|RA − ri| , (2.12)
describing i’s motion in the nuclear field; and those dependent on ri and rj
into a two-electron operator
gˆij =
1
|ri − rj | , (2.13)
describing the Coulombic repulsion between electrons i and j. Hˆe may now
be rewritten as
Hˆe = Vˆnn +
n∑
i
hˆi +
n∑
j>i
gˆij ; (2.14)
and may now be used to operate on ΦSD.
Plugging Equation 2.14 into Equation 2.8, and substituting Ψe with ΦSD,
one now has
E =
〈
ΦSD
∣∣∣∣∣∣ Vˆnn +
n∑
i
hˆi +
n∑
j>i
gˆij
∣∣∣∣∣∣ΦSD
〉
. (2.15)
The nuclear potential Vˆnn has no r dependence, and may therefore be
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integrated to a constant Vnn.
The one-electron operator for the ith electron hˆi only yields a nonzero
result when operating on ΦSD in the absence of permutations on Π: hi.
In all other cases, even a single swap between electrons i and j in Π pro-
duces an integral for electron j in two orthogonal spin-orbitals, for example
〈φj,s(rj)|φi,s(rj)〉: this would evaluate to 0, thus also zeroing the value pro-
duced by hˆi.
Similarly, the two-electron operator for the ith and jth electrons only
yields nonzero results in two cases. Firstly, once again in the absence of
permutations, whereupon it produces the Coulomb integral
Jij = 〈φi,s(ri)φj,s(rj)|gˆij |φi,s(ri)φj,s(rj)〉 (2.16)
which is analogous to the classical Coulomb repulsion; and secondly upon a
single exchange between two electrons i and j, whereupon it produces the
exchange integral
Kij = 〈φi,s(ri)φj,s(rj)|gˆij |φj,s(ri)φi,s(rj)〉 (2.17)
which can’t be contextualised classically.
Following from the above, and from Equation 2.15, the final expression
for the energy is thus
E = Vnn +
n∑
i=1
hi +
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(
Jij −Kij
)
; or
E = Vnn +
n∑
i=1
〈φi,s|hˆi|φi,s〉
+
1
2
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
(
〈φj,s|Jˆi|φj,s〉 − 〈φj,s|Kˆi|φj,s〉
)
Jˆi |φj,s(rj)〉 = 〈φi,s(ri)|gˆij |φi,s(ri)〉 |φj,s(rj)〉
Kˆi |φj,s(rj)〉 = 〈φi,s(ri)|gˆij |φj,s(ri)〉 |φi,s(rj)〉
(2.18)
if hi, Jij and Kij are all re-expressed as one-electron operators. The
1
2 factor
avoids counting pairs twice, and the negative sign in front of the exchange
integral reflects the antisymmetry requirement; one of the attractive char-
acteristics of the HF method is that it yields an exact value for the exchange
energy.
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Minimising the Energy
As per the variational principle (Equation 2.9), E may now finally be min-
imised towards Eexact by varying the orbitals (φi,s → δφi,s): the minimi-
sation is done using the standard method of Lagrange multipliers. The
(required) constraints are that the varying orbitals remain orthonormal,
and that they preserve the Lagrange function L as stationary, such that
δL = 0. This leads to the following equation:
δL =
n∑
i=1
〈δφi,s|Fˆi|φi,s〉+ 〈φi,s|Fˆi|δφi,s〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
δE
−
n∑
i=1
n∑
j=1
λij (〈δφi,s|φj,s〉+ 〈φi,s|δφj,s〉) = 0,
(2.19)
where λij are Lagrange multipliers, and the energy variation δE is expressed
in terms of the all-important Fock operator for the ith electron
Fˆi = hˆi +
n∑
j=1
(
Jˆj − Kˆj
)
. (2.20)
The set of spin-orbitals φk,s may be unitarily transformed to obtain a
set of canonical φk,s, for which the matrix of Lagrange multipliers becomes
diagonal (λij = 0 and λii = i). Equation 2.19 may then be rearranged
and simplified264 to get the final set of Hartree-Fock (HF) equations for n
electrons in n spin-orbitals
Fˆiφi = iφi (2.21)
where the n non-zero Lagrange multipliers λii have now acquired significance
as individual orbital energies i.
These HF equations may be solved iteratively to determine the set of or-
thonormal, self-consistent orbitals that, when fed into ΦSD (Equation 2.10),
will produce the minimised (or stationary) E (Equation 2.15). From a com-
pletely different starting point (§2.2.7), KS-DFT derives a very similar set of
equations to those in 2.21, which Gaussian09 solves with an identical proce-
dure. I discuss this procedure in §2.2.10; however, one more approximation
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is required prior to this, and I discuss this later in §2.2.9.
2.2.6 Post-HF Methods and Electronic Correlation
The HF method, particularly in the restricted version discussed above, has
one fundamental and notorious flaw: it fails to calculate the correlation
energy (§1.4.3), no matter how close its E is to Eexact; at the origin of
this flaw is the method’s choice of approximating Ψe with one determinant
only: ΦSD. The real picture is more complex: although Ψe for a majority
systems does mostly depend on the ground state ΦSD, it is never exclusively
dependent on it: rather, it will also include contributions from a potentially
infinite number of other determinants.
In the case of HF, approximation with a single ΦSD leads every i
th elec-
tron to only ‘feel’ an implicit, average repulsive effect from its remaining
n−1 counterparts, as is for example evident from the∑nj=1(Jˆj−Kˆj) term in
Equation 2.20; the only explicit electron-electron interaction is the exchange
interaction, which forbids same-spin electrons to occupy the same-spin or-
bital. Considering the link between long-range correlation and aurophilicity
mentioned in the previous Chapter, this shortcoming makes HF methods
totally unsuitable for the simulation of my target system.
To recover the correlation omitted by HF, one must necessarily abandon
the idea of representing Ψe with a single determinant, and switch instead
to a post-HF method, which further manipulates HF results. In this Thesis,
I employ two such methods, MP2 and CCSD(T), which I discuss below:
due to their extremely high computational cost, however (vide infra), they
can only be used for confirmatory purposes (§4.2.2), to assess the effects of
correlation on a nanocluster—Au8—which is considerably smaller than my
target system: they do not represent the solution to my first challenge.
Second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2)
The general many-body perturbation theory, when applied to electronic
structure problems,261,264 proposes that the Hamiltonian Hˆe can be refor-
mulated as
Hˆe = Hˆ0 + λHˆ′, (2.22)
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(where λ determines the perturbation strength), so that its reference part
Hˆ0 makes an unperturbed version (λ=0) of the Schro¨dinger equation
Hˆ0Ψ0 = E0Ψ0, (2.23)
fully determinable (Ψ0 is the unperturbed wavefunction); the remaining
component Hˆ′ is the perturbation operator. The solution Ψe of the (per-
turbed) Schro¨dinger equation
HˆeΨe = (Hˆ0 + λHˆ′)Ψe = EΨe (2.24)
and its energy E are then given by Taylor expansions in powers of λ
Ψe = Ψ0 + λΨ1 + λ
2Ψ2 + λ
3Ψ3 + . . .
E = E0 + λE1 + λ
2E2 + λ
3E3 + . . . .
(2.25)
Second order Møller-Plesset perturbation theory (MP2),269 whose deriva-
tion I here adapt from Foresman et al.261 and Jensen,264 provides that the
expansions above be truncated beyond the third term (2nd order), and cru-
cially defines Hˆ0 as the sum of all one-electron Fˆi operators in an n-electron
system (cfr. Equation 2.20), with Ψ0 simply expressed as a single ground-
state HF ΦSD. E0 (cfr. Equation 2.21) consequently becomes the sum of
all n Hartree-Fock orbital energies i. Manipulation of Equations 2.24 and
truncated 2.25 then shows that, collecting powers of λ, E1 may be written
in terms of Ψ0 = ΦSD alone, and that
(Hˆ0 + Hˆ′)ΦSD = EΦSD (2.26)
where Hˆ′ becomes the two-electron fluctuation operator Vˆee−
∑n
i=1
∑n
j=1
(
Jˆij − Kˆij
)
,
and the MP1 energy EMP1 = E0 + E1 =
∑n
i=1 i − 〈Vee〉 is in fact the full
electronic HF energy (the Vnn term depends on the nuclear co-ordinates
alone, not on ΦSD).
Given, therefore, that MP1 is essentially synonymous with HF, any greater
orders of perturbation, starting from the 2nd order correction E2, will begin
recovering electronic correlation. The final MP2 energy EMP2 is obtained
by adding this E2 correction to the HF energy EHF = E
MP1 = E0 + E1.
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However, E2 cannot be retrieved without finding Ψ1 first, as, algebraically,
E2 = 〈ΦSD|Hˆ′|Ψ1〉 . (2.27)
Ψ1 may be expressed as a sum of substituted determinants;
261,264 since Hˆ′
is a two-electron operator, all determinants with three or more electronic
substitutions may be immediately excluded from this full set; Brillouin’s
theorem270 provides that singly-substituted determinants may be excluded
too. This only leaves doubly-substituted determinants Φabij to contribute to
the E2 correction, and Equation 2.27 may be expressed as
E2 =
nocc∑
i=1
nocc∑
j>i
nvirt∑
a=1
nvirt∑
a>b
〈ΦSD|Hˆ′|Φabij 〉 〈Φabij |Hˆ′|ΦSD〉
EHF − Eabij
(2.28)
where the numerator, containing the doubly-substituted determinants’ en-
ergies Eabij , is always negative. All possible electronic excitations from the
ith and jth occupied (occ) orbitals into the virtual (virt) ath and bth orbitals
may be quantified as a long sum of two-electron integrals.
Since the integrals in Equation 2.28 are easily obtainable after the HF
procedure,271 the greatest source of computational cost in MP2 is the calcu-
lation of the gradient dE
MP2
dR , e.g. during a structural optimisation (§2.2.11).
A detailed derivation of an expression for the MP2 gradient is reported by
Pople et al.,271 and the procedure to calculate it is readily available in Gaus-
sian09. An explicit example of MP2’s computational cost as compared, for
example, to the SCF method DFT, is given in §2.2.7.
Coupled Cluster (CCSD(T))
The Coupled Cluster method with single, double, and non-iterative triple
corrections (CCSD(T))264,272 is considered to be one of the most accurate
ab initio methods, particularly for the recovery of correlation. However,
its computational cost is prohibitive, scaling M7 with the number of basis
functions M (§2.2.9);264 it is therefore the only ab initio method in this
Thesis not to be used in structural optimisations, and only in single-point
calculations instead (cfr. §2.6 and §4.2.2). Again, a practical example of this
computational cost compared to the SCF method DFT is given in §2.2.7.
CCSD(T), whose derivation I here adapt from Jensen264 and Raghavachari
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et al.,272 is actually a hybrid method: after obtaining a minimised ΦSD by
means of an ordinary HF calculation (§2.2.5), it proceeds in two distinct
phases: a) firstly, contributions to the HF energy by single (S) and double
(D) electronic excitations are calculated with an iterative coupled cluster
procedure (CCSD); then b) finally, triple excitation contributions (T) are
estimated from MP4 and MP5 terms (cfr. Equation 2.25).
For an n-electron system treated with CCSD, an excitation operator eTˆ =
eTˆ1+Tˆ2 is defined as
eTˆ1+Tˆ2 = 1 + Tˆ1︸︷︷︸ + Tˆ2 + 12 Tˆ 21︸ ︷︷ ︸ + Tˆ2Tˆ1 + 16 Tˆ 31︸ ︷︷ ︸ + 12 Tˆ 22 + 12 Tˆ2Tˆ 21 + 124 Tˆ 41︸ ︷︷ ︸ + . . .
S D T Quadruple
where each subscripted Tˆe operator, when operating on the canonical HF
ΦSD = Φ0, produces all possible excitations of a particular class together
with their associated determinants. For example, applying the double-
excitation operator Tˆ2 produces a full set of doubly-excited determinants
Φabij
Tˆ2Φ0 =
nocc∑
i=1
nocc∑
j>i
nvirt∑
a=1
nvirt∑
a>b
tabij Φ
ab
ij (2.29)
each of which contributes with amplitude tabij to the total wavefunction Ψ.
The CCSD energy ECCSD is given by adding a correlation term Ecorr to
the HF energy E(HF)
272
ECCSD =
〈
Φ0
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ (1 + Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + 12 Tˆ 21 )Φ0〉
= E(HF) +
〈
Φ0
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ Tˆ1Φ0〉+ 〈Φ0 ∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣ (Tˆ2 + 12 Tˆ 21 )Φ0〉
= E(HF) +
nocc∑
i=1
nocc∑
j>i
nvirt∑
a=1
nvirt∑
a>b
(
tabij + t
a
i t
b
j − tbi taj
)〈
Φ0
∣∣∣ Hˆ ∣∣∣Φabij 〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ecorr
(2.30)
where, in defining Ecorr, Brillouin’s theorem
270 has again been invoked to
drop single excitations Tˆ1Φ0 from the contribution.
Although only D excitations contribute to ECCSD, the CCSD method
does require triple and quadruple excitations to find the amplitudes tabij , t
a
i
and tbj , without which ECCSD and Ecorr can’t be found. These amplitudes
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are found by iteratively solving the equations272〈
Φai
∣∣∣ Hˆ − E(HF) ∣∣∣ (Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + 12 Tˆ 21 + Tˆ2Tˆ1 + 16 Tˆ 31 )Φ0〉 =
nocc∑
i=1
nvirt∑
a=1
taiEcorr
(2.31)
and 〈
Φabij
∣∣∣Hˆ − E(HF)∣∣∣(1 + Tˆ1 + Tˆ2 + 12 Tˆ 21 +
Tˆ2Tˆ1 + 16 Tˆ 31 + 12 Tˆ 22 + 12 Tˆ2Tˆ 21 + 124 Tˆ 41
)
Φ0
〉
=
nocc∑
i=1
nocc∑
j>i
nvirt∑
a=1
nvirt∑
a>b
(
tabij + t
a
i t
b
j − tbi taj
)
Ecorr.
(2.32)
Once the iterative CCSD procedure is complete, and the amplitudes and
ECCSD have been found, the final and most expensive phase of a CCSD(T)
calculation begins. As mentioned earlier, this phase computes T excitations
non-iteratively from parts of the E4 and E5 terms in a 5
th order Møller-
Plesset expansion. In contrast to E2 (and E3), E4 and E5 do partly depend
on T excitations: the T-contributions may be isolated from the rest, and
added to ECCSD to produce the final energy ECCSD(T).
2.2.7 An Alternative Approach: Density Functional Theory
(DFT)
Density functional theory (DFT),262,264,273 as formulated by Kohn and
Sham in 1965 (KS-DFT),274 is the QM method that’s most extensively
used in this Thesis (cfr. §2.3.2): starting from a very different point of view
to HF theory (§2.2.5), this approach is actually structured so that, even-
tually, its computational treatment and cost are identical to those of HF.
Moreover, KS-DFT has the additional advantage that it partly recovers the
correlation energy omitted by HF.
Unfortunately, DFT is a ground state method, still performing poorly
when it comes to recovering (static) long-range correlation (cfr. Chapter
1);81 consequently, its ability to accurately deal with aurophilicity remains
somewhat compromised. Nonetheless, considering the astronomical costs of
post-HF and post-DFT methods (see §2.2.6 and §2.2.8), DFT remains the
computationally most promising candidate method to simulate larger func-
tionalised AuNPs. To give an idea, calculating the energy and gradient of a
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typical Au8 isomer (480 core and 152 valence electrons) with the resources
listed in Table 2.4 requires only about 41 seconds altogether with DFT; as
much as 28 minutes with MP2; and—for the energy alone—a massive 117
hours (almost 5 days) with CCSD(T).
After outlining the main aspects of DFT, I return below to some of the
long-range-corrected density functionals (DF) that are investigated in Chap-
ters 3 and 4 as potential replacements to the pure DF PBE.130 I conclude
with a brief overview of time-dependent DFT, which I use to predict the
UV-Visible spectra of pristine nanoclusters. The double-hybrid DF method
B2PLYP, which is a post-DFT method also employed in Chapters 3 and 4,
is presented in the next Section 2.2.8.
Deriving E from the Electron Density
Key concept. Instead of expressing the energy E of an n-electron system
in terms of its wavefunction Ψ (Equation 2.8), DFT’s original view is that,
in principle, E is expressible as a function of the system’s total electron
density ρ(r). In turn, ρ(r) is always a function of three spatial co-ordinates
r, regardless of how many electrons there are:273 it represents the probability
of finding any of the electrons in the infinitesimal spherical volume around
point r. In other words, E (notated as E[ρ(r)]) is a function of a function
of r and, therefore, a unique functional of the ground-state density. There
is always one and only one value of E[ρ(r)] corresponding to a specific
ρ(r): as per the first Hohenberg-Kohn theorem,262,264 even a mere nuclear
shift, leading to a shift in potential, will alter ρ(r), and consequently affect
E[ρ(r)].
In fact, there are two fundamental problems with the original three-co-
ordinate representation of ρ(r). First of all, although the model works very
well in representing the density for free non-interacting electrons (the free
electron gas), it becomes inadequate once positively-charged atomic nuclei
are introduced (as is effectively the case in any finite molecular system):
the formerly free electrons are captured by the nuclear field and ρ(r) loses
its uniformity, requiring an increasingly complex function to be represented
accurately over all space. An even greater problem is that this formula-
tion only allows a very approximate determination of the overall electronic
kinetic energy functional Te[ρ(r)].
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Kohn-Sham method. Kohn and Sham proposed a solution to the ki-
netic energy problem by envisaging a molecule as a set of N nuclei, giving
rise to an external potential, in a non-uniform cloud of n fictitiously non-
interacting electrons: these are constrained into n Kohn-Sham (KS) spin-
MOs (φKSk,s (ri):
n
2φ
KS
k,α (ri) and
n
2φ
KS
k,β (ri); cfr. notation in Equation 2.10)
which, identically to HF orbitals, may be written as a Slater Determinant
ΦKSSD to express the system’s wavefunction. Although this formalism also
allows to represent ρ much more accurately by essentially breaking it down
into n electronic contributions r1, . . . , rn, it comes at the cost of re-raising
the number of variables to 3n instead of the original 3. The overall (ex-
act)273 density and the spin densities ρα and ρβ may be recovered as a sum
of individual probabilities |φKSk,s (ri)|2 of finding single electrons at points in
space
ρ(r) =
n∑
k=1
ρk =
n∑
k=1
|φKSk,s (ri)|2
ρ(r) = ρα + ρβ =
n
2∑
k=1
|φKSk,α (ri)|2 +
n
2∑
k=1
|φKSk,β (ri)|2.
(2.33)
Note also that KS spin-MOs are unique implicit functionals of the electron
density.
Kohn and Sham’s formulation now permits to split Te[ρ] into a predomi-
nant total component for the non-interacting electrons Tni[ρ], which is im-
plicitly expressible in terms of the ρ and solvable exactly (Equation 2.35),
and a much smaller corrective component Tc[ρ] which remains unsolvable
exactly. Formally, Tni[ρ] in KS-DFT is similar to Tˆe in HF (Equation 2.11);
Tc[ρ] arises as a discrepancy between Tni[ρ] and the actual Te[ρ] precisely
because electrons are assumed to be non-interacting when in fact they are:
each electron will in reality ‘correct’ its motion with respect to the non-
interacting case due to the presence of its counterparts. Therefore, Tc[ρ] is
correlative in nature, but, in standard KS-DFT treatment (vide infra) only
comprises short-range, dynamic correlation.
The Energy functional and Exc[ρ]. It is also due to Tc[ρ] that the exact
form of the functional linking E[ρ(r)] to ρ(r) is very complex, and indeed
not currently known. Nonetheless, if one again invokes the BO approxima-
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tion (§2.2.4), the KS-DFT formulation allows to ideally split E[ρ(r)] into
similar terms to those in the HF expression for E (cfr. Equations 2.6 and
2.18). This allows to isolate the two rather small components which are
not determinable exactly: Tc[ρ] as mentioned above; and the total exchange
energy K[ρ]. Marking these components in red, the expression is
E[ρ] = {Tni[ρ] + Tc[ρ]}︸ ︷︷ ︸ + Vne[ρ] + {J [ρ] +K[ρ]}︸ ︷︷ ︸ + Vnn.
Te[ρ] Vee[ρ]
(2.34)
Tni[ρ] is given by
Tni[ρ] =
n∑
k=1
〈φKSk,s | −
1
2
∇2|φKSk,s 〉 ; (2.35)
whereas Vne[ρ] and the Coulomb repulsion energy J [ρ], both of which may
be written classically in terms of ρ(r), are given by
Vne[ρ] = −
N∑
A=1
∫
ZAρ(r)
|RA − r|dr =
∫
v(r)ρ(r)dr
J [ρ] =
1
2
∫ ∫
ρ(r)ρ(r′)
|r− r′| drdr
′
(2.36)
where the nuclear potential is simplified to v(r). Vnn does not depend on
ρ, and remains a constant just like in the HF case, taking the same form as
Vˆnn in Equation 2.11.
In Equation 2.36, J [ρ] is expressed classically as a local potential in ex-
plicit terms of ρ(r) and ρ(r′): this helps explain why K[ρ] cannot in fact
be determined exactly in DFT. K[ρ] has no classical equivalent, and cannot
be expressed as a local potential in terms of ρ(r) and ρ(r′) as is the case
with J [ρ]. One could opt to use a φKS-equivalent of the exchange integral
in Equation 2.17, which gives the exact exchange energy of a HF system:
in fact, this would lead to errors in the case of DFT, because it is highly
non-local, and would require J [ρ] to be defined in a non-local way too.
Thus, the two unknown parts of the E[ρ] functional are grouped together
into an exchange-correlation functional Exc[ρα, ρβ], which is dependent on
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the spin densities, and enters the final equation
Exc[ρα, ρβ] = Tc[ρ] +K[ρ] = {Te[ρ]− Tni[ρ]}+ {Vee[ρ]− J [ρ]}
E[ρ] = Tni[ρ] + Vne[ρ] + J [ρ] + Vnn + Exc[ρα, ρβ]
(2.37)
It is known that Exc[ρ] is unique, but its exact form remains unknown: this
is essentially the ‘only’ obstacle preventing KS-DFT from finding the true
energy of an adiabatic system. I discuss the Exc[ρ]s used in this Thesis
further below.
The Kohn-Sham Equations. The variational principle (Equation 2.9)
also holds in the case of KS-DFT.264 Thus, very conveniently, replacing
canonical HF spin-MOs with canonical KS spin-MOs, Lagrange multipliers
may once again be used as described in §2.2.5 (cfr. Equation 2.19) to derive
the final set of Kohn-Sham equations for n electrons[
−1
2
∇2 + v(r) +
∫
ρ(r′)
|r− r′|dr
′ +
(
δExc[ρα, ρβ]
δρ(r)
)]
φKSi = iφ
KS
i[
−1
2
∇2 + veff (r)
]
φKSi = iφ
KS
i
FˆKSi φ
KS
i = iφ
KS
i
(2.38)
where veff (r) is a frequently used notation to collect the potential terms,
262,273
and the precise form of
δExc[ρα,ρβ ]
δρ(r) = vxc(r) is determined by the chosen
Exc[ρα, ρβ]. To highlight the strong similarity between KS and HF equa-
tions (2.21), I have also defined a Kohn-Sham Fock operator FˆKSi for the
ith electron. When a hybrid exchange-correlation functional is used (vide
infra), Equation 2.38 will acquire an extra term for the (exact; see §2.2.5)
HF exchange, preceded by a coefficient establishing in what proportion this
is to be admixed.
Exchange-Correlation Functionals Used in this Thesis
Since the exact form of Exc[ρα, ρβ] remains unknown, one of the key ob-
jectives of KS-DFT research has been the development of an exchange-
correlation density functional (henceforth: XCDF) approaching the accu-
racy of the exact Exc[ρα, ρβ] as closely as possible. As a result, numerous
XCDFs have been developed, each with unique characteristics, but satisfy-
ing a series of known specific standard requirements,264 and belonging to
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a specific functional family. In fact, the choice of XCDF is so central to
a DFT calculation that every individual functional semantically defines a
distinct DFT method.
In the vast majority of density functionals, the parts approximating the
DFT exchange Ex[ρα, ρβ] and the DFT correlation Ec[ρα, ρβ] are usually
quoted separately
Exc[ρα, ρβ] = Ex[ρα, ρβ] + Ec[ρα, ρβ]. (2.39)
Ex[ρα, ρβ] only depends on same-spin contributions αα or ββ and thus has
the general form
Ex[ρα, ρβ] = E
αα
x [ρα] + E
ββ
x [ρβ]; (2.40)
Ec[ρα, ρβ] will additionally include an opposite-spin component αβ which is
a functional of both spin densities
Ec[ρα, ρβ] = E
αα
c [ρα] + E
ββ
c [ρβ] + E
αβ
c [ρα, ρβ]. (2.41)
Corrections to either component are thus also treatable separately.
In Chapter 3, I evaluate five different ordinary XCDFs as possible can-
didates for the treatment of gold; these are listed and referenced in Table
2.1 by their separate exchange and correlation functionals (where: EB88x is
the B88 exchange DF by Becke;277 ELYPc is the LYP correlation DF by Lee,
Yang and Parr;129 and EVWNc is the VWN correlation DF by Vosko, Wilk
and Nusair).158 Earlier (§1.4), I briefly introduced an analogue of Jacob’s
ladder developed by Klimesˇ and Michaelides,116 which lists progressively
accurate solutions to recover the part of long-range correlation omitted by
standard XCDFs. In this respect, I should note that all of the functionals
listed in the Table remain at the bottom of that particular ladder, as they
are all either: a) pure (cfr. PBE130 and M06-L),112 meaning that neither
Ex nor Ec are corrected with extra long-range-specific terms; or b) single
hybrid (cfr. LC-PBE,275 CAM-B3LYP,276 and ωB97),278 meaning that only
Ex is recovered in the long-range, namely by admixing a proportion of HF
exchange EHFx (Equation 2.18) as indicated in the table footnotes. The
post-DFT double-hybrid functional B2PLYP, which I introduce in §2.2.8, is
the only case where I consider a method that is higher up in Klimesˇ’ ladder.
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Table 2.1 Classification of the five different Exc[ρα, ρβ ] functionals used in this
Thesis. P = Pure; SH = Single Hybrid
Name Ex Ec
Classification by:
Parame-
trisationEHFx
Perdew’s
ladder 117
PBE130 PBE PBE P GGA No
LC-PBE275 PBE PBE SHa,b GGA No
CAM-B3LYP276 B88277
81
100LYP/
129
SHc,d GGA No19
100VWN
158
ωB97278 B97279 B97279 SHa,e GGA Yes
M06-L112 M06-L M06-L P meta-GGA Yesf
a Admixed using
erf[µ(|ri−rj |)]
|ri−rj | as long-range gˆij
b µ = 0.33 Bohr−1
c Admixed using
α+β·erf[µ(|ri−rj |)]
|ri−rj | as long-range gˆij
d α = 0.19; β = 0.46; µ = 0.33 Bohr−1 e µ = 0.4 Bohr−1 f Including
with respect to the WI7/05 database of dispersion-bound molecules280
It is perhaps better to classify the five functionals in terms of the orig-
inal version of Jacob’s ladder by Perdew,117 which this time scores the
general levels of XCDF accuracy, and stretches from HF’s “zero-correlation
earth” to the “correlation heaven” of the exact Exc[ρα, ρβ]. Four out of
five functionals in the Table use some form of generalised gradient approx-
imation (GGA), which already occupies the second rung of the Perdew’s
ladder above local spin density approximation (LSDA); these GGA XCDFs
are characterised by their additional dependence on the density gradient
∇ρ(r), and take the general form117,130,273
EGGAxc [ρα, ρβ] =
∫
drρ(r)
[
GGAxc (ρα(r), ρβ(r),∇ρα(r),∇ρβ(r))
]
GGAxc = 
unif
x (ρ(r))Fxc (rs, ζ, s)
(2.42)
where the GGA exchange-correlation energy per particle GGAxc depends on
the (exactly-known)130,262,273 exchange energy per particle of the uniform
electron gas unifx (ρ(r)), and an enhancement factor Fxc incorporating the
dimensionless density gradient s (related to |∇ρ|), the spin-polarisation ζ =
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ρα−ρβ
ρ , and the mean atomic radius, or Seitz radius rs =
3
√
3
4piρ .
130,262
The meta-GGA functional M06-L112 is on an even higher rung, and adds
a dependence on the kinetic energy densities Tni,α[ρα] and Tni,β[ρβ], both of
which are obtainable for s = α or β from Equation 2.35. The general form
of a meta-GGA functional is thus
Em−GGAxc [ρα, ρβ] =∫
drρ(r)
[
m−GGAxc (ρα(r), ρβ(r),∇ρα(r),∇ρβ(r), Tni,α, Tni,β)
] (2.43)
where the energy per particle m−GGAxc is conceptually similar to its GGA
equivalent in Equation 2.42. Above this level, one needs to include nonlo-
cality in the density functionals, which is theoretically challenging.117
Thus, in light of the above and of the classification in Table 2.1, the pure
GGA functional PBE has a quintessentially poor, ‘DFT-like’ treatment of
long-range correlation: whilst assessing its effects on gold nanoclusters in
Chapters 3 and 4, it is therefore regarded to begin with as a simple standard
for comparison with the other four functionals. The three following func-
tionals LC-PBE, CAM-B3LYP and ωB97 are indeed long-range corrected,
but only with respect to the exchange energy and not to correlation (and
aurophilicity): this may therefore not be as beneficial for treating gold.
M06-L constitutes a separate case. Although, like PBE, it is in fact
pure and therefore does not have long-range Ex corrections, its high pa-
rametrisation112 means that it does implicitly incorporate some degree of
long-range correlation corrections, giving it another advantage on top of its
meta-GGA status and its previously encouraging performance with AuNPs
(§1.4).120–122 M06-L’s parametrisation arises from 37 different coefficients
entering its m−GGA,M06−Lxc ; it is fitted to reproduce specific chemical proper-
ties of 22 molecular databases,280 including one containing fragments bound
by dispersion interactions (and thus long-range correlation). I note that
ωB97 too is parametrised to fit predictions on several molecular systems;278
however, there is less focus on dispersion-bound systems.278
Time-dependent DFT
To predict the UV-Visible spectra of pristine AuNPs reported in Chapter 3
and Appendix A1, I employ time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT), in conjunc-
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tion with each of the five aforementioned functionals:281 this reformulation
of KS-DFT allows to calculate electronic excitations whilst remaining within
the adiabatic approximation. Here, I only give a qualitative overview of pro-
cedure,281 since the method does not feature prominently in the Thesis, and
is readily available in Gaussian09 for the derivation of UV-Visible spectra.
Given an originally static (ground state) KS system, the method intro-
duces a small time-dependent external potential, causing a slight pertur-
bation in the density. The density’s variation from its initial form to this
perturbed form may be described mathematically as a linear response. The
self-consistent set of KS orbitals producing the perturbed density is then
determined, and these serve as the basis to calculate the series of discrete
electronic excitations determining the final predicted UV-Visible spectrum
of the system.
The method is quite expensive computationally (§2.6), and the spectral
predictions often fail to predict peak splitting due to the lack of spin-orbit
coupling (§2.2.9). Treatment of the discrete electronic transitions predicted
by TD-DFT to produce the final spectra is explained in §2.7.2.
2.2.8 Post-DFT Method: B2PLYP
Belonging to the class of Double Hybrid Density functionals (DHDF), B2PLYP87,111
sits on the highest step of Klimesˇ’ ladder,116 as alongside the usual portion
of HF exchange seen in single hybrid functionals, it corrects Ec too by re-
covering a portion of long-range correlation. This is greatly significant for
the treatment of aurophilic effects, and it is therefore unsurprising that the
method has already been used on AuNPs.87 However, like its post-HF coun-
terparts MP2 and CCSD(T) (§2.2.6), B2PLYP is costly, and I therefore only
use it in §4.2.2 for confirmatory calculations on isomers of Au8.
More specifically, omitting spin-dependency, the XCDF in B2PLYP takes
the form87,111
EB2PLYPxc = (1− 0.53)EB88x +0.53EHFx +(1− 0.27)ELYPc +0.27EPT2c . (2.44)
Thus, 47% of the exchange energy is calculated using the B88 exchange
DF277 and the rest by HF; similarly, 73% of the correlation is calculated
with the LYP correlation DF.129 The remaining 27% of the correlation EPT2c
is ingeniously recovered via performing a 2nd order Kohn-Sham perturbation
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(PT2):282 this procedure is basically identical to evaluating the E2 term in
ordinary MP2 theory (Equation 2.28), except this time ΦKSSD is used instead
of ΦSD. It is this aspect that is at the basis of B2PLYP’s extra cost compared
to ordinary DFT (Table 2.4).
2.2.9 Basis Sets and Relativistic Effective Core Potentials
(ECP)
Before the HF (2.21) or the KS equations (2.38) can be solved self-consistently,
one final fundamental approximation is required, which I haven’t yet men-
tioned: the basis set approximation.261,264 This approximation simplifies
the (very complex) φ and φKS by expressing them as a linear combination
of basis functions (vide infra). Given the absolutely identical computa-
tional treatment of φ and φKS at this stage, I shall henceforth omit the KS
superscript from φKS .
Expansion of such functions in a complete basis set would of course give
the exact forms of φ, but is impracticable. The viable alternative is to
truncate the expansion of the kth φ after a certain number nµ of basis
functions χµ, leading to a finite basis set
φk =
nµ∑
µ=1
ck,µχµ (2.45)
where ck,µ is an expansion coefficient that becomes very important in the
solution of the SCF equations. The larger a finite basis set is, the more
accurate the approximation of φ(KS), but the greater the computational
cost (scaling as (n× nµ)4).
Individual basis functions χµ may be conceptually thought of as repre-
senting atomic orbitals (AO), although they do not correspond to the exact
AOs of a hydrogen-like atom. All of the basis sets employed in this work, in-
cluding those for gold valence electrons, are contracted and Gaussian-type:
in other words, their (contracted) basis functions χµ may either be repre-
sented as a single primitive gaussian g, or as a fixed linear combination of
several primitives. In Cartesian co-ordinates (thus ignoring the distinction
between radial and angular components), primitives typically take the form
glx,ly ,lz ,ζ(ri) = Nx
lxylyzlze−ζr
2
i (2.46)
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where N is a normalisation factor; ζ is a constant determining the radial
extension; and lx + ly + lz determines the angular momentum quantum
number l indicating the type of orbital reproduced (l = 0 for s, l = 1 for p
and so on).
It is for reasons of chemical and computational convenience that such
contracted basis sets are employed in a majority of cases, rather than un-
contracted ones.264 Contracted basis functions are expressed by the general
formula
χµ =
np∑
p=1
dpgp (2.47)
where as mentioned earlier the number of primitives np may also be 1 (usu-
ally for valence AOs), and all of the np coefficients dp are strictly fixed, thus
simplifying process of solving the SCF equations. Substituting Equation
2.46 into 2.47, one gets the full contracted basis set for the kth spin-MO,
with Equation 2.45 becoming
φk =
nµ∑
µ=1
ck,µ
 np∑
p=1
dp
(
Nxlxylyzlze−ζpr
2
i
) . (2.48)
By simply storing the sets of fixed primitive coefficients dpN , the exponents
ζp of each primitive, and the contraction scheme for each χµ, Gaussian09 is
able to readily provide a wide range of different basis sets for every chemical
element.
Whereas for lighter elements (including sulfur) all-electron basis sets are
used, simulation of gold requires that only its valence electrons be treated
with a basis set, whilst core electrons–whose orbitals are expected to change
very little–are approximated with an effective core potential (ECP). I review
the two different treatments in the next two subsections.
C, S, H: the 6-31G(d,p) Basis Set
In my QM calculations, the 6-31G(d,p) basis set is the only one employed
to treat all elements other than gold: sulfur, carbon, hydrogen and oxygen.
Nitrogen and chlorine appear too, but only require MM treatment. The
basis set is both accurate and efficient; its general use in electronic structure
studies involving Gaussian type orbitals is widespread, and those regarding
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thiol self-assembly on gold are no exception (see for example:166,204,221).
Table 2.2 Contraction schemes for element-specific versions of the
6-31G(d,p) basis set, as required for QM calculations in this Thesis,
and as encoded in Gaussian09
Element(s) Contraction Scheme Reference
6-31G (d,p)
H (4s,1p) → [2s,1p] 283 284
C, O (10s,4p,1d) → [3s,2p,1d ] 285 284
S (16s,10p,1d) → [4s,3p,1d ] 286 287
Table 2.2 summarises the basis set’s contraction scheme from primitives
to contracted gaussians for the four elements studied. 6-31G(d,p) is an
extension of the 6-31G basis set, which derives its name from the original
contraction scheme for carbon:285 6 primitives for the 1s orbital, and 3+1
primitives for the 2s orbital. The original 6-31G basis set also incorporates a
(4s)→ [2s] basis set for hydrogen,283 and one for sulfur developed later.286
The (d,p) in the nomenclature indicates, as can be seen from the Table,
the inclusion of extra polarisation functions of higher angular momentum:
an extra p-function on every hydrogen atom,284 and an extra d -function
on every carbon, oxygen284 and sulfur.287 The role of polarisation func-
tions is often rendered as ‘allowing orbitals to change shape’; indeed, en-
abling orbitals to change shape better describes electronic behaviour, for
example allowing to improve HF results. Moreover, the extra nodes intro-
duced by these functions are especially beneficial to improve the accuracy
of correlation-recovering methods such as MP2. In this work, polarisation
functions are also particularly important for treating sulfur, whose initially
empty orbitals play a key role, upon its approach to gold, in forming new
S–Au bonds.168
Au: Relativistic ECPs
Treatment of electrons in gold is more complex than in the lighter ele-
ments. Although all-electron basis sets do exist for gold,73,88,288 they are
only employed in specific circumstances such as benchmark/calibration cal-
culations88 and calculations on small species.289,290 Otherwise, full sim-
ulation of all of gold’s 79 electrons, which is unnecessarily inefficient, is
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conveniently avoided by employing one of several effective core potentials
(ECPs) developed for it.288 Ultimately, the chosen ECP also becomes the
vehicle through which relativistic effects (§1.4.1) are incorporated in the
simulation: most ECPs for gold, including the ones used in my calcula-
tions,88,97,101,104,156,291,292 are typically developed starting from all-electron
calculations, in which the (nonrelativistic) Schro¨dinger Hamiltonian is re-
placed by various forms of the Dirac Hamiltonian.73,88
Irrespective of relativistic effects, the rationale for introducing ECPs to
simulate a heavy element like gold is that the vast majority of its electrons
occupy core atomic orbitals φc, which, unlike valence orbitals φv, are con-
tracted and chemically much less influential. Therefore, on the assumption
that φcs have a negligible degree of admixture with other AOs, and a neg-
ligible contribution to indivdual MOs, they may—as I describe below—be
excluded from the basis set, and thus removed as degrees of freedom from
the SCF equations. In the case of gold, depending on the chosen ECP, re-
moval of 68 or 60 core orbitals and electrons from the basis set only leaves
either 11 (5d106s1) or 19 (5s25p65d106s1) electrons in the so-called valence
space, instead of the initial 79 (§1.4.1).
Using the HF formulation, but bearing in mind that the concept for KS-
DFT is identical, for a system with nc core electrons, nv valence electrons,
and N nuclei becoming N cores each with charge Qc, the Hˆe in Equation
2.14 is redefined as a valence Hamiltonian Hˆv, where nuclei-related terms
are replaced by core-related terms
Hˆv = Vcc +
nv∑
i=1
(
−1
2
∇2i + Vˆcv,i
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ +
nv∑
j>i
gˆv,ij
hˆv,i
Vˆcv,i =
N∑
c=1
(
− Qc∣∣rv,i −Rc∣∣ + ∆V ccv,i (rv,i −Rc)
)
.
(2.49)
The one- and two-electron operators now operate on the valence electrons
only. The Vcc term inherits the role of the Vnn term in the all-electron Hamil-
tonian, and describes the core-core repulsion. Similarly, Vˆne becomes Vˆcv,i:
this is a crucial term, incorporating relativistic effects and constituting the
ECP itself.
In the case of a gold core, ∆Vcv,i is a sum of five core electron potentials
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S (L = 0), P, D, F and G (L = 4). Each of these is in turn expressible as
a sum of QL Gaussians, functions of rci = |rv,i −Rc| in the form
∆Vcv,i (rci) =
4∑
L=0
QL∑
q=1
AL,q(rci)
nL,qe−αL,q(rci)
2
. (2.50)
Specific AL,q, nL,q and αL,q parameters are stored by Gaussian09 for every
ECP implemented for gold. All ECPs used here are scalar-quasirelativistic,
meaning that ∆Vcv,i quoted in Equation 2.50 is averaged over different spin-
states and excludes spin-orbit coupling (see also §1.4.3).
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Figure 2.1 Approximation of an actual HF or KS valence orbital φ
(KS)
v by a pseu-
doorbital φ
(KS)
p from a basis set associated with a shape-consistent ECP (simplified
example for a single heavy atom).
Strict exclusion of the core electrons and orbitals φc with energy c from
the initial set of relativistic orbitals is indeed achievable once each of the
remaining φvs (which at this point already reproduce 5d -6s near-mixing) is
transformed to a nodeless pseudoorbital φp, as shown in Figure 2.1. Then, if
the valence Fock operator Fˆv derived from Hˆv in Equation 2.4988 operates
on φp jointly with a potential V
PK which projects the φcs onto the φps,
it generates the original eigenvalue v associated with the original φv (see
Dolg88 for derivation details):{
Fˆv,i+
[
60 or 68∑
c=1
(v − c) |φc〉 〈φc|
]
︸ ︷︷ ︸
}
φp = vφp.
V PK
(2.51)
Every ECP is typically associated with one set of pseudoorbitals satisfying
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Equation 2.51, and this is encoded in Gaussian09 as any other basis set: it
is φps that enter the ΦSD or Φ
KS
SD instead of φvs.
Two important classes of ECPs and pseudoorbital basis sets are used in
this Thesis. Those from the LANL family97,291 and SBKJC104 are shape-
consistent: their φps are designed so that beyond a certain radius r from the
core, they match the shape of the corresponding φv exactly (cfr. Figure 2.1).
The MWB60101 and cc-pVTZ-PP156,292 ECP and basis sets are energy-
consistent, meaning that their φps are adjusted so that they reproduce a
set of given energy-related properties. Contraction schemes for these ECPs’
basis sets, similar to those in Table 2.2, are given in §3.2.1, where they are
relevant for the brief validations carried out there.
2.2.10 Solving the SCF Equations and Verifying the Result
Having introduced both all-electron and valence-only basis sets to approx-
imate the φ(KS) in Φ
(KS)
SD , solution of the one-electron SCF Equations 2.21
or 2.38 is now possible.
Roothaan-Hall and Pople-Nesbet Equations
Merging the distinct HF and KS notations adopted earlier (including the
Fˆis), individual orbitals and pseudoorbitals may now be substituted by their
AO basis set representations (Equation 2.48). After multiplying by a specific
χµ and integrating, the resulting set of nµ Roothaan-Hall equations,
293,294
expressed in matrix notation, is
FC = SC; (2.52)
if (unlike the general case discussed so far) the calculation is unrestricted,
and α- and β-spin-MOs are not constrained to have the same shape (such
as in doublet- and triplet-state AuNPs), one has two sets of Pople-Nesbet
Equations295 (one for each set of spin-MOs)
FαCα = SCαα
FβCβ = SCββ.
(2.53)
Sticking to the restricted case: each element of the overlap matrix S
represents the overlap integral between a specific pair of χs; C is a matrix
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of coefficients ck,µs as defined earlier, and each element Fµν of the Fock
matrix F is
Fµν = 〈χµ|Fˆi|χν〉 = 〈χµ|hˆi|χν〉 +
nocc∑
j=1
〈χµ|Jˆj − Kˆj |χν〉
Dξo
= 〈χµ|hˆi|χν〉 +
nξ∑
ξ=1
no∑
o=1
︷ ︸︸ ︷nocc∑
j
cj,ξcj,o
(
〈χµχξ | gˆj |χνχo〉 − 〈χµχξ | gˆj |χoχν〉
)
;︸ ︷︷ ︸
Gµνξo
(2.54)
wherein I have defined: elements Dξo of a density matrix D; and elements
Gµνξo of a four dimensional tensor G. Also, the MO φj associated with Kˆj
and Jˆj has in turn been expanded as two different sums of basis functions:∑no
o=1 cj,oχo and
∑nξ
ξ=1 cj,ξχξ. The exchange integral, shown in red, cannot
be determined analytically when using KS-DFT (cfr. §2.2.7): it needs to be
determined numerically instead, using the general approximation
∫
χµ (r) vxc (r)χν (r) dr ≈
G∑
g=1
vxc (rg)χµ (rg)χν (rg) ∆vg (2.55)
where the term on the right is a sum over a pruned integration grid with
G points (Gaussian09’s default, used throughout my Thesis, has 75 radial
shells each with 302 angular points). vxc(r) was defined after Equation 2.38
as
δExc[ρα,ρβ ]
δρ(r) , and thus depends on the chosen XCDF; ∆vg approximates the
gradient at point g as is necessary for all GGA and meta-GGA functionals.
The self-consistency of Equation 2.52 stems from the fact that both C and
F depend on the orbital coefficients: C, and the matrix of orbital energies (Fˆ
eigenvalues) , are found by diagonalising F, but this can’t be done without
knowing the coefficients in the first place, because of D in Equation 2.54.
The Equations are thus solved iteratively, as explained below.
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The CDIIS/EDIIS Algorithm
Firstly, in HF and KS calculations alike, an initial set of coefficients is
“guessed” by diagonalising the Harris functional:296 this approximates the
energy as a functional of the electronic density around each atom in a sys-
tem, as if it were a completely isolated fragment. The guessed set of coeffi-
cients is used to diagonalise F for the first time.
Ideally, the set of improved coefficients found by this first diagonalisation
should be used directly to form a new F, which is itself re-diagonalised, and
the procedure cyclically repeated until variation in the coefficients becomes
negligible. In practice, Gaussian09 solves the SCF equations more speedily
by using a mixture297 of convex direct inversion in the iterative subspace
(CDIIS)264,297,298 and energy-DIIS (EDIIS);264,297 whether the former or
latter method is used is determined on-the-fly, and depends on what stage
the calculation is at: earlier stages tend to use mostly the latter, whereas
later stages use the former.
Omitting the mathematical detail in previous literature,264,297 both al-
gorithms have an almost identical form. At the (k + 1)th iteration, an im-
proved Fock matrix F
(
D∗(k+1)
)
is constructed based on all k Fock matrices
computed up to that point, using a set of coefficients κi such that
F(k+1)
(
D∗(k+1)
)
=
k∑
i=0
κiFi (Di) ;
k∑
i=0
κi = 1; and
κi > 0 (only for EDIIS).
(2.56)
The series of k κi coefficients, subject to the above constraint(s), is deter-
mined by minimising an error function f(κ0, . . . , κk), assumed to be zero at
the converged solution. In very broad terms, this is done using the matrix
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equation
Tr (E1 ·E1) · · · Tr (Ek ·E1) 1
...
. . .
...
...
Tr (E1 ·Ek) · · · Tr (Ek ·Ek) 1
1 · · · 1 0

︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ1
...
κk
λ
 =

0
...
0
1

A
(2.57)
where λ is the Lagrange multiplier, and coefficients are retrieved by inverting
the iterative subspace A. In the case of CDIIS, each error vector Ei is based
on the commutator [F (Di) ,Di]; in the case of EDIIS it is mainly based on
the HF or KS energy calculated from Di.
At every iteration, it is the improved Fock matrix F (D∗) that is di-
agonalised to find the improved set of coefficients ck,µ for the successive
iteration. Gaussian09 considers a SCF calculation to have converged once
the root mean square (RMS) of D falls below 10−8 and the CDIIS error
function is low: at that point it is assumed that the set of M spin-MOs has
been found (12n occupied,
(
M − 12n
)
unoccupied) for which the energy is
stationary (M is the total number of basis functions).
The QC-SCF Algorithm
There is a minority of KS-DFT calculations in which the above algorithm
fails at some point to solve the SCF equations: in these cases, the problem
is circumvented by invoking the quadratic SCF convergence method (QC-
SCF),299,300 which is computationally more expensive than CDIIS/EDIIS
but definitely a more reliable alternative to achieve convergence. The proce-
dure is well-established and readily implemented by Gaussian09, therefore
I here only outline its general framework.
At the basis of QC-SCF is the introduction of a set of improved MOs
φ′k to describe the system under study, each of which may be expressed in
terms of its corresponding original MO φk plus a small admixture from all
of the unoccupied orbitals φa (with coefficient d
a
k) such that
φ′k = φk +
nvirt∑
a=1
dakφa. (2.58)
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If every MO in a ΦSD is replaced by one such improved orbital, the resulting
improved Φ′ may be re-expressed as a weighted sum of the original ground
state ΦSD itself (= Φ0), and all possible excited determinants.
Then, in Equation 2.8, which gives the energy E of the target system,
Ψe is replaced by Φ
′
SD to give an expression for E in terms of the excited
determinants. This expression is truncated to only retain terms up to second
order; if Brilliouin’s theorem is applied, and E is then minimised subject
to a normalisation constraint imposed on the coefficients, one obtains a set
of eigenvalue equations which, for a real wavefunction, can be expressed in
matrix form as [
E0 f
†
f E01 + A + B
][
d0
d
]
= E
[
d0
d
]
; (2.59)
where: d0 is the weight of Φ0; f is a column vector of occupied-virtual
F elements Fk,a; E0 = 〈Φ0|Hˆ|Φ0〉; d is a matrix of dak coefficients; A is
a matrix of elements Ak→a,l→b = 〈Φak|Hˆ − E0|Φbl 〉; and B is a matrix of
elements Bk→a,l→b = 〈Φ0|Hˆ|Φabkl 〉. Like the Roothaan-Hall Equations, 2.59
can be solved iteratively to find the set of coefficients and MOs minimising
the energy.
Is the SCF Solution Stable?
Before extracting any properties from a SCF or post-SCF calculation, one
must first verify that it has indeed produced a stable SCF solution, and
identify an alternative solution otherwise. A set of KS or HF orbitals form-
ing a truly stable solution to the Roothaan-Hall or Pople-Nesbet equations
will yield an energy E that is a true minimum, and is not lowered by any
possible change in the orbitals; vice versa, if a SCF solution is unstable,
there will exist at least one possible variation in the orbitals that lowers the
energy further.
In my calculations, I test for two fundamental types of instability: ex-
ternal and internal.300 External instabilities are revealed by lifting con-
straints imposed to the orbitals during a calculation: for restricted SCF
calculations—which I only employ for large singlet systems—this means al-
lowing the solution to become unrestricted by letting α- and β-spin-MOs
have different shapes; for unrestricted calculations—carried out in all other
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cases—this means allowing α-spin-MOs and β-spin-MOs to mix. Vice versa,
internal instabilities reveal the existence of one or more lower-E SCF solu-
tions even without lifting the constraints.
By implementing a procedure generalised by Bauernschmitt and Ahlrichs
to cover KS-DFT,301 Gaussian09 is readily able to test for the internal and
external stability of a particular SCF solution, regardless of whether it is HF
or DFT, and seek a stable alternative. The derivation of this approach300,301
strongly resembles that of QC-SCF discussed above, and is identically based
on allowing occupied and unoccupied orbitals to mix as per Equation 2.58.
In the end, one obtains a very similar set of Equations to 2.59, and still
containing the matrices A and B: instabilities are revealed by the presence
of negative eigenvalues in these matrices.300,301
2.2.11 Structural Optimisation
I have explained in §2.2.4 that introducing the BO approximation allows the
electronic component of the Schro¨dinger Equation (2.5) to be solved for a
molecular system of n electrons moving in a field of N stationary nuclei. The
solution to this equation, which is the electronic energy E(R) and whose
retrieval strategies have just been covered in §2.2.5–§2.2.10, also determines
the very PES on which the nuclei are positioned. By extension, taking the
first derivative of the E(R) allows to determine the gradient of this PES,
and taking its second derivative enables to distinguish any stationary points
on it as maxima, minima, or saddle points of various orders.
It is thanks to these crucial aspects that QM methods can be conveniently
used to structurally optimise molecular systems or, otherwise put, to find
the geometry which minimises their energy. Indeed, virtually all of the QM
and QM/MM calculations that I present in this work, except for those using
CCSD(T), are full structural optimisations. The process is reviewed in the
subsections below.
Theory and Implementation
The simple idea behind structural optimisation is that, starting from an
input configuration and proceeding stepwise, a system’s geometry may be
progressively shifted until its energy can’t be lowered further. From an-
other very basic perspective, the system is being gradually shifted along
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its PES, (usually) towards a local energetic minimum—with gradient zero;
both E(R) and its gradient (i.e. the electronic forces acting on each of the
system’s atoms) are periodically recalculated to probe the PES in the sys-
tem’s immediate vicinity and rectify the course of the optimisation, also
testing whether a minimum has been found.
Quasi-Newton Formulation. The more elaborate but efficient quasi-
Newton-Raphson (QN) approach,302 on which earlier versions of Gaussian
were based, remains a convenient way to discuss the general anatomy of
structural optimisation. In reality, the 09 version, on which I run my own
calculations, actually uses rational function optimisation (RFO):303 I shall
outline the specifics of this related approach further below.
The QN approach proposes that, within a selected trust radius τ , the
PES at any point with geometry R0 may be approximated quadratically
using
E(R) ≈ E(R0) + gT0 ∆R +
1
2
(∆R)T H0∆R (2.60)
where ∆R is the deviation R−R0 from the chosen geometry; the gradient g0
is a matrix of first derivatives dE(R0)dR0 —readily obtainable by Gaussian09—
representing the electronic forces on each atom at the chosen point; and the
Hessian matrix H0 is the matrix of second derivatives
d2E(R0)
dR20
. The attrac-
tive (and defining) characteristic of QN approaches is that, unlike Newton-
Raphson approaches, they do not normally involve exact computation of
H0 during the optimisation; instead, H0 can be conveniently approximated
and updated as the optimisation progresses (vide infra).
Differentiating Equation 2.60 with respect to R yields an equation for
the PES’ gradient g = dE(R)dR : setting g = 0 to locate a stationary point
produces the all-important expression for the (Quasi-)Newton step
∆R = −H−10 g0, (2.61)
which quantifies the displacement towards a stationary point of the approx-
imated PES.
Finding the Minimum. Equation 2.61 provides the starting basis for
structural optimisation, which must occur stepwise and not all at once be-
cause the PES is of course not really quadratic. At every new step, the
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actual process can only kick off once the SCF equations have been solved
to determine the system’s energy at its current geometry, and after its first
derivatives have been calculated to find g0. Calculation of ∆R can then
begin, to determine how and by how much the geometry needs to be shifted
during the step. The main stages are as follows:
1. H0 for the current step is established in one of two ways:
a) For the initial step, H0 is estimated using an approximate ad hoc
valence forcefield.304
b) For all successive steps, H0 is updated from the Hessian H
old
used in the previous step (a process which also uses the previous
step size ∆Rold and the gradient difference ∆g = g0 − gold0 ).
In my calculations, the update method302 is that by Broyden-
Fletcher-Goldfarb-Shanno (BFGS).305–308
2. A trust radius for the current step τold (which is set at 0.3 Bohr =
0.159 A˚ for the initial step) is assessed:302 if, starting from the new
current geometry R0, it is found that the quadratic approximation
of the PES begins to fall apart within τold, then it is shortened to a
new τnew; otherwise, τold is either maintained as τnew, or may even
be replaced by a longer τnew. τnew becomes relevant at stage 6.
3. Any variables to be frozen during optimisation are projected out of
g0 and H0 using a projector matrix.
302,309 In this Thesis, there are
two cases where this becomes necessary: freezing a Au8 isomer into
planarity (§4.2.2); and preparing an initial Au20(SCH3)16 structure
(§5.2.2).
4. ∆R is calculated, using a modified version of Equation 2.61 (vide
infra), which constrains the Hessian to have no negative eigenvalues,
and ensures that the search proceeds towards a minimum. Except for
the initial and second iterations, the gradient for the calculation of
∆R is not directly g0, but is typically interpolated in various ways
from previously calculated gradients, depending on the stage of the
optimisation and the nature of the previous points.
5. If ∆R predicts any changes in the frozen variables, these are again
projected out (see point 3).
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6. If ∆R exceeds τnew, it is rescaled.
7. At this point, the step is complete: if specific convergence criteria
have been met, the optimisation is complete too; otherwise, the new
geometry resulting from the current step is submitted for a new SCF
and gradient calculation, ready to start the next optimisation step.
Implementation by Gaussian09: RFO with GEDIIS. Gaussian09
readily implements gas-phase structural optimisation, closely following the
procedure just outlined. The Berny algorithm used is an improved version
of one originally proposed by H. Bernhard Schlegel.310 At earlier steps, the
gradient is interpolated (see point 4) using a constrained quartic polynomial
fit between two previous points;302 close to convergence, the interpolation
is done using the GEDIIS method,311 which is a geometry-adapted version
of EDIIS (§2.2.10), and uses a combination of previous points, precisely like
its SCF equivalent.
As I mentioned earlier, Gaussian09 now uses the RFO method303 instead
of QN to obtain ∆R: rather than approximating the PES quadratically,
a denominator is added to the non-energy terms of Equation 2.60, which
turns it into a rational function
∆E ≈ g
T
0 ∆R +
1
2 (∆R)
T H0∆R
1 + (∆R)T S∆R
. (2.62)
Choosing the scaling matrix S to be diagonal302,303 eventually leads to a
modified version of Equation 2.61
∆R = −(H0 − λ1)−1g0 (2.63)
where the original H0 is now constrained by the multiplier λ to have all
positive eigenvalues, thereby driving the process in the correct direction.
Implementation by Gaussian09: Convergence Criteria. Gaussian09
only considers an optimisation to have converged once all of the following 4
criteria are simultaneously satisfied (cfr. 7 above):
1. No atom has a force greater than 4.5× 10−4 Hartree/Bohr.
2. The RMS of the forces has fallen below 3.0× 10−4 Hartree/Bohr.
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3. No atom moves by more than 1.8× 10−3 Bohr.
4. The RMS of the atomic displacements has fallen below 1.2 × 10−3
Bohr.
Notably, in the optimisations that I present in Chapter 7, which are run on
MD-generated functionalised AuNPs with very long and flexible tailgroups,
the fourth condition needs to be completely lifted in order to achieve con-
vergence (see §7.2.6); in the case of the 20-atom nanoclusters (see §7.2.6 and
§7.4), not even this precaution is sufficient.
Implementation by Gaussian09: Cartesians or Internals? In the no-
tation used so far, I have always generically employed R to refer to Cartesian
atomic position vectors. In fact, structural optimisations in Gaussian09 are
normally carried out using redundant internal co-ordinates (RICs)309,312
rather than Cartesian co-ordinates.
Use of RICs for a molecular structure has the dual advantage of providing
quicker convergence of its optimisation, since a lower number of variables
may be used to describe it, and of being more readily linkable to its chemical
reactivity, since the RICs themselves comprise bond lengths, angle sizes
and dihedral torsions. RIC assignment is easily explained:309 the crucial
step is to obtain all interatomic distances in a structure from its Cartesian
co-ordinates; atom pairs closer than a certain threshold—linked to their
covalent radii—are considered to be bonded, and the bonds thus assigned
form the first set of RICs. It is then trivial to establish angles (one for
every pair of bonds originating from the same atom), and dihedrals (one
for each pair of atoms bonded to the extremities of a bond); in fact, the
process is conceptually identical to typing of bonds, angles and dihedrals in
the OPLS-AA forcefield (see §2.3.3). Angles of > 175◦ (e.g. in linear Au3)
are assigned two orthogonal RICs each.
R0, g0, (and in case H0), may be readily
309,312 converted to their RIC
equivalents Q0, g˜0,Q and H˜0,Q by means of simple transformations (always
taking any constraints into account). In a Gaussian09 calculation, solving
the SCF equations and calculating g0 are both normally done in Cartesian
co-ordinates; it is only at this stage that R0 and g0 are transformed to their
RIC equivalents. Once the optimisation step is complete (point 7 in the
earlier scheme), RICs are converted back to Cartesian co-ordinates. This
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reverse transformation is not as trivial, because it is curvilinear, and needs
to be done in an iterative fashion.309,312
In isolated cases amongst the optimisations that I present later, rearrange-
ment of the input geometry is so extensive that using RICs causes them to
fail; to avoid repeated restarts, I therefore launch these using Cartesian co-
ordinates. Cartesian co-ordinates are also required for the initial optimisa-
tion step in the preparation of Au20(SCH3)16, because it is more convenient
to freeze core gold atoms using their Cartesian co-ordinates (§5.2.2).
Frequency Calculation. Using an approximate Hessian during optimisa-
tion does indeed increase computational efficiency, but it also means that
the stationary point found by a Gaussian09 optimisation cannot be con-
firmed as a minimum until an exact Hessian is calculated for it. A full
set of analytical second derivatives post-optimisation is readily obtainable
by means of a frequency calculation: except after optimisations in Chap-
ter 7 and the final part of Chapter 6, where the nature of the stationary
structures found is not relevant, I always carry out a frequency calculation
post-optimisation.
If a full Hessian calculation on an optimised structure reveals one or more
negative eigenvalues, then that structure is not a true minimum: in this case,
the usual procedure is to manually displace the structure along the negative
eigenvector found in the Hessian, and resume optimisation on the displaced
structure. During the course of the Thesis, this situation is encountered
repeatedly: all such instances are explicitly mentioned in the text.
In addition, I employ frequency calculations, using different methods, to
predict the stretching frequency of Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 (§3.4.2).
Caveat
I should finally stress that there is one major caveat concerning the way in
which structural optimisation is used in this Thesis: it is only employed to
search for local minima, not to locate saddle points or higher-order tran-
sition states. This has important implications for the method eventually
developed (see Chapter 8).
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2.3 Molecular Mechanical Methods (MM)
Molecular mechanical simulation methods (more simply MM) are, in con-
trast to QM methods, entirely classical, and avoid any form of explicit
electron simulation. Instead, atoms are treated as charged point masses,
and all types of interaction between them are described by a forcefield: this
is a mostly predefined set of parameters and simple equations that are de-
rived from QM calculations. The electrons’ behaviour is approximated by
and embedded within the forcefield, and it is through the forcefield that the
energy of a MM system can be derived.
2.3.1 Strengths and Weaknesses
Abandoning QM treatment and switching to implicit electron simulation
translates into a large gain in computational efficiency, but inevitably brings
about a substantial loss of accuracy. Consequently, MM treatment is typ-
ically preferred in the simulation of very large molecular systems, such as
proteins in solution or solid-liquid interfaces, where it conveniently allows
determination of macroscopic thermodynamic properties.
On the other hand, MM methods cannot be employed in situations where
derivation of electronic properties is required; moreover, they generally can-
not be employed to simulate chemical reactions, because, as I mentioned in
§2.2.2, these involve bonds being cleaved and reformed, and explicit elec-
tron modelling is required for these. The latter issue is sometimes solved
classically by using a reactive forcefield, and this possibility has also been ex-
plored with pristine238 and functionalised AuNPs;235 however, before it can
be reliably used, a reactive forcefield must be very rigorously parametrised
with suitable QM calculations modelling the chemical reaction it is intended
to reproduce: this can be very tedious.
2.3.2 Relevance to this Thesis: QM/MM and Classical MD
The above characteristics make MM methods unsuitable to deal with the
first and second challenges affecting simulation of my target system (cfr.
§2.2.2). Both of these challenges (§1.4 and 1.5) arise from phenomena that
are heavily dependent on electronic behaviour and properties, and would
not benefit at all if their DFT treatment were replaced with a classical
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approximation.
On the other hand, for tackling the third and fourth challenges, introduc-
tion of MM methods represents an attractive (and often essential) alterna-
tive to the exclusive use of QM methods. Both challenges arise from atoms
located far away from the gold core and thiol headgroups (i.e. in regions of
little chemical change), and always present in very large numbers. Conse-
quently, the swathes of electrons belonging to these atoms, whose full QM
simulation would be prohibitive, can conveniently be destined to implicit
treatment by MM without the risk of omitting vital electronic effects.
Given that, as I mentioned in §2.2.2, QM treatment must be retained
for those regions affected by the first and second challenges, at no point
in this Thesis can MM be employed entirely on its own; in tackling the
third challenge (Chapter 6), it is used in the context of hybrid QM/MM
structural optimisation (see §2.4); in tackling the fourth challenge (Chapter
7), it is initially used on its own in the context of molecular dynamics (MD)
simulations (see §2.5), but these are then necessarily followed once again by
full QM or hybrid QM/MM optimisation. Classical MD also briefly appears
in Chapter 5 (§5.2.3).
2.3.3 The OPLS-AA Forcefield and its Framework
Developed by Jorgensen and co-authors in 1996 and validated against QM
results (RHF/6-31G(d)), the forcefield chosen for all MM simulations con-
ducted in this Thesis is OPLS-AA (Optimised Potentials for Liquid Simula-
tions - All-Atom).313 As its own name suggests, the forcefield is well suited
for condensed phase MD simulations, such as those carried out in Chap-
ters 5 and 7, and, in general, to treat both non-biological and biological
molecules.313
In this Section, I define the concept of atom type, and present the general
set of equations associated with the OPLS-AA forcefield, used to calculate
the potential energy V of a system simulated with it. On the other hand,
all default and non-default types and parameters used in this Thesis are
listed in full in Appendix A3. In fact, it only became necessary to use in-
house parameters in a minority of cases, as OPLS-AA predefines most of
the interaction types in systems simulated here.313 In addition, for specific
remarks concerning the assignment of MM atom types and parameters in
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systems simulated at different stages of this project, the reader is referred
to §5.2.3, §6.2.1, and §7.2.2.
Atom Types and Interaction Types
Like all forcefields, OPLS-AA relies heavily on predefined atom and inter-
action types. An atom’s type is strictly determined by its element as well
as its chemical environment; for example, n-alkanes are composed of only
two elements, but contain four different atom types: methylic carbon, me-
thylenic carbon, methylic hydrogen and methylenic hydrogen. A system
of atoms and molecules cannot be simulated with a given forcefield unless
every single one of its atoms has been assigned to one of the atom types
recognised by that forcefield (a procedure known as atom typing).
Typing the atoms in a system is so crucial because, in turn, it allows to
define all possible interactions occurring between the various atom types.
More specifically, although there are only five main classes of atomic in-
teractions in a system, each with its own standard equation to model its
energetic contribution (vide infra), it is the type of atoms forming each indi-
vidual interaction that determines the unique set of (predefined) parameters
to be plugged into this equation. Interactions between unusual atom types
are occasionally not parametrised in a forcefield: in this case they must be
defined in-house. In this Thesis, this was only required in a tiny number of
cases (see Appendix A3 and §5.2.3, §6.2.1, and §7.2.2).
The five classes of atomic interactions in a system fall into two broad
categories: nonbonded interactions, comprising Lennard-Jones (ELJ) and
Coulomb interactions (ECou); and bonded interactions, comprising bond
stretching (EBond), angle bending (EAng), and bond torsion (ETors). The
term in brackets after each class of interactions is its total energetic con-
tribution to the overall potential energy V , as per Equation 2.64 below.
V = ELJ + ECou︸ ︷︷ ︸ + EBond + EAng + ETors︸ ︷︷ ︸
nonbonded bonded
(2.64)
In the following subsections, I present the standard equations used by
OPLS-AA to model these five classes of atomic interactions.
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Nonbonded Interactions I: Coulomb
Coulomb interactions are electrostatic interactions arising between atoms
with non-zero partial charges (cfr. the concept of Coulomb integral in §2.2).
Every atom type in OPLS-AA is parametrised with a default fractional point
charge, either derived from the earlier united-atom version OPLS-UA,314 or
re-derived anew: in either case, the primary origin are accurate Monte Carlo
calculations reproducing key experimental properties.315
For a pair of atoms i and j (which may or may not be of the same type)
either a) belonging to different molecules; or b) separated by three or more
intramolecular bonds; the Coulomb potential ECou,ij at distance Rij is given
by
ECou,ij = FQQ
[
kCou
qjqi
Rij
]
(2.65)
where qi and qi are the partial charges parametrised for i and j, in units
of e (e = 1.602 × 10−19 C). kCou is Coulomb’s constant, taking values of:
8.988 × 109 J ·m · C−2 in standard units; 1389 kJ · mol−1 · A˚ · e−2 for
conversion to kJ · mol−1; and 14.46 A˚ · e−1 · V for conversion to eV. FQQ
is a fudge factor that in OPLS-AA takes a value of 0.5 if i and j are exactly
three bonds apart within a same molecule; or a value of 1 otherwise. Setting
the Fudge factor at 0.5 in the former case enables part of the so-called 1,4-
interaction energy to be incorporated in the equation for ETors (vide infra).
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Figure 2.2 Sample plot of the pairwise Coulomb potential ECou,ij (Equation 2.65)
for a pair of atoms i and j having charges of the same sign, and another pair i-j
having charges of opposite sign.
Figure 2.2 shows two exemplary plots of Equation 2.65, for a pair of atoms
with charges of the same sign, and one with charges of opposite sign. At
short Rij , expectedly, the potential is strongly repulsive in the former case,
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and strongly attractive in the latter; due to the R−1ij term in Equation 2.65,
both plots show a long ‘tail’ at high values of Rij .
Since the Coulomb potential is pair-additive, the total Coulomb contri-
bution ECou to the potential energy V of a system N atoms, forming P
unique atomic pairs, is given by
ECou =
N−1∑
i
N∑
j>i
ECou,ij (2.66)
provided that the atoms i and j forming each of the P pairs are either on
different molecules, or on the same molecule, but > 3 bonds apart. It is
clear that ECou depends on the interatomic distance Rij of every viable
atomic pair i-j, and therefore on the co-ordinates x1, y1, z1, . . . , xN , yN , zN
of all N atoms.
Nonbonded Interactions II: Lennard-Jones
The Lennard-Jones (or 12-6) potential316 models (non-electrostatic) van
der Waals interactions (vide infra) occurring between all pairs of atoms in
a system, provided once again that they are on different molecules, or on
the same molecule but not involved in a bonded interaction.260,263,264
Between a pair of atoms i and j (of same or different type), separated by
a distance Rij , the Lennard-Jones potential ELJ,ij is given by
ELJ,ij = FLJ
{
4ij
[(
σij
Rij
)12
−
(
σij
Rij
)6]}
. (2.67)
where the parameters σij and ij are derived for each pair using Berthelot’s
combination rules317
σij =
√
σjσj and ij =
√
ij . (2.68)
σ and  parameters are predefined for i and j depending on their OPLS-AA
atom types, and are normally borrowed from the earlier forcefield OPLS-UA
like a portion of the point charges.314 The fudge factor FLJ, which behaves
in an identical way to FQQ in Equation 2.65, takes a value of 0.5 if i and j
are exactly three bonds apart within a same molecule; and takes a value of
1 otherwise.
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Figure 2.3 Sample plot of the pairwise Lennard-Jones potential ELJ,ij (Equation
2.67) for a pair of different atoms i and j. The minimum energy −εij and the
equilibrium distance Req at which it occurs have also been marked.
Figure 2.3 exemplifies a plot of the Lennard-Jones potential between a
pair of atoms i and j. The plot exhibits two fingerprint features: a potential
well of depth |ij | occurring when the atoms are separated by an equilibrium
distance Req = 2
1
6σij ; and a single intercept of the y-axis (ELJ,ij = 0) at
Rij = σij .
As a result of the term
(
σij
Rij
)12
, the Lennard-Jones potential is massively
repulsive when Rij < σij . In this region, it is effectively modelling the
(quantum) Pauli repulsion: this arises because, at such short distances, the
electron clouds surrounding the two atoms start to overlap, causing electrons
to violate the Pauli exclusion principle (by which they are forbidden to
occupy the same quantum state).
On the other hand, the
(
σij
Rij
)6
term is responsible for the ‘tail’ appearing
at high values of Rij . Note that because the Lennard-Jones potential has a
R−6 dependence in this region, as opposed to the R−1 dependence exhibited
by the Coulomb potential, the value of ELJ,ij decays to 0 much more quickly
(this has important implications on the way in which the two potentials are
treated by molecular dynamics; see §2.5). In this region, the potential is
modelling London dispersion forces:264 incidentally, this is the region that
is so important to aurophilicity and is so poorly treated by traditional DFT
functionals (cfr. §2.2.7 and §1.4.3).
Since the Lennard-Jones potential is also pair-additive, the overall Lennard-
Jones contribution ELJ to the potential energy V of a system N atoms,
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forming P unique atomic pairs, is given by
ELJ =
N−1∑
i
N∑
j>i
ELJ,ij (2.69)
provided that the atoms i and j forming each of the P pairs are either on
different molecules, or on the same molecule, but > 3 bonds apart. Again,
ELJ depends on the interatomic distances Rij of all viable atomic pairs i <
j, and therefore the co-ordinates x1, y1, z1, . . . , xN , yN , zN of all N atoms.
Bonded Interactions I: Bond Stretching
Consider a diatomic bond β=A–B, whose unique bond type Tβ is defined by
the type or types of its constituent atoms: the energy EBond,β for stretching
or squeezing β to a length of RAB is modelled by the harmonic potential
EBond,β = kTβ
(
RAB −RTβ
)2
(2.70)
where the unique bond constant kTβ and equilibrium length RTβ are typ-
ically predefined for every bond type recognised by OPLS-AA.313 Default
kTβ and RTβ values in OPLS-AA are mostly taken from a 1986 version of
the AMBER forcefield,318 and from the CHARMM forcefield in a minority
of cases.319 Both of these forcefields, in turn, derive the parameters either
from previous literature, or from spectroscopic data.
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Figure 2.4 Harmonic stretching potential EBond,β (Equation 2.70) for a diatomic
bond β of type Tβ . The equilibrium bond length RTβ , at the energetic minimum,
has also been marked.
The bond stretching potential for a diatomic bond β of type Tβ is plotted
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in Figure 2.4. The plot immediately reveals the potential’s harmonic/parabolic
form; this is precisely what prevents bond breaking at large distances when a
system is simulated with an unreactive forcefield. In fact, this potential form
is a good approximation only at lengths which are close to RTβ ; the real-life
potential is anharmonic, envisaging bond breaking at large distances, and a
stronger repulsion at RAB  RTβ .
In a system with Nβ bonds of different types, the overall bond stretch-
ing/squeezing contribution EBond to the system’s potential energy V is then
given by
EBond =
Nβ∑
β=1
EBond,β (2.71)
which depends on the lengths RAB of all Nβ bonds, and therefore on the
co-ordinates of all bonded atoms.
Bonded Interactions II: Angle Bending
Consider now a triatomic angle α=A–B–C where A–B and B–C are diatomic
bonds, and whose unique angle type Tα is defined by the type or types of
atoms A, B and C: the energy EAng,α for bending α to a size of θABC is then
modelled by the harmonic potential
EAng,α = kTα (θABC − θTα)2 (2.72)
where the unique angle constant kTα and the equilibrium size θTα are again
predefined for every angle type recognised by OPLS-AA.313 Once again, the
usual source for angle parameters is the 1986 version of AMBER,318 with
some derived from the CHARMM forcefield.319
A typical angle bending potential is plotted in Figure 2.5, whence its
similarity to the bond stretching potential in Figure 2.4 can be appreciated.
In a system with Nα angles of different types, the overall angle bending
contribution EAng to the system’s potential energy V is then given by
EAng =
Nα∑
α=1
EAng,α (2.73)
which depends on all the angle sizes θABC, and therefore on the co-ordinates
of all bonded atoms in non-diatomic molecules.
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Figure 2.5 Harmonic angle bending potential EAng,α (Equation 2.72) for a triplet
of bonded atoms A, B and C defining angle type Tα. The equilibrium angle size
θTα , at the energetic minimum, has also been marked.
Bonded Interactions III: Bond Torsion
OPLS-AA provides for two categories of bond torsion: proper and improper.
A proper torsional degree of freedom about a bond B–C can only be
defined if B is bonded to another atom A, and if C is bonded to another
atom D. As a consequence, such proper torsions do not apply for small
molecules such as methane, where all atoms are within two bonds of each
other.
Figure 2.6 The proper torsion of the diatomic bond B–C in a quadriatomic system
A–B–C–D is taken as the dihedral angle φABCD (black arc) occurring between the
plane containing atoms A, B and C (light blue) and that containing atoms B, C
and D (red); note that φ = 180° when atom A is fully trans to atom D.
In principle, bonds subject to proper torsions can undergo a full 360°
rotation if they have enough energy to overcome their rotational energetic
barriers. The proper torsion about a diatomic bond (A–)B–C(–D) is defined
by the dihedral angle φABCD between the plane containing A, B and C, and
the plane containing B, C, and D (Figure 2.6); φABCD takes a value of 180°
when A and D are trans to each other, and a value of 0° when they are cis.
Consider a quadriatomic system such as the one in Figure 2.6, where atoms
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A, B, C, and D, depending on their type or types define a unique proper
torsion τ of type Tτ . Note that for a general system AmB−CDn OPLS-AA
counts m× n dihedrals of type Tτ going through B–C.
The energy ETors,τ of the type Tτ rotation about bond B–C can be ex-
pressed in two different ways (Equations 2.74 and 2.75). The first form
(Ryckaert-Bellemans)320 is
ETors,τ =
5∑
n=0
Cn,Tτ [cos (φABCD − 180◦)]n (2.74)
and the second form (Fourier) is
ETors,τ =
1
2
4∑
n=1
Fn,Tτ
[
1 + (−1)(n+1) cos (nφABCD)
]
. (2.75)
The four Fourier coefficients F(1,2,3,4),Tτ in the Fourier form (Equation
2.75) are predefined in the original OPLS-AA implementation for all recog-
nised torsion types.313 Unlike the default forcefield parameters discussed
up to this point, these coefficients were derived by fitting torsional energy
profiles to those predicted by QM calculations (RHF/6-31G(d)). In other
OPLS-AA implementations, the Ryckaert-Bellemans form is preferred, with
its six coefficients C(0,1,2,3,4,5),Tτ (Equation 2.74); this is also the form in
which torsional parameters are reported in this Thesis (Appendix A3). The
four Fourier coefficients may be obtained from the Ryckaert-Bellemans co-
efficients using the formulae
F1,Tτ = −2C1,Tτ − 32C3,Tτ
F2,Tτ = −C2,Tτ + 4C4,Tτ
F3,Tτ = −12C3,Tτ
F4,Tτ = −14C4,Tτ .
(2.76)
If one wishes to convert from the Fourier form to the Ryckaert-Bellemans
form instead, these may be easily rearranged to solve for C(1,2,3,4,5),Tτ , after
which
C0,Tτ = −C1,Tτ − C2,Tτ − C3,Tτ + 4C4,Tτ (2.77)
allows to find the remaining coefficient C0,Tτ .
In Figure 2.7, I plot the full potential for a 360° torsion about the C–C
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Figure 2.7 Example of the torsional potential ETors,τ (Equations 2.74 and 2.75;
Tτ = Alkt) about the bond C–C bond in an n-alkylthiol backbone C–C–C–S,
defining torsion type Tτ = Alkt.
bond in an n-alkylthiol backbone. From this particular torsional profile,
it can be appreciated how the effects of toning down 1,4-interactions with
FQQ (Equation 2.65) and FLJ (Equation 2.67) are compensated: the overall
minimum occurs at φCCCS = 180
◦, when C and S are trans to each other
and stereoelectronic effects are most stabilising.
Figure 2.7 also shows two shallower minima at 84.5° and 275.5°, both at
+2.77 kJ mol−1 above the trans minimum. These minima correspond to
the two less stable gauche conformers, which are separated from the trans
conformer by a very small torsional barrier of +0.08 kJ mol−1. On the
other hand, torsion between the two gauche conformers is hindered by a
large +4.46 kJ mol−1 barrier, corresponding to the energetic cost of having
C(1) and S(4) cis to each other at φCCCS = 0
◦.
Improper torsions are required to model planar quadriatomic systems
that are chemically prevented from distorting away from their plane. In the
present project, this situation is only encountered once, with atoms in the
phenyl ring of the phenylethylthiyl radical (Chapter 6); note that a single
phenyl ring requires the definition of six improper torsions. The OPLS-AA
definition of an improper torsion in a phenyl ring still requires four atoms
A, B, C and D (Figure 2.8), but in a slightly different arrangement: D–C(–
B)(–A). The improper out-of-plane torsion of this system is then defined as
the angle ξABCD between the plane containing A, B and C, and the plane
containing B, C and D.
Consider a planar quadriatomic system such as the one in Figure 2.8,
where atoms A, B, C and D, depending on their type or types, define an
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Figure 2.8 The improper out-of-plane torsion of the quadriatomic system D–C(–
B)(–A) is measured as the dihedral angle ξABCD (black arc) occurring between the
plane containing atoms A, B and C (red) and that containing atoms B, C and D
(light blue); note that ξ = 180° when the system is fully planar.
improper torsion η of type Tη: the energy EImp,η of distorting the system
away from its planar position ξTη is, like EBond,β and EAng,α, again modelled
by a harmonic potential
EImp,η = kξ,Tη
(
ξABCD − ξTη
)2
(2.78)
where ξABCD is the degree of distortion from ξTη ; kξ,Tη is a predefined con-
stant for every improper torsion type Tη recognised by OPLS-AA; and ξTη
is similarly predefined (usually taking values of 0° or 180°).313
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Figure 2.9 Example of an improper out-of-plane torsional potential EImp,η (Equa-
tion 2.78) of a quadriatomic system D–C(–B)(–A), defining improper torsion type
Tη.
Plotted in Figure 2.9 is a typical improper torsional potential EImp,η
(Equation 2.78). The plot reveals the similarities with the harmonic poten-
tials in Figures 2.4 and 2.5, and features an energetic minimum at ξABCD =
ξTη = 180
◦.
In a system with Nτ proper torsions of different types, and Nη improper
torsions of different types, the overall torsional contribution ETors to the
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system’s potential energy V is then given by
ETors =
Nτ∑
τ=1
ETors,τ +
Nη∑
η=1
EImp,η (2.79)
which depends on all the proper dihedral sizes φABCD; on all the improper
dihedral sizes ξABCD; and consequently on the co-ordinates of all atoms
involved in one of the two classes of torsion.
2.4 Hybrid Methods (QM/MM): ONIOM
“Our own N -layered Integrated Molecular Orbital and Molecular Mechan-
ics” (ONIOM)321–325 is an elegant and seamless simulation approach allow-
ing one to combine two or more levels of theory to treat different regions
(‘layers’) of a particular system.
It is possible to run ONIOM calculations with combinations of QM meth-
ods alone;322 very frequently, however, the lower or lowest layer of theory is
occupied by a MM method: in this respect, ONIOM belongs to the wider
class of hybrid QM/MM methods,239 which were recognised by the 2013
Nobel prize in chemistry. The method is readily available in Gaussian09 in
the context of energy calculations and structural optimisations,322 although
it is potentially applicable to other types of simulation, such as MD.
2.4.1 Strengths and Weaknesses
Unsurprisingly, the most appealing feature of ONIOM calculations is that
they allow to combine the best characteristics of the QM and MM worlds
(discussed in §2.2.1 and §2.3.1 respectively): if applied correctly,325 the
method can deliver both the unique accuracy of QM methods in simulating
chemical change; and the greater computational efficiency brought about
by introducing MM treatment for large, chemically peripheral regions of a
system.
At the same time, however, the method suffers from the limitations im-
posed by both classes of methods (see again §2.2.1 and §2.3.1). Firstly,
systems featuring particularly large regions of chemical change will still
require full QM treatment for electrons in those regions, thereby hamper-
ing computational efficiency. Secondly, despite the potential computational
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convenience afforded by the introduction of MM, removal of large amounts
of electrons from explicit simulation will still inevitably lead to inaccuracies.
2.4.2 Relevance to this Thesis
In this project, the use of ONIOM is limited to the two-layer QM/MM
version (specifically PBE:OPLS-AA), and restricted to structural optimi-
sations. In §2.3.2, I have already touched on this method’s central role in
tackling the third challenge, which is the focus of Chapter 6.
Several calculations are run on various functionalised AuNPs, in which
ONIOM is compared to full QM in terms of geometrical predictions, ener-
getic predictions, and computational efficiency. Aiming to make full use of
QM/MM’s potential advantages, the more electronically irrelevant outer re-
gions (i.e. the bulky ligand tails) are shifted to MM treatment, in the hope of
improving efficiency without excessively compromising chemical accuracy;
at the same time, QM treatment is kept in place for the regions of chemi-
cal change and electronic rearrangement (cfr. §2.2.2): thiol headgroups and
gold core.
The method is also used for the final calculations in Chapter 7, wherein
I reapply it on an experimentally plausible system generated by classical
molecular dynamics simulations (vide infra).
2.4.3 Theory
In this section, I discuss the principal theoretical aspects of 2-layer QM/MM
ONIOM, as implemented in the calculations presented later.
Partition into Layers and Link Atoms
First of all, ONIOM requires that the system under study be partitioned
into two well defined layers, resulting in the creation of two distinct sys-
tems: a real one and a model one. The real system is simply defined to be
synonymous with the whole system under study, whereas the model system
is a circumscribed portion of the real system set to be treated with full
QM. The outer regions of the real system, not requiring QM simulation,
are effectively ‘cordoned off’ by this partition and excluded from the model
system.
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Figure 2.10 Schematic representation of the ONIOM partition in a highly simpli-
fied thiol-/thiylated AuNP, showing: (red) the real system (coterminous with the
entire species); and (blue) the model system, representing the region of greatest
chemical change. More detailed partition diagrams are in Chapters 6 and 7: note
that the real/model boundary is placed after the first methylene in a majority of
cases, but not always. Key: brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
Figure 2.10 illustrates a typical two-layer partition in a strongly simpli-
fied version of my target system, with the gold core and thiol headgroups
naturally included in the model system (§2.2.2, §2.4.2), and the (schematic)
ligand tails excluded from it (§2.3.2, §2.4.2) from the second methylene on-
wards. This is only a very cursory and generalised overview: §6.2.1 and
§7.2.5 provide much more detailed explanations and illustrations of specific
ONIOM partitions adopted in the systems studied, motivating, in particu-
lar, the choice of where to place the boundary.
Figure 2.11 Schematic representation of a link atom L in a model ONIOM system
(blue frame), replacing a host atom R belonging to the real system only (red frame).
Featuring in both systems, connection atom A is bound to L in the model system,
and to R in the real one. Bond lengths and radii not to scale.
It is clear from the Figure that the ONIOM partition cuts across some
of the bonds in the real system, leaving a series of dangling bonds on some
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atoms at the edge of the model system: I shall generically label these edge
atoms, or connection atoms as ‘A’. Each of these dangling bonds in the
model system may be re-saturated by capping it with a link atom L (typ-
ically hydrogen), which effectively replaces the real-system host atom R
excluded by the partition, and thus only appears in the model system. Fig-
ure 2.11 shows an example of this: when in the real system, connection
atom A is bound to R; when in the model system, it is bound instead to
the link atom L replacing R.
Throughout an ONIOM calculation, link atoms do not move indepen-
dently; instead, the position of every L atom is rigorously coupled to those
of its parent atoms A and R, and is constrained along the axis of the A–R
bond that it is replacing. First of all, the L atom inherits the same set
of internal co-ordinates (angles and dihedrals) describing its parent R in
the real system: this ensures that every model A–L bond has exactly the
same orientation as its real A–R counterpart. L’s position RL along the
A–R axis is then determined by directly scaling the length of the A–L bond
(RL −RA) against the length of the A–R bond itself (RR −RA). This is
achieved through the coupling scheme
RL −RA = s(RR −RA), (2.80)
which immediately allows to derive RL once RR and RA are known. The
scaling factor s is given by the ratio of the A–L to A–R bond lengths at
equilibrium, and typically takes a value of 0.709 when a C–H bond replaces
a C–C bond (as occurs most often in my calculations), or of 0.735 when a
S–H bond replaces a S–C bond (as encountered in a minority of cases). This
treatment ensures that any elongation or shortening of every A–R bond is
automatically and proportionally transferred to its A–L equivalent in the
model system.
Calculation of EONIOM
ONIOM is an extrapolative method (Figure 2.12): the true QM energy of
the real system Etrue is approximated by calculating its ONIOM energy
EONIOM, which is done through three distinct energy calculations:
• the energy of the real system, calculated at the MM level (i.e. with
Equation 2.64; EReal,MM );
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• the energy of the model system, again calculated at the MM level
(EModel,MM ); and
• the energy of the model system, this time calculated at the QM (DFT)
level (i.e. with the approach described in §2.2.7; EModel,QM ).
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Figure 2.12 The three energy calculations (black) typically carried out to ex-
trapolate Etrue (red; cfr. Equation 2.81) which is never computed directly: only
one calculation at the QM level is necessary (on the model system), whereas two
calculations at the MM level are required to compute effects of regions outside the
model system.
The formula used to derive EONIOM is
EONIOM = EModel,QM +
(
EReal,MM − EModel,MM
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸ ;
MM Substituent effects
(2.81)
this may be more easily interpreted324,325 as ‘tuning’ a single QM calculation
on the smaller model system by adding the MM-level energetic effects of
the substituents appearing in the real system only. Such substituent effects
comprise both the MM energy of the substituents themselves, as well as
the MM interaction of the substituents with the model system. I note that
this general formulation implies that electrostatic interactions between the
substitutents and the model system are only treated classically (mechanical
embedding): in fact, in my own calculations I use electronic embedding
(vide infra), which requires some further modifications.
An attractive aspect of ONIOM when calculating relative energies be-
tween two similar species X and Y , such as stuctural isomers or conform-
ers, is that both species’ EONIOM bear an almost identical error D with
respect to their Etrue:322 therefore, calculating the energy of X relative to
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Y (or vice-versa) using ∆EONIOM = EONIOMX − EONIOMY leads to almost
total cancellation of D, and provides the true energy difference between the
two ∆Etrue.
Electronic Embedding
As mentioned above, in all ONIOM calculations run in this work I make
use of electronic embedding.324 This addition to the general ONIOM pro-
cedure conveniently allows point charges from the MM-only region of the
real system to actually polarise the electron cloud in the model system dur-
ing the QM calculation: this contrasts with mechanical embedding, where
these point charges are not included in the QM calculation and only act
on the model system through the forcefield. Although the organosulfur lig-
ands I treat here are mostly aliphatic and apolar, this treatment becomes
more important when stronger charges are present in the MM-only region,
say due to the presence of –NMe+3 tail groups such as the ones covered in
§6.1.3, §6.2.2 and §6.5:38 these could alter the electronic distribution on the
thiol/thiyl head groups and influence the self-assembly process.
With electronic embedding, the ONIOM energy is redefined as EONIOMEE ,
and Equation 2.81 becomes
EONIOMEE = E
Model,QM
EE + E
Real,MM − EModel,MMEE . (2.82)
Thus, only EReal,MM remains exactly the same as in Equation 2.81.
To facilitate the definitions of the new QM and MM energies for the
model system, EModel,QMEE and E
Model,MM
EE , I introduce the following no-
tation: a) the subscript M to indicate nuclei/atoms in the model system
(including L atoms); b) the subscript S to denote atoms/nuclei in the real
system but not in the model system; c) nM to denote the number of elec-
trons in the model system. Otherwise, the previously used notation will be
stuck to as closely as possible: the distinction between QM nuclear charges
Z and MM point charges q is kept in place.
The next step is to define a fudge scaling factor FS , which applies to
S atoms only and takes a value of: 0 for all S atoms which are less than
2.5 bonds away from the real/model partition (this is designed to prevent
overpolarisation); and 1 for all other S atoms. FS does not clash with the
FQQ defined in Equation 2.65, because it is applied across systems and not
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within systems.
Slightly relaxing the notations used for Vne in Equation 2.36 and Vˆnn =
Vnn in Equation 2.11, but remaining within the DFT framework, one is then
able to write an equation for EModel,QMEE as
EModel,QMEE = E
Model,QM −
nM∑
i=1
NS∑
AS=1
FS · ZAS∣∣RAS − ri∣∣
ΦKSSD
+
NM∑
AM=1
NS∑
AS=1
ZAM · FS · qAS∣∣RAM −RAS ∣∣
(2.83)
where to the original EModel,QM one adds: the penultimate term, operating
on ΦKSSD , which is an addition to Vne[ρ] that counts the Coulomb interaction
of the ith electron with the extra set of NAS nuclei from the MM-only
region; and the last term is an addition to the (constant) Vnn, counting the
Coulomb interaction of the extra NS nuclei with the “default” set of model-
system nuclei. The penultimate term is what ensures the polarisation of the
electron cloud.
Similarly, the equation for EModel,MMEE is given by
EModel,MMEE = E
Model,MM +
NM∑
AM=1
NS∑
AS=1
qAM · FS · qAS∣∣RAM −RAS ∣∣ (2.84)
where again the mechanical embedding term from Equation 2.81 EModel,MM
is modified, this time with only one term, to count the Coulomb interaction
of the model system atoms (this time of course as point charges) with the
MM-only atoms: because this extra term differs from the last term in Equa-
tion 2.83 only by qAM replacing ZAM , and because E
Model,MM
EE is subtracted
from EModel,QMEE in Equation 2.82, the two cancel out almost exactly, and
this serves to cancel the “overcounting” of the Coulomb interactions be-
tween the model and MM-only regions, which are already fully accounted
for within the EReal,MM term.
2.4.4 Structural Optimisation with ONIOM
Structural optimisation with ONIOM322,323 proceeds in a very similar fash-
ion to its full QM counterpart (§2.2.11), therefore there are few extra aspects
to point out. In obtaining the overall gradient gONIOMEE or Hessian H
ONIOM
EE ,
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the force or force constant on each link atom must be proportionately pro-
jected out onto its parent A and R atoms by means of a Jacobian matrix
J whose elements are, for every link atom, the partial derivatives of RL
with respect to RA and with respect to RR in Equation 2.80.
322,323 The
expressions for gONIOMEE and H
ONIOM
EE then become
gONIOMEE = g
Model,QM
EE · J +
(
gReal,MM − gModel,MMEE · J
)
(2.85)
and
HONIOMEE = J
T ·HModel,QMEE ·J +
(
HReal,MM − JT ·HModel,MMEE · J
)
. (2.86)
As in §2.2.11, I have again used R as a generic notation: in fact, the de-
fault Gaussian09 algorithm typically optimises the real system using Carte-
sian co-ordinates, and only uses RICs for the model system.323 The algo-
rithm also ensures that MM-only atoms alone are moved during optimisation
of the real system: atoms also within the model layer are kept rigorously
frozen,323 and only move during optimisations of the model layer.
2.5 Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulations
By solving Newton’s equations of motion, classical molecular dynamics
(MD)326 simulates the time-evolution of a many-body system whose parti-
cles have been assigned initial velocities, and progressively move from their
initial positions;260,263 the system is modelled with a MM forcefield (§2.3).
In some respects, MD could be thought of as simulating what might happen
over a tiny interval of time in a nanoscopic portion of a real-life vessel.
Initially, the system under study is typically given some time to equili-
brate (i.e. to allow its key macroscopic properties to stabilise); subsequently,
its simulation is continued at equilibrium, allowing to measure or derive
many of its macroscopic properties, and, through the study of its particles’
trajectories over time, to observe any physical changes occurring such as
physisorption or phase transitions.
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2.5.1 Relevance to this Thesis
Returning to what I mentioned in §2.3.1 and §2.3.2, MD simulations are
the second of the two instances where MM is used in this Thesis, and they
form the centrepiece of the strategy used to tackle the fourth challenge in
the simulation of my target system. Given that the very objective of that
challenge is the introduction of nuclear kinetic energy into the system, and
given its size, it seems indeed natural to choose classical MD.
Thus, in Chapter 7, MD is employed to dynamically simulate pristine
gold nanoparticles, either in organic thiol solution or in pure thiol bath en-
vironments, in order to generate a diverse set of physisorbed conformers;
however, not to forsake the benefits of QM, MD simulations are later fol-
lowed by ONIOM optimisations carried out on these outputted clusters. A
single, purely accessory classical MD simulation is also carried out in Chap-
ter 5 (§5.2.3), to generate one of the starting structures employed to test
the second challenge.
Below, I discuss the theoretical framework of MD simulations carried out
in this project, all of which are run with GROMACS327,328 and using the
OPLS-AA forcefield.313 Note that, aside from validations in Appendix A3
(which I hereafter won’t refer to any longer), MD is not used in this Thesis to
derive system-specific properties such as free energies, pressures or densities:
these are only monitored to determine whether a particular simulation has
reached equilibration.
2.5.2 The Framework of Classical MD Simulations
The key stages in a MD simulation are:
1. Preparation of the system and initialisation.
2. Computation of the forces on every atom in its current position, using
OPLS-AA.
3. Integration of Newton’s equations of motion for every atom (vide in-
fra); update of the trajectory with atoms’ new positions after a time
step ∆t.
4. Repetition of the previous two steps for an arbitrary number of times.
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5. Termination of the simulation and retention of the complete trajec-
tory; output of running averages of system properties.
After a brief background section to introduce the equations of motion, I
review stages (1)–(3) above, then I conclude by discussing important aspects
concerning the simulation box, the calculation of long-range forces, and the
preservation of constant temperature and pressure.
The section makes use of the dot notation, where x˙ denotes the first
derivative of x (scalar or vectorial) with respect to time:
dx
dt
.
Background: Equations of Motion
The principles of MD simulations are better explained through the Hamil-
tonian formulation of classical mechanics.260,263 I begin by introducing a
system’s Hamiltonian function H (cfr. Hˆ in Equation 2.2)
H = T (p) + V (R) (2.87)
where V (R) is the total potential energy defined in Equation 2.64, which
depends on R through Equations 2.66, 2.69, 2.71, 2.73, and 2.79; T (p)
is the total kinetic energy; and I have grouped each of the 3N Cartesian
components of the N atomic momenta under a general label p, similar to
R in Equation 2.3, such that
p = (p1, . . . ,pN )
= (px1 , py1 , pz1 , . . . , pxN , pyN , pzN );
(2.88)
T (p) may then be further specified as
T (p) =
N∑
i=1
1
2mi
(
p2xi + p
2
yi + p
2
zi
)
=
N∑
i=1
p2i
2mi
.
(2.89)
where mi is the mass of the i
th atom. This formulation of H is only possible
for systems whose total V is truly totally independent of time and velocities.
The related Hamiltonian equations of motion, in Cartesian co-ordinates,
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are
R˙i =
(
∂H
∂pxi
,
∂H
∂pyi
,
∂H
∂pzi
)
(2.90)
and
p˙i = −∇iH. (2.91)
Substituting Equation 2.87 into 2.90 gives
R˙i =
(
pxi
mi
iˆ +
pyi
mi
jˆ +
pzi
mi
kˆ
)
=
pi
mi
, (2.92)
whereas substituting it into 2.91 gives
p˙i = −∇iV (R) = Fi; (2.93)
where Fi is the force acting on atom i. In order to simulate a possible MD
trajectory over time for a system of N atoms, differential Equations 2.92
and 2.93 (both of which are already with respect to each of the 3 Cartesian
dimensions) need to be solved for every single atom in the system. This
makes 6N individual differential equations in total.
1: Initialising the Simulation
The first step in initialising a MD simulation is to set up a simulation
box, and populate it with molecules of the compound(s) one intends to
simulate; GROMACS facilitates this with ad hoc utilities. For liquid phase
simulations, as are all of the ones discussed in this work, the software makes
sure that atoms and molecules are placed at regular positions throughout
the box, in random orientations, but not too unphysically close to each
other. Cubic boxes are used throughout this work.
Setting the simulation time at t = 0, the constructed system is then
pre-processed as follows: a) input parameters are read and tested for any
inconsistencies; b) atoms, bonds, angles and dihedrals in the simulation box
are typed (§2.3.3), causing an error if the procedure fails; and c) based on
an initial temperature parameter T0, and on a time step parameter ∆t read
in (a), starting velocities R˙i are generated for every single atom i in the
system at position Ri not at t = 0, but at t = −12∆t: this is a requirement
of the type of integrator used (vide infra).
GROMACS assigns initial atomic velocities R˙i so that, in the end, each of
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Figure 2.13 Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution, prior to MD simulation, across a
system of N atoms with mass m, at temperature T0, of: (a) the Cartesian velocity
component α˙ (α = x, y, z); and (b) the scalar velocity R˙.
their three Cartesian components x˙, y˙, and z˙, as well as the scalar velocities
R˙i, all follow the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution at the chosen T0.
327,328
The Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution of α˙ (= x˙, y˙, or z˙), across all atoms
in a system, is shown in Figure 2.13a with the probability density given by
ρ(α˙i) =
√
mi
2pikBT0
exp
(
− miα˙
2
i
2kBT0
)
(2.94)
where the Boltzmann constant kB = 1.381×10−23 J K−1; that of the atomic
speeds R˙i is shown in Figure 2.13b and the probability density is given by
ρ(R˙i) = 4piR˙
2
i
(
mi
2pikBT0
) 3
2
exp
(
−miR˙
2
i
2kBT0
)
. (2.95)
The initial temperature T0 (and indeed the temperature at any subsequent
time Tt) should be returned by taking the average kinetic energy per degree
of freedom Nf = 3N − 3− [Nconstraints], using
T(0,t) =
N∑
i=1
miR˙
2
i
kBNf
. (2.96)
A further requirement is that both the overall linear and angular momenta
of the system be set to 0.
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2: Calculating the Forces
The main MD simulation cycle then kicks off with the calculation of the
force acting on every single atom in the system Fi. This calculation, which
is computationally expensive, takes place at t = 0, ∆t, 2∆t, and so on at
intervals of ∆t for the rest of the simulation. GROMACS counteracts the
computational cost with a number of well established strategies, the most
important of which I briefly review later on.
Table 2.3 First derivatives of the five classes of forcefield potentials (including
improper torsions) discussed in §2.3, used to calculate the force Fi acting on the
ith atom of an N -atom system during a MD simulation
Contribution to Fi −∇i Eqn.
Fi,Cou =
∑
j≥i
{
FQQ
[
kCou
qiqj
R2ij
Rij
Rij
]}
a 2.65
Fi,LJ =
∑
j≥i
{
FLJ
{
48ij
Rij
[(
σij
Rij
)12
− 1
2
(
σij
Rij
)6]
Rij
Rij
}}
a,b 2.67
F
β(ij)
i,Bond = −2kTβ (Rij −RTβ )2
Rij
Rij
2.70
F
α(ijk)
i,Ang = −
∂EAng,α
∂ cos(θijk)
· ∂
∂Ri
(
Rij ·Rkj
RijRkj
)
2.72
F
τ(ijkl)
i,Tors = −
∂ETors,τ
∂φijkl
· ∂
∂Ri
{
− arctan
[
[(Rlk ×Rjk) ·Rij ]Rjk
(Rij ×Rjk) · (Rlk ×Rjk)
]}
2.74
F
η(ijkl)
i,Imp = −
∂EImp,η
∂φijkl
· ∂
∂Ri
{
− arctan
[
[(Rlk ×Rjk) ·Rij ]Rjk
(Rij ×Rjk) · (Rlk ×Rjk)
]}
2.78
a If i and j are either on different molecules or separated by > 3 bonds;
and if Rij is within the chosen cutoff (vide infra)
b Not the case in
practice because of particle mesh Ewald (vide infra)329–331
Equation 2.93 showed that, knowing the position R of all N atoms in a
system, the force on the ith atom can be calculated through −∇iV (R). To
achieve this in practice, GROMACS is already coded with the first deriva-
tives with respect to Ri of all five classes of bonded and nonbonded interac-
tion potentials present in OPLS-AA (cfr. Equations 2.65, 2.67, 2.70, 2.72,
2.74 and 2.78), so that Fi can be calculated for every atom by summing
the single nonbonded and bonded contributions shown in Table 2.3. Note
that angle sizes θ and torsion angles φ must both be expressed in terms
of scalar and vectorial interatomic distances, so that angle and torsional
contributions to Fi may directly be computed from atomic positions.
Bonded contributions to Fi are short-range, and only depend on the po-
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sitions of three other atoms at most. On the other hand, the two non-
bonded (and pairwise additive) contributions to Fi theoretically depend on
the positions of all the other nonbonded atoms in the system: more sim-
ply put, the force ‘felt’ by an atom i increases progressively for every new
nonbonded pairing atom j that is added around it. Naturally, both con-
tributions have short-range and long-range components (cfr. plots of the
Coulomb and Lennard-Jones potentials in Figures 2.2 and 2.3 and the dis-
cussions in §2.3.3): in practice, however, it is too expensive to directly
compute the long-range parts of Fi,Cou and Fi,LJ as shown in the Table, so
each of these requires an ad hoc treatment when pairing atom j is too far
away from atom i (vide infra).
3: Integrating the Equations of Motion
Once the atomic forces have been computed, the following step is to inte-
grate the equations of motion (2.92 and 2.93) as accurately as possible: this
allows to derive the new atomic positions R for the following MD step at
t + ∆t in what is known as the finite differences approach.260 Like all MD
simulation packages, GROMACS has the possibility of doing this with one
of several integrator algorithms. Very broadly speaking, the most popular
algorithms are derived260,263 from the first terms of a Taylor expansion of
atomic trajectories and velocities as a function of time (Ri(t + ∆t) and
R˙i(t+ ∆t)).
All simulations run in this Thesis employ the leap-frog algorithm.332 I
mentioned earlier that at initialisation, when t is set to 0, atomic velocities
R˙i are actually assigned for t = −12∆t: the reason for this is linked to the
algorithm’s very mechanism, which never calculates R˙i at the same time
as Ri and Fi, but always
1
2∆t before or after throughout the simulation.
Starting at t = 0, and continuing at all successive intervals of ∆t throughout
the simulation, the algorithm proceeds as follows:
i. the atomic forces Fi(t) at the current time t, just calculated in Step
(2), and the old velocities R˙i(t− 12∆t) from 12∆t earlier, are employed
to calculate the new velocities R˙i(t+
1
2∆t),
1
2∆t later, using
R˙i
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
= R˙i
(
t− 1
2
∆t
)
+
∆t
mi
Fi(t) (2.97)
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(cfr. Equation 2.93); then
ii. the new velocities R˙i
(
t+ 12∆t
)
thus found are used to update the cur-
rent co-ordinates Ri(t), using
Ri (t+ ∆t) = Ri(t) + ∆tR˙i
(
t+
1
2
∆t
)
. (2.98)
This new set of 3N atomic co-ordinates R (t+ ∆t) is fed back into Step
(2), ready for another force calculation, and for another cycle at the new
time t+ ∆t.
Between (i) and (ii), the arithmetic mean of R˙i
(
t− 12∆t
)
and R˙i
(
t+ 12∆t
)
,
is used to approximate R˙i(t) for every atom. All N ∼ R˙i(t) are then used
to calculate T (p), and all N Ri(t) are used to determine V (R). V and T
are then plugged into Equation 2.87 to find H.
The ∆t of 2 fs chosen for MD simulations presented in this work is a good
compromise between too small a time step (accurate but inefficient), and
one too large, which would produce gross errors in the trajectories.
Periodic Boundary Conditions
To reduce finite size effects, and to recreate bulk liquid phase conditions
as faithfully as possible at little extra computational cost, every MD sim-
ulation is conducted under periodic boundary conditions (PBC): the cubic
simulation box of side L initialised in Step (1) is replicated infinitely in each
of the three Cartesian dimensions, and remains as such throughout the sim-
ulation. Similarly, every particle in the original box would have its own
image periodically replicated in each of the box’s clones, and all of these
replicas would move in exactly the same way.
Figure 2.14 exemplifies PBC in two dimensions for a system of 25 atoms
contained in five molecules: if one of these molecules, say the red one, were
to move downwards and out of the central cell during MD simulation, its
own periodic image would move in to replace it from above, and the same
would happen in all of the box replicas.
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Figure 2.14 Two-dimensional example of periodic boundary conditions in a sys-
tem of 5 molecules. The square simulation cell at the centre of the Figure is
infinitely replicated across the plane of the page, and so are its particles and their
displacements.
Calculating Coulomb and Lennard-Jones Forces
Both the use of PBC and the size of the system have important implica-
tions in the calculation of Coulomb contributions Fi,Cou and Lennard-Jones
contributions Fi,LJ to the atomic forces Fi. I have shown in Table 2.3 that
both nonbonded contributions are pairwise additive, but noted that the di-
rect evaluation of their long-range parts is too expensive computationally:
this is due to their theoretical dependence on all of the system’s atoms (an
infinite number under PBC, where all of the cloned atoms in the cell replicas
contribute too).
In fact, the very different nature of the long-range part of Lennard-Jones
and Coulomb contributions means that two distinct computational solutions
may be adopted to circumvent the problem.
Lennard-Jones Forces. The rapid long-range decay of the Lennard-Jones
pair-potential (Figure 2.3) and force (Table 2.3), showing R−6 and R−7
dependence respectively, means that, although neither ever approaches 0,
they become negligible over relatively short distances Rij .
260,263 As a result,
two important approximations may be adopted to exclude distant atoms
from Lennard-Jones force calculations (Figure 2.15): a) introduction of the
minimum image convention and b) truncation of Fi,LJ contributions if atom
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j is beyond a given cutoff Rcut from atom i.
Figure 2.15 Minimum image convention, Lennard-Jones truncation, and PME, as
applied to the MD system in Figure 2.14. The blue molecule is only considered to
interact with the molecules or molecule images within the dotted square (identical
in size to the simulation cell); the dotted circle marks the Lennard-Jones and PME
cutoff Rcut (see text).
The minimum image convention provides that an atom i within a simu-
lation cell will only interact with the closest copy (i.e. ‘minimum image’)
of every other atom j, even when the nearest copy of a particular j is
not located within i’s same cell, but within an adjacent replica. Figure
2.15 exemplifies the minimum image convention in two dimensions, using
molecules instead of atoms; the principle, however, remains the same. The
blue molecule in the central cell will only interact with the nearest replicas
of the other molecules: in the case of the yellow molecule, the closest replica
is the one located within the adjacent simulation cell, so it takes precedence
over the copy in the same cell.
Artificial force truncation around an atom i involves instantaneously
switching Fi,LJ to zero when pairing atoms j fall beyond a certain cutoff
distance Rcut, thus eliminating asymptotic behaviour (Figure 2.16). Rcut
is always chosen such that Rcut 6 L, where L is the length of one side of
the simulation box. Consequently, force truncation reduces even further the
number of atoms experiencing Lennard-Jones interactions with i, and this
is again readily deducible from Figure 2.15: though included by virtue of
the minimum image convention, the yellow molecule falls outside the dotted
circle marking Rcut, and therefore does not contribute to the Lennard-Jones
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Figure 2.16 x -component of the Lennard-Jones force experienced by an atom i
sitting at the origin, as a function of the distance Rx,j of another atom j in the
x-direction, before and after truncation at Rcut = 17 A˚.
force on the blue molecule.
Sudden truncation of Lennard-Jones forces leads to unnatural artefacts,
which may for example affect the accuracy of the pressure tensor, and the
calculation of properties such as surface tensions; however, these may be
overlooked for the purposes of this Thesis. Similarly, the slightly shifted
pair potential ESLJ,ij resulting from the truncated force
333
ESLJ,ij = ELJ,ij − ELJ,ij(Rij = Rcut) (2.99)
(cfr. Equation 2.67), where ELJ,ij(Rij = Rcut) is the value of ELJ,ij at the
cutoff, is of little concern in the present work.
Choice of Rcut in a MD simulation is usually based on the largest σ
parameter in the system under study: simulations in this Thesis employ a
cutoff of 1.7 nm in a majority of cases, with a few exceptions at 1.4 nm.
The largest σ employed is 0.432 nm (thiolic sulfur): this means cutoffs of
3.93σ and 3.24σ respectively.
Coulomb Forces. Due to their respective dependence on R−1 and R−2,
the decay of the Coulomb pair-potential (Figure 2.2) and force (Table 2.3)
is much slower than their Lennard-Jones counterparts;260,263 in fact, as R
increases, the decay R−1 of the pair potential is slower than the 4piR2-fold
increase in interacting pairs. Consequently, contributions to the Fi,Cou from
distant atoms must be indeed be included, and further treated to avoid
divergent summation; the tricks employed to ‘switch off’ Lennard-Jones
forces are not applicable in this case.
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Instead, the computational device employed to treat Coulomb interactions
in this Thesis’ MD simulations is the particle mesh Ewald (PME) summa-
tion,329,330 which is readily available in GROMACS.327,328 Given that the
method is so well established, and lengthy to describe mathematically, only
a qualitative overview of it is given here. In the literature, PME is usu-
ally presented as a modification of the Coulomb pair potential (Equation
2.65),329,330 and I here do so too. Nonetheless, the modified potential func-
tion resulting from PME remains continuous and thus readily differentiable
to obtain the modified PME force;331 in fact, GROMACS computes both
the potential and force in rapid succession.
PME’s strategy to avoid explicitly including an infinite number of atoms
in the calculation of Coulomb interactions involves splitting the pairwise
potential between atoms i and j (cfr. Equation 2.65) into:329,330 a real space
(or direct) component; a reciprocal space component; and two constant
components (self-energy and dipole correction), which only depend on the
charge and position of atom i and not on Rij or qj .
The real space component is computed using the habitual formula (2.65);
however, once a cutoffRcut is reached, it is abruptly (but smoothly) ‘switched
off’ using the complementary error function erfc. Rcut needn’t be the same
one used for Lennard-Jones interactions, but is always so in my own sim-
ulations (cfr. Figure 2.15); beyond this limit, Coulomb contributions are
computed in the reciprocal space only (this component is not switched off).
To calculate this reciprocal component, atoms’ point charges are Fourier-
transformed, projected onto a grid (‘mesh’) in the inverse space, and the
Coulombic contribution thus calculated is then re-transformed back to real
space and added to the other components.
Berendsen Thermostat and Barostat
In a majority of MD studies concerned with derivation of physico-chemical
properties, it is customary to pay particular attention to the statistical
ensemble in which simulations are conducted. Even if an NVT ensemble
and an isothermal-isobaric (NpT) one are essentially equivalent in the large
N limit, it is usual to choose one or the other depending on how convenient
it is to extract a particular system variable from it. When ‘reading’ the
information output by a simulation to formulate a prediction or derivation,
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it is usually important that ensemble effects be thoroughly considered.
Given, however, that in present project MD simulations are only employed
to generate conformers, the specific choice of ensemble is of less concern
(except in some of the validations, see Appendix A3). Indeed, both NpT
and NVT ensembles are employed throughout its course, with details and
rationales that are discussed in the individual Chapters (§5.2.3 and §7.2.3).
In both ensembles, as their names suggest, the number of atoms N in the
system studied is kept constant, and fluctuations of the temperature T
remain centered around a constant value; the difference is that the NVT
ensemble fixes the volume V = L3 of the simulation box, whereas the NpT
ensembles fixes the system’s average pressure p.
In order to enforce constant average temperatures, and where necessary,
constant average pressures, my thermostat and barostat of choice are the
ones named after Berendsen.334 Both approaches are well established, and
are included in the standard GROMACS code: only a cursory overview of
them is given here. Given a reference pressure P0 and a reference tem-
perature T0 to enforce during MD simulation, the barostat and thermostat
both work, respectively, to minimise fluctuations in P and T over time t
according to the general principle
dP
dt
=
P0 − P
τP
and
dT
dt
=
T0 − T
τT
(2.100)
where τP and τT are time-coupling constants (and are quoted in Chapters 5
and 7). Barostat and thermostat are applied after the integration steps in
Step (3) (Equations 2.97 and 2.98) have been completed: in my simulations
they are both invoked once every 10 cycles (i.e. every 20 fs).
When invoked at time t, the barostat tones down deviations from P0 by
rescaling the atomic co-ordinates Ri(t) and instantaneous box size L(t); it
does so with an ad hoc rescaling matrix, whose strength varies with respect
to size of the deviation in individual components of the pressure tensor, and
whose derivation also involves τP and the system’s isothermal compressibil-
ity. The thermostat assumes that the system is coupled to an external heat
bath with temperature T0: when invoked, it rescales velocities R˙i(t+
1
2∆t)
by a factor that is dependent on the size of the deviation from T0, and whose
derivation also includes τT.
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Position and Bond Restraints
Only two types of restraints are employed in my MD simulations: bond
restraints, which are always applied; and position restraints, which are only
applied in one specific case (§5.2.3), in order to enforce planarity in a nan-
ocluster not enforceable otherwise.
Position restraints are typically applied to a selected set of atoms in a
system, during every integration cycle. On an individual atom i, they work
by applying a massive penalty to its movement in all three Cartesian direc-
tions. The idea is to artificially introduce a very steep harmonic potential
well around the atom in question, similar in form to Equations 2.70, 2.72
and 2.78, but with a much higher steepness enforced. As a result, even the
smallest deviation from i’s original co-ordinates Ri, in any direction, will
produce an enormous ‘restoring force’ (in the order of 1013 kilonewtons per
A˚ of deviation), which is summed into Fi(t).
Every MD simulation conducted for this work requires bonds to be treated
as rigid. This is firstly because under the conditions studied, molecules are
not actually storing vibrational kinetic energy yet; and secondly because,
anyway, the chosen time step ∆t = 2 fs is too long to guarantee accurate
treatment of bond oscillations as per Equation 2.70 and Table 2.3. A typical
bond, say the aliphatic C–H bond, whose vibrational frequency is ∼0.09 fs−1
(∼3000 cm−1), would take ∼11 fs to undergo a complete oscillation: with
∆t = 2 fs, this interval of time would be covered in just six cycles—too little
to describe the oscillation properly.
Throughout all MD simulations, it is chosen to impose bond rigidity us-
ing the LINCS bond restraint algorithm.335 The algorithm is invoked at
every MD cycle, after applying the integrator as normal to generate the
new atomic co-ordinates Ri(t+ ∆t) (Equation 2.98). Assuming a standard
scenario, where the new atomic co-ordinates at time t + ∆t predict that a
particular bond p has undergone both rotation and elongation from its Req,
LINCS is applied in two successive steps: a) first, p’s projection on the axis
of its former orientation is set to 0, maintaining its new length for the time
being; and b) subsequently, p’s length is restored to Req. The algorithm
thus allows to preserve all bonds at their Req, but permits their rotation
during simulation.
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2.6 Computational Resources
In the present section, I outline typical computational resources required
by the different types of in silico calculations carried out in this Thesis. To
reiterate, all calculations save classical MD simulations are carried out using
the Gaussian09 package (Revision C.01).265 MD simulations are instead
carried out using the GROMACS package (Version 4.5.4).327,328 Both codes
are parallelised (Gaussian09, partly, with OpenMP; GROMACS, entirely,
with MPI), allowing calculations to be spread over several central processing
units (CPUs).
Table 2.4 Computational resources required for the main categories of calcula-
tions carried out in this Thesis. Key: Spt. = single-point energy calculation; Opt.
= optimisation; Freq. = frequency calculation; Stab. = Ψ stability calculation;
MD = molecular dynamics simulation
Method
Calculation
Type
Requested
Memory /
GB
CPUs
DFT (all) Opt., Freq., Stab. 19.5 8
TD-DFT (all) Spt. 146.5 8
B2PLYP/LANL2DZ Opt., Freq., Stab. 19.5 8
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f )
& B2PLYP/MWB60
Opt., Stab. 19.5
8
Freq. 39.1
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP
Opt., Freq. 390.6
8
Freq. 19.5
MP2 (all)
Opt., Freq. 195.3 16
Stab. 97.7 8
CCSD(T) Spt. 312.5 16
DFT:MM (ONIOM) Opt., Freq., Stab. 18.5–19.5 8
MM MD
(Dynamic
allocation)
8
Table 2.4 summarises the typical requirements for each in silico method
used. The vast majority of computations require 8 processors and 19.5 GB
of memory, but there are important exceptions. MP2 and CCSD(T) com-
putations require 16 processors (except for Ψ stability calculations in the
former, which are effectively carried out on a ΦSD); and frequency calcula-
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tions with larger basis sets as well as TD-DFT calculations require a greater
amount of memory. GROMACS has a dynamic memory allocation, so there
is no specific memory requirement for classical MD simulations.
A combination of Harpertown, Westmere and Nehalem processors are
used in the calculations.
2.7 Miscellaneous
Reviewed in this section are some extra methodological procedures, all of
which are already well established, and which I employ at different points
in the Thesis.
2.7.1 Nanocluster Properties (Chapters 3 and 4)
In Chapters 3 and 4, a set of properties are calculated for the set of pristine
gold nanoclusters discussed there. Amongst these are: ionisation potentials,
electron affinity, and binding energy. In Chapter 3, I also calculate the rel-
ative percentage errors of several properties with respect to their predicted
experimental values. This section presents the formulae used to calculate
these properties.
Ionisation energies (IPAun) are calculated for Au, Au2 and Au3 using the
formula
IPAun = EAu+n − EAun (2.101)
where EAun is the energy of the neutral species and EAu+n is the energy of
the corresponding cation. Similarly, I compute Au, Au2 and Au3 electron
affinities (EAAun) using the formula
EAAun = EAun − EAu−n (2.102)
where EAu−n is the energy of the corresponding anion. To calculate IPAu3
and EAAu3 , I take EAu3 , EAu+3
and EAu−3
from the lowest-energy isomers
of Au3, Au
+
3 and Au
–
3 found with each functional (see Tables 3.13, 3.15 and
3.14). Similarly, values computed for IPAu2 and EAAu2 are adiabatic too.
For all neutral clusters Aun (n = 2–4, 7, 8, 10), the binding energy per
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atom (Eb/a) is obtained with the formula
Eb/a =
nEAu − EAun
n
(2.103)
where EAu is the energy of the gold atom. Numerator terms on the right
hand side are inverted to obtain a positive value for Eb/a. Binding energies
of charged clusters Auqn (n = 2, 3; q = ±1) are obtained with a similar
procedure using
Eb/a =
((n− 1)EAu + EAuq)− EAuqn
n
(2.104)
where EAuq (q = ±1) is the energy of, respectively, the gold anion or the
gold cation.
Relative percentage errors (RPE) of DFT predictions PDFT with respect
to experimental properties Pexp when available are calculated using
RPE =
PDFT − Pexp
Pexp
× 100. (2.105)
2.7.2 Treatment of UV-Visible Spectra (Chapter 3)
Discrete UV-Visible spectra obtained from TD-DFT calculations on pristine
AuNPs (§2.2.7) are treated with a procedure used by Lecoultre and co-
workers to derive their own final spectra.133 Using an in-house program, all
peaks in the 1.5 – 6 eV region having oscillator strength f > 0 are expanded
to Lorentzian curves L with a full width at half maximum (FWHM; ∆hm)
of 0.1 eV. In every spectrum, the formula used to transform every peak is
L(E) =
f
N
× (0.5×∆hm)
2
(E − Eabs)2 + (0.5×∆hm)2 (2.106)
where Eabs is the original absorption energy of the peak, E is the energy, f is
the oscillator strength, and N is the number of atoms in the AuNP. Curves
thus obtained are then summed together to obtain the final spectrum.
2.7.3 Thiyl adsorption energy (Chapter 5)
In §5.3.2, the energy per methanethiyl Eads of adsorbing 16 free methanethiyl
radicals on a pristine tetrahedral Au20 nanocluster to form an isomer of
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Au20(SCH3)16 is given by
Eads =
EAu20(SCH3)16 − EAu20 − 16E·SCH3
16
(2.107)
where EAu20(SCH3)16 is the energy of the optimised Au20(SCH3)16 isomer
resulting from the adsorption; E·SCH3 is the energy of a methanethiyl radical
in the gas phase; and EAu20 is the energy of pristine tetrahedral Au20.
2.7.4 Radial Distribution Function (Chapter 7)
Given two particle types A and B whose distribution is correlated or not,
the radial distribution function (gAB(r); RDF)
260 is a function measuring
the probability of encountering a type B particle at a given distance r from
a reference type A particle, in relation to the probability of encountering it
at the same distance were the distributions of A and B really not correlated:
the higher gAB(r) is at r, the greater is the chance of finding a typeB particle
compared to an ideal distribution. Otherwise put, gAB(r) indicates how the
density of type B particles at distance r from a type A particle deviates
from its expected ideal density. As r tends to infinity in the liquid phase,
periodic deviations from this ideal density become smaller and smaller, until
gAB(r) will tend to 1.
In this Thesis, use of the RDF is made in §7.2.4, where it is plotted for
sulfur with respect to gold (gAuS), and employed to establish the S–Au dis-
tance below which thiols may be considered as “adsorbed” to a nanocluster
after a MD simulation. The form of gAuS is
gAuS(R) =
1
ρ¯SNAu
NAu∑
i=1
NS∑
j=1
δ(RAuS −R)
4piR2
(2.108)
where: r is the distance from the reference Au atom; RAuS is the distance
between individual S–Au pairs; ρ¯S is the expected average density of sulfur
atoms at any point in the system; NAu is the total number of gold atoms
(acting as a normalisation factor); NS is the total number of sulfur atoms;
and 4pir2 is the surface area of the infinitesimally thick spherical shell of
radius R.
gAuS is easily plotted with an ad hoc utility in the GROMACS software
package,327,328 which: considers a sphere of radius Rmax around each Au
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atom; determines ρ¯S within this sphere; ‘slices’ it in bins/shells of width dr;
and determines the number of sulfur atoms in each bin. By default, Rmax
is taken to be half of the length of the simulation box.
2.7.5 Distances and Angles (Chapter 7)
In the geometrical analyses carried out in §7.3.2 and §7.4.2: to calculate
the distance RAB between two atoms A and B, I employ the well-known
equation
RAB =
√
(xA − xB)2 + (yA − yB)2 + (zA − zB)2 (2.109)
where x, y and z are the Cartesian co-ordinates of atoms A and B; to
calculate the angle θABC between two atoms A and C, both bound to a
third atom B, I employ the cosine rule
θABC = arccos
(
R2AB +R
2
BC −R2AC
2RABRBC
)
(2.110)
where the distances RAB, RBC, RAC are calculated using Equation 2.109.
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Part Two: Results — QM
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3 Challenge I: Reproducing the
Chemical Properties of Gold
Part 1: Choice and Validation of
Suitable QM Parameters
3.1 Purpose and Outline of the Study
As discussed in Chapter 1, the first key challenge in simulating organosul-
fur self-assembly on gold nanoparticles is that of reproducing gold’s mul-
tifaceted chemical properties as accurately as possible, and at the lowest
possible computational cost. Although QM methods are the natural option
to achieve this, it was reviewed earlier how their accuracy is influenced even
further by a number of factors, even in the case of the better converged
post-SCF approaches. It is particularly significant to assess the effects of
DFT’s traditionally poor treatment of long-range correlation (so vital in
gold’s chemistry), and whether any of the several currently available long-
range corrected density functionals are able to counteract these effects at
all. The present chapter discusses the first part of the approach adopted to
tackle this first challenge: I outline these in §3.1.1 and §3.1.2.
3.1.1 ECP and Basis Sets: Cost vs. Accuracy
The opening part summarises the steps taken to assess the accuracy vs.
computational cost of simulating gold with six different ECPs and associated
basis sets (§3.2.1). With respect to existing experimental measurements,
accuracy is evaluated across a small set of optimised representative gold
species (§3.2.3). The computational cost of each ECP and basis set is then
assessed by comparing the time taken to optimise a single Au10 isomer.
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3.1.2 Which Density Functional?
Once established which ECP and basis set afford the best trade-off between
cost and accuracy, the rest of the chapter describes a series of calculations
aimed at validating five candidate density functionals (§3.2.2) for the treat-
ment of gold in the intended self-assembly simulations. For this stage of
the investigation, a larger set of gold species is used (including, where ap-
plicable, different isomers; §3.2.3). As before, the five candidate functionals
are first used to optimise the nanoclusters in the test set, and are then ten-
tatively ranked based on their ability to predict several key properties, as
compared to findings by previous studies.
Due to the overall inconclusive results, it is decided to extend the study
to include isomers of larger gold nanoclusters, with renewed attention to the
candidate functionals’ treatment of long-range correlation, and its effects on
cluster planarity: this will be discussed in the following chapter.
3.2 Specific Procedural Details and Justification
The following subsections outline several methodological notes relevant to
this particular phase of the investigation. Standard procedures as imple-
mented by Gaussian09 are already described in Chapter 2, as are: the nature
and equations of the density functionals employed; the formulae and conven-
tions used to calculate cluster properties; and the derivation of percentage
deviation from experimental values. Time-dependent DFT (TD-DFT),281
used in spectral prediction, is also briefly outlined in §2.2.7.
3.2.1 Validation of ECPs and Basis Sets
Like the ECPs developed for other heavy atoms, those developed for gold
are developed for it alone, using specific reference chemical species. The size
of the intended target systems, ∼20 gold atoms and above, automatically
limits the range of suitable ECPs/basis sets to choose from: at such sizes,
relatively small increases in basis set size may quickly render calculations
impractical.
Six different relativistic ECP and associated basis sets developed for gold,
all readily available in the Gaussian09 package,265 are chosen for evaluation.
In order of increasing basis set size (contraction schemes and number of
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Table 3.1 Contraction schemes of the basis sets validated in the present chapter
ECP /
Basis set
Contraction Scheme
Valence
Electrons
Reference
LANL1MB (3s,3p,3d) → [1s,1p,1d ] 11 291
LANL1DZ (3s,3p,3d) → [2s,2p,2d ] 11 291
LANL2MB (5s,6p,3d) → [2s,2p,1d ] 19 97
LANL2DZ (5s,6p,3d) → [3s,3p,2d ] 19 97
SBKJC (7s,7p,5d) → [4s,4p,3d ] 19 104
MWB60 (8s,7p,6d) → [6s,5p,3d ] 19 101
valence electrons shown in Table 3.1), these are: the four Los Alamos Na-
tional Laboratory ECP and basis sets a) LANL1MB;291 b) LANL1DZ;291
c) LANL2MB;97 and d) LANL2DZ;97 e) the SBKJC ECP and basis set
by Stevens, Basch, Krauss and Jasien;104 and f) the MWB60 Stuttgart-
Dresden ECP and basis set.101 An additional SBKJC-based ECP and basis
set, proposed by Basch and Ratner for the study of gold, was not investi-
gated:105 the similar SBKJC(1f ) will be used in its stead in some of the
calculations in the next chapter. All ECP and basis sets tested are used
in conjunction with the pure, uncorrected GGA density functional PBE;130
this choice—given the functional’s simplicity (§2.2.7)—is merely to enforce
as fair a test as possible whilst the ECP and basis sets are varied.
Computational cost is evaluated by means of a standardised geometry
optimisation carried out using 8 processors and 19.5 GB.
3.2.2 Validation of Density Functionals
Five density functionals with different characteristics (§2.2.7) are selected
for assessment: like the ECPs, they all are readily available in Gaussian09.
The pure GGA functional PBE130 is chosen as an uncorrected ‘standard’;
the remaining four functionals all contain varying degrees of long-range ex-
change or correlation corrections: a) LC-PBE, i.e. PBE corrected with
Iikura and co-workers’ generalised long-range correction scheme;275 b) the
Coulomb-attenuated CAM-B3LYP;276 c) the ωB97 functional;278 and d) the
M06-L functional (cfr. also §1.4.3).112 All functionals are used in conjunc-
tion with the LANL2DZ ECP and basis set,97 which the previous validation
step (§3.2.1 and §3.3) establishes as the most convenient.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1 The two nonplanar nanoclusters used in ECP and basis set validation:
(a) tetrahedral isomer of Au20 (energetic minimum); and (b) bicapped square an-
tiprismatic (D4d) isomer of Au10 (1
st order transition state).
3.2.3 Choice and Construction of Nanoclusters and their
Isomers
Given that the assessment of computational cost vs. accuracy is conceived
as a merely accessory step to the subsequent functional validation, a smaller
set of gold species is used for this stage. Despite their simplicity, Au and
Au2 are an obligatory choice given the wide availability of previous experi-
mental characterisations.1,2,98,106,107,133,138,336–339 The tetrahedral isomer of
Au20
132,134,136,143,340 (Figure 3.1a), conveniently nonplanar, larger in size,
and also studied experimentally,132,143 is an ideal addition to these two
species. Finally, optimisation of a nonplanar bicapped square antiprismatic
isomer of Au10 (Figure 3.1b), despite it featuring in only one DFT study,
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is a suitably sized test case for computational efficiency due to its interme-
diate size and well-defined symmetry.
For the validation of density functionals, the set of smaller nanoclusters
is extended to comprise Auqn (n = 1–3; q = 0, ±1), as well as neutral
Au4 isomers; in the latter case, isomer properties are compared to pre-
vious CCSD(T) findings,125 due to the scarcity of relevant experimental
references. Studies by Wesendrup et al.,106 and Gao et al.,125 are used
as the main source for choosing low energy isomers of, respectively, Au0,±3
141
(a) Au0,±3 (min-
ima, 1st order, and 2nd order transition
states; details in Tables 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10)
(b) Au4 (min-
ima, 1st order, 2nd order, and 3rd order
transition states; details in Table 3.12)
Figure 3.2 Low energy isomers of (a) neutral and charged triatomic gold clusters;
and (b) neutral quadriatomic gold clusters used for density functional validation.
(Figure 3.2a) and Au4 (Figure 3.2b). Further studies
138,139 and details re-
garding Au0,±3 and Au4, including omitted/replaced isomers, are discussed
later (§3.4.3 and §3.4.4). At this stage, Au10 and Au20 were excluded from
the density functional validation, given the large amount of reference data
existing for nanoclusters up to Au4.
All starting structures are constructed with the aid of molecular modelling
software, using figures from previous studies as a reference; an Au—Au
distance of about 2.78 A˚ is enforced for nearest neighbours, falling between
the experimental Au2 value (2.47 A˚)
106 and bulk gold (2.88 A˚).233 Apart
from certain isomers of Au–3 and Au
+
3 , treated as triplets (§3.4.3), all species
with an even number of electrons are assumed to be of singlet spin state,
and those with an odd electron count of doublet spin state.
Calculations on each cluster involve: a) full optimisation of each con-
structed starting structure; b) a frequency calculation on the resulting struc-
ture in order to characterise its nature on the PES; and c) a test of its
wavefunction’s spatial and spin-stability.301
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3.3 Results I: ECP and Basis Set Validation
Reported in the subsections below are the results for the validation of the six
candidate ECPs and associated basis sets listed in §3.2.1. All calculations
are carried out with the PBE density functional.130
3.3.1 Au Properties
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(a) Electron affinity
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(b) Ionisation potential
Figure 3.3 Key properties of the gold atom, as predicted by the six ECP/basis
sets tested in conjunction with PBE, compared with previous experimental find-
ings.1,106
For the gold atom, the six ECPs and basis sets were used to determine
the electron affinity EAAu (Figure 3.3a) and the ionisation potential IPAu
(Figure 3.3b).
Wesendrup et al.106 cite an experimental EAAu of 2.31 eV: it is clear
from Figure 3.3a that EAAu is reproduced almost exactly by LANL2DZ
and MWB60 (2.26 and 2.29 eV respectively), whereas remaining ECPs and
basis sets underestimate it considerably, with LANL1DZ faring worst (0.93
eV). IPAu is reported at 9.23 eV experimentally;
106 it is clear from Figure
3.3b that the best performer is LANL2MB (9.38 eV), followed by SBKJC;
remaining ECPs predict values which are farther off. Again, LANL1DZ is
the worst performer (8.32 eV).
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(b) Ionisation potential
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(c) Binding energy per atom
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(d) Au—Au bond length
Figure 3.4 Key properties of the gold diatom, as predicted by the six ECP/basis
sets tested in conjunction with PBE, compared with previous experimental find-
ings.1,106 Panel (b) reports two different experimental findings reported by We-
sendrup et al.106 (magenta) and by Lee et al.138 (red).
3.3.2 Au2 Properties
For the gold diatom, the six ECPs and basis sets were again used to de-
termine the electron affinity EAAu2 (Figure 3.4a) and the ionisation poten-
tial IPAu2 (Figure 3.4b), as well as two additional properties: the binding
energy per atom Eb/a (corresponding in this case to half the dissociation
energy; Figure 3.4c) and the Au—Au bond length (Figure 3.4d). The latter
is particularly important, because it constitutes one of the few geometri-
cal properties measured experimentally: methods predicting this accurately
could be more reliable solutions to reproduce surface reconstruction as per
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the next challenge (§5).
EAAu2 is reported experimentally at 1.94 eV.
106 From Figure 3.4a, it
emerges that MWB60 and LANL2MB are the closest to experiment, with,
respectively EAAu2 predictions of 2.00 eV and 1.99 eV. Following suit is
LANL2DZ (2.06 eV). SBKJC and the LANL1 ECPs/basis sets fare less
well, with LANL1DZ the farthest from experiment (1.12 eV). For IPAu2 ,
two experimental predictions are reported, both with an associated error:
9.5± 0.3 eV106 and 9.20± 0.21 eV.138 Figure 3.4b shows that IPAu2 findings
follow a very similar pattern to EAAu2 ones, with the LANL1 ECPs again
standing out for their poor performance. Remaining ECPs all fall within
the combined error ranges of the two experimental values.
Comparison of the binding energies Eb/a with the experimental value of
1.15 eV/atom1,106 in Figure 3.4c reveals a different pattern: LANL1MB
gives the worst prediction instead of LANL1DZ, which, however, still per-
forms poorly, as does LANL2MB. The three remaining ECP/basis sets make
much better predictions, with SBKJC coming closest to experiment (1.12
eV/atom). Au—Au bond length predictions (Figure 3.4d) are rather poor
overall, with the experimental length of 2.47 A˚1,106 being overestimated in
all cases. Nonetheless, LANL2DZ, SBKJC and MWB60, all giving roughly
similar predictions, fare less badly, the former two being closest to experi-
ment with their 2.55 A˚ prediction.
3.3.3 Au20 Properties
For tetrahedral Au20, which is nonplanar and more representative of the tar-
get gold nanoclusters, prediction of two experimentally characterised prop-
erties143 is assessed: its electron affinity EAAu20 , and its characteristically
large HOMO-LUMO gap.
When compared to the experimental EAAu20 of 2.75 eV,
143 predictions
in Figure 3.5a follow similar patterns to the previously discussed EAAu and
EAAu2 . Again, LANL1 ECP/basis sets stand out for their poor perfor-
mance, whereas LANL2MB ranks a bit better, and the remaining three are
very close to experiment (the closest prediction being made by LANL2DZ
at 2.74 eV). Finally, in Figure 3.5b, HOMO-LUMO gaps predicted for Td
Au20 are compared with the experimental finding of 1.77 eV.
138 This time
only SBKJC and MWB60 do particularly well, the former coming closest
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(b) HOMO-LUMO gap
Figure 3.5 Key properties of tetrahedral Au20, as predicted by the six ECP/basis
sets tested in conjunction with PBE, compared with previous experimental find-
ings.143
to experiment (1.76 eV). LANL1MB, LANL1DZ and LANL2MB all pre-
dict a wider HOMO-LUMO gap, whereas the LANL2DZ prediction falls in
between them and the more accurate SBKJC and MWB60.
3.3.4 Computational Cost of Optimising Au10 D4d
Table 3.2 Average walltime, in seconds, required for key steps in the geometry
optimisation of the D4d isomer of Au10, using the six candidate ECP/basis sets
and the PBE density functional; memory: 19.5 GB; number of CPUs: 8
ECP /
Basis set
Average Time to Solve
SCF Equations (s /
step)
Average Time to
Compute
∫
2e− First
Derivatives (s / step)
LANL1MB 5.7 2.7
LANL1DZ 19.7 11.1
LANL2MB 13.7 8.7
LANL2DZ 46.8 25.5
SBKJC 114.7 59.7
MWB60 117.4 75.8
Results from my test optimisation of the D4d isomer of Au10 (Figure 3.1b)
are shown in Table 3.2. This summarises the average time spent by each
ECP on two key steps of each optimisation cycle: the solution of the self-
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consistent field equation and the computation of the two-electron integral
first derivatives (§2.2.10). Incidentally, the isomer always optimises to a
first order transition state (TS(1)), retaining its D4d symmetry with every
ECP/basis set save LANL2MB (wherewith it is lowered to Cs).
Results clearly indicate that increasing the basis set size leads to an in-
crease in computational cost, with MWB60 (the largest tested) taking on
average over 20 times longer than LANL1MB (the smallest tested) to solve
the SCF equations, and over 28 times longer to compute the two-electron
integral first derivatives.
3.3.5 Discussion
Analysis of the results confirms previous reports1,93 that basis sets with
only 11 valence electrons (5d10, 6s1) are not accurate enough for a metal
like gold: LANL1MB and LANL1DZ show the poorest performances in all
of the properties compared.
Out of the remaining basis sets, all with 19 valence electrons (5s2, 5p6,
5d10, 6s1), the largest two (SBKJC and MWB60) most often make the
closest predictions to experiment: this, of course, barring any effects related
to the choice of functional. In any case, on the whole, it can be seen from
Figures 3.3–3.5 that LANL2DZ too makes predictions close to experimental
values, even surpassing SBKJC, for example, in the prediction of EAAu;
the only exception across the test set of nanoclusters is the prediction of
Td Au20’s HOMO-LUMO gap and, to a lesser extent, IPAu. This is in
contradiction with previous criticism of the ECP.85,120 LANL2MB also often
fares more poorly than LANL2DZ (cfr. Figures 3.3a, 3.4c, 3.4d, and 3.5b).
It is disappointing that the only geometrical property assessed, the Au—Au
bond length in Au2, is the one which all ECP/basis sets predicted with the
least accuracy.
Information from the test calculations in Table 3.2 also shows that LANL2DZ
is considerably less expensive than both SBKJC and MWB60, more than
halving the average wallclock time spent solving SCF equations and comput-
ing two-electron integral first derivatives. The above observations suggest
that out of the six ECP and basis sets tested, LANL2DZ affords the most
favourable cost-to-accuracy ratio: it is hence chosen as the preferred option
for treating gold in the remaining stages of this investigation.
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3.4 Results II: Density Functional Validation
This section, covering the remainder of the chapter, presents the results for
the validation of the candidate density functionals listed in §3.2.2. Follow-
ing the findings discussed in §3.3, all calculations are carried out with the
LANL2DZ ECP and basis set.97
3.4.1 Au, Au–, Au+
Electron Affinities and Ionisation Potentials
Table 3.3 Calculated ionisation po-
tentials and electron affinities for Au
(DFT/LANL2DZ), compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106 and with
experimental findings.1,106,138
Functional
EAAu
(eV)
IPAu
(eV)
PBE 2.26 9.52
LC-PBE 1.78 9.05
CAM-B3LYP 1.97 9.25
ωB97 1.82 8.68
M06-L 2.04 8.77
MP2106a 2.13 9.18
CCSD(T)106a 2.12 8.98
Experimental1,106,138 2.31 9.23
a Authors’ own basis set106
Predictions for the electron affinity (EAAu) and ionisation potential (IPAu)
of the gold atom by each of the density functionals tested are reported in
Table 3.3 and compared in Figures 3.6a and 3.6b respectively.
The reported experimental EAAu of gold is 2.31 eV;
1,106,138 MP2 and
CCSD(T) values reported by Wesendrup et al. (using a 19-electron Stuttgart
group ECP with a large basis set) are significantly lower, at 2.13 and 2.12
eV respectively. In all cases, my own DFT calculations too find lower EAAu
values with respect to experiment: PBE fares best of all tested functionals,
its EAAu prediction of 2.26 eV surpassing MP2 and CCSD(T). The farthest
density functional from experiment is LC-PBE (1.78 eV).
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Figure 3.6 Key properties of the gold atom, as predicted by the five density
functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous MP2
and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. using their own basis set,106 as well as
with experimental findings.1,106,138
Variations are seen across IPAu predictions too, as compared to the ex-
perimental value of 9.23 eV.1,106,138 Here, the best-faring functionals are
two which we have reported as not so good with EAAu: LC-PBE (9.05
eV) and CAM-B3LYP (9.25 eV). ωB97 makes the worst prediction instead,
underestimating IPAu at 8.68 eV; M06-L fares similarly badly. PBE does
not fare as badly, but still overestimates IPAu. We note that in the case
of ionisation potentials CCSD(T) does not match experiment particularly
well, and has inferior accuracy compared to MP2.
Spectral comparison
Figure 3.7a compares computed TD-DFT spectra of Au with the neon-
matrix spectrum by Lecoultre et al.,133 and its spark spectrogram, by
Ehrhardt and Davis.336 Computed TD-DFT spectra display a single peak
in the 1.5 – 6 eV region, attributable to a 6s → 6p transition. Due to
omission of spin-orbit coupling (SO) in LANL2DZ, these spectra do not
feature the split into 6s → 6p 1
2
and 6s → 6p 3
2
contributions which does
appear in experimental spectra.133,336 To facilitate comparison with unsplit
TD-DFT spectra, weighted averages of experimental peaks were calculated
(13 [6s→ 6p 12 ] +
2
3 [6s→ 6p 32 ]) and are also shown.
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Figure 3.7 UV-Vis absorption spectra of (a) Au; and (b) Au– as calculated with
TD-DFT, using each of the five density functionals tested. In (a), computed spectra
are compared with the experimental Au spectrum in neon matrix133 and the Au
spark spectrogram (only peak positions are available):149,336 weighted averages of
these experimental peaks are denoted by  and • respectively. The vertical axis
in (a) represents the oscillator strength for computed spectra, and the absorption
intensity for the neon matrix spectrum.
In the plots of predicted TD-DFT spectra, the vertical axis represents
oscillator strength, whereas in the neon-matrix spectra133 it represents ab-
sorption intensity; no intensities are reported by Ehrhardt and Davis,336
therefore preventing direct comparison with the other spectra in this re-
spect. With respect to the absorption energies, an important aspect emerg-
ing from Figure 3.7a is that the peak at 4.95 eV in the TD-LC-PBE spec-
trum corresponds exactly to the weighted average of the peaks in the helium
spectrogram.336 Peaks found by other functionals occur at invariably higher
energies, with the poorest agreement in TD-PBE and TD-M06-L spectra.
In fact, higher values than experiment are in line with the peak at 5.22 eV
reported by Idrobo et al.149 for their TD-DFT spectrum, computed with an
LDA functional.
In the same region, the computed spectra of Au– (Figure 3.7b) all show 2
peaks separated by gaps of different sizes, ranging from TD-LC-PBE’s 1.25
eV gap to TD-PBE’s 0.35 eV gap. Calculations show that the transition
giving rise to the lower energy peak is 72% 6s → 6p in character, meaning
it too would be split by inclusion of SO effects; contributions for the higher
energy transition are not as well defined. The ratio of oscillator strengths
(lower-energy : higher-energy peak) varies considerably too, with the latter
resulting smaller than the former in all spectra except the TD-PBE one.
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Table 3.4 Calculated adiabatic ionisation poten-
tials and electron affinities for Au2 (DFT/LANL2DZ),
compared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106
and with experimental findings106,138,338
Functional
EAAu2
(eV)
IPAu2 (eV)
PBE 2.06 9.53
LC-PBE 1.80 9.04
CAM-B3LYP 1.91 9.22
ωB97 1.55 8.89
M06-L 1.84 8.98
MP2106a 1.72 9.63
CCSD(T)106a 1.83 9.15
Experimental 1.94106,138,338
9.5 ± 0.3106
9.20 ±
0.21138
a Authors’ own basis set106
To the author’s knowledge, no experimental UV-Vis characterisation of
Au– exists in the gas phase, so direct comparison is not possible. However,
peak position in the Au– TD-DFT spectra seems to bear little correlation
to their neutral counterparts. For example, the lower energy Au– peak is
found at similar values by TD-LC-PBE (3.28 eV) and TD-M06-L (3.33 eV);
on the other hand, the two predict the single Au peak to be at very different
values (4.95 eV and 5.36 eV respectively).
For Au+, none of the calculations predict any UV-Vis allowed transitions.
3.4.2 Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2
Ionisation Potentials and Electron Affinities
Electron affinity and ionisation potential of Au2 (EAAu2 and IPAu2), as
predicted by the five tested density functionals, are reported in Table 3.4
and compared in Figures 3.8a and 3.8b respectively.
Different adiabatic EAAu2 values are reported experimentally:
339 this
work shall refer to the value of 1.94 eV (see these106,138 and references
therein), reconfirmed in 2007.338 Literature MP2 and CCSD(T) values for
EAAu2
106 are again slightly lower than experiment (Figure 3.8a). Amongst
the tested functionals, the PBE prediction for EAAu2 diverges more markedly
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Figure 3.8 Key properties of the gold diatom, as predicted by the five density
functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous MP2
and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. with their own basis set,106 as well as
with experimental findings.106,138,338 Panel (b) reports two different experimental
findings reported by Wesendrup et al.106 (magenta) and by Lee et al.138 (red).
from experiment (2.06 eV, +6.2%) than the EAAu one. The best prediction
here is CAM-B3LYP’s at 1.91 eV, a mere 1.5% below experiment; follow-
ing suit is M06-L. The worst two functionals are again LC-PBE, despite its
prediction being close to that of CCSD(T), and ωB97, which is 20.1% off
(1.55 eV).
Different experimental values are cited for IPAu2 too: the NIST webbook
alone339 reports a series of values, prevalently in the 9.5-9.7 eV range, and
bearing errors no smaller than ±0.3 eV. Table 3.4 lists two representative
IPAu2 values that which differ by 0.3 eV and bear relatively large errors.
Taking IPAu2 = 9.5 ± 0.3 eV as the reference experimental value,106 PBE
appears to give the best performance (9.53 eV). CAM-B3LYP is barely
within the lower limit of the error range; LC-PBE falls just outside it, but
remains within the error range of the other experimental value (9.20± 0.21
eV).138 Finally, M06-L and ωB97 predict IPAu2s well below both error
ranges, and are therefore the two worst ranking functionals, the latter being
the farthest from experiment (8.89 eV).
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Table 3.5 Calculated Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 bond
lengths (DFT/LANL2DZ), compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106 and with experimental
findings98,106,107
Functional
Bond Length (A˚)
Au2 Au
–
2 Au
+
2
PBE 2.551 2.697 2.662
LC-PBE 2.485 2.616 2.628
CAM-B3LYP 2.546 2.702 2.688
ωB97 2.553 2.716 2.696
M06-L 2.557 2.709 2.672
MP2106a 2.460 2.558 2.596
CCSD(T)106a 2.512 2.632 2.639
Experimental 2.472107 2.582106 2.62098
a Authors’ own basis set106
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Figure 3.9 Calculated Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 bond lengths, compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. with their own basis set,106 and with
experimental findings.98,106,107
Au—Au Bond Length
Au—Au bond lengths for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 as predicted by the five tested
density functionals, are reported in Table 3.5 and compared in Figure 3.9.
Experimental values are available for all three species: Rusakov et al.107
report a length of 2.472 A˚ for Au2; the Au—Au length in the (doublet)
Au–2, is expectedly reported to be slightly longer (2.582 A˚),
106 and the Au+2
bond length is the longest of all, at 2.620 A˚.98
For all three diatomics, the five functionals overestimate Au—Au bond
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lengths with respect to experiment. LC-PBE (Au2: 2.485 A˚; Au
–
2: 2.616 A˚;
Au+2 : 2.628 A˚) always come closest to experiment (cfr. the ‘dip’ in Figure
3.9), even surpassing literature CCSD(T) findings.106 Remaining function-
als, including PBE, perform more poorly, and predict similar lengths. The
worst performers are: M06-L for Au2 (2.557 A˚); ωB97 for Au
–
2 (2.716 A˚);
and Au+2 (2.696 A˚). Literature predictions by the notoriously overbinding
MP2106 are the sole instance of the experimental bond lengths being con-
sistently underestimated.
Comparing predicted lengths for the charged and neutral diatoms, it
emerges that the order Au2 < Au
–
2 < Au
+
2 seen in experimental, MP2
and CCSD(T) findings106 is only respected by LC-PBE; remaining func-
tionals predict Au–2 to be the longest diatom. The order of these bond
lengths, which is counterintuitive compared to simpler diatomics such as
Oq2 (q = 0,±1), was already targeted more in depth by previous work as-
sessing differences in the species’ molecular orbitals.106,138
Binding Energy
Table 3.6 Calculated Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 binding energies per atom
(DFT/LANL2DZ), compared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106 and with
experimental findings98,106,337,341
Functional
Eb/a (eV/atom)
Au2 Au
–
2 Au
+
2
PBE 1.085 0.989 1.081
LC-PBE 0.968 0.979 0.972
CAM-B3LYP 0.902 0.869 0.917
ωB97 1.029 0.892 0.922
M06-L 1.062 0.961 0.958
MP2106a 1.21 1.005 0.99
CCSD(T)106a 1.06 0.915 0.975
Experimental
1.15106 0.97106 1.0± 0.15106
1.145± 0.198 0.96± 0.08337,341 1.16± 0.198b
a Authors’ own basis set106 b derived indirectly from direct experimental
measurements
Results for Au, Au– and Au+ were used to derive binding energies per
atom (Eb/a) for Au2, and Au
+
2 and Au
–
2 (see equations 2.103 and 2.104);
findings are shown in Table 3.6 and compared in Figure 3.10. The term
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Figure 3.10 Calculated Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 binding energies per atom, compared
with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al.’ in conjunction with
their own basis set,106 and with different experimental findings.98,106,337,341 These
are denoted in: magenta (reported by Wesendrup et al.);106 red at the top and
middle (Au+2 and Au2 reported by Gilb et al.);
98 red at the bottom (Au–2 reported
by Spasov,341 Bonacˇic´-Koutecky´, and co-workers).337
binding energy shall be synonymously used with dissociation energy, and
all Eb/a values discussed will be taken as positive.
Experimental Eb/as reported in Table 3.6 and referred to in the discus-
sion comprise a full Au2-Au
–
2-Au
+
2 set cited by Wesendrup and co-workers
(1.15 eV/atom, 0.97 eV/atom and 1.0±0.15 eV/atom respectively).106 Ad-
ditional experimental Eb/as for Au2,
98 Au–2,
337,341 and Au+2
98 are reported
for completeness. Again, reported experimental findings differ consider-
ably,98,106,337,341 making validation difficult, particularly in the case of Au+2 ,
where all sources report large errors.98,106 Furthermore, literature post-SCF
findings106 do not reveal any particular trend that helps qualify the experi-
mental results: the only element emerging is the expected overbinding effect
of MP2 yielding higher Eb/a predictions compared to all other computational
results.
Reflecting functionals’ overestimation of the Au—Au bond lengths in di-
atoms, Eb/a values for Au2 and Au
–
2 are mostly underestimated compared
to experiment, the only exception being a slight overestimation of Au–2’s
Eb/a by PBE and LC-PBE. Incidentally, the Eb/a prediction for Au
–
2 made
by LC-PBE (0.979 eV/atom) is, together with M06-L’s (0.961 aV/atom),
the closest to Wesendrup et al.’s106 experimental value of 0.97 eV/atom.
On the contrary, the closest prediction to experiment for the Eb/a of Au2
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Table 3.7 Calculated ν(Au—Au) for Au2, Au
–
2 and
Au+2 (DFT/LANL2DZ), compared with: previous
MP2106 data for all three; a CCSD(T) finding for
Au2 only;
145 and experimental data for Au2 and
Au–2
337
Functional
ν(Au—Au) (cm−1)
Au2 Au
–
2 Au
+
2
PBE 167.7 124.7 140.0
LC-PBE 200.5 146.8 146.3
CAM-B3LYP 174.5 125.3 132.0
ωB97 174.7 123.3 133.5
M06-L 162.0 123.1 144.1
MP2106a 199 158 158
CCSD(T)145b 181.6
Experimental337190.9 149.0
a Authors’ own basis set106 b MWB60+2f:
MWB60101 with 2 extra f basis functions
is given by PBE at 1.085 eV/atom. CAM-B3LYP is the functional whose
predictions are farthest from experiment for both Au2 (0.902 eV/atom) and
for Au–2 (0.869 eV/atom); ωB97’s performance is not outstanding in either
case.
Chemical reasoning would suggest that the unpaired electron in Au–2 low-
ers the binding energy with respect to Au2: this is both reflected in We-
sendrup and co-workers’ experimental data,106 and in the additional values
quoted,98,341 though in this latter case error ranges overlap and it is there-
fore impossible to effectively confirm the lowering. Lower Eb/a predictions
for Au–2 than for Au2 are made by all functionals except LC-PBE, which
finds the value for Au2 to be slightly lower than the anion’s.
Despite their large error range, both experimental Eb/a values reported
for Au+2
98,106 suggest its binding is even weaker than Au–2’s. However, re-
sults presented here are erratic, with Au+2 ’s binding alternatively predicted
as: the strongest of all diatoms (CAM-B3LYP); stronger than Au–2 but
weaker than Au2 (PBE and ωB97); vice-versa (LC-PBE); and weakest of
all diatoms (M06-L).
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Figure 3.11 Calculated ν(Au—Au) for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 , compared with MP2
data for Au2 and Au
–
2 by Wesendrup et al. using their own basis set,
106 as well as
with experimental data337 for Au2 and Au
–
2.
Au—Au Stretching frequencies
My computed Au—Au stretching frequencies for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 are
presented in Table 3.7 and compared in Figure 3.11. Experimental values are
only reported for Au2 and Au
–
2, at 190.9 cm
−1 and 149.0 −1 respectively;337
functional validation using Au+2 is thus more difficult.
Experimental characterisations predict a Au–2 stretch which is 41.9 cm
−1
lower than the Au2 stretch; literature MP2 data
106 also show a 41 cm−1
decrease. Similar differences between Au2 and Au
–
2 stretches are reproduced
by all five density functionals: the difference of 43 cm−1 predicted by PBE
is the closest to experiment, and LC-PBE’s 53.7 cm−1 is the farthest.
Although it does not outperform MP2106 and CCSD(T)145 predictions
for Au2, LC-PBE is the functional yielding the closest findings to experi-
ment for both Au2 (200.5 cm
−1: the sole case of overestimation) and Au–2
(146.8 cm−1). Except for the MP2-computed stretch for Au–2,
106 remaining
in-house and literature predictions all occur at considerably lower frequen-
cies; the farthest findings from experiment for both the neutral and anionic
diatomics are made by M06-L at 162.0 cm−1 and 123.1 cm−1 respectively.
The reported MP2 value of 158 cm−1 for Au+2
106 matches the one for Au–2,
suggesting the experimental value too might be close. Indeed, stretching
frequencies computed with all five functionals fall within the same range as
those computed for Au–2, although, as before, all fall short of the MP2 value.
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Spectral comparison
UV-Vis spectra for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 were computed with TD-DFT using
the five reference functionals. Sample spectra are shown, and compared
to available experimental spectra,133,149 in Appendix A1.1. None of the
computed spectra were especially accurate with respect to experiment; their
assignment continues to be hindered by the absence of SO coupling.
3.4.3 Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3
Figure 3.2a illustrates the isomers of Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3 used in the valida-
tion of density functionals. Based on several previous studies, for example
by Wesendrup, Lee, Ferna´ndez and co-workers,106,138,139 four isomers of Au3
are chosen for investigation: a) linear (D∞h); b) ‘bent’ (with vertex angle
120◦ ≤ θ ≤ 150◦; C2v); and the two triangular ones along the valley of
the ‘warped Mexican hat’ resulting from omission of SO effects (see §1.4.4),
both also C2v: c) triangular with vertex angle θ < 60
◦ (henceforth “<60°”);
and d) triangular with vertex angle θ > 60◦ (henceforth “>60°”).
Chosen Au–3 isomers are: a) the equilateral triangular isomer (point group:
D3h; spin state:
3A′1; henceforth “=60°”); and b) the linear isomer (point
group: D∞h; spin state: 1Σ+g ), both reported by Wesendrup et al..106 A
triangular isomer with spin state 1A1, studied by Wesendrup et al.
106 and
always found higher in energy than the other two, is omitted.
Chosen Au+3 isomers are: a) the linear singlet-spin isomer (D∞h); and
b) the equilateral triangular singlet-spin isomer (D3h; henceforth “=60°”),
both described by Wesendrup and co-workers;106 as well as c) an additional
linear triplet-spin isomer, added in-house.
The fate of each Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3 isomer upon optimisation with the
five candidate density functionals is summarised in Tables 3.8, 3.9 and 3.10
respectively; these tables also review previous studies (if any) reporting each
individual isomer as a global energetic minimum.
Ionisation Potentials and Electron Affinities
The electron affinity and ionisation potential of Au3 (EAAu3 and IPAu3),
as predicted by the five tested density functionals, are listed in Table 3.11
and compared, respectively, in Figures 3.12a and 3.12b. EAAu3 and IPAu3
values calculated in this work are all adiabatic, i.e. derived from energetic
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Table 3.8 Summary of optimisations of neutral Au3 isomers with each of the
tested density functionals; each subdivision corresponds to one of the four starting
structures optimised (Figure 3.2a; all spin doublets). Findings are compared with
previous MP2 data106 (not available for bent isomer)
Functional
Studies reporting as
lowest minimum
Final geometry
Nature
of point
Au3 triangular (>60°); C2v
PBE
106,a 95,120,140,144,145,147
triangular (>60°) min
LC-PBE triangular (>60°) TS(1)
CAM-B3LYP triangular (>60°) min
ωB97 triangular (>60°) min
M06-L triangular (>60°) min
MP2106b triangular (>60°) min
Au3 triangular (<60°); C2v
PBE triangular (<60°) TS(1)
LC-PBE triangular (<60°) min
CAM-B3LYP triangular (<60°) TS(1)
ωB97 triangular (<60°) TS(1)
M06-L triangular (<60°) TS(1)
MP2106b triangular (<60°) TS(1)
Au3 bent ; C2v
PBE
5,120,138,139,141,148,149
bent min
LC-PBE triangular (>60°) TS(1)
CAM-B3LYP bent min
ωB97 bent min
M06-L bent min
Au3 linear ; D∞h
PBE
89
linear TS(2)
LC-PBE linear TS(2)
CAM-B3LYP linear TS(2)
ωB97 linear TS(2)
M06-L linear TS(2)
MP2106b linear min
a MP2 b Authors’ own basis set106
differences between the lowest energy isomers of Au3 and Au
–
3/Au
+
3 . An
adiabatic experimental EAAu3 of 3.90 ± 0.10 eV is reported by the NIST
webbook,339 whereas Lee et al. report a vertical experimental EAAu3 of 3.85
eV. For IPAu3 , a vertical experimental value of 7.5 eV is reported by Lee et
al. and Wesendrup et al..106,138
For the EAAu3 discussion, the adiabatic experimental value of 3.90±0.10
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Table 3.9 Summary of optimisations of anionic Au–3 isomers with each of the tested
density functionals; each subdivision corresponds to one of the two starting struc-
tures optimised (Figure 3.2a; one singlet and one triplet). Findings are compared
with previous MP2 data106
Functional
Studies reporting as
global minimum
Final geometry
Nature
of point
Au–3 linear singlet; D∞h
PBE
99,106,138–141
linear min
LC-PBE linear min
CAM-B3LYP linear min
ωB97 linear min
M06-L linear min
MP2106a linear min
Au–3 triangular (=60°) triplet; D3h
PBE triangular (=60°) min
LC-PBE triangular (=60°) min
CAM-B3LYP triangular (=60°) min
ωB97 triangular (=60°) min
M06-L triangular (=60°) min
MP2106a triangular (=60°) min
a Authors’ own basis set106
eV339 is taken as the reference. As for atomic gold (§3.4.3), PBE is the
functional making the closest EAAu3 prediction to experiment (at 3.71 eV),
although this time it only surpasses CCSD(T) (reported106 at 3.62 eV), but
not MP2 (3.79 eV).106 The worst-faring functional is LC-PBE, which finds
an EAAu3 of 3.30 eV, followed by ωB97, M06-L and CAM-B3LYP (faring
just a little worse than CCSD(T)).
Accounting for an adiabatic IPAu3 slightly lower than the vertical exper-
imental value of 7.5 eV,106,138 it appears from the data that PBE, with its
prediction of 7.31 eV, outperforms all other functionals, as well as CCSD(T)
and MP2 (all of which underestimate the experimental value by larger
amounts). ωB97 is confirmed as the worst functional for ionisation poten-
tials, predicting IPAu3 = 6.44 eV. Second-best, and performing just under
MP2, is CAM-B3LYP. There follow M06-L, close to CCSD(T), and LC-
PBE.
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Table 3.10 Summary of optimisations of cationic Au+3 isomers with each of the
tested density functionals; each subdivision corresponds to one of the three start-
ing structures optimised (Figure 3.2a; two singlets and one triplet). Findings are
compared with previous MP2 data106 (not available for the linear triplet isomer)
Functional
Studies reporting as
global minimum
Final geometry
Nature
of point
Au+3 triangular (=60°) singlet; D3h
PBE
95,98,106,139,142
triangular (=60°) min
LC-PBE triangular (=60°) min
CAM-B3LYP triangular (=60°) min
ωB97 triangular (=60°) min
M06-L triangular (=60°) min
MP2106a triangular (=60°) min
Au+3 linear singlet; D∞h
PBE linear TS(2)
LC-PBE linear TS(2)
CAM-B3LYP linear TS(2)
ωB97 linear TS(2)
M06-L linear TS(2)
MP2106a linear TS(2)
Au+3 linear triplet; D∞h
PBE linear min
LC-PBE linear min
CAM-B3LYP linear min
ωB97 linear min
M06-L linear min
a Authors’ own basis set106
Isomers and relative energies
Due to the lack of experimental data concerning the conformation and rel-
ative energies of Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3 , the discussion shall mainly refer to
CCSD(T) and MP2 findings,106 bearing in mind these too can deviate
strongly from experiment. Throughout the discussion, it is important to
bear in mind that the thermal energy kBT at T = 300K is 0.026 eV.
Au3. Much like the quintessential AuNP, neutral Au3 already has a PES
that is very sensitive to calculation methods and parameters, and is char-
acterised by extensive fluxionality at room temperature.106,119,137
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Table 3.11 Calculated ionisation potentials and elec-
tron affinities for Au3 (DFT/LANL2DZ), compared
with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106 and with
experimental findings106,138,339
Functional EAAu3 (eV)
IPAu3
(eV)
PBEa 3.71 7.31
LC-PBEa 3.30 6.66
CAM-B3LYPa 3.57 6.95
ωB97a 3.35 6.44
M06-La 3.44 6.74
MP2106a,b 3.79 6.97
CCSD(T)106a,b 3.62 6.75
Experimental
3.85138c
7.5106,138c
3.90 ±
0.10339a
a Adiabatic b Authors’ own basis set106
c Vertical
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Figure 3.12 Key properties of the gold triatom, as predicted by the five density
functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous MP2
and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. (using their own basis set),106 as well
as with experimental findings.106,138,339 *The experimental ionisation potential106
reported in (b) is vertical
The choice of the two C2v >60° and <60° isomers of Au3 (Figure 3.2a) was
motivated earlier (§1.4.4 and §3.2.3) as a consequence of SO effects being
omitted in the simulations conducted here. The resulting ‘warped Mexican
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hat’ PES is indeed observed with all five density functionals: test optimisa-
tions of an equilateral triangular (D3h) Au3 isomer all lead to its distortion
to one of the two C2v forms. The remaining two Au3 isomers, linear and
‘bent’ (obtuse triangular; Figure 3.2a), are successively encountered moving
beyond the outer rim of the ‘Mexican hat’s’ valley.
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Figure 3.13 Nature (minimum; 1st; or 2nd order transition state) and energies
of the four Au3 isomers relative to isomer >60° as predicted by the five reference
density functionals in conjunction with LANL2DZ. Values are compared with pre-
vious MP2 and CCSD(T) data (using Wesendrup et al.’s own basis set):106 both
are unavailable for the bent isomer; nature of CCSD(T) data points is unspecified
in the literature. *Note considerable difference in LC-PBE findings (see also Table
3.8).
From Figure 3.13, which summarises the predicted energies of the four
tested Au3 isomers relative to >60° and compares them to previous available
CCSD(T) and MP2 data,106 it is clear that a mere change of functional is
enough to paint a very different relative energy profile (see also Table 3.8).
This is particularly evident in the LC-PBE data, which closely resemble
CCSD(T) findings106 and principally stand out for two reasons. Firstly, the
bent isomer is not found as a minimum (as in all other cases), but optimises
to the >60° form instead. Secondly, in contrast to all other functionals
and previous MP2 data,106 the >60° form itself is found as a 1st order TS,
whereas its <60° counterpart is found as a minimum 0.004 eV below.
With all remaining functionals, the >60° and bent isomers of Au3 always
optimise to minima, and similarly, the <60° isomer is always found as a 1st
order TS, 0.028 eV (ωB97) to 0.034 eV (M06-L) higher in energy than >60°
(cfr. an MP2 value of 0.04 eV).106 CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al.106
reflect LC-PBE’s exception, predicting Au3 <60° to be lower in energy by
0.007 eV, although it is not specified whether in this case too the species is
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found as a first order TS (as with LC-PBE).
All functionals find linear Au3 as a second order TS: this is consistent
with some existing SCF calculations,106 but contrasts with other previous
data, which either classifies it as a shallow minimum (MP2 by Wesendrup
et al.),106 or even the global minimum (DFT by Wang et al.).89 Also, al-
though non-LC-PBE functionals find it to be less stable than the bent iso-
mer, stark variations are seen in linear Au3’s energy relative to >60° Au3:
PBE uniquely predicts it to be even lower in energy (−0.029 eV); in line
with both MP2 and CCSD(T),106 all remaining functionals predict it to be
higher in energy, culminating with LC-PBE’s significantly outlying predic-
tion (+0.273 eV), over 10kBT .
Reflecting previous literature,5,89,95,120,138–141,144,145,147–149 different func-
tionals even fail to agree on a single global minimum. Like a majority
of earlier studies,5,120,138,139,141,148,149 PBE and CAM-B3LYP predict bent
Au3 as the global minimum, finding it more stable than >60° Au3 by 0.073
eV (2.8kBT ) and 0.025 eV (1.0kBT ), respectively. On the other hand, in
line with several other sources,95,120,140,144,145,147 ωB97 and M06-L maintain
>60° Au3 as the global minimum, surpassing the bent isomer’s stability by
0.016 eV (0.6kBT ) and 0.048 eV (1.8kBT ), respectively. Finally, the very
slight additional stability of <60° Au3 found by the LC-PBE optimisation
(vide supra) is enough to make it the global minimum in that case.
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Figure 3.14 Energies of the two Au–3 isomers studied, relative to the linear form, as
predicted by the five reference density functionals in conjunction with LANL2DZ.
Values are compared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data (using Wesendrup
et al.’s own basis set);106 nature of CCSD(T) data points is unspecified in the
literature.
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Au–3 and Au
+
3 . In Figures 3.14 and 3.15 respectively, relative energies
of Au–3 and Au
+
3 isomers studied are compared with existing MP2 and
CCSD(T) data.106 In both cases, energy differences observed are consid-
erably larger than for Au3 isomers, and roughly one order of magnitude
larger than the 300K thermal energy; consequently, predicted PESs resem-
ble each other much more closely.
Consistently with other studies,99,138–140 and with MP2 (+1.30 eV) and
CCSD(T) (+1.26 eV) results,106 =60° Au–3 is always found to be higher in
energy than the linear form. At +1.264 eV PBE predicts the closest value
to CCSD(T), whereas ωB97’s +1.319 eV is closest to MP2. At +0.938 eV,
LC-PBE is the farthest from either. Both isomers are found as minima (see
also Table 3.9).
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Figure 3.15 Nature (minimum; or 2nd order transition state) and energies of the
three Au+3 isomers studied, relative to the triangular form, as predicted by the five
reference density functionals in conjunction with LANL2DZ. Values are compared
with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data (using Wesendrup et al.’s own basis set):106
both are unavailable for linear triplet-spin Au+3 ; nature of CCSD(T) data points is
unspecified in the literature.
As for Au–3 above, predictions for Au
+
3 by all five reference functionals
are qualitatively consistent with other works,95,98,139,142 and with reference
MP2 and CCSD(T) data (only available for =60° and linear singlet Au+3 ;
106
see also Table 3.10). The =60° D3h isomer is always found as the global
minimum energy structure; it is followed by the linear singlet form, identified
as a second order TS, and by the linear triplet form, a minimum, which sits
even higher in energy.
The energy of linear singlet Au+3 relative to =60° is the only value directly
comparable to MP2 (+1.92 eV) and CCSD(T) (+1.70 eV) predictions.106
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The LC-PBE prediction stands out at +1.945 eV and comes closest to MP2,
and at +1.719 eV, M06-L makes the closest one to CCSD(T); the farthest
prediction is that of PBE (+1.611 eV). Predictions for the energy of linear
triplet Au+3 relative to =60° range from CAM-B3LYP’s +1.902 eV to ωB97’s
+2.157 eV: this pattern differs slightly from the previous one.
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Figure 3.16 Key geometric properties of Au3 isomers, as predicted by the five
density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. (using their own basis set),106 both
unavailable for the vertex angle of bent Au3.
∗With LC-PBE, bent Au3 optimises
to >60° (see Table 3.8).
Optimised equivalent bond lengths l and angle sizes θ for each of the Au3
isomers are shown, respectively, in Figures 3.16a and 3.16b, where they are
compared with available CCSD(T) and MP2 predictions.106
Ranked by increasing l, Au3 isomers always follow the order: [bent] < [li-
near] < [>60°] < [<60°]. Amongst the functionals, LC-PBE invariably pre-
dicts the shortest l for all isomers (2.566 A˚ to 2.718 A˚), as shown clearly by
the ‘dip’ in Figure 3.16a: when the three are directly comparable, this consis-
tently makes LC-PBE the closest functional to both MP2 and CCSD(T),106
whose predicted bond lengths are always shorter than in-house DFT opti-
misations. M06-L and ωB97 alternate in predicting the longest l (2.625 A˚
to 2.847 A˚).
From Figure 3.16b, and particularly in the case of the two triangular forms
of Au3, it appears that θ predictions are circumscribed to a much narrower
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range: for >60°: 67.2◦ < θ < 70.0◦, and for <60°: 54.3◦ < θ < 55.8◦; thus,
none of the functionals particularly stands out from the rest. Previous MP2
(<60°: 56.1°; >60°: 65.1°) and CCSD(T) data (<60°: 56.2°; >60°: 65.4°)106
all fall within or very slightly above predicted θ ranges.
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Figure 3.17 Equivalent bond lengths of Au–3 isomers, as predicted by the five
density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. (in conjunction with their own basis
set).106
l predictions for linear singlet Au–3 (Figure 3.17) range from LC-PBE’s
2.555 A˚ to M06-L’s 2.640 A˚; those of the =60° isomer are clearly longer, from
LC-PBE’s 2.701 A˚ to M06-L’s 2.803 A˚. Again (vide supra), a characteristic
LC-PBE ‘dip’ is observed, making LC-PBE the closest functional to MP2
and CCSD(T) bond predictions;106 again, these are considerably shorter
than DFT predictions in the present work.
Bond lengths of the =60° and linear singlet isomers of Au+3 are predicted
to be extremely similar (Figure 3.18): none of the five functionals makes
as clear a distinction as previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data,106 which both
find linear singlet Au+3 bonds to be shorter. Bonds of linear triplet Au
+
3 on
the other hand are distinctly longer in all cases. The LC-PBE ‘dip’ is again
distinctly observed for all three isomers (=60°: 2.615 A˚; linear singlet: 2.620
A˚; linear triplet: 2.656A˚). When directly comparable, this again results in
LC-PBE predicting the closest l to MP2 (=60°: 2.580 A˚; linear singlet:
2.553 A˚) and CCSD(T) (=60°: 2.631 A˚; linear singlet: 2.605 A˚). ωB97
always predicts the longest l (=60°: 2.686 A˚; linear singlet: 2.691 A˚; linear
triplet: 2.729A˚).
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Figure 3.18 Equivalent bond lengths of Au+3 isomers, as predicted by the five
density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with previous
MP2 and CCSD(T) data by Wesendrup et al. (in conjunction with their own basis
set),106 both unavailable for linear triplet Au+3 .
Binding Energies
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Figure 3.19 Binding energies per atom of the four Au3 isomers studied, as pre-
dicted by the five density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, com-
pared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data106 (available only for <60° Au3) and
experimental data.106 MP2 and CCSD(T) data are in conjunction with Wesendrup
et al.’s own basis set.106 ∗With LC-PBE, bent Au3 optimises to >60° (see Table
3.8).
For Au3, Wesendrup et al.
106 quote an experimental Eb/a of 1.270 eV/atom,
and only report MP2 (1.290 eV/atom) and CCSD(T) (1.083 eV/atom) data
for the <60° form; all are shown in Figure 3.19 along with in-house findings.
The discussion below only covers Eb/a predictions for the lowest-energy iso-
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mer found by each functional (see Figure 3.13).
All binding energy predictions remain considerably lower than the litera-
ture MP2 and experimental values, both close together; this is also the case
with the CCSD(T) result. PBE makes the closest prediction to experiment
overall (1.120 eV/atom for bent Au3), surpassing CCSD(T). CAM-B3LYP
is the farthest, as much as 31.0% below experiment (0.876 eV/atom for bent
Au3).
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Figure 3.20 Binding energies per atom of the two Au–3 isomers studied, as pre-
dicted by the five density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ, com-
pared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data106 (available only for linear singlet
Au–3); these are all in conjunction with Wesendrup and co-workers’ own basis set.
106
Eb/a findings for Au
–
3 are illustrated in Figure 3.20 together with MP2 and
CCSD(T) values;106 reported only for linear singlet Au–3 at, respectively,
1.843 eV/atom and 1.587 eV/atom. Lack of an experimental value makes
comparison more difficult. In this case, only data for linear singlet Au–3
will be discussed, as they are the only ones comparable with CCSD(T) and
MP2, and it is the most stable isomer.
Assuming a similar pattern to Au3 in Figure 3.19, and taking the MP2
Eb/a as being closest to experiment, PBE predicts the strongest Eb/a for
linear Au–3 and the closest to MP2; the weakest prediction is again yielded
by CAM-B3LYP at 1.408 eV/atom. That of MP2106 remains the strongest
Eb/a prediction.
Figure 3.21 shows binding energies per atom predicted for Au+3 isomers;
literature MP2 (2.027 eV/atom) and CCSD(T) (1.830 eV/atom) data for
=60° Au+3 are also shown.
106 The =60° isomer shall be the main focus of
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Figure 3.21 Binding energies per atom of the three Au+3 isomers studied, as
predicted by the five density functionals tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ,
compared with previous MP2 and CCSD(T) data106 (available only for triangular
singlet Au+3 ); these are all in conjunction with Wesendrup and co-workers’ own
basis set.106
discussion in this case. Again, MP2 predicts the strongest Eb/a, whereas
CCSD(T) remains more in line with the five functionals tested. PBE (1.855
eV/atom) is the functional giving the strongest prediction, the closest to
MP2, and the only one to surpass CCSD(T). CAM-B3LYP gives the poorest
performance for the third time, at 1.643 eV/atom.
Spectral comparison
Sample UV-Vis spectra for certain isomers of Au3 only, computed with
TD-DFT, are shown alongside the experimental spectrum133 in Appendix
A1.2.
3.4.4 Au4
Figure 3.2b illustrates the five isomers of Au4 used in the validation of den-
sity functionals, namely: a) rhomboidal (D2h); b) y-shaped (C2v); c) zig-zag
(C2h); d) linear (D∞h); and e) tetrahedral/distorted tetrahedral (Td/D2d).
Choice of these isomers was mainly based on studies by Shi, Gao, Lee
and co-workers;120,125,126 given the absence of relevant experimental data,
CCSD(T)120,125,126 and MP2126 data reported in the same studies are taken
as a reference for the discussion.
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The fate of Au4 isomers upon optimisation with the five density function-
als tested is summarised in Table 3.12. In two cases (see Table 3.12 foot-
notes), a ‘spoon shaped’ first-order TS of Au4 (not shown in Figure 3.2b) was
obtained upon optimisation: the process was resumed after displacing this
structure along the vector of its vibration mode with imaginary frequency.
Together with an unstudied square isomer (also a TS), this ‘spoon’ form is
explored by Soule´ de Bas and co-workers as part of their DFT mapping of
several gold nanoclusters’ PES;144 however, neither isomer is discussed in
much detail elsewhere.
Isomers and relative energies
Table 3.12 clearly shows that the y-shaped and rhomboidal forms of Au4
are the only ones retaining their starting geometry upon optimisation with
all five reference functionals; the three higher-energy forms do not retain
it with at least two of them. As a result, direct comparison of relative
energies is only possible between y-shaped and rhomboidal Au4; this is
done in Figure 3.22, where values are also compared to earlier MP2126 and
CCSD(T) findings.120,125,126
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Figure 3.22 Energies of rhomboidal and y-shaped Au4 relative to the rhomboidal
form, as predicted by the five reference density functionals in conjunction with
LANL2DZ. Values are compared with previous MP2126 and CCSD(T) single-point
data;120,125,126 all in-house points are minima (see also Table 3.12). Basis sets
are as follows: for MP2 data, MDF+2fg;74,123 for CCSD(T) data by Shi et al.,120
and by Gao et al.,125 aug-cc-pVTZ-PP156,292 (on different starting geometries); for
those by Lee and Kim,126 cc-pVTZ-PP.156,292
Reflecting the majority of previous DFT studies,89,94,96,138,144,147–150 four
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Table 3.12 Summary of optimisations of neutral Au4 isomers with each of the
tested density functionals; each subdivision corresponds to one of the four starting
structures optimised (Figure 3.2b; all spin singlets)
Functional
Studies reporting as
global minimum
Final geometry
Nature
of point
Au4 rhomboidal; D2h
PBE
89,94,96,138,144,147–150,
rhomboidal min
LC-PBE rhomboidal min
CAM-B3LYP rhomboidal min
ωB97 95,125,126,a 140b
rhomboidal min
M06-L rhomboidal min
Au4 y-shaped; C2v
PBE
95,125,126,133,c 140d
y-shaped min
LC-PBE y-shaped min
CAM-B3LYP y-shaped min
ωB97 y-shaped min
M06-L y-shaped min
Au4 zig-zag; C2h
PBE zig-zag min
LC-PBE rhomboidal min
CAM-B3LYP y-shapede min
ωB97 rhomboidal min
M06-L zig-zag min
Au4 linear; D∞h
PBE linear TS(3)
LC-PBE rhomboidal min
CAM-B3LYP y-shapede min
ωB97 rhomboidal min
M06-L zig-zag min
Au4 tetrahedral; Td–D2d
PBE tetrahedral TS(3)
LC-PBE rhomboidal min
CAM-B3LYP rhomboidal min
ωB97 tetrahedral TS(2)
M06-L tetrahedral TS(2)
a Most methods b LSDA c B3LYP d BLYP
e Optimisation proceeds via ‘spoon’ TS(1)
out of five density functional characterise rhomboidal Au4 as the global min-
imum. The only exception is CAM-B3LYP, which finds the y-shaped isomer
lower in energy by 0.038 eV: interestingly, this finding is most frequently
reproduced by previous DFT studies employing the LYP correlation func-
tional.95,120,125,126,133,140 CCSD(T) data instead follow the main qualitative
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trend, predicting that rhomboidal Au4 is more stable than y-shaped Au4 by
0.126 eV,120 0.121 eV,125 or 0.13 eV:126 this is a greater energy difference
than predicted by any of the DFT opimisations, which range from PBE’s
mere 0.013 eV to LC-PBE’s 0.103 eV. MP2 predicts an even greater energy
difference: 0.29 eV.126
Table 3.13 Table summarising: (a) energies relative to rhomboidal Au4; and
(b) binding energies per atom of the three higher-energy isomers of Au4 inves-
tigated (Figure 3.2b; all spin singlets). Predicted values are only reported for
those optimisations retaining their starting structure (see Table 3.12 for details).
These DFT/LANL2DZ findings are compared with previous CCSD(T) data120
(available for the tetrahedral isomer only)
Energy relative to rhomboidal Au4 (eV)
Au4 isomer: zig-zag linear tetrahedral
Functional
PBE 0.403 0.749 0.954
LC-PBE − − −
CAM-B3LYP − − −
ωB97 − − 0.907
M06-L 0.558 − 0.872
CCSD(T)120a 0.75 − −
Binding Energy per atom (eV)
Au4 isomer: zig-zag linear tetrahedral
Functional
PBE 1.331 1.244 1.193
LC-PBE − − −
CAM-B3LYP − − −
ωB97 − − 1.118
M06-L 1.322 − 1.243
CCSD(T)120a 1.383 − −
a aug-cc-pVTZ-PP156,292 on optimised MP2/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP geometry
Complementary to Figure 3.22, the upper part of Table 3.13 lists the
energies (relative to rhomboidal Au4) of those zig-zag, linear and tetra-
hedral Au4 that did retain their starting geometries when optimised with
certain functionals. PBE/LANL2DZ is the only method with which all
three higher-energy forms of Au4 retain their starting geometry upon opti-
misation, whereas it is always lost when those isomers are optimised with
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ and CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ.
Zig-zag Au4 also retains its geometry upon optimisation with M06-L: both
it and PBE characterise it as a minimum, though well higher in energy than
the rhomboidal form (at +0.558 eV and +0.403 eV respectively). An (even
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greater) instability relative to rhomboidal Au4 is confirmed by CCSD(T)
data too (only available for this isomer).120
Linear Au4 loses its initial structure with all four non-PBE functionals;
PBE/LANL2DZ characterises it as a 3rd order TS 0.907 eV above rhom-
boidal Au4. Finally, tetrahedral Au4 is the isomer most often retaining its
starting structure, despite a Td to D2d distortion (attributed to Jahn-Teller
effects):120 in line with literature, it characterised as a transition state120,144
either of order 3 (PBE) or of order 2 (ωB97 and M06-L). This is the smallest
nonplanar nanocluster examined in the present study.
Lengths and angles were not compared for Au4 isomers.
Binding Energies
As for relative energies, direct comparison of Au4 binding energies predicted
by all five functionals is only possible for the rhomboidal and y-shaped
isomers; this is done in Figure 3.23, where data are also compared with
CCSD(T) findings by Shi and co-workers.120 Eb/a values predicted for the
three higher-energy Au4 isomers when the initial geometry was retained
upon optimisation are shown in the bottom part of Table 3.13.
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Figure 3.23 Binding energies per atom of the rhomboidal and y-shaped isomers
of Au4, as predicted by the five density functionals tested in conjunction with
LANL2DZ, compared with previous CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ-PP data.120
As previously, it is found that Eb/a trends oppositely to relative energy:
the former decreases in strength as the latter increases. Indeed, function-
als predicting rhomboidal Au4 as the most stable isomer all predict it to
have stronger binding than y-shaped Au4. The only functional predicting a
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greater stability for y-shaped Au4, CAM-B3LYP, coherently predicts Eb/a
to be weaker in rhomboidal Au4 (1.161 eV/atom, compared to the 1.171
eV/atom in y-shaped Au4). On top of this, CAM-B3LYP Eb/a predic-
tions are also the weakest out of all five functionals, and the farthest from
CCSD(T) data,120 which indicate a binding energy of 1.570 eV/atom for
rhomboidal Au4 and 1.539 eV/atom for y-shaped Au4. On the other hand,
M06-L’s predictions are the strongest, and the closest to CCSD(T), at 1.461
eV/atom (rhomboidal Au4) and 1.439 eV/atom (y-shaped Au4).
The zig-zag isomer is reported to have a CCSD(T) Eb/a of 1.383 eV.
120
In the only two directly comparable cases (PBE and M06-L), the 1.331
eV/atom predicted by PBE is closer to CCSD(T) than the 1.322 eV/atom
calculated by M06-L; binding energies predicted by PBE, ωB97 and M06-L
for the tetrahedral TS, when the starting geometry was retained, are all
expectedly weaker.
Spectral comparison
Sample UV-Vis spectra for certain isomers of Au4 only, computed with
TD-DFT, are shown alongside the experimental spectrum133 in Appendix
A1.3.
3.4.5 Scoring and Discussion
Based on the individual Au, Au0,±2 , Au
0,±
3 and Au4 data discussed in §3.4.1–
3.4.4, the present subsection attempts to provide an overall quantitative
overview of the five tested functionals’ performance so far. A qualitative
assessment is attempted in cases where experimental data is unavailable,
particularly regarding predictions of the nanoclusters’ PES.
Properties Comparable with Experiment
Experimental Au, Au0,±2 and Au3 properties (§3.4.1–3.4.3) were used to
derive percentage deviations of the corresponding DFT predictions; these
deviations are illustrated in Figure 3.24. Particular attention will be given
to EA and IP , for which experimental comparison is possible for all of Au,
Au2 and Au3. Reference experimental values used here are the same ones
used in subsections §3.4.1-3.4.3.
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It is to be noted that Au0,±2 bond lengths are the only purely ‘geometric’
properties for which experimental data are available; remaining ones are
all electronic or energetic. The discussion will mainly focus on the effects
of replacing the PBE functional with one of the 4 long-range corrected
functionals.
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Figure 3.24 Percentage error relative to experiment of properties predicted for
Au, Au0,±2 and Au3 by each of the five tested functional; in the case of Au3, values
reported refer to the lowest energy isomer found by a particular functional (see
Figure 3.13).
Electron Affinity. Apart from the EAAu2 prediction by PBE (+6.19%
from experiment), all other predictions for EAAu, EAAu2 and EAAu3 are
lower than experiment (Figure 3.24). PBE’s predictions for EAAu (−2.17%)
and EAAu3 (−4.87%) are also the closest to experiment, but in the case of
EAAu2 the functional is outranked by CAM-B3LYP (−1.55%) and M06-
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L (−5.16%; Figure 3.24b). In addition, regardless of closeness to experi-
ment, PBE always predicts the highest electron affinities, whereas LC-PBE
(EAAu: −22.94%; EAAu3 : −15.39%) and ωB97 (EAAu2 : −20.10%) alter-
nate in predicting the lowest/farthest. No systematic effect is thus observed
on EA predictions upon introducing any of the long-range corrected func-
tionals.
Ionisation Potential. CAM-B3LYP’s prediction for IPAu, as well as those
of PBE for both IPAu and IPAu2 , are higher than experiment, whereas all
remaining predictions are lower (Figure 3.24). PBE again yields the highest
IPAu, IPAu2 and IPAu3 out of the five tested functionals, and even comes
closest to experiment in the case of IPAu2 (+0.32%) and IPAu3 (−2.53%).
The IPAu prediction closest to experiment (+0.22%) is given by CAM-
B3LYP. The farthest IPAu, IPAu2 and IPAu3 predictions are instead all
given by ωB97 (−5.96%, −6.42%, and −14.13% respectively); these three
are also the numerically lowest IP predictions out of all the functionals.
Despite CAM-B3LYP’s best performance in two out of three cases, neither
in this case can it be concluded that there is a systematic improvement
when PBE is replaced by the other density functionals.
Bond Lengths (Au0,±2 only). In absence of experimental values for Au
0,±
3
or Au4 bond lengths, a proper evaluation of functionals across nanocluster
sizes in not possible. The analysis of percentage deviations in Figure 3.24b
confirms what was discussed in detail in §3.4.2 about Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2
bond lengths: a marked shift towards experiment upon replacement of PBE
with LC-PBE (also evident from the ‘LC-PBE dip’ in Figure 3.9), and a
lack of improvement otherwise.
Binding Energy per Atom (Au±2 only). Trends within Eb/a of neutral
Au2, and Au3 isomers, are discussed in more detail in the next chapter,
where they are contextualised with data from larger nanoclusters. Deviation
from experiment is still included in Figures 3.24b and 3.24c for completeness.
Given that, amongst charged nanoclusters, experimental Eb/a data are
only available for Au–2 and Au
+
2 , an assessment of functionals across different
nanocluster sizes is once again infeasible. Analysis of deviations in Figures
3.24b and 3.24c confirms what was reported in detail in §3.4.2: substitution
of PBE with M06-L and LC-PBE shifts Eb/a predictions for Au
–
2 and Au
+
2
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closer to experiment (cfr. Figure 3.10). Also, substitution with ωB97 does
not give an outstanding improvement, and introduction of CAM-B3LYP
worsens both predictions.
Au—Au Stretching frequencies (Au0,–2 only). Discussed next are the
percentage deviations of the Au—Au stretching frequencies of Au2 and Au
–
2
(always in Figure 3.24b). Yet again, aspects discussed in §3.4.2 are recon-
firmed, and turn out to be similar to those seen for the Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2
bond lengths: the only significant improvement compared to PBE, seen with
the introduction of LC-PBE, is clearly visible in Figure 3.24b.
λmax Predictions (Au only). For comparison with experiment, the
weighted average of the peaks from the spark spectrogram of atomic gold
is taken into account (4.95 eV; Figure 3.7a).149,336 The identity between
TD-LC-PBE’s λmax prediction and experiment (Figure 3.24a) was discussed
earlier (§3.4.1), as were the poorest performances of TD-PBE (+6.87%) and
TD-M06-L (+8.28%). Although Figure 3.24a shows there is a shift towards
experiment when PBE is replaced by three functionals out of four, it is too
difficult, due to the complexity of larger nanoparticles’ spectra (Appendix
A1), to establish whether or not this improvement always holds. The pro-
cess is also hindered by lack of implementation of SO effects in the in-house
version of Gaussian09 .
General Trends. Reviewing Figure 3.24 and the discussions in the sub-
sections above, one is able to spot a few general characteristics of the long-
range corrected functionals. It strikes in particular that LC-PBE predicts
the closest values to experiment for more properties than any other func-
tional, namely: a) ν(Au—Au) for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 ; b) Eb/a for Au
–
2 and
Au+2 (but not for Au2); and c) λmax for Au. Although LC-PBE still comes
quite close to experiment in predicting IPAu, it performs rather poorly with
electron affinities.
Apart from ωB97’s average-to-poor performance in nearly all predictions,
the remaining long-range corrected functionals M06-L and CAM-B3LYP
fare quite well, particularly the latter, which makes the closest prediction
for IPAu and EAAu2 . However, PBE itself still outranks the other function-
als in predicting EAAu, EAAu3 , IPAu2 , IPAu3 and Eb/a of Au2, signalling
that substitution with its long-range corrected counterparts is actually detri-
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mental in these cases.
The final point to note is that for none of the properties, not even IP
and EA, the functionals have a fixed rank in their numerical predictions.
The imprecision amongst some of the experimental measurements them-
selves (e.g. IPAu2
106,138 and EAAu3),
138,339 is a further caveat : functionals
appearing to perform well with respect to one experimental reference may
turn out to be mediocre with another.
Isomer geometries and Relative energies
Having already discussed in detail the predicted PES and isomer energies
of Au3, Au
–
3, Au
+
3 and Au4 (§3.4.3 and §3.4.4), this section attempts to
pinpoint any trends occurring across these four species.
For both Au–3 and Au
+
3 , higher-energy isomers are all consistently pre-
dicted to be well over the 0.026 eV kBT above the respective global minima
(linear singlet Au–3 and triangular singlet Au
+
3 ), with relatively little devia-
tion from functional to functional (Figures 3.14 and 3.15).
For Au3 and Au4, the overall incoherence of changes in the PES upon
replacement of PBE with one of the long-range corrected functionals was
already pointed out (Figures 3.13 and 3.22). In the case of Au3, replace-
ment of PBE leads to shifts in isomer stability which can approach or exceed
2kBT , and it is true that the bent and linear forms always get destabilised
with respect to the >60°. However, such discrepancies on a similar scale
occur between literature MP2 and CCSD(T) values too.106 In the case of
Au4, PBE finds the y-shaped form to be +0.013 eV (0.5kBT ) above the
rhomboidal form (which incidentally has an extra Au—Au interaction). Ef-
fects of replacing PBE are very erratic, ranging from stabilisation of the
y-shaped isomer to −1.46kBT of the rhomboidal one (CAM-B3LYP) to its
destabilisation to +3.96kBT of the rhomboidal (LC-PBE). Changes seen
in the tetrahedral transition state (the ‘smallest’ instance of nonplanarity)
have little consistency too: PBE’s predicted destabilisation remains the
strongest.
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3.5 Summary and Conclusions
The aim of this study was to pick a QM simulation method able to provide
an accurate, and at the same time computationally effective, reproduction
of gold’s relativistic effects and aurophilicity. This is the first challenge of
the strategy adopted for achieving simulation of organosulfur self-assembly
on gold.
In the initial part (§3.3) seven ECP and corresponding basis sets (Table
3.1) were tested, in conjunction with the PBE density functional,130 for
their ability to predict properties of Au, Au2 and tetrahedral Au20 (Figure
3.1a), all documented experimentally.1,2,98,106,107,132,133,138,143,336–339 Com-
putational efficiency was assessed based on the time taken to optimise the
D4d isomer of Au10 (3.1b).
147 From the data, it emerges clearly that the
LANL2DZ ECP and basis set97 give the best trade-off between computa-
tional efficiency and accuracy, and are consequently chosen for use in the
remainder of the study.
In the main and final part (§3.4), PBE and four different long-range cor-
rected density functionals (§3.2.2), were tested in conjunction with LANL2DZ
for their ability to predict properties and geometries of a slightly different
set of nanoclusters: Auqn (n = 1–3; q = 0, ±1) and Au4 (Figure 3.2).
Trends emerging from this part of the study have proven to be much
less clear. From the series of electronic, geometric and energetic properties
examined for each nanocluster, none of PBE’s long-range corrected coun-
terparts lead to any particular improvement. It is true on the one hand
that LC-PBE finds the values closest to experiment compared to any other
functional in a majority of cases; on the other hand, not only does PBE
maintain the best predictions in some cases, but some long-range corrected
functionals such as ωB97 also fare averagely at best, leading to no particu-
lar improvement. To make matters worse, a significant number of property
predictions all fall well within the respective experimental errors. PES pre-
dictions for Au0,±3 and Au4 are even more difficult to characterise due to
the lack of experimental data; nonetheless, in this case too, changes induced
by introduction of long-range corrections do not appear to be systematic in
any way.
This study has so far expectedly confirmed that the task of reproducing
gold’s rich chemistry is not an easy one, even for the small cluster sizes anal-
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ysed. In light of the mixed results obtained here, it is clear that the initial
aim of picking a suitable electronic structure method is not yet fulfilled. It
is therefore decided to continue the functional validation study, extending it
to comprise larger nanocluster sizes, but restricting the choice of functionals
(as motivated in §4.2.3). This second part is outlined in the next chapter.
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4 Challenge I: Reproducing the
Chemical Properties of Gold
Part 2: The 2D-3D transition
4.1 Purpose and Outline of the Study
The previously described validation process of five density functionals has
proven inconclusive (§3.4 and §3.5); if a reliable QM approach for gold
simulation is to be benchmarked, it is therefore essential that this issue be
further explored, extending it beyond the less representative set of small
gold nanoclusters employed in the previous chapter.
In this chapter, already published in part,109 the quest for a suitable den-
sity functional is consequently transferred to another key context: predict-
ing the nanocluster size at which nonplanar isomers become energetically
preferred over planar ones. The relevance of this not yet properly deter-
mined 2D-3D transition threshold,5,65,85,95,121,122,139,147,150–153 and its likely
dependence on the complex interplay between relativistic effects and au-
rophilicity was outlined in §1.4. Also, like the previous chapter, this one too
only focusses on energetically optimised structures, and not on their flux-
ionality (cfr. §1.4.4): kinetic energy is omitted at this stage, and energetic
interconversion barriers between the structures studied are not investigated.
4.1.1 Au8: Cloverleaf or Nugget?
The initial focus of this investigation is an oft-adopted case study for the 2D-
3D transition: the planar and nonplanar low-energy isomers of Au8 (§4.2.1
and Figure 4.1). As I reviewed (§1.4.4), previous studies, not only those fea-
turing DFT, but also those employing post-SCF methods (affording a better
treatment of long-range correlation), all fail to clarify whether or not the for-
mer are more stable than the latter.5,65,87,89,91,94,95,100,102,114,123,124,139,144,147–152,154,155
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Nonetheless, as this Thesis was being written, a full CCSD(T) optimisation
of Au8 isomers in Figure 4.1 was published,
127 adding considerable weight
to the planar isomer hypothesis.
Confirmatory Post-SCF Calculations
Thus, before continuing the density functional validation, a series of sys-
tematic post-SCF calculations are first performed on the four lowest-energy
isomers of Au8 (one 2D ‘cloverleaf’ and three 3D ‘nuggets’), with the aim of
shedding more light on previous contradictory findings, and better contex-
tualising the influence of aurophilicity and long-range correlation on gold
nanocluster planarity. It is also intended to distinguish this influence from
basis set effects.
B2PLYP and (the better-converged) CCSD(T) calculations all predict the
cloverleaf as the most stable isomer. MP2 calculations instead find a greater
stability for the nuggets, and an out-of-plane distortion for the cloverleaf:
both are attributed to its overbinding and overestimation of aurophilicity.
Density Functional Validation
Subsequently, two of the five density functionals used in chapter 3, PBE130
and M06-L,112 are further validated based on their ability to reproduce
the outcomes of the post-SCF calculations above. PBE calculations are
found to qualitatively reproduce B2PLYP and CCSD(T), whereas M06-L
calculations are closer to MP2, signalling that M06-L too exhibits a degree
of overbinding.
4.1.2 Au7 and Au10: Neighbours of Au8
To complete the investigation, the DFT study with M06-L and PBE is con-
tinued on selected 2D and 3D isomers of Au7 and Au10 (§4.2.1) along the
lines of the functional validation in chapter 3. Predictions of isomers’ rela-
tive energies are compared as before and, in addition, binding energy pre-
dictions are examined jointly with those for Au8 and nanoclusters from the
previous chapter. The same patterns seen with Au8 isomers are confirmed
with Au7 and Au10, with M06-L/LANL2DZ predicting greater energetic
stability for nonplanar isomers (in open contradiction with experimental
results for Au7),
119,132 and PBE/LANL2DZ preferring planar isomers.
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Comparison of predicted binding energies reveals that PBE and M06-L
predictions for the smaller clusters are closer to experiment than those by
the other three functionals tested in the previous chapter. As nanoclus-
ter size increases and higher-bound isomers become possible, M06-L Eb/a
predictions are clearly seen to ‘overtake’ PBE predictions, in a further con-
firmation of the former’s overbinding nature: this brings M06-L predictions
numerically closer to post-SCF ones.
Summing up all the evidence from the previous and current chapters, it is
finally decided, for the remainder of the project, to adopt the PBE/LANL2DZ
method to treat gold.
4.2 Specific Procedural Details and Justification
Standard procedures as implemented by Gaussian09 (i.e. the three post-SCF
methods, and items listed in §3.2) are already described in chapter 2.
Methodological notes relevant to this stage of the investigation are ex-
plained in the following subsections. I have previously pointed out (§1.4,
§2.2.2 and §2.2.7) the intrinsically poor treatment of long-range correlation
by standard DFT functionals, the detrimental consequences this can have
on the reproduction (and investigation) of aurophilicity, and potential so-
lutions to this.87,110–116 Choice of the methods described below, both DFT
and post-SCF, revolves around this central issue.
4.2.1 Choice and Construction of Nanoclusters and their
Isomers
Au8
The centrepiece of the first part of the study are the isomers of Au8 de-
picted in Figure 4.1: one planar “cloverleaf” (F2), and three nonplanar
“nuggets” (F5, F6 and F8). CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) calculations published
in 2005102 found these four forms to be the most stable ones amongst the
∼11 (depicted in Figure 1.5) characterising Au8’s PES. Consequently, these
isomers have since appeared in a number of post-SCF studies addressing
the 2D-3D transition,87,100,102,123,124 all previously summarised (§1.4.4):109
these post-SCF studies are an extremely useful point of reference, and the
four Au8 isomers they feature therefore represent a natural choice for this
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Figure 4.1 Low energy isomers of Au8 discussed in this chapter, including the
planar “cloverleaf” (F2/S1) and the three nonplanar “nuggets” (F5/S3, F6/S4
and F8/S6); SX labels follow Olson’s original naming scheme;100,102 FX labels
follow the revised nomenclature used in this work; in isomers F5 and F6, atoms
on alternating planes are coloured yellow and brown, to aid visualisation.
study. Further details are found in §4.3.
Accessory DFT calculations on the remaining 7 low-energy isomers of Au8
are included in Appendix A2.
Au7 and Au10
For the final leg of DFT validations, two “neighbours” of Au8 are chosen
to be studied alongside it. The first is Au7, whose 7 isomers employed are
illustrated in Figure 4.2. The choice of Au7 is dictated by the fact that it is
the largest nanocluster whose dimensionality is determined experimentally:
two far-IR multiple photon dissociation (FIR-MPD) spectroscopic studies
by Gruene, Ghiringhelli et al.119,132 establish the planar capped triangular
isomer (pct) as the predominant one in the gas phase. Moreover, a useful
set of post-SCF calculations on some Au7 isomers was published in 2012,
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much along the lines of the Au8 studies. To my best knowledge, no other
experimental or post-SCF data are available for Au7, aside from further
non-resolutive spectral data by Lecoultre shown in Appendix A1.133
The Au7 isomers in Figure 4.2 were variously derived from previous lit-
erature;132,138,148,151 further details are found in §4.4.1.
The other Au8 neighbour chosen for investigation is Au10: it is considered
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Figure 4.2 Low-energy isomers of Au7 discussed in this chapter (all minima;
details in Table 4.7).
a more strategic choice than Au9, because it is located at the next-largest
proposed 2D-3D transition threshold, Au10-Au11.
95 At this size, the number
of low-energy isomers starts being too high for an extensive systematic study
to be practicable; indeed, several different low symmetry 3D isomers of Au10
are alternatively reported as global minima.89,144,150 For this study, only
three previously cited5,65,94,139,147–149,151 representative isomers are chosen
to start with, to which I add other low symmetry ones encountered during
optimisation (Figure 4.3); further details in §4.4.2.
Starting structures of Au7, Au8 and Au10 isomers described above are all
constructed manually using the same criteria mentioned in §3.2.3. Apart
from the triangular planar isomer of Au10 (§4.2.1 and §4.4.2), treated as
a triplet, all species with an even number of electrons are assumed to be
of singlet spin state, and those with an odd electron count of doublet spin
state.
Except for the CCSD(T) calculations (§4.2.2), which are single-point,
all remaining calculations again involve: a) full optimisation of each con-
structed starting structure; b) a frequency calculation on the resulting struc-
ture in order to characterise its nature on the PES; and c) a test of its
wavefunction’s spatial and spin-stability.301
4.2.2 Post-SCF calculations on Au8 isomers
Methods described in this subsection are employed in the part of the study
devoted to low-energy isomers of Au8 (§4.1.1, §4.2.1 and §4.3): they are prin-
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Figure 4.3 Low-energy isomers of Au10 discussed in this chapter (minima and
1st order transition states). Inset: ‘low symmetry isomers’ encountered during
optimisation. In the bicapped square antiprismatic isomer (which has the same
structure as TSPBE1; see §4.4.2), atoms on alternating planes are coloured yellow
and brown to aid visualisation. All details in Table 4.9.
cipally chosen because of their improved treatment of long-range correlation,
and based on previous post-SCF studies on Au8 (§1.4.4).
87,100,102,109,123,124
B2PLYP optimisations with different ECPs and basis sets
The first of the post-SCF methods employed, chosen after its use on Au8 by
Schwabe and Grimme,87 is the double-hybrid density functional (DHDF)
method B2PLYP (§2.2.8).87,111 For the sole purpose of assessing basis set
effects, B2PLYP optimisations of the four reference Au8 isomers are run
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in conjunction with four different ECPs and basis sets of increasing size,
all with 19 valence electrons: a) LANL2DZ;97 b) SBKJC(1f ) (vide infra);
c) MWB60;101 and d) cc-pVTZ-PP (vide infra).
Table 4.1 Contraction schemes of additional basis sets used and/or mentioned in
this chapter; all have 19 valence electrons
ECP / Basis set Contraction Scheme Reference
SKBJC(1f ) (7s,7p,5d,1f ) → [4s,4p,3d,1f ] 100,102,104
uncSKBJC(3f,2g)a (7s,7p,5d,3f,2g) → [7s,7p,5d,3f,2g ] 100,102,104
MWB60 (8s,7p,6d) → [6s,5p,3d ] 101
SDB60b (8s,7p,6d,2f ) → [6s,5p,3d,2f ] 342
MDF+2fgb (8s,6p,5d,2f,1g) → [7s,3p,4d,2f,1g ] 74,123
def2-QZVPPc (9s,8p,6d,4f,2g) → [7s,5p,4d,4f,2g ] 101,343
cc-pVTZ-PP (10s,9p,8d,2f,1g) → [5s,5p,4d,2f,1g ] 156,292
a not directly employed in this work; used by Olson, Gordon et al.100,102
b not directly employed in this work; used by Lee and Kim126
c not directly employed in this work; used by Schwabe and Grimme87
Contraction schemes for LANL2DZ and MWB60 were given in Table 3.1.
SBKJC(1f ) and cc-pVTZ-PP are newly introduced in this chapter, and
their contraction scheme is given in Table 4.1; both are variously used in
previous Au8 studies.
100,102,123,124 SBKJC(1f ) is the SBKJC basis set104
augmented by an extra f-polarization function (exponent=0.89). cc-pVTZ-
PP is a correlation consistent, triple-ζ basis set, specifically designed by
Peterson and Puzzarini156 for use with ECPs by Figgen et al.;292 because cc-
pVTZ-PP is not directly implemented in Gaussian09 , the version reported
in the Basis Set Exchange288 is input for each calculation.
For completeness, Table 4.1 also lists the contraction for the def2-QZVPP
basis set:343 this is not directly used in this study, but is used in conjunc-
tion with the MWB60 ECP101 in Schwabe and Grimme’s own B2PLYP
calculations,87 which I refer to in the discussion.
MP2 optimisations and CCSD(T) single-point calculations
Subsequently, I proceed with a set of MP2 and CCSD(T) computations,
using exactly the same procedure reported in the reference studies by Olson
and co-workers:100,102 firstly, the four reference isomers are optimised using
MP2/SBKJC(1f ). These MP2-optimised structures are then used as the
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input for single-point energy calculations with CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ). In
addition, to obtain a further set of data points, the CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
single-point calculations are repeated, this time using the PBE/LANL2DZ-
optimised structures (see §4.2.3 and §4.3.4) as the input. Full CCSD(T)
reoptimisation of Au8 isomers is too expensive computationally (cfr. §2.2.6).
In one special case (§4.3.2), to enforce planarity of Au8 F2 during MP2
optimisation, this is repeated: a) freezing all of the cluster’s dihedrals to 0°;
and b) explicitly imposing a loose constraint on its (D4h) symmetry.
Amongst the previous MP2 calculations cited for comparison are those
with the augmented, fully uncontracted uncSBKJC(3f,2g) basis set:100,102
its contraction scheme too is included for completeness in Table 4.1.
4.2.3 Further Density Functional Validation on Au7, Au8
and Au10 isomers
The M06-L functional,344 already used in Chapter 3, is an exception to the
standard functionals used in most DFT studies (including PBE), which do
not account for long-range correlation: in §1.4.3 and §2.2.7, I have already
discussed its especially attractive characteristics in terms of its success with
AuNPs,120–122 its recovery of long-range correlation, and its meta-GGA
nature. For these reasons, and despite its average performance in the pre-
vious chapter, it thus seems logical to continue investigating the M06-L
functional in this part of the study, alongside PBE, which is maintained
as a standard for comparison. On the other hand, investigation of the LC-
PBE, CAM-B3LYP and ωB97 functionals is not continued: aside from their
equally average performance on smaller gold nanoclusters, these functionals
(§2.2.7) only retrieve fractions of long-range (Hartree-Fock) exchange, not
correlation, and therefore have no relevance to the study of aurophilicity.
In light of the above, and maintaining LANL2DZ as the preferred ECP/basis
set, validation of M06-L and PBE is continued on the four Au8 refer-
ence isomers (based on the outcome of post-SCF calculations), and com-
pleted with Au7 and Au10 isomers. Au8 isomers are also optimised with
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) and M06-L/SBKJC(1f ): this allows a consistent compar-
ison with the calculated post-SCF/SBKJC(1f ) binding energies. The Au7
validation is also based on previous MP2/MDF+2fg74,123 and CCSD(T)/SDB60342
calculations by Lee and Kim (cfr. Au4 in the previous chapter):
126 contrac-
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tion schemes for these basis sets are reported in Table 4.1 for clarity.
4.3 Results I: Au8 Nugget or Au8 Cloverleaf?
Below, followed by a general discussion, I report findings from all of the
B2PLYP, MP2, CCSD(T) and DFT calculations carried out on the Au8
cloverleaf (F2/D4h), and nuggets (F5/Td; F6/C2v; F8/D2d; Figure 4.1).
Table 4.2 gives an overview of all these calculations, indicating the isomers’
resulting point group after each (the starting point group is not always main-
tained); it also summarises previous studies, which have alternatively pre-
dicted F2,5,65,87,91,94,95,100,102,114,123,127,139,148,149,151,152,154,155 F5,89,100,102,147,150
F6,91,95,144 or F887,100,102 as the global minimum.
Table 4.2 Summary of DFT and post-SCF calculations on the Au8 cloverleaf
and nuggets (structure and nomenclature in Figure 4.1; all spin singlets); each
subdivision either corresponds to the cloverleaf, or to an individual nugget. A 1st
order TS found when optimising the cloverleaf with MP2 is shown separately; all
other points are minima
[Method or Functional] /
ECP & basis set
Studies reporting as global
minimum
Final geometry;
point group
Au8 F2; cloverleaf; D4h
PBE/LANL2DZ
5,65,94,114,123,139,148,149,151,152,154,155,
F2; D4h
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) F2; D4h
M06-L/LANL2DZ F2; D2d
M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) F2; D2h
B2PLYP/LANL2DZ F2; D4h
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f )
87,100,a 95,b 91,c 102,d 127e
F2; D4h
B2PLYP/MWB60 F2; D4h
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP F2; D4h
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) F2; D2d
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )f F2; [D2d]
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )g F2; [D4h]
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) F2; D4h
h
Au8 F5; nugget; Td
PBE/LANL2DZ
89,147,150,102,i 100a
F5; Td
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) F5; Td
M06-L/LANL2DZ F5; Td
M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) F5; Td
B2PLYP/LANL2DZ F5; Td
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) F5; Td
B2PLYP/MWB60 F5; Td
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP F5; Td
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Table 4.2 (cont.)
[Method or Functional] /
ECP & basis set
Studies reporting as global
minimum
Final geometry;
point group
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) F5; Td
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )f F5; [Td]
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )g F5; [Td]
Au8 F6; nugget; C2v
PBE/LANL2DZ
144,91,j 95k
F6; C2v
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) F6; C2v
M06-L/LANL2DZ F6; C2v
M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) F6; C2v
B2PLYP/LANL2DZ F6; C2v
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) F6; C2v
B2PLYP/MWB60 F6; C2v
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP F6; C2v
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) F6; C2v
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )f F6; [C2v]
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )g F6; [C2v]
Au8 F8; nugget; D2d
PBE/LANL2DZ
102,l 87,100a
F8; D2d
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) F8; D2d
M06-L/LANL2DZ F8; D2d
M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) F8; D2d
B2PLYP/LANL2DZ F8; D2d
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) F8; D2d
B2PLYP/MWB60 F8; D2d
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP F8; D2d
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) F8; D2d
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )f F8; [D2d]
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )g F8; [D2d]
a With part of the methods reported b With all methods reported save SVWN5/LANL2DZ
c With 19 valence e− functionals d DFT methods only
e Full CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP optimisation f Single-point calculation on MP2/SBKJC(1f )-
optimised geometry g Single-point calculation on PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised geometry
h Planar 1st order TS (Figure 4.6) i With CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
j With the 11 valence e− functional k With SVWN5/LANL2DZ l With MP2/SBKJC(1f )
4.3.1 B2PLYP Computations
Trends in the energies of B2PLYP-optimised Au8 nuggets, all relative to
form F2, are illustrated in Figure 4.4, where they are compared with B2PLYP
results by Schwabe and Grimme (B2PLYP/MWB60/def2-QZVPP)87 who,
however, do not report results for Au8 F6. The first thing to note from
Figure 4.4 is that all B2PLYP optimisations, regardless of basis set size,
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find the nugget isomers F5, F6 and F8 to be higher in energy relative to
their cloverleaf counterpart F2.
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Figure 4.4 Energies relative to cloverleaf Au8 (F2) of the four Au8 isomers inves-
tigated in the present work (Figure 4.1), found upon optimisation with B2PLYP
in conjunction with the four chosen basis sets. The fifth dataset included for com-
parison is that by Schwabe and Grimme (B2PLYP/MWB60/def2-QZVPP; F6 not
reported).87 ∗ denotes nugget isomers.
As basis set size is increased (cfr. Table 4.1), an evident trend is seen
in B2PLYP results (see Figure 4.4): predicted instabilities of the nugget
isomers F5, F6, and F8 with respect to F2 tend to get progressively
larger, culminating with the +0.356 eV and +0.344 eV predicted for Au8
F8 by the (roughly similar in size) B2PLYP/MWB60/def2-QZVPP87 and
B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP respectively. The ‘jump’ in nugget instability is es-
pecially evident when MWB60 is substituted with MWB60/def2-QZVPP
or cc-pVTZ-PP, amounting to about 0.15–0.2 eV. A minor exception to
the general pattern is Au8 F5, for which B2PLYP/MWB60 finds a slightly
greater stability than the smaller B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ).
It is to be noted from the data that, regardless of basis set, nugget isomers
F5, F6 and F8 are found close together in energy, and less stable than
F2. Amongst the nuggets themselves, F8 is always found as the least
stable nugget and F5 as the most stable (save with B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP,
which predicts F6). Significantly, the (higher-bound) 3D nuggets are never
favoured energetically over the cloverleaf despite the MP2-like nature of the
PT2 perturbation (§2.2.8), which one would expect to share its overbinding
nature.
No unusual trends emerge when examining final B2PLYP-optimised ge-
ometries (Table 4.2): point groups of the starting structures are always
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preserved. The same is true for the calculated binding energies per atom
(Eb/a) shown in Table 4.3, with values closely reflecting the relative en-
ergy patterns in Figure 4.4. Due to the presence of f-polarisation functions,
Eb/as predicted by B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) are stronger than those predicted
by B2PLYP/MWB60, despite their similar size (Table 4.1).
4.3.2 MP2 Computations
Outcomes of MP2/SBKJC(1f ) optimisations of Au8 F2, F5, F6 and F8 are
summarised in Table 4.2. In Figure 4.5, relative energies of our four reference
Au8 isomers are compared with two sets of data by Olson and Gordon
100
after optimisations with: the fully uncontracted MP2/uncSBKJC(3f,2g);
MP2/cc-pVTZ-PP; and the same MP2/SBKJC(1f ) employed in the present
work.
Comparing energies of isomers F5, F6 and F8 relative to F2, it is found
that predictions reported by Olson and Gordon100 surpass my own, respec-
tively, by 30%, 32% and 46%. Little deviation from the original figures is
seen after the optimisation is repeated with either: (a) complete decontrac-
tion of the SBKJC(1f ) basis set as previously used in a related preceding
study;67 or (b) addition of one s and one p diffuse function (both with ex-
ponent 0.01) reported in the same work. Such persisting discrepancies could
then possibly arise as a result of different MP2/SBKJC(1f ) ground state
geometries being obtained.
At least qualitatively, however, there are similarities between in-house
Table 4.3 Binding energies of the four Au8 isomers inves-
tigated in the present work (Figure 4.1), as predicted by
B2PLYP optimisations in conjunction with the four chosen
basis sets
Eb/a (eV/atom)
ECP & Basis set F2 F5∗ F6∗ F8∗
LANL2DZ 1.653 1.641 1.637 1.633
SBKJC(1f ) 1.875 1.850 1.850 1.849
MWB60 1.689 1.666 1.660 1.657
cc-pVTZ-PP 1.897 1.854 1.857 1.852
* nugget isomer
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Figure 4.5 Energies relative to cloverleaf Au8 (F2) of the four Au8 isomers
investigated in the present work (Figure 4.1), found upon optimisation with
MP2/SBKJC(1f ). Previous MP2/SBKJC(1f ), MP2/SBKJC(3f,2g) and MP2/cc-
pVTZ-PP data by Olson and Gordon100 are included for comparison. ∗ denotes
nugget isomers.
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) data and those in the reference study.100 All three nugget
isomers of Au8 are consistently found to have greater energetic stability than
F2, with the F8 D2d nugget always showing the greatest stability, and by
far outranking the other two. This is in line with the tendency of MP2
to favour overbound isomers, and reminiscent of Pyykko¨’s indication that
this method overestimates aurophilicity.1 Indeed, F8’s greatest stability is
not only also confirmed by Olson and Gordon’s MP2/uncSBKJC(3f,2g)
and MP2/cc-VTZ-PP data (Figure 4.5), but also by all other MP2 cal-
culations they report.100 The same also holds for a MP2/MWB60/def2-
QZVPP optimisation reported by Schwabe and Grimme (F6 not tested as
with B2PLYP).87
Focussing on the energy gap separating the intermediate nuggets F5 and
F6, this is found to be fairly small at 0.025 eV (i.e. close to the 300K ther-
mal energy 0.026 eV), with the two consequently showing similar stabilities
relative to F2. More specifically, my own MP2/SBKJC(1f ) results indicate
F6 is slightly more stable than F5: the same is found by Olson and Gor-
don’s MP2/uncSBKJC(3f,2g) and MP2/cc-pVTZ-PP calculations,100 how-
ever, whereas the F5–F6 gap found by the former is close to zero (0.008
eV), the latter predicts an even larger gap than my own (0.039 eV).
The MP2 optimisation carried out here also leads to an out-of-plane dis-
tortion of the Au8 cloverleaf (Figure 4.6), lowering its symmetry from D4h
to D2d: this is reported in previous MP2 optimisations too.
100 This ‘closing
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Figure 4.6 View along the plane of: (top) the Au8 F2 minimum (D2d symmetry);
and (bottom) first-order transition state (+0.006 eV; D4h symmetry) as obtained
upon optimisation with MP2/SBKJC(1f ).
up’ of the cloverleaf, which brings two opposite vertex atoms closer together
and maximises their interaction, is another consequence of MP2’s overbind-
ing effect, and further evidence of its preference for higher-bound nonplanar
isomers.
In order to verify how my own MP2/SBKJC(1f ) implementation iden-
tifies perfectly planar Au8 F2, optimisation of the F2 starting structure
is repeated twice, with different constraints to enforce planarity (listed in
§4.2.2). In both cases, and in line with the reference study,100,102 the per-
fectly planar D4h structure is identified as a first order transition state
(Figure 4.6), with a tiny instability compared to the nonplanar minimum
(+0.006 eV). Such a small difference in energy between the distorted min-
imum and the planar transition state means that taking the former as the
zero-point reference for the MP2/SBKJC(1f ) relative energies has a negli-
gible effect; it also suggests that at room temperature the geometry would
be ill-defined, with equivalent D2d isomers interconverting rapidly through
the D4h transition state.
Expectedly, predicted Eb/as (Table 4.4) reflect the isomers’ relative en-
ergy profile, dropping from the F8 isomer’s 2.476 eV/atom to the distorted
cloverleaf’s 2.347 eV/atom. Binding in the planar cloverleaf transition state
is just 0.001 eV/atom weaker than in the distorted minimum.
4.3.3 CCSD(T) Computations
The next focus is on single-point CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) calculations (§4.2.2),
carried out both on the MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised geometries generated
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Table 4.4 Binding energies of the four
Au8 isomers investigated in the present
work (Figures 4.1 and 4.6), and of the D4h
1st order TS (Figure 4.6), as predicted by
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) optimisations
Eb/a (eV/atom)
F2 F5∗ F6∗ F8∗ F2a
2.347 2.440 2.443 2.476 2.346
* nugget isomer a Planar 1st order
TS (Figure 4.6)
above and on the PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised geometries (discussed later on
in §4.3.4). Relative energies predicted by the two sets of CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
calculations are shown in Figure 4.7, with the energy of MP2/SBKJC(1f )-
optimised Au8 F2 taken as the zero-point for both sets.
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Figure 4.7 Energies relative to MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised Au8 F2 of the four
Au8 isomers investigated in the present work (Figure 4.1), as predicted by single-
point CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) calculations on: MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised struc-
tures; and PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised structures. ∗ denotes nugget isomers.
There are two things to note:
1. Carrying out a single-point calculation, instead of a full optimisation
to a geometric minimum, is itself bound to introduce some inaccuracy,
especially considering the report of Diefenbach and Kim,123 who warn
about the risk of deviations in MP2 geometries. The introduction of
the extra set of PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised starting geometries, found
to be lower in energy than the previous one (vide infra), should help
to partly reduce this inaccuracy.
2. CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) calculations in this study and those by Ol-
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son and Gordon100 are likely carried out on different ground state
geometries, given the discordant MP2/SBKJC(1f ) results discussed
in §4.3.2: I therefore expect these mismatches to be exacerbated,
and abstain from making any further direct comparisons between
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) data from the two studies.
My own CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) calculations on the MP2/SBKJC(1f )-
optimised structures predict the three nugget isomers to be already less
stable than the cloverleaf (Figure 4.7). F5 is found as the most stable
nugget (+0.078 eV with respect to F2), followed by F6 (+0.101 eV), and
the least stable F8 (+0.118 eV). Notably, these cloverleaf-nugget separa-
tions are greater than the 300K thermal energy (0.026 eV): the F2-F5 gap
amounts to 3.0kBT ; F2-F6 to 3.9kBT ; and F2-F8 to 4.5kBT . Nugget-
nugget energy differences remain instead close or below kBT .
Calculations on the PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised structures predict all four
of them to be significantly lower in energy than the previous set, and there-
fore closer to their respective CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) minima. Stabilisations
range from 0.091 eV (F2) to 0.110 eV (F5), and are emphasized in Figure
4.7 by calculating all energies relative to MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised F2.
Despite this important difference, the cloverleaf’s stability with respect to
the nuggets is maintained. The F2-F6 and F2-F8 gaps only undergo a
slight reduction (to 3.7kBT and 4.1kBT respectively), and the F2-F5 gap
shrinks slightly more, by 0.8kBT , to 2.2kBT .
Table 4.5 Binding energies of the four Au8 isomers investigated in the
present work (Figure 4.1), as predicted by CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) single-
point calculations on the MP2/SBKJC(1f )- and PBE/LANL2DZ-
optimised geometries
Eb/a (eV/atom)
Method / ECP & Basis set F2 F5∗ F6∗ F8∗
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )a 1.989 1.979 1.977 1.974
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )b 2.000 1.993 1.988 1.987
* nugget isomer
a Single-point calculation on MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised ge-
ometry
b Single-point calculation on PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised geom-
etry
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Summarised in Table 4.5, isomer Eb/as again inversely reflect their en-
ergetic stability. For the PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised structures, predictions
range from 2.000 eV/atom for the most stable F2 to 1.987 eV/atom for the
least stable F8; for the MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised set, the range is from
1.989 eV/atom to 1.974 eV/atom.
4.3.4 Density Functional Validation (Au8 isomers)
Having now generated my own set of post-SCF data and contrasted it with
previous publications, the last part of this Au8 study is devoted to con-
tinuing the density functional validation based on these results. Optimi-
sations are thus carried out on the nuggets and cloverleaf using PBE130
and M06-L,112 in combination with the LANL2DZ97 ECP/basis set chosen
previously.
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Figure 4.8 Energy of the four reference Au8 isomers (Figure 4.1) relative to Au8
F2: predictions by the two DFT methods tested in the present study (PBE and
M06-L), in conjunction with LANL2DZ and SBKJC(1f ), are compared to those by:
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ); MP2/SBKJC(1f ); and CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) single-point
(PBE/LANL2DZ geometry, F2 = 0.000 eV). ∗ denotes nugget isomers.
Additional PBE/SBKJC(1f ) and M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) optimisations are
carried out too, but mainly serve later on as a reference to compare general
trends in binding energies at fixed SBKJC(1f ) basis set (§4.3.5). As before,
all these DFT optimisation outcomes are included in Table 4.2’s general
recap: note that when the cloverleaf is optimised with M06-L/SBKJC(1f ),
the central Au4 square distorts to a rhombus, lowering the symmetry from
D4h to D2h (cfr. D4h to D2d for M06-L/LANL2DZ).
In addition, Figure 4.8 compares the relative energies calculated by all
DFT optimisations to those predicted by the post-SCF methodologies ex-
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amined in §4.3.1–4.3.3 above. From the figure, I note in passing that with
both PBE and M06-L the effect of increasing the basis set from LANL2DZ
to SBKJC(1f ) is opposite to the one seen with B2PLYP data: energies of
the nuggets are all slightly stabilised, regardless of whether they are found
more (M06-L) or less (PBE) stable than the cloverleaf. However, the rela-
tive energy pattern given by both DFT and B2PLYP remains qualitatively
similar with both LANL2DZ and SBKJC(1f ).
Comparison with B2PLYP
With all three nuggets being found less stable than the cloverleaf, PBE/LANL2DZ’s
prediction (F5 +0.399 eV, F6 +0.398 eV, F8 +0.534 eV) is found to be
qualitatively analogous to that of B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) (F5: +0.198 eV,
F6: +0.201 eV, F8: +0.210 eV), but not to M06-L/LANL2DZ’s (Figure
4.8).
However, even if the SBKJC(1f ) basis set being employed with B2PLYP
is larger than the LANL2DZ being employed with PBE, the predicted in-
stabilities of the nuggets with respect to Au8 F2 are still greater in the
latter case than in the former: taking the most stable nugget found by
PBE/LANL2DZ as a reference (F6, +0.398 eV), it can be seen that it
is still farther in energy from F2 than the least stable nugget found by
B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) (F8, +0.210 eV above F2). Also, if on the one hand,
according to PBE/LANL2DZ, F8 is 34% more unstable than the (near-
identical) F5 and F6, it is clear from Figure 4.8 that, on the other hand,
this is not so with B2PLYP: all three nuggets are found higher in energy
than F2 by roughly similar amounts (cfr. §4.3.1).
Comparison with MP2
In contrast, M06-L/LANL2DZ optimisations find F2 to be the highest-
energy Au8 form out of the four investigated: the method is therefore similar
in this respect to the MP2/SBKJC(1f ) (Figure 4.8), and gives a completely
opposite prediction to that of PBE/LANL2DZ and B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ).
Furthermore, it is interesting to see that the cloverleaf’s out-of-plane dis-
tortion to D2d resulting from MP2 optimisations (Figure 4.6) is reproduced
by M06-L/LANL2DZ too (Table 4.2), albeit to a lesser extent. Together
with the stronger Eb/a values (see Table 4.4 and Table 4.6 further below),
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this clearly indicates a preference of M06-L for 3D structures; the same
observation is made on charged nanoclusters by Ferrighi and co-workers.122
Qualitative differences between MP2 and M06-L data begin to emerge
upon comparison of the nuggets’ relative stability: whereas the latter finds
F8 as the least stable nugget (only −0.130 eV compared to the cloverleaf),
the former finds the reverse, with F8 as the most stable nugget (−1.029
eV), and replaced by F5 as the least stable (−0.746 eV). Furthermore,
when results are compared quantitatively (Figure 4.8), it is evident that the
stabilising effect of M06-L/LANL2DZ optimisations on the nugget isomers
is much smaller than that afforded by MP2/SBKJC(1f ) (over 3 times less
for F5, almost 4 times less for F6 and almost 8 times less for F8).
Comparison with CCSD(T)
Although some reservations remain about its treatment of correlation in
gold,85,157 CCSD(T) is normally accepted as the best-converged post-SCF
method out of the three used. Given the greater energetic stability predicted
by CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) single-point calculations for the PBE/LANL2DZ-
optimised structures, only data from these calculations are chosen for com-
parison; data regarding the MP2/SBKJC(1f )-optimised structures will hence-
forth be excluded from all further discussion. Relative energy predictions
(Figure 4.8) again follow more similar trends to PBE/LANL2DZ and B2PLYP/
SBKJC(1f ) optimisations, and opposite to M06-L/LANL2DZ and MP2/SBKJC(1f ):
F2 is found as the most stable isomer and F8 as the least stable. Quantita-
tively, however, the predicted energetic gap between cloverleaf and nuggets
(0.087 eV on average) remains much smaller than that predicted by PBE/LANL2DZ
(0.443 eV). Having said this, the recent set of CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP opti-
misations actually reduces this discrepancy,127 and restores the cloverleaf-
nugget gap to 0.264 eV on average.
Some qualitative differences remain too, in terms of the nuggets’ stability:
whereas PBE/LANL2DZ finds F5 and F6 to have near-identical energies
relative to F2 (+0.399 eV and +0.398 eV respectively), CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
data show that F5 (+0.058 eV) and F6 (+0.096 eV) are separated by an
extra 0.038 eV. In this case, it is M06-L/LANL2DZ that shows better agree-
ment, predicting a 0.030 eV gap between F5 and F6.
I mentioned earlier that all nugget-nugget separations predicted by CCSD(T)/
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SBKJC(1f ) remain close to or within the 300K thermal energy: this is
clearly not the case according to PBE/LANL2DZ, which that the gap
separating F8 from F6–F5 is considerably larger (0.135-0.136 eV). M06-
L/LANL2DZ improves this prediction only slightly, reducing the F5–F8
gap to 0.097 eV and the F6–F8 gap to 0.067 eV.
Comparison of Binding Energies per Atom
Binding energies predicted by PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ are
shown in Table 4.6, along with their SBKJC(1f ) equivalents for complete-
ness.
Table 4.6 Binding energies of the four Au8 isomers investigated in the
present work (Figure 4.1), as predicted by DFT optimisations (PBE and
M06-L), each in conjunction with LANL2DZ and SBKJC(1f )
Eb/a (eV/atom)
Method / ECP & Basis set F2 F5∗ F6∗ F8∗
PBE/LANL2DZ 1.874 1.824 1.824 1.807
PBE/SBKJC(1f ) 1.967 1.923 1.922 1.908
M06-L/LANL2DZ 1.920 1.949 1.945 1.937
M06-L/SBKJC(1f ) 1.967 2.005 1.998 1.992
* nugget isomer
Binding energies per atom predicted by PBE/LANL2DZ optimisations,
ranging from F2’s 1.874 eV/atom to F8’s 1.807 eV/atom, are always lower
than those predicted by M06-L/LANL2DZ, ranging from F5’s 1.949 eV/atom
to F2’s 1.920 eV/atom. For F2, the binding predicted by M06-L/LANL2DZ
is only stronger by 0.046 eV/atom than that predicted by PBE/LANL2DZ,
but this difference in strength increases for the three nuggets (F5: 0.125
eV/atom, F6: 0.121 eV/atom, F8: 0.130 eV/atom). Over 8 atoms, this
amounts to differences ranging from 0.368 eV (in the less-bound cloverleaf)
to 1.040 eV (F8 nugget): this again reflects the presence of some overbinding
character in M06-L too.
In fact, PBE/LANL2DZ predicts binding energies which are lower than
most of the other methods considered (Tables 4.3–4.5); in these cases, the
difference in binding strength is always smallest for the cloverleaf and high-
est for the F8 nugget. The only method which finds weaker Eb/as than
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PBE/LANL2DZ (and all other methods examined) is B2PLYP when used
in conjunction with basis sets lacking polarisation functions (LANL2DZ and
MWB60; Table 4.3); in these two cases, differences with PBE/LANL2DZ
cloverleaf predictions are actually the largest. B2PLYP/LANL2DZ actually
predicts the weakest Eb/a values of all methods.
Turning to Eb/as predicted by the remaining B2PLYP methods, always
with respect to PBE/LANL2DZ: B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ) predictions range
from near-equal binding strength in F2 (+0.001 eV/atom) to stronger bind-
ing in F8 by 0.042 eV/atom; B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP findings range from the
extra 0.023 eV/atom predicted for F2 to the extra 0.045 eV/atom predicted
for F8.
Unsurprisingly, binding energies predicted by MP2/SBKJC(1f ) are by far
the highest overall. With respect to PBE/LANL2DZ, they range from an ex-
tra 0.473 eV/atom (F2) to an extra 0.669 eV/atom (F8). Binding energies
predicted by the CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) computations (PBE/LANL2DZ ge-
ometries) go from an extra 0.126 eV/atom (F2) to an extra 0.180 eV/atom
(F8) with respect to PBE/LANL2DZ.
By cross-comparing M06-L/LANL2DZ Eb/a values listed above, it can
be seen that they are: higher than all B2PLYP methods; much lower than
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) despite the overbinding character shared by both; and
only slightly lower than CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ). All the above trends will
be rationalised in the following section.
4.3.5 Discussion
Cloverleaf or Nugget?
Out of the post-SCF computations, B2PLYP optimisations and CCSD(T)/
SBKJC(1f ) single-point calculations predict the cloverleaf as the most sta-
ble Au8 isomer amongst the ones studied (by 0.058 eV to 0.356 eV); this
is qualitatively in line with the majority of previous DFT and post-SCF
studies examined.5,65,87,91,94,95,100,102,114,123,127,139,148,149,151,152,155 Although
I must reiterate that the lack of geometrical optimisation in earlier CCSD(T)
studies introduces extra approximation, and that use of the method on gold
nanoclusters has itself sparked some criticism,85,157 it cannot be ignored
that it remains a very well-converged post-SCF method, and certainly the
best amongst the ones analysed; on top of this, the full CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-
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PP optimisation published in September 2013127 is in substantial agreement
with single-point studies,100,102 including my own. This, together with the
concordant B2PLYP results does make a strong case for the energetic pref-
erence of Au8’s planar coverleaf over the nonplanar nuggets F5, F6 and
F8. There are two possible reasons for this preference: either (a) the role
of aurophilicity—and, by extension, long-range correlation—in determining
dimensionality is not as important in gold nanoclusters as is hypothesised;
or (b) it is important, but, as reproduced by these methods, still not strong
enough in Au8.
In fact, MP2 data (§4.3.2) seem to exclude possibility (a). MP2, with
its overestimation of aurophilicity already described in Au(I) species by
Pyykko¨,1 predicts an overwhelming stabilisation of the Au8 nuggets (see
Figure 4.5): this does indeed suggest that the ‘excess’ aurophilicity is caus-
ing a preference for nonplanarity, which is not seen with CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
or B2PLYP.
Basis set choice expectedly plays a role too: changes in the cloverleaf-
nugget gap induced by increasingly large basis sets have previously emerged100,102,124
(expansion with CCSD(T); contraction with MP2); I here report that, in
B2PLYP calculations too, increasing the basis set size leads to expansion of
the nugget-cloverleaf gap (see Figure 4.4). Also, the exact opposite is seen
happening with DFT computations: increasing the basis set in PBE and
M06-L optimisations from LANL2DZ to SBKJC(1f ) (Figure 4.8) reduces
the cloverleaf-nugget gap by 0.040–0.173 eV (cfr. the 300K thermal energy
0.026 eV).
In terms of the continuing validation of PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ,
I noted earlier from Figure 4.8 that the former follows CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
results more closely than the latter, preserving the cloverleaf structure as the
most stable. M06-L/LANL2DZ completely reverses the CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f )
trend, following MP2/SBKJC(1f ) and favouring the nuggets instead.
Therefore, whereas M06-L’s preference for nonplanar structures deter-
mined its success with cationic Au+n species, and its onset at larger sizes
determined its success with Au–n species,
122 it cannot be automatically re-
garded as a positive finding for neutral Au8. In fact, as outlined earlier,
M06-L’s contradictory prediction of nonplanarity may well be, as in the
case of MP2, a consequence of excessive recovery of long-range dispersion,
enough in this case to reverse predictions by other methods.
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Interestingly, and once again only in the “long-range active” methods
MP2 and M06-L, optimisation (Table 4.2, Figure 4.6) has always led to a
distortion of the cloverleaf’s D4h symmetry, either via an in-plane distortion
to D2h (M06-L/SBKJC(1f )) or an out-of-plane distortion to D2d (remain-
ing cases): particularly in the latter case, this is further evidence of these
methods’ intrinsic preference for nonplanarity over planarity.
Which Nugget?
Whilst all methods make a clear energetic distinction between cloverleaf and
nuggets, things are less clear-cut when it comes to distinguishing energetic
trends within the nugget isomers themselves. This is due to the compar-
atively smaller energy differences predicted between nonplanar forms (see
Figures 4.4, 4.5, 4.7 and 4.8), which increase susceptibility to errors in the
methodology, and do indeed suggest some degree of fluxionality.
F5 is found as the most stable nugget by the majority of non-MP2 meth-
ods tested (including M06-L, which finds it as the global minimum in ac-
cordance with a few previous DFT studies).89,147,150 The exceptions to this
are B2PLYP/cc-pVTZ-PP, which finds F6 more stable by 0.031 eV (just
above the 300K kBT ), and PBE/LANL2DZ, which finds it more stable by
a mere 0.001 eV (well below kBT ). The least stable nugget found by the
non-MP2 calculations is always F8.
It was already mentioned that MP2/SBKJC(1f ) results from Figure 4.5
differ radically from the above, with: F8 as the most stable nugget (consis-
tent with previous MP2 results by Olson, Schwabe and co-workers);87,100,102
and F5 as the least stable nugget (consistent with Olson and Gordon’s
MP2/uncSBKJC(3f,2g) and MP2/cc-pVTZ-PP results).100
In some of my own calculations and in literature data,100,102 I do recog-
nise a tendency for Au8 F5 and F6 to be found closer together in energy
(when not identical) with respect to F8, which is distinctly lower (MP2)
or higher (DFT). However, this pattern is not seen in any of the B2PLYP
calculations, and neither in the M06-L/LANL2DZ nor in the single-point
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) data: in these cases, energetic separation of the three
nuggets is more uniform, and order of stability is variable.
In this respect, therefore, my single-point CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) results
are closer to M06-L/LANL2DZ than to PBE/LANL2DZ. This is in prin-
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ciple a positive finding for M06-L/LANL2DZ, also because energy differ-
ences between nuggets lie in both cases within or just outside the kBT
range at 300K. However, such differences may still fall within typical errors
associated with changing methodology; in addition, in fact, the aforemen-
tioned CCSD(T)/cc-pVTZ-PP optimisations by Hansen et al.,127 predict
once more a near-identical stability for F5 and F6, with the two being
separated by a tiny 0.004 eV gap.
Both of the chosen DFT methods do find F8 as the least stable nugget,
in line with CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ). There remains the disagreement over
the most stable nugget (PBE/LANL2DZ: F6; M06-L/LANL2DZ: F5), and
the (overall small) energetic gap separating the two (PBE/LANL2DZ: 0.001
eV; M06-L/LANL2DZ: 0.030 eV), as discussed earlier.
Trends in Eb/a (including at fixed SBKJC(1f ))
Another manifestation of MP2’s overbinding are the much higher Eb/a values
predicted than any of the other methods (Table 4.4). Binding energies in
two model Au(I) systems, as predicted by HF and by several increasingly
accurate post-SCF methods, have actually been previously compared by
Pyykko¨.1 The author comes across a sawtooth trend in the predicted binding
energies, whereby HF underestimates Eb/a with respect to experimental
values, MP2 overestimates it, and CCSD(T) reduces this overestimation,
coming much closer than the other two.
Such sawtooth behaviour is exactly what emerges in Figure 4.9, where I
compare Eb/as predicted by each of the methods examined, both at fixed
SBKJC(1f ) and with LANL2DZ replacing SBKJC(1f ) in the DFT optimi-
sations. Interestingly, at fixed SBKJC(1f ) both DFT methods predict Eb/a
values which are even closer to CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) predictions than val-
ues predicted by B2PLYP/SBKJC(1f ); turning to my validating methods,
this persists with M06-L/LANL2DZ, but not with PBE/LANL2DZ, which
inconveniently predicts the weakest binding of all the methods shown in
Figure 4.9.
Concerning B2PLYP, this distance from CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) is an in-
dication that the PT2 correction (§2.2.8) does not give as much overbinding
as MP2, although it does question the quality of its predictions, at least with
the SBKJC(1f ) ECP and basis set. Comparing binding energies across the
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Figure 4.9 Comparison of the binding energy per atom Eb/a predicted for each
reference isomer by: (a) M06-L and PBE in conjunction with LANL2DZ; and
(b) PBE, M06-L, B2PLYP, MP2, and CCSD(T) all in conjunction with SB-
KJC(1f ). CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) values are from single-point calculations on
PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised geometries; ∗denotes nugget isomers.
different B2PLYP-optimised Au8 isomers (Table 4.3), it is indicative that
basis sets with f- and/or g- polarisation functions such as SBKJC(1f ), def2-
QZVPP and cc-pVTZ-PP predict stronger binding than MWB60, which is
similar in size to SBKJC(1f ). Lack of polarisation functions is also likely to
be behind weaker Eb/as in DFT/LANL2DZ methods: this will have to be
taken into account when making quantitative observations about binding.
At the end of the next section, Au8 binding energies will be further con-
textualised in relation to all other gold nanocluster predictions made in the
present and previous chapters.
4.3.6 Supplementary Calculations on Au8 Isomers and
Spectral comparison
Supplementary DFT calculations were carried out on remaining low-energy
isomers of Au8 (F1, F3, F4, F7 and F9–11), with PBE, M06-L and the
three density functionals tested in Chapter 3: these are found in Appendix
A2.2, together with overall stability rankings. Related TD-DFT-computed
spectra of Au8 global minima are shown alongside the experimental spec-
trum133 in Appendix A1.5.
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4.4 Results II: Au7 and Au10
In this final section, validation of the PBE and M06-L density functionals,
in conjunction with LANL2DZ, is completed on the neighbours of Au8: Au7
and Au10.
4.4.1 Au7
Figure 4.2 shows the seven isomers of Au7 discussed in this study. The
first four, taken from the spectroscopic study by Gruene et al. mentioned
in §4.2.1,132 are: a) planar capped triangular (pct); b) distorted hexagonal
(hx); c) capped bipyramidal (cb; also mentioned by Xiao and Wang as the
lowest nonplnar minimum);151 and d) pentagonal bipyramidal (pb). Of the
remaining three isomers: e) capped triangular isomer 1 (ct1) is reported
by Lee and co-workers;138 f) capped triangular isomer 3 (ct3) is derived by
substituting an S atom on the lowest-energy minimum of Au6S reported by
Majumder and Kulshreshtha;148 and g) its parent capped triangular isomer
2 (ct2) is created by moving the capping gold atom at a bridge site on
the plane of the triangle. A further C2v isomer, similar to ct3 and only
appearing in a study by Lee and Kim,126 is excluded from this study.
The fate of these isomers upon optimisation with the two chosen DFT
methods is summarised in Table 4.7, which also lists any previous computa-
tional5,65,89,95,126,138,139,144,147–152 or experimental132 identification of each
isomer as a global minimum, along with MP2/MDF+2fg calculations by
Lee and Kim126 available for Au7 pct, hx and pb.
Isomers and relative energies
Planar and nonplanar low-energy isomers of Au7 are clearly distinguished
in Table 4.7: pct and hx fall within the former category, whereas pb, ct1–
3 and cb belong to the latter. Six out of seven isomers retain their initial
geometry when optimised both PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ: the
only exception is ct1 (C3v), which optimises to the lower-energy ct2 (Cs)
with M06-L/LANL2DZ. Some change is also seen in the hx form: although
it retains its hexagonal shape and planarity, it distorts slightly from its
constructed D6h symmetry to a lower D2h symmetry.
Figure 4.10 compares the energies relative to pct of the seven Au7 iso-
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Table 4.7 Summary of the optimisations of neutral Au7 isomers with
PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ; each subdivision corresponds to one of
the seven starting structures optimised (structure and nomenclature in Figure 4.2;
all spin singlets). Findings are compared with previous MP2 data126 (only available
for the pct, hx, and pb isomers); all in-house points are minima
[Method or Functional] /
ECP & basis set
Studies reporting as global
minimum
Final geometry;
point group
Au7 pct; 2D; Cs
PBE/LANL2DZ
5,65,132,138,139,148,149,151,152,95,a 126b
pct; Cs
M06-L/LANL2DZ pct; Cs
MP2/MDF+2fg126 pct; Cs
Au7 hx; 2D; D6h
PBE/LANL2DZ
147
hx; D2h
d
M06-L/LANL2DZ hx; D2h
d
MP2/MDF+2fg126 hx; D2h
d
Au7 pb; 3D; D5h
PBE/LANL2DZ
89,144,150,95,e 126f
pb; D5h
M06-L/LANL2DZ pb; D5h
MP2/MDF+2fg126 pb; D5h
Au7 ct1; 3D; C3v
PBE/LANL2DZ ct1; C3v
M06-L/LANL2DZ ct2; Cs
Au7 ct2; 3D; Cs
PBE/LANL2DZ ct2; Cs
M06-L/LANL2DZ ct2; Cs
Au7 ct3; 3D; C2v
PBE/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v
M06-L/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v
Au7 cb; 3D; C3v
PBE/LANL2DZ cb; C3v
M06-L/LANL2DZ cb; C3v
a With all methods reported save SVWN5/LANL2DZ b With DFT and CCSD(T) methods
c Single-point calculation on MP2/MDF+2fg-optimised geometry d Slight elongation of two
opposite radial bonds e With SVWN5/LANL2DZ f With MP2/MDF+2fg
mers studied. In agreement with the majority of the DFT studies re-
viewed,5,65,138,139,148,149,151 with CCSD(T)/SDB60 data by Lee and Kim,126
and most importantly with the FIR-MPD study of Gruene and co-workers,132
PBE/LANL2DZ optimisations predict the planar pct form as the global
minimum. On the other hand, M06-L/LANL2DZ again shows an oppo-
site trend, and favours a nonplanar isomer (pb) as the global minimum;
this is only seen in a minority of DFT studies reviewed,89,144,150 and in
MP2/MDF+2fg data.126
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Figure 4.10 Energies of the seven Au7 isomers studied relative to the pct form,
as predicted by the PBE and M06-L density functionals. Values are compared
to previous MP2/MDF+2fg and CCSD(T)/SDB60 data by Lee and Kim126 (MP2
only available for pct, hx, pb; CCSD(T) only for pct and pb). ∗denotes nonplanar
isomers; note that ct1 distorts to ct2 upon optimisation with M06-L. All in-house
points are minima (see also Table 4.7).
PBE/LANL2DZ results from Figure 4.10 indicate that the highest-bound
3D isomers pb and cb show the greatest instability with respect to pct
(+0.416 eV and +0.392 eV respectively): the two forms themselves are
separated by a gap roughly corresponding to 0.9kBT at 300K. The isomer
found closest in energy to pct is ct3 (+0.205 eV; 7.8kBT ), which only has
two atoms out of plane (Figure 4.2): interestingly, the fully planar hx isomer
is found to be less stable than ct3 (+0.126 eV; +0.331 eV relative to hx).
When PBE/LANL2DZ is replaced by M06-L/LANL2DZ, Figure 4.10
shows that all six isomers are stabilised with respect to pct; this extra
stabilisation, however, is visibly more prominent for the higher-bound non-
planar isomers pb and cb, both of which end up with a greater stability than
the pct isomer itself (−0.165 eV and −0.075 eV respectively). This is remi-
niscent of the Au8 nuggets acquiring greater stability than the cloverleaf. In
contrast, the planar hx only undergoes a modest stabilisation towards pct
(+0.331 eV → +0.201 eV), thus retaining the greatest relative instability
out of all the isomers. The almost-planar ct2 and ct3 undergo a greater
stabilisation than hx, but both remain higher in energy than pct (+0.022
eV and +0.059 eV respectively).
Comparing the DFT data with the post-SCF ones,126 it once again emerges
that both the PBE/LANL2DZ–CCSD(T)/SDB60 and the M06-L/LANL2DZ–
MP2/MDF+2fg similarities are purely qualitative in nature. As in the case
of Au8 (Figure 4.8), Figure 4.10 clearly shows that energies predicted by
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MP2 for hx (+0.01 eV) and pb (−1.41 eV) relative to pct are both consid-
erably lower than corresponding M06-L/LANL2DZ predictions (+0.201 eV
and −0.165 eV). The CCSD(T)/SDB60 prediction for pb (+1.21 eV rela-
tive to pct) is similarly discordant with the PBE/LANL2DZ finding (+0.416
eV), though in this case it is visibly greater, not smaller as found with Au8;
again, however, I must stress that this finding arises from a single-point
calculation, not an optimisation.
Binding Energies
Table 4.8 Binding energies of the seven Au7 isomers investigated in the present
work (Figure 4.2), as predicted by DFT optimisations (PBE and M06-L), in con-
junction with LANL2DZ. ct1 optimises to ct2 with M06-L/LANL2DZ
Eb/a (eV/atom)
Method / ECP
& Basis set
pct hx pb∗ ct1∗ ct2∗ ct3∗ cb∗
PBE/LANL2DZ 1.752 1.705 1.693 1.718 1.717 1.723 1.696
M06-L/LANL2DZ 1.801 1.772 1.825 − 1.798 1.793 1.812
* nonplanar isomer
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Figure 4.11 Binding energies per atom of the seven Au7 isomers studied, as
predicted by PBE and M06-L in conjunction with LANL2DZ. ∗denotes nonplanar
isomers; °ct1 optimises to ct2.
As in all previous cases, the way in which Eb/a varies from isomer to isomer
of Au7 (Table 4.8; Figure 4.11) is directly linked to changes in the relative
energy (Figure 4.10). In the absence of any reference values, however, it
is difficult to quantitatively assess the effect of each functional. I note
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nonetheless that PBE predicts, on average, weaker binding energies than
M06-L. Moreover, the stabilisation of the high-bound nonplanar forms pb
and cb when PBE is substituted with M06-L is visibly reflected by an
especially marked increase in their Eb/a, with the lines for the two isomers in
Figure 4.10 (blue and magenta, respectively) prominently overtaking those
of the other isomers.
Supplementary Calculations on Au7 Isomers and Spectral
comparison
Supplementary DFT calculations were also carried out with the three re-
maining density functionals tested in Chapter 3: these are found in Ap-
pendix A2.1. Related TD-DFT-computed spectra of Au7 global minima are
shown alongside the experimental spectrum133 in Appendix A1.4.
4.4.2 Au10
Au10 is the largest and final nanocluster I will focus on in this study before
moving on to the next challenge. I mentioned earlier (§4.2.1) the impossibil-
ity of covering its low-energy isomers systematically; combined with Au10’s
190 valence and 600 core electrons, this explains the lack of systematic post-
SCF studies on the system. In addition, there also is a lack of experimental
data.
In order to explore PBE’s and M06-L’s approach to dimensionality be-
yond the Au8 threshold, I therefore choose to start with only three previ-
ously reported5,65,94,139,147–149,151 Au10 geometries, all well-defined (Figure
4.3); several other low symmetry 3D structures are variously reported in
the literature as global minima,89,144,150 but are discarded for this study, as
their lack of symmetry makes their categorisation difficult. The three chosen
isomers comprise: the (planar) tricapped hexagon, which is the most fre-
quently cited as minimum;5,65,139,148,149,151 the triangular planar isomer;94
and a bicapped square antiprismatic structure reported by Ha¨kkinen and
Landman.147 In addition (Figure 4.3 inset), I investigate two low symmetry
3D structures encountered upon optimisation of the bicapped square an-
tiprismatic isomer (details below). The outcome of all these optimisations
is summarised in Table 4.9, together with any previous report(s) of each
isomer as the global minimum. Also reported are isomers’ dimensionality
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and point groups, and their nature as minima or transition states.
Table 4.9 Summary of the optimisations of neutral Au10 isomers with
PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ; each subdivision corresponds to one of
the four starting structures optimised (Figure 4.3; three spin singlets and one spin
triplet)
[Method or
Functional] /
ECP & basis set
Studies reporting as
global minimum
Final geometry;
point group
Nature of
point
Au10 tricapped hexagonal singlet; planar; D2h
PBE/LANL2DZ 5,65,139,148,149,151 tr. hexagon; D2h
a min
M06-L/LANL2DZ tr. hexagon; D2h
a min
Au10 triangular triplet; planar; D3h
PBE/LANL2DZ triangular; D3h
a min
M06-L/LANL2DZ triangular; D3h
a min
Au10 bicapped square antiprismatic singlet; nonplanar; D4d
PBE/LANL2DZ 147 bic. sq. ant.; D4d TS(1)
M06-L/LANL2DZ bic. sq. ant.; D4d min
Au10 low symmetry isomers;
b nonplanar; C1
PBE/LANL2DZ 151c l. symm.; C1
d min
M06-L/LANL2DZ l. symm.; C1 min
a Relaxation occurs b See inset in Figure 4.3 c Lowest amongst the nonplanar structures
only, not overall; is similar, not identical (C2v) d Proceeds from bicapped square antipris-
matic TS(1) via two further TS(1)s; see inset in Figure 4.3
Isomers and relative energies
Both planar isomers retain their starting geometry upon optimisation, save
an almost imperceptible relaxation and distortion; this has the effect of
slightly deviating the triangular isomer from its D3h symmetry and the
tricapped hexagonal one from its D2h. I have initially considered the trian-
gular isomer in its singlet spin state, as reported by Yarzhemsky et al.;94
after noticing degeneracy between occupied and unoccupied orbitals in the
PBE-optimised isomer, it was decided to optimise the isomer with a triplet
wavefunction, finding this to be lower in energy, and a minimum, with both
reference functionals. The triplet form was therefore preferred over the
singlet form.
Optimisation of the D4d bicapped square antiprismatic structure reported
by Ha¨kkinen et al.147 leads to it being identified as a minimum by M06-
L/LANL2DZ, and as a first order transition state by PBE/LANL2DZ (TSPBE1).
The two low symmetry minima (Figure 4.3; bottom) are obtained with these
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successive steps: 1) Manual displacement of TSPBE1 along its imaginary
vibration mode → 2) Optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ to yield a second
first order TS (TSPBE2; Figure 4.3; middle left) → 3) Manual displace-
ment of TSPBE2 along its imaginary vibration mode → 4) Optimisation
with PBE/LANL2DZ to yield a third first order TS (TSPBE3; Figure 4.3;
middle right) → 5) Manual displacement of TSPBE3 along its imaginary
vibration mode → 6) Optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ to yield the low
symmetry PBE minimum (Figure 4.3; bottom left) → 7) The PBE minimum
is optimised with M06-L/LANL2DZ to produce an (only slightly different)
low symmetry M06-L minimum (Figure 4.3; bottom right).
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Figure 4.12 Energies of the Au10 isomers studied (Figure 4.3) relative to the
tricapped hexagonal form, as predicted by the PBE and M06-L density functionals;
note that the bicapped square antiprismatic form is found as a 1st order TS by
PBE/LANL2DZ (TSPBE1).
∗denotes nonplanar isomers.
Figure 4.12 compares relative energies of the tricapped hexagonal, trian-
gular, bicapped square antiprismatic (including TSPBE1), and lower sym-
metry isomers of Au10. A glance at the figure immediately reveals a familiar
pattern. Upon replacement of PBE with M06-L, both nonplanar isomers of
Au10 undergo a substantial stabilisation relative to the tricapped hexagon:
the bicapped square antiprismatic form drops from +0.726 eV above it to
a mere +0.035 eV, and the low symmetry form even ends up surpassing it
in stability (+0.297 eV → −0.325 eV). On the other hand, the other planar
(triangular) isomer of Au10 — already the least stable of all — undergoes a
destabilisation with respect to the tricapped hexagon (+0.858 eV → +1.053
eV).
Due to the high number of isomers composing the Au10 PES, it is par-
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ticularly inappropriate to talk of ‘global minima’. Nonetheless, I note
that PBE’s prediction for lowest-energy minimum, which is the tricapped
hexagonal form of Au10, is again in agreement with the majority of pre-
vious DFT studies reviewed (all of them with different density function-
als).5,65,139,148,149,151 None of the previously reported low symmetry Au10
lowest-energy minima resemble the low symmetry minimum predicted by
M06-L; however, a similar isomer is reported by Xiao and Wang151 as the
lowest-energy minimum amongst their nonplanar structures analysed (Ta-
ble 4.9). Both PBE and M06-L predict the triangular triplet isomer as the
least stable of all.
Binding energies
Table 4.10 Binding energies of the Au10 isomers investigated in the present work
(Figure 4.3), as predicted by DFT optimisations (PBE and M06-L), in conjunction
with LANL2DZ
Eb/a (eV/atom)
Method / ECP
& Basis set
tricapped
hexagonal
triangular bic. sq. ant.∗ l. symm.∗
PBE/LANL2DZ 1.925 1.840 1.853a 1.896
M06-L/LANL2DZ 1.996 1.891 1.992 2.028
* nonplanar isomer a TS(1)
I finally compare the Eb/a predictions for the Au10 isomers (Table 4.10;
Figure 4.13), noting again very little difference with previous cases: com-
puted Eb/as for lower-energy isomers are always stronger than those com-
puted for their higher-energy counterparts, and again those predicted by
M06-L/LANL2DZ (ranging from low symmetry Au10’s 2.028 eV/atom to
triangular Au10’s 1.891 eV/atom) are, on average, stronger than those pre-
dicted by PBE/LANL2DZ (ranging from the tricapped hexagon’s 1.925
eV/atom to the triangle’s 1.840 eV /atom). As before with Au7, the ex-
tra stabilisation of the nonplanar bicapped square antiprismatic and low
symmetry isomers is, upon introduction of M06-L, particularly evident: the
lines relative to these two isomers in Figure 4.13 show a more marked in-
crease in their binding strengths, as opposed to lines denoting the tricapped
hexagonal and triangular isomers.
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Figure 4.13 Binding energies per atom of the Au10 isomers studied, as predicted
by PBE and M06-L in conjunction with LANL2DZ. ∗denotes nonplanar isomers;
°finds the bicapped square antiprismatic isomer as a 1st order TS.
4.4.3 Discussion
DFT Beyond Au8: Planar or Nonplanar?
Relative energy predictions by PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ ob-
tained in this section for isomers of Au7 and Au10 (Figures 4.10 and 4.12)
unequivocally paint the same picture observed with the Au8 cloverleaf and
nuggets in §4.3. It is evident that replacing the pure GGA density func-
tional PBE with the pure meta-GGA functional M06-L causes nonplanar
isomers to undergo substantial stabilisation with respect to planar ones,
in some cases even surpassing the PBE planar global minimum’s stabil-
ity by several kBT units (kBT = 0.026 eV at 300K; Au7 pb: −6.4kBT ;
Au7 cb: −2.9kBT ; low symmetry Au10: −12.5kBT ). Also consistent with
Au8 data is the comparison of Au7 results with published MP2/MDF+2fg
and CCSD(T)/SDB60 findings:126 whilst M06-L/LANL2DZ trends quali-
tatively resemble the former, PBE/LANL2DZ trends qualitatively resemble
the latter.
In the discussion relative to the Au8 study, this marked difference be-
tween the two functionals has already been imputed to M06-L showing some
overbinding character like MP2. In this respect, it becomes interesting to
recall and contextualise M06-L’s more pronounced stabilisation, discussed
in §4.4.1, of those Au7 isomers with a higher ‘degree’ of nonplanarity (and
therefore binding; pb and cb), as opposed to its milder stabilisation of the
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‘less nonplanar’ ct1–3. The increase in stability of the bicapped square
antiprismatic and low symmetry forms of Au10, as opposed to the triangle’s
destabilisation, can be linked to this too.
On the basis of its prediction for Au8 being closer to the better-converged
CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) method (§4.3.5), PBE’s performance was judged more
positively than that of M06-L. In addition to this PBE-CCSD(T) similarity
persisting in Au7 results
126 (vide supra), this second leg of density functional
validation provides a much more decisive indication in favour of PBE: in the
sole available experimental (FIR-MPD) study,132 Au7 pct is predicted as
the global minimum, and whereas PBE/LANL2DZ data agree with this
prediction, M06-L/LANL2DZ data do not.
Overall trends in the Binding Energy
As previously anticipated, I can finally analyse the overall trends in Eb/a
over all the nanoclusters examined for the density functional validation,
both in this chapter and in the previous one, which are shown in Figure
4.14.
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Figure 4.14 Experimental106 and computed binding energies per atom of Aun
clusters discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 (n = 2 − 4, 7, 8, 10), ordered by increasing
cluster size; in each case, the value reported refers to the lowest energy isomer of
Aun found by a particular method. Dotted lines serve as guides between unstudied
cluster sizes. ∗/LANL2DZ; °MP2 data for Au2 and Au3 are by Wesendrup et al.106
(Figures 3.10 and 3.19); +CCSD(T) data for Au2 and Au3 are by Wesendrup et
al.106 (Figures 3.10 and 3.19), those for Au4 are by Shi et al.
120 (Figure 3.23), and
the in-house data for Au8 refer to the PBE/LANL2DZ-optimised geometries.
As in previous (DFT) analyses,95,147 those Eb/a predictions in Figure
4.14 extending beyond Au4 are all seen to rise sharply at first, then to
flatten out at larger sizes: as discretisation of energy levels diminishes with
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size, predicted energies tend towards the bulk lattice energy. Also evident
from the figure is the systematic destabilisation, discussed in Chapter 3,
when switching to CAM-B3LYP and ωB97: plots of Eb/a found by these
functionals appear lower (i.e. weaker) than the PBE plot by an almost
constant amount.
The figure’s most notable feature, however, is the gradual overtaking
of PBE Eb/as by M06-L (which already occurs by n=4, before which the
two’s predictions are close together): this is a further indication of M06-L’s
overbinding nature as the number of potential bonds increases with size.
Of course, values quoted for Au7, Au8 and Au10 are from different isomers,
given the two functionals found different global minima; however, in the
earlier binding energy discussions, M06-L’s stronger binding predictions on
average were already noted. Consequently, for the larger nanoclusters, bind-
ing energy predictions by M06-L come numerically closer than PBE to both
CCSD(T) and MP2 predictions (both of which remain the highest, and, in
the case of MP2, closest to experiment). This is an important finding: it
highlights a weak spot in the PBE/LANL2DZ approach, contrasting with its
good performance in terms of geometry prediction (vide supra). Although
this will certainly have to be taken into account when making energetic ob-
servations in simulations conducted later on in the present study, structural
accuracy will remain a more crucial aspect to focus on.
The final element to note from Figure 4.14 is the vicinity to experimental
data106 of PBE and M06-L predictions for Au2 and Au3, beating all the
other density functionals tested.
4.5 Summary and Conclusions
The aim of this study was to conclude the quest, begun in the previous
chapter, for a QM approach able to reproduce both accurately and cost-
effectively the aurophilic and relativistic effects affecting the gold core. With
this, I complete the chosen strategy to tackle the first main challenge in the
simulation of my target system.
The first part of this study (§4.3) focussed on four low energy isomers of
Au8—three nonplanar nuggets and one planar cloverleaf—relevant for the
study of the 2D to 3D transition. Firstly, in order to shed more light on
previous discordant results,100,102,123,124 B2PLYP and MP2 optimisations,
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and CCSD(T) single-point calculations, were carried out on the nuggets and
cloverleaf.
Optimisations with MP2, which was already seen to overestimate au-
rophilicity in Au(I) systems,1 were the only ones to predict a greater sta-
bility for nugget isomers. I believe this suggests a strong link between
aurophilicity and nonplanarity, and is in line with what was indicated in
§1.4.4: the 2D-3D transition is triggered when the ‘interaction-maximising’
effect promoted by aurophilicity in charge-depleted regions of nanoclusters
starts to prevail over the propensity to maintain planarity caused by 5d-6s
hybridisation. The balance between these two effects was more adequately
captured by CCSD(T) (and B2PLYP) results: their prediction of greater
stability for the cloverleaf leads to the conclusion that Au8 is still small
enough for the ‘planarity-maximising’ effect to prevail.
Compensating for the scarcity of experimental data, these post-SCF cal-
culations facilitated the subsequent assessment of the PBE/LANL2DZ and
M06-L/LANL2DZ methods, particularly with respect to the effects of the
latter’s long-range corrections. Reflecting MP2 results, M06-L/LANL2DZ
found a greater stability for the Au8 nuggets, whereas PBE/LANL2DZ
favoured the cloverleaf instead (reflecting B2PLYP, and importantly, the
better-converged CCSD(T) results). This marked difference showed that
long-range corrections in M06-L confer on it too an overbinding character,
therefore making it less favourable than PBE in this context.
In the second part of the study (§4.4) validation of the two density func-
tionals was extended to isomers of Au8’s neighbours: Au7 and Au10. In-
deed, the pattern seen with Au8 was confirmed in both cases, with M06-
L/LANL2DZ predicting greater stability for nonplanar isomers, and PBE/
LANL2DZ predicting the opposite. Not only were previous MP2 and CCSD(T)
findings for Au7
126 once again found to resemble, respectively, those by M06-
L/LANL2DZ and PBE/LANL2DZ; even more significantly, PBE/LANL2DZ’s
prediction of planar pct isomer as the most stable form of Au7 fully matched
experimental evidence.132
Comparison of the binding energies predicted in this chapter and the pre-
vious one finally revealed that, for the larger nanoclusters, M06-L/LANL2DZ
outperformed PBE/LANL2DZ by making closer predictions to post-SCF
ones (though in fact both functionals overall came closer to them than the
others tested). The slightly worse performance of PBE in this respect will
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have to be taken into account in future steps.
An overview of results from this chapter and the previous one (§3.4.5)
leaves many open questions about the true accuracy of the density func-
tionals examined, with the quality of their performance varying significantly
from prediction to prediction: such discrepancy is a natural consequence of
the intrinsic approximations made by DFT (§2.2.7), and it is all the more
natural to observe it in a complex element like gold. Nonetheless, extension
of the investigation to nanocluster sizes more affine to my target system,
and restriction of the validation to PBE and M06-L made in this chapter
did improve the situation slightly: through M06-L’s performance, system-
atic patterns were picked out, and it emerged that long-range corrections
are not always beneficial in terms of geometric predictions. In light of PBE’s
better performance, I finally decide to adopt the PBE/LANL2DZ method
for the remainder of this Thesis, and move on to tackle the next challenges,
with the reservation of reviewing this decision should PBE fail to reproduce
surface reconstruction and/or hydrogen loss.
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5 Challenge II: Reproducing
Reconstruction upon Thiol
Adsorption
5.1 Purpose and Outline of the Study
I have focussed so far on overcoming the problems associated with in sil-
ico treatment of the target system’s gold core. In this chapter, I move to
tackle the second of the four challenges surrounding the simulation of RSH
self-assembly on AuNPs: proper reproduction of the surface reconstruction
occurring post-adsorption. Thiols are thus introduced for the first time.
The focus is on two key aspects of the process: a) formation of the char-
acteristic staples (RS–Au–SR and longer; Figure 1.6), observed experimen-
tally both in crystal structures of functionalised AuNPs83,161,199,200 and on
Au(111) surfaces;10,160,184,189 and b) the much-debated16,168,180,217–222,224–226,251
S–H bond cleavage and consequent H2 release. Uncertainties surrounding
both events, stemming from poor understanding of the Brust synthesis,214,216
were detailed in §1.5.1, along with some very recent mechanistic advances in
silico,165–167 which demonstrate how actively the topic is being investigated.
The copious amount of electronic ‘change’ involved, entailing charge trans-
fer, cleavage of existing bonds (S–H, Au–Au), and formation of new ones
(S–Au, H–H), mandates a QM treatment for this challenge too, with ex-
plicit simulation of electrons. In this chapter, it is thus verified whether
the previously chosen PBE/LANL2DZ method for the treatment of gold is
suitable in this case too. Also, in order to treat C, S and H atoms, the
6-31G(d,p) basis set is introduced and tested.283–287
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5.1.1 Staple Formation
Staple formation is probed with a series of DFT energy optimisations;
all involve nanoclusters functionalised with thiyl radicals RS· rather than
thiols. First, as I describe in more detail below, I optimise 14 isomers
of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (with planar and nonplanar gold cores), derived
from Au8 F2 and F5 (Figure 4.1). Finally, in a separate calculation, 16
methanethiyl molecules .SCH3 are ‘manually’ adsorbed on a pristine Td
Au20 molecule, and the whole system is then optimised.
Apart from two isolated exceptions, optimisation of those Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
isomers in which thiyls are sufficiently close together leads to spontaneous
formation of staples, with the characteristic near-180° S–Au–S motif; their
energetic stability is shown to be greater than that of unstapled isomers.
Similarly, optimisation of Au20(SCH3)16 causes widespread stapling, and
completely disrupts the Td structure: a strongly reconstructed species is
formed, which is similar to a previously reported model,204 and whose key
geometrical features are in agreement with crystal structures of larger Au-
NPs.83,161,199,200
The above results indicate that, under the appropriate structural condi-
tions, the chosen PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) approach is indeed able to
reproduce the energetic drive for staple formation, at least when thiyls are
directly studied instead of thiols. In fact, when thiols are present (such
as in the following stage §5.1.2), the situation is more complex, as staple
formation requires crossing multiple energetic barriers, and this cannot be
captured by a simple structural optimisation. Despite this caveat, it is con-
cluded that the method also deals satisfactorily with this particular aspect
of reconstruction, and may be confidently employed in later stages of this
study.
5.1.2 S–H Bond Cleavage
S–H cleavage is tested by conducting DFT optimisations on a single iso-
mer of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, either in the gas phase or in aqueous so-
lution. This isomer is derived by hydrogenating one of the planar-gold
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers from the previous phase (§5.1.1); its solvated
version is generated by means of a fully classical MD simulation at room
temperature.
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Optimisation of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 in the gas phase does not lead to
S–H cleavage or even weakening. On the other hand, optimisation of aque-
ous Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 does lead to both thiolic hydrogens being lost
to the water, without intermediation from the gold. A ‘radical network’ is
formed, whereby unpaired electrons are dispersed and stabilised through a
system of solvent molecules; rearrangement of the gold is also observed, with
loss of planarity. The calculation thus proves how, even with a simple en-
ergy optimisation (i.e. ignoring energetic barriers and multiple mechanistic
steps), the chosen PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) approach is also able, un-
der suitable chemical conditions, to reproduce the S–H dissociation ensuing
from RSH–Au binding.
5.2 Specific Procedural Details and Justification
The following subsections contain methodological notes relevant to this par-
ticular stage of the investigation. General notes on these methods, as well
as the procedure to calculate thiyl adsorption energy, are in Chapter 2.
5.2.1 Choice of QM Methods
The only new aspect of the method used in this Chapter is the all-electron
6-31G(d,p) basis set, which is already implemented in Gaussian09,265 and
is introduced here to treat atoms in thiol, thiyl and water molecules;283–287
its choice was already justified in §2.2.9.
In light of the findings from the previous two chapters, PBE is the density
functional chosen for all DFT optimisations carried out here (the procedure
followed remains the same). A recent study,171 focussing on alkylthiyls ad-
sorbed on Au(111), has compared the ability of the PBE and M06-L func-
tionals to reproduce dispersion interactions between aliphatic tails. Unlike
M06-L, PBE is not able to correctly predict the increase in thiyl-Au dis-
sociation energy when the tail length is increased, and is therefore deemed
unsuitable for this kind of problem. In this respect, however, I note that
in my own system, the treatment of ligand tails with PBE is only confined
to preliminary full QM calculations: introduction of QM/MM simulations
at later stages will see the introduction of a classical forcefield, properly ac-
counting for dispersion interactions both amongst alkyl chains themselves,
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and between these and the gold, thus eliminating any associated problems.
5.2.2 Choice and Construction of Nanoclusters and their
Isomers
Isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
For the investigation of staple formation, a series of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
isomers are constructed to begin with. The first series—with gold and
sulfur atoms on the same plane, and henceforth referred to as “planar”—is
constructed from the optimised Au8 cloverleaf (Figure 4.1), and comprises
11 isomers (F2A–K), generated by variously combining the following three
criteria (see also Table 5.1): a) two propanethiyl moieties (.SCH2CH2CH3)
substituted either at adjacent or at opposite cloverleaf vertices; b) either
both propanethiyl alkyl chains pointing towards the inside of the cloverleaf
(‘II’ arrangement), or both pointing outside of it (‘OO’), or one of each
(‘OI’); and c) alkyl chains either cis-, or trans- to the cloverleaf plane.
The mathematically predicted 12th isomer was unobtainable due to steric
reasons (adjacent .SCH2CH2CH3, both facing inwards, on the same side of
the plane). Molecules are illustrated in Figure 5.1.
A further set of three completely nonplanar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers
(Figure 5.2) is derived by substituting two gold atoms of the optimised Au8
F5 nugget (Figure 4.1) with propanethiyl radicals: at opposite vertices
(F5A; Figure 5.2a); and at two different pairs of adjacent atoms (F5B;
Figure 5.2b and F5C; Figure 5.2c).
Starting structure of Au20(SCH3)16
Investigation of staple formation is completed with a study on Au20(SCH3)16,
which is deemed an ideal species for a number of reasons. Firstly, a model
for this functionalised AuNP was predicted by Pei et al.204 after it was
experimentally detected and characterised:207 the method used to gener-
ate this model (more details in §5.3.2) was also previously used to gener-
ate a model for Au38(SCH3)24,
210 which proved to be very similar to the
Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 crystal structure once it was elucidated,
161 and correctly
predicted the proportion of monomeric to dimeric staples in the complex.
In addition, the extensively reconstructed Au20(SCH3)16 model is radically
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Table 5.1 Nomenclature of “planar” Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers derived from
the Au8 cloverleaf, and criteria for their construction. Key: OO denotes both alkyl
chains pointing outside; II denotes both pointing inside; OI denotes one of each.
Isomers are illustrated in Figure 5.1
Name
Substituted
Vertices
Alkyl Chain Orientation
with respect to: Figure
Centre Plane
F2A opposite OO cis 5.1a
F2B opposite OO trans 5.1b
F2C opposite OI trans 5.1c
F2D adjacent OO cis 5.1d
F2E adjacent OO trans 5.1e
F2F adjacent OI trans 5.1f
F2G adjacent II trans 5.1g
F2H adjacent OI cis 5.1h
F2I opposite II cis 5.1i
F2J opposite OI cis 5.1j
F2K opposite II trans 5.1k
N/Aa adjacent II cis N/A
a Sterically prohibited
different from the ordered tetrahedral structure of pristine Au20 (Figure
3.1a), making it very easy to contrast the two structures.
To construct the Au20(SCH3)16 starting structure, the basis is the pris-
tine Td nanocluster (Figure 3.1a). Sixteen replicas of the PBE/6-31G(d,p)-
optimised methanethiyl radical .SCH3 are manually placed around the tetra-
hedral structure, dividing them between the four faces and six edges as
equally and symmetrically as possible. By means of a DFT optimisation,
with all 20 gold atoms kept frozen, the 16 methanethiyl ligands are allowed
to relax around the Td gold core to yield the structure shown in Figure 5.3.
It is this starting structure that I then fully optimise with DFT (§5.3.2),
after unfreezing all of the gold atoms.
Single Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 Isomer
To investigate S–H bond cleavage, the starting structure of isomer Au6
(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (F2G in Figure 5.1g) is transformed into Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2
by manual addition of hydrogen atoms. Using the OPLS-AA forcefield as
reference,313 a S–H bond length of 1.336 A˚, and an H–S–C angle of 96.0° are
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(a) F2A (b) F2B (c) F2C
(d) F2D (e) F2E (f) F2F
(g) F2G (h) F2H (i) F2I
(j) F2J (k) F2K
Figure 5.1 11 “planar” isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 used in this study, de-
rived by substituting two atoms of the Au8 cloverleaf at different positions with
propanethiyl radicals. Characteristics of each are explained in Table 5.1. Brown:
Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
(a) F5A (b) F5B (c) F5C
Figure 5.2 Three nonplanar isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 used in this study,
derived by substituting two atoms of the Au8 F5 nugget at different positions with
propanethiyl radicals. Brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
enforced; by comparison, PBE/6-31G(d,p) predictions for free propanethiol
are, respectively, of 1.359 A˚ and 96.3° (gauche) and of 1.360 A˚ and 96.7°
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(a) (b)
Figure 5.3 Structure of Au20(SCH3)16 prior to full optimisation, rotated (a) 0°
and (b) 180° about the axis parallel to the plane of the page. Grey sphere: Au;
yellow sphere: S; grey stick: C; white stick: H.
(anti). For steric reasons, both thiolic hydrogens are added so that the S–H
bond is anti- to the alkane tail.
The resulting structure (Figure 5.4), is taken through two distinct pro-
cedures: a) DFT optimisation in a solvation shell of water (fully quantum
mechanical), which follows a fully classical MD simulation (see details in
§5.2.3 below); and b) direct DFT optimisation in the gas phase. The two
different treatments serve to investigate, respectively, how S–Au binding af-
fects the S–H bond with or without the presence of a radical ‘sink’ (in this
case the water).
Figure 5.4 Starting structure of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 used in this study, de-
rived by adding two thiolic hydrogens to Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G (Figure 5.1g).
Brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
Despite experimental indications of S–H cleavage being less extensive in
shorter-chain alkylthiols,180,217 it was proved theoretically that the process
is energetically barrierless in Au(111)-adsorbed propanethiol.168 Similarly,
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Nadler and co-workers report a Born-Oppenheimer MD simulation using
PBE,251 in which an (even shorter) ethanethiol molecule adsorbed on gold
is seen to lose a hydrogen to the aqueous environment. In light of these
reports, the choice of propanethiol is considered suitable.
5.2.3 Classical Molecular Dynamics Simulation to Obtain
Solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2
For the first time in this project (§5.1.2), a classical MD simulation is car-
ried out in its standard implementation by the GROMACS software pack-
age.327,328 Its sole purpose at this stage is that of generating a solvated
conformation of the Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 isomer in Figure 5.4, ready to
be optimised with DFT (§5.2.2).
The chosen OPLS-AA forcefield,313 used throughout this Thesis and fea-
turing more prominently in the next chapters, has already been discussed
elsewhere (Chapter 2.3.3). The forcefield’s standard parameters, together
with those specific236 σ and ε parameters used to model Au atoms, Au···Au
interactions, and Au···S interactions can be found in Appendix A3.1.
The starting configuration for the MD simulation is set up by solvating
unoptimised Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 in a periodic box of 880 TIP4P water
molecules.345 Although self-assembly typically occurs in toluene or dichlo-
romethane,214,216 this aqueous environment is chosen to provide a protic
hydrogen sink, and in consideration of the TIP4P model’s much more ex-
tensive validation.
Figure 5.5 Structure of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 in a 59H2O droplet prior to DFT
gas-phase optimisation; derived after an NpT MD simulation in water under peri-
odic boundary conditions. Brown sphere: Au; yellow sphere: S; grey sphere: C;
white sphere: aliphatic and thiolic H; red line: O; off-green line: aqueous H·.
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To enforce planarity (which would easily be disrupted by the classical pa-
rameters used for gold), position restraints are imposed to all gold and both
sulfur atoms. Subsequently, starting from this restrained configuration, I
carry out a full NpT simulation (T = 300K, p = 1 bar), lasting 4 ns and
using the leap-frog integrator332 (δt = 2 fs). Equilibration of the system
is very rapid, taking 20-30 ps. To maintain a constant temperature and
pressure, Berendsen’s thermostat and barostat are employed (cfr. Equa-
tion 2.100),334 with coupling constants of, respectively, 0.1 ps and 1.0 ps.
Bonds are constrained with the LINCS algorithm (§2.5.2).335 The Ewald
and Lennard-Jones cutoffs used are both of 1.4 nm.
The input configuration for DFT optimisation (Figure 5.5) is generated
from the state of the system at 3993 ps (which, at 1.21 bar has the closest
pressure to the enforced 1 bar): to reduce the number of water molecules
(and thus electrons; an essential step for full QM), I select those within a
distance of 4.00 A˚ from at least one of the Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 atoms,
for a total of 59; the remaining 821 H2O molecules are discarded.
5.3 Results I: Staple formation
Below, I summarise the results obtained for the first stage of this study
(§5.1.1), which investigates the ability of my approach to reproduce staple
formation.
5.3.1 Optimisation of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 Isomers
Isomers F2A to F2K
Shown in Figure 5.6 are the eleven minima of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 iso-
mers F2A to F2K resulting from optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and
6-31G(d,p). All starting structures except F2F and F2K are found to op-
timise directly to the geometries shown in the Figure.
Optimisation of isomers F2F and F2K proceeds via a number of first
order TSs (5 in the former case, 1 in the latter): these all very close in
structure and energy to the respective minima, indicating a very low energy
transition along a shallow distortion pathway, attributable to small confor-
mational changes. In the case of F2F (Figure 5.6f), the imaginary vibration
mode is given by an out-of-plane rotation of the RS–Au–SR system about its
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bisecting axis; in the case of F2K (Figure 5.6k), it is given by an in-phase,
out-of-plane bend of the two propanethiyl moieties.
(a) F2A (b) F2B (c) F2C
(d) F2D (e) F2E (f) F2F
(g) F2G (h) F2H (i) F2I
(j) F2J (k) F2K
Figure 5.6 Structures of the 11 “planar” isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 shown
in Figure 5.1 after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p). All are
minima; brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
Significantly, a glance at Figure 5.6 reveals evident differences between
those isomers having propanethiyl ligands at opposite vertices (henceforth
opp; F2A–C, F2I–K; Figures 5.6a–5.6c, 5.6i–5.6k), and those having them
at adjacent vertices (henceforth adj; F2D–H; Figures 5.6d–5.6h): whereas
opp isomers show little deviation from the original cloverleaf shape, in adj
isomers the cloverleaf is disrupted in all cases, and an actual H3CH2CH2CS–
Au–SCH2CH2CH3 staple is seen to emerge.
The presence of staples is confirmed by examining in greater detail the
salient geometrical features of the optimised Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers,
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and comparing them where possible with the corresponding features in Au8
F2, free propanethiyl (optimised in this work with PBE/6-31G(d,p)), and
most importantly previous crystal structures.83,161,199,200 All of the struc-
tural traits relevant for this comparison are summarised in Table 5.2; owing
to the small deviations, it is possible to focus on average values in every
isomer.
Bonds. Three types of bond are compared in Table 5.2: two types of S–Au
bond, one involving a sulfur-bound gold (hereafter ‘in-staple’), the other in-
volving a gold-bound gold (hereafter ‘out-of-staple’); and the propanethiyl
S–C bond. A quick analysis of the latter bond reveals a generalised elon-
gation upon binding of the sulfur to gold, from 1.813 A˚ to 1.856–1.864 A˚.
By comparison, the bond’s quoted average value in the crystal structure of
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– is even longer, at 1.89 A˚83 (although thiyl ligands are
larger in that case).
Instead, it is when comparing the two types of S–Au bond that the first
(slight) differences between opp and adj isomers begin to emerge. In the
former, only the out-of-staple S–Au bond type is present, and its average
length is 2.378–2.379 A˚; on the other hand, in adj isomers, out-of-staple S–
Au bonds elongate significantly (to an average of 2.386–2.388 A˚), while the
newly created in-staple S–Au bonds remain unequivocally shorter (2.374–
2.378 A˚ on average). In crystal structures,83,161,199,200 in-staple S–Au bonds
are reported to be ∼ 0.08 A˚ shorter compared to the lengths predicted here
(2.28–2.32 A˚; Table 5.2). Significantly, such a shortening is not observed
for out-of-staple S–Au bonds (cfr. Au38(SC2H4Ph)24, where the range is
2.37–2.40 A˚);161 this confirms that the two different S–Au types exist in
crystal structures too.
On top of this, a shorter S–Au length (2.321 A˚) is also predicted in silico
for a free Au(SCH3)
–
2 staple in a similar conformation.
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Angles. Even more relevant is the assessment of the different obtuse angles
forming the cloverleafs’ sides (Table 5.2). In opp isomers, the S–Au–Au
angles characterising all four sides are uniformly distributed (164.7°–165.5°
on average), thus showing a slight ‘straightening out’ with respect to pristine
Au8 F2’s 153.6°: this is caused by the vertex S–Au bonds which are shorter
than the Au–Au bonds in Au8 F2.
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Table 5.2 Selected geometrical features of planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers,
compared with their equivalents in the Au8 cloverleaf and propanethiyl (PTY;
all optimised with PBE/LANL2DZ and/or 6-31G(d,p)), as well as with average
values from available crystal structures of larger functionalised AuNPs.83,161,199,200
Values for the following features are averages (save for PTY): all three bond types;
S–Au–Au angle; all three dihedrals. Individual isomers are illustrated in Figure
5.6; underlined isomers feature propanethiyls at adjacent vertices (cfr. Table 5.1)
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angles (°)
S–Aua S–Aub S–C S–Au–S S–Au–Au Au–Au–Au
F2A − 2.378 1.863 − 164.8 −
F2B − 2.378 1.864 − 164.7 −
F2C − 2.378 1.860 − 165.0 −
F2D 2.374 2.387 1.862 177.2 168.1 142.5
F2E 2.374 2.386 1.863 177.8 168.7 143.9
F2F 2.375 2.387 1.859 177.9 168.1 143.0
F2G 2.378 2.388 1.856 177.5 168.7 144.9
F2H 2.376 2.388 1.859 176.7 168.5 143.1
F2I − 2.379 1.856 − 165.3 −
F2J − 2.378 1.860 − 165.1 −
F2K − 2.379 1.857 − 165.5 −
Au8 F2 − − − − − 153.6
PTYc − − 1.813 − − −
Expt.d
2.28–
2.32
2.37–
2.40
1.89
168.6–
172.8
− −
Species Figure
Dihedrals (°)e
Central
Au4
motif
S
distortion
from plane
Au
distortion
from plane
F2A 5.6a 0.3 2.1 7.3
F2B 5.6b 0.0 0.1 0.3
F2C 5.6c 0.2 1.0 0.9
F2D 5.6d 0.8 4.0 6.7
F2E 5.6e 0.0 9.9 18.8
F2F 5.6f 0.1 4.5 15.4
F2G 5.6g 0.0 11.1 22.4
F2H 5.6h 0.7 7.4 10.9
F2I 5.6i 0.0 1.9 9.7
F2J 5.6j 0.3 1.2 4.2
F2K 5.6k 0.4 2.2 4.3
Au8 F2 4.1 0.0 − 0.1
a In-staple b Out-of-staple c PBE/6-31G(d,p); this work d Crystal str. of
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–
,83,200 Au38(SC2H4Ph)24,
161 Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44
199
e Absolute values
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Consistently with Figures 5.6d–5.6h, in adj isomers the situation is in-
deed radically different: the cloverleaf side characterised by the double pro-
panethiyl substitution (S–Au–S angle) straightens out almost completely
(176.7°–177.9°), fully consistent with the 177.8° angle previously reproduced
for free (methanethiyl) staples in silico (PBE/TZ2P).202 Typical S–Au–
S staple angles in functionalised AuNP crystal structures are slightly less
straight: the average value quoted for [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– is 172.8°,83 and
the one quoted for Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 is 168.6°.
161
At the same time, the Au–Au–Au angle forming the side opposite to the
staple compresses considerably, dropping to 142.5°–144.9° from the Au8 F2
average of 153.6°. Formation of the staple also causes the two remaining
S–Au–Au angles to straighten out slightly (168.1°–168.7°) with respect to
opp isomers.
Dihedrals. Significantly, data reported in Table 5.2 for the inner Au4 motif
show that in all isomers this part of the cloverleaf deviates very little from
the 0° of perfect planarity (the maximum distortion reached is 0.8° in isomer
F2D). This conveniently allows to measure individual distortions of the S
and Au vertices with respect to the main plane of the cloverleaf.
A general deviation from Au8 F2’s near-planarity (0.1°) is evident in all
cases save F2B; moreover, I always find that except for F2C, distortion of
the gold vertices is always greater than that of the sulfur vertices. Despite
this, analysis of average vertex distortions does still present distinctive opp-
adj differences.
In order to consider each of the four vertices individually when assessing
distortion from the plane, I have employed absolute dihedral values when
calculating averages: I must stress, however, that distortions are by no
means on the same side of the cloverleaf plane (see for example Figures 5.6g
and 5.6i where they are most accentuated). In fact, staples in adj isomers
always end up cutting across the cloverleaf plane, with one sulfur above
it and the other below it; on the opposite side, the gold vertex opposite
the ‘above’ sulfur arranges itself below the plane, and the one opposite the
‘below’ sulfur arranges itself above it. In opp isomers, both sulfur vertices
end up on the same side of the plane, and the gold vertices end up on the
other side.
More importantly, it can be seen that formation of the staple in adj
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isomers leads to a more accentuated vertex distortion (S: 4.0°–11.1°; Au:
6.7°–22.4°); distortion in opp isomers is far less evident (S: 0.1°–2.2°; Au:
0.3°–9.7°). Steric repulsion between aliphatic thiyl tails is obviously an-
other factor contributing to these distortions: unsurprisingly, opp and adj
isomers with tails cis to the plane and at least one of them facing inside
(F2H–J) tend to exhibit higher distortions within their respective cate-
gories.
Relative Energies. In Figure 5.7, I finally summarise the energies of the
planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers relative to the F2K isomer (which is
the lowest-energy opp isomer). Ordering of the isomers in the figure is
altered to facilitate comparison between ‘like’ opp-adj pairs, sharing the
same characteristics as per Table 5.1: F2A/F2D; F2B/F2E; F2C/F2F;
F2J/F2H; and F2K/F2G (with F2I’s counterpart sterically prohibited).
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Figure 5.7 Energies of the 11 planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers studied here,
relative to the F2K isomer, after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-
31G(d,p). Ordering along the x axis is altered to facilitate direct comparison be-
tween equivalent ‘opposite’ and ‘adjacent’ isomers (denoted by underlined labels).
The adjacent isomer corresponding to F2I is sterically prohibited (cfr. Table 5.1).
Restricting the energetic comparison to these ‘like’ opp-adj pairs is es-
sential in order to make it fair. For example, one cannot directly compare
the least stable of the adj isomers (F2D) with the most stable of the opp
isomers (F2K): unlike the former, the latter’s propanethiyl tails are trans
to the cloverleaf plane, thus removing steric clash; in addition, the tails are
facing towards the cloverleaf centre, enabling interaction between H atoms
on the first CH2 unit and inner gold atoms. Both these aspects confer extra
stability to F2K.
With this caveat in mind, it is evident from Figure 5.7 that within each
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opp-adj isomer pair, my calculations systematically predict the (stapled)
adj isomer to be the more stable. Predicted opp-adj energy gaps range
from 0.042 eV (F2B/F2E) to 0.025 eV (F2J/F2H; cfr./ kBT at 300K:
0.026 eV).
Favoured both by aliphatic tails trans to the cloverleaf plane, and by
the ‘II’ conformation (Table 5.1), the most stable isomer pair is F2K/F2G
(0.000 eV / −0.039 eV). This pair is followed by: a) F2C/F2F (0.025 eV/
−0.015 eV); b) F2J/F2H (0.034 eV / 0.009 eV); c) F2B/F2E (0.051 eV
/ 0.009 eV; note F2E and F2H energies are identical); and d) F2A/F2D
(0.058 eV / 0.031 eV), which, in complete contrast to F2K/F2G, is dis-
favoured by the ‘OO’ configuration and cis arrangement of the ligand tails.
Extrapolating from Figure 5.7, F2I and its prohibited adj counterpart
would fit between F2K/F2G and F2C/F2F.
Isomers F5A, F5B and F5C
Shown in Figure 5.8 are the three minima of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers
F5A, F5B and F5C resulting from optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and
6-31G(d,p). All starting structures are found to optimise directly to the
geometries shown in the Figure.
(a) F5A (b) F5B (c) F5C
Figure 5.8 Structures of the three nonplanar isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
shown in Figure 5.2 after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p). All
are minima; brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H.
The situation depicted by Figure 5.8 is totally different to the one seen
for planar isomers F2A–K, and the Au8 F5-based starting geometries are
lost completely. The biggest structural change is seen in F5B (Figure 5.8b),
which sees the near-complete dissociation of the complex into dipropyldisul-
fide and pristine Au6. F5A and F5C (Figures 5.8a and 5.8c respectively)
do maintain the propanethiyls attached, but both rearrange to disubsti-
tuted forms of Au8 F3 (see Figure 1.5 and calculations in Appendix A2);
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a Au(SCH2CH2CH3)2 unit is only formed in the case of F5C, whereas in
F5A the two propanethiyl end up at opposite sites on the nanocluster.
F5A and F5C Geometries. Only F5A and F5C geometries can there-
fore be assessed with respect to Au8 F3. In Table 5.3, I summarise sig-
nificant geometrical features of isomers F5A and F5C, and compare them
where possible with their counterparts in pristine Au8 F3, free propane-
thiyl (optimised in this work with PBE/6-31G(d,p)), and available crystal
structures.83,161,199,200
Table 5.3 Selected geometrical features of the two nonplanar
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers F5A and F5C, compared with their equiva-
lents in Au8 F3 and propanethiyl (PTY; all optimised with PBE/LANL2DZ and
6-31G(d,p)), as well as with values from available crystal structures of larger
functionalised AuNPs.83,161,199,200 Values for the following features are averages,
except for PTY: all three bond types; S–Au–Au angle. Individual isomers are
illustrated in Figure 5.8
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angles (°)
Figure
S–Au S–Au S–C S–Au–S Au–Au–Au
F5A 2.312a 2.409b 1.853 − − 5.8a
F5C 2.397c 2.422d 1.861 161.9 − 5.8c
Au8 F3 − − − − 176.6 1.5
PTYe − − 1.813 − − −
Expt.f
2.28–
2.32c
2.37–
2.40d
1.89
168.6–
172.8
− −
a S bound to one Au atom only (cfr. Fig. 5.8a foreground)
b S bound to two Au atoms (cfr. Fig. 5.8a background)
c In-staple d Out-of-staple e PBE/6-31G(d,p); this work
f Crystal structures of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–,83,200 Au38(SC2H4Ph)24,
161
Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44
199
All of the elements in the Table confirm a different scenario for F5A and
F5C with respect to planar isomers. The S–Au–S angle in F5C (161.9°)
actually ‘closes up’ with respect to Au8 F3’s Au–Au–Au angle (176.6°); it
also remains below the 168.6°–172.8°values seen in crystal structure staples
(Tables 5.2 and 5.3),161,200 and well below the near-180° values seen in
planar stapled isomers (Table 5.2). These data are a clue to less complete
staple formation.
At 2.397 A˚, the average in-staple S–Au bond length in F5C is definitely
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longer than bonds in crystal structure staples (2.28–2.32A˚),83,161,199,200 and
slightly longer than the 2.374–2.378 A˚ predicted for stapled planar isomers;
this further confirms that staple formation is less complete. Nonetheless,
out-of -staple S–Au bonds remain longer (2.422 A˚), this time slightly ex-
ceeding the range reported for Au38(SC2H4Ph)24.
161 As in planar isomers,
elongation of the S–C bond compared to free propanethiyl is seen in F5C
too (1.861 A˚ vs. 1.813 A˚), and is again not as pronounced as in crystal
structure thiyls.83
No staple is formed in F5A: as in opp planar isomers, the two out-of-
staple S–Au bonds in the background of Figure 5.8a end up being shorter
(2.409 A˚) than out-of-staple bonds in F5C. Very interestingly, however, the
other S–Au bond (i.e. the one bound to only one gold) forms an exception-
ally much shorter bond (2.312 A˚); even though it is in a completely different
environment, it is in line with crystal structure staples. Also, despite the
very different S–Au bonds formed by their parent propanethiyls, both S–C
bonds are predicted with an average length of 1.853 A˚; although this means
that they remain longer than the S–C in free propanethiyl, their elongation
is much less than in any other case studied here.
Relative Energies. Comparison of nonplanar isomers’ relative energies is
straightforward: the almost-stapled F5C shows the greatest energetic sta-
bility, followed by: unstapled F5A at +0.213 eV (indicating the staple is
greatly favoured); and by the dissociated F5B, which at +1.003 eV high-
lights how unfavourable it is for one S–Au bond to be sacrificed in favour of
the disulfide (also considering that triangular Au6 is reported as the global
minimum).94,138,148 Also, all three nonplanar isomers are much higher in
energy than planar ones (cfr. the most stable nonplanar F5C at +0.649 eV
in energy compared to the least stable nonplanar F2A).
5.3.2 Full Optimisation of Au20(SCH3)16
The Au20(SCH3)16 isomer resulting from the full PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31(d,p)
optimisation of the structure in Figure 5.3 is shown in Figure 5.9a; the model
by Pei et al.204 (see also §5.2.2) is shown in Figure 5.9b.
The presence of 16 thiyl ligands is consistent with the magic number 167,201
expected for 20 gold atoms (§1.5.1).204 To generate their Au20(SCH3)16
model, the authors start from an oblate core of 8 gold atoms, each of which
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(a) This Thesis (b) Model by Pei et al.204
Figure 5.9 Different structures of Au20(SCH3)16: (a) full DFT optimisation of
structure in Figure 5.3 (this work); (b) DFT model by Pei and co-workers.204
Staple-core anchor bonds not shown. Grey sphere: Au8 core; brown sphere: Au
staple; yellow sphere: S; grey stick: C; white stick: H.
is predicted as an anchor point for a staple. Significantly, the remaining
12 gold atoms and 16 methanethiyl ligands are predicted to arrange them-
selves into 4 ‘extended’ trimeric staples [RS–Au–S(R)–Au–S(R)–Au–SR; R
= CH3], which Pei et al. justify as a consequence of the 1:1.25 ligand-to-gold
ratio.204
The model structure shown in Figure 5.9b (where only one of the four
trimeric staples is actually entirely visible) is established as the lowest-
energy structure out of a set of over 50 Au20(SCH3)16 isomers, generated
in various ways:204 a) from scratch using the criteria above; b) with the aid
of several global minimum searching algorithms; and, indeed, c) by gener-
ating different arrangements of methanethiyl adsorbates on a Td Au20 core
(much like my own starting structure in Figure 5.3). All of the >50 isomers
are optimised and ranked energetically using PBE and a double-ζ basis set
(see Pei et al. for details),204 then the model is further reoptimised using
PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p).
In Table 5.4, I compare the salient geometrical features of my own opti-
mised Au20(SCH3)16 structure (Figure 5.9a), and their counterparts in the
model by Pei and coworkers204 (Figure 5.9b). Features of free methanethiyl
(optimised in this work with PBE/6-31(d,p)) and of reported crystal struc-
tures83,161,199,200 are also included.
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Table 5.4 Selected geometrical features of the Au20(SCH3)16 isomer shown in
Figure 5.9a, obtained in this work after full PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p)
optimisation of the structure in Figure 5.3, compared with their equivalents in
the Au20(SCH3)16 model by Pei and co-authors (Figure 5.9b).
204 For compar-
ison, values for methanethiyl (MTY) and available crystal structures are also
included.83,161,199,200 All values are averages, except for MTY
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angles (°)
Fig.
S–
Aua
S–
Aub
S–C S–Au–S Au–S–Auc
Au20(SCH3)16
d 2.384 2.432 1.847 172.4 89.7 5.9a
Au20(SCH3)16
e 2.374 2.435 1.847 172.3 103.5 5.9b
MTYf − − 1.806 − − −
Expt.g
2.28–
2.32
2.37–
2.40
1.89
168.6–
172.8
102.7 −
a In-staple b Out-of-staple (‘anchor bonds’)
c Within di-, trimeric staples d This work
e Model by Pei et al.204 f PBE/6-31G(d,p); this work g Crystal structures of
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–
,83,200 Au38(SC2H4Ph)24,
161 Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44
199
Similarities Between Au20(SCH3)16 Structures
Due to the same optimisation method being employed for both, the two
Au20(SCH3)16 structures share a strong similarity in most of the traits as-
sessed in Table 5.4. Also, one can unequivocally note the widespread sta-
pling caused by the methanethiyl ligands in both structures, and in partic-
ular, how extensively the tetrahedral core of Au20(SCH3)16 in Figure 5.3 is
disrupted upon its optimisation to the structure in Figure 5.9a. Formation
of the oblate Au8 core (vide supra) is also apparent in both cases.
In-staple S–Au bonds lengths are, as expected, very similar in the model
(2.357–2.385 A˚; average 2.374 A˚) and in the in-house isomer (2.330–2.426
A˚; average 2.384 A˚). The same is true for out-of-staple S–Au bonds: on
average, 2.435 A˚ in the model, and 2.432 A˚ in my own structure. In both
cases, equivalent bonds reported in crystal structures are longer.83,161,199,200
I also compare S–C bond lengths in both structures, to find the average
length is 1.847 A˚ in both cases: this again represents an elongation with
respect to the S–C bond in free .SCH3 (1.806 A˚). S–C bonds measured in the
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– crystal structure remain longer on average,83 but this
is also due to the different chemical nature of the thiyl ligands themselves.
From the Table, it emerges that S–Au–S angles are almost identical too: in
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the Au20(SCH3)16 model the average staple angle is 172.3° (169.6°–175.9°),
whereas it is 172.4° in my own structure (165.4°–177.8°; regardless of staple
length). Unlike the staples seen in optimised Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers,
these angles are within the range observed in crystal structure staples.161,200
Differences Between Au20(SCH3)16 Structures
Despite these common characteristics, however, the two structures do retain
an important difference concerning their staples: the four trimeric staples
enveloping the Au20(SCH3)16 core in the model are visibly not replicated
in my own structure. Instead, only one is fully trimeric staple is formed,
together with two dimeric and two monomeric ones; these staples do not
envelop the Au8 core. Two methanethiyls out of 16 do not end up in staples
at all (not seen in Figure 5.9a): these have not been considered in the
geometrical analysis.
This stapling discrepancy is reflected in the inter-staple Au–S–Au angles
listed in Table 5.4, which represent the only major geometrical difference
between the two Au20(SCH3)16 structures. In the model,
204 two distinct
Au–S–Au classes (98.4° and 108.5°) give rise to an average of 103.5°, in
line with 102.7° seen experimentally in Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 staples;
161 on the
other hand, confinement of the staples in my own structure to one side of
the core leads to narrower inter-staple angles (84.8°–96.3°; average: 89.7°).
Relative Energy and .SCH3 Adsorption Energy
Incomplete staple formation in my own Au20(SCH3)16 structure is likely to
be the main factor responsible for its considerable instability relative to the
model by Pei and co-authors:204 +2.694 eV.
Starting from 16 free methanethiyls optimised with PBE/6-31G(d,p), and
pristine Td Au20 optimised with PBE/LANL2DZ, the calculated adsorption
and reconstruction energy (§2.7.3) for my own Au20(SCH3)16 structure is
−2.003 eV/methanethiyl, whereas it is −2.171 eV/methanethiyl for Pei et
al.’s model. By comparison, in a DFT study, Jiang et al.212 report an energy
of −2.22 eV/methanethiyl for the formation of one staple on a reconstructed
Au(111) surface, and energies ranging from −3.44 eV/methanethiyl to −2.34
eV/methanethiyl for the formation of each successive staple in a model of
Au38(SCH3)24. In a study assessing stapling by means of a semiempirical,
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DFT based potential,165 the predicted thiyl adsorption energy on Au(111)
is −2.217 eV/methanethiyl. Experimentally, I point out a lower reported
value (−1.306 eV) derived from temperature-programmed desorption of thi-
ols from Au(111).169
5.3.3 Discussion
Both in §5.3.1 with Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 and §5.3.2 with Au20(SCH3)16,
post-optimisation data unequivocally show that staple formation is correctly
reproduced, and this is fully verifiable from Figures 5.6, 5.8 and 5.9. Ev-
idence of stapling also emerges from the analysis of geometrical features,
and, in addition, I have highlighted (§5.3.1) the energetic gain produced for
adj Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers as indicated by their relative energies.
Staples: Clues from Bonds and Angles
Various mentions are made6,40,82,196,197,202,212,346 of the different chemical
nature of gold atoms in the core of functionalised AuNPs (more affine to
Au(0)), and those in RS–Au–SR staples (often referred to as ‘adatoms’, and
more affine to Au(I) in polycyclic [RS−Au]x complexes, which may in fact
be described as a ‘zig-zag polymer of staples’).346 S–Au bond lengths in
reported crystal structures83,161,199,200 all conform to this principle, with an
average in-staple:out-of-staple bond length ratio of 1:1.04.
Indeed, analysis of the predicted S–Au bond lengths in optimisations of
stapled species discussed here, especially the ones of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
F5C (§5.3.1) and Au20(SCH3)16 (§5.3.2), always also pinpoints two dis-
tinct categories of S–Au bonds, one within staples and one outside; the
ratio is 1:1.01 in the former case, 1:1.02 in the latter. Although the dif-
ference is much less accentuated compared to the one observed in crystal
structures, this remains an indication that the chosen PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p) method is able to adequately capture the chemical changes affect-
ing stapled gold. In the planar adj isomers, the difference in length for the
two bond categories is even less perceptible, with S–Au bonds outside sta-
ples remaining shorter than expected and almost identical to the ones inside
staples: the reduced difference between the two categories is likely caused
by the central cloverleaf atoms keeping the Au–Au–Au sides in position.
In fact, it is interesting to note that the shortest S–Au bond length pre-
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dicted overall is for one of the bonds in Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F5A (involving
the isolated out-of-plane gold atom): notably, this is not part of a staple,
and indicates that, even without staple formation, the environment of the
bound gold may still have a conspicuous influence on the nature of the S–Au
bond.
Although S–Au bond ratios match the ones observed in crystal structures,
it is also evident from the data presented that, with the sole exception of the
S–Au bond in F5A just described, all S–Au bond lengths predicted in this
study exceed their crystal structure counterparts; in complete contrast to
this trend, all predicted S–C bond lengths are shorter than the ones reported
for the [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– crystal structure.83 This suggests that, with
respect to experimental findings, the chosen approach is overestimating the
occupancy of some antibonding S–Au orbitals, and underestimating that of
S–C orbitals.
On the contrary, the data show S–Au–S angles to remain close to the
168.6°–172.8° range described for crystal structures, and thus to be a good
basis for assessing the ‘completeness’ of staples, both with respect to that
range itself, and the 180° angle predicted for the free staple.202 Again,
the steric and electronic environment of the staple-anchoring gold atoms
in my optimised structures determines how ‘open’ the formed staples are.
In planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2, the cloverleaf structure forces the anchor-
ing atoms to be relatively far apart compared to nonplanar isomers and the
Au8 core in Au20(SCH3)16: consequently, it is in the adj isomers F2D–H
that the most opened-up staples are predicted. On the other hand, the two
gold atoms on which the F5C staple is anchored are bound closer together,
causing it to remain quite bent, even with respect to crystal structure val-
ues. Staples in the Au20(SCH3)16 model feature the S–Au–S angles most
closely matching the crystal structure range.
Explaining the Differences in Au20(SCH3)16 Structures
Regarding the optimisation outcome of my own Au20(SCH3)16 model, it
is important to contextualise the differences (§5.3.2) between it and the
model by Pei and co-workers,204 namely the incomplete trimer staple for-
mation seen in the former and the large instability this confers to it (§5.3.2).
Although this result is not encouraging in principle, it must be recalled
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that this study’s aim is not that of searching for a global minimum for
Au20(SCH3)16, and that optimisation of just one structure was always un-
likely to produce the lowest possible energy: as opposed to my own, the
study generating the model structure204 was much more extensive and sys-
tematic in its generation of starting structures. In this respect, I also must
stress that simultaneous adsorption of all 16 methanethiyl ligands may not
automatically represent the best approach: for example, Jiang et al. report
a Au38(SCH3)24 model
211 that is generated by adsorbing the ligands one by
one on pristine octahedral Au38, and reoptimising everything at each step.
Rather, in line with this study’s aim, it is more encouraging to note that
despite the differences in total energy and extent of stapling, staples in
my own Au20(SCH3)16 structure and the reported model have very similar
geometries, and that, more importantly, these (§5.3.2) deviate little from
experimental staples (particularly in terms of the S–Au–S angle; see discus-
sion in the previous subsection).83,161,199,200 However, the aforementioned
differences in in-staple bond lengths also seen with Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
remain.
The similarities with previous computational studies165,212 of the pre-
dicted energies for adsorption and staple formation (§5.3.2) also represent
a favourable finding for my method; the lower value reported experimen-
tally169 is less positive, but cannot be directly compared with calculations
reported here, as it is derived macroscopically, from a much larger system
than the typical size used in silico, and naturally without an accompanying
analysis of the precise nature of the reconstruction induced on Au(111).
5.4 Results II: S–H Bond Cleavage
In this section, I summarise the data for the second stage of this study
(§5.1.2), which investigates the ability of my approach to reproduce S–H
bond cleavage upon thiol adsorption on gold. Optimisation of the Au6
(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 shown in Figure 5.4, and that of the Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2·
59 H2O configuration resulting from the MD simulation (Figures 5.5) are
discussed separately in §5.4.1–5.4.2: the relevant geometrical traits of both
structures are listed jointly in Table 5.5, alongside their equivalents in: the
dehydrogenated counterpart Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G (Figure 5.6g); free
all-trans propanethiol; free propanethiyl; and water (all are optimised with
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PBE/LANL2DZ and/or 6-31G(d,p) in this work).
Table 5.5 Selected geometrical features of gas-phase and aqueous
Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, obtained after PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p) optimi-
sation of the structures in Figures 5.5 and 5.4 respectively, compared with their
equivalents in isomer F2G of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2, free propanethiol (PTL),
free propanethiyl (PTY), and water. All values for Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2
species are averages, unless more than one is given
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angle (°)
Fig.
S–Au S–C S–H O–H H–S–C
Au6(HSC3H7)2(g) 2.465 1.860 1.360 − 97.3 5.10
Au6(HSC3H7)2(aq)
2.354,a
2.424b
1.860
2.193,c
3.459d
1.003,c
0.991d
− 5.11b
F2G
2.378,e
2.388f
1.856 − − − 5.6g
PTLg,h − 1.848 1.358 − 96.7 −
PTYh − 1.813 − − − −
Waterh − − − 0.973 − −
a Au number 3 (cfr. Figure) b Au number 4 (cfr. Figure)
c H in magenta (cfr. Figure) d H in green (cfr. Figure)
e Au bound to another S f Au bound to another Au g All-trans
h PBE/6-31G(d,p) optimisation; this work
5.4.1 Unsolvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2
Figure 5.10 illustrates the structure resulting from full optimisation, with
PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p), of the Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 isomer in Fig-
ure 5.4. The starting and finishing structures differ considerably: instead
of the stapling seen in the optimised equivalent Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G
(Figure 5.6g), preservation of the thiolic hydrogens causes the S–Au–S motif
of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 to fall apart, with the two propanethiol ligands
moving away from each other and only preserving their external S–Au bond.
Bonds and H–S–C Angle
Examining the bond lengths reported in Table 5.5, the main point that
emerges, unequivocally confirmed by Figure 5.10, is that the S–H bonds in
Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 do not cleave: in fact, their elongation with respect
to S–H in free propanethiol is minimal (1.358 A˚ → 1.360 A˚ for both). On the
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other hand, an evident elongation of the S–C bonds (average: 1.860 A˚) is
observed with respect to their counterpart in unbound propanethiol (1.848
A˚), though to a lesser extent than the elongation seen in bound propanethiyl
in F2G.
Figure 5.10 Isomer of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 resulting from optimisation of the
structure in Figure 5.4 with PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p). Brown: Au; yellow:
S; grey: C; white: H.
The nature of the sulfur-gold interaction changes substantially with re-
spect to Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G. I reported above the disruption of the
two in-staple S–Au bonds; in addition, in comparison to the S–Au bonds
in Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2, the two remaining in Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 are
on average much longer (2.465 A˚ vs. 2.378 A˚ in-staple and 2.388 A˚ out-of-
staple).
Finally, I observe a slight widening of the H–S–C angle, from 96.7° in
unbound propanethiol to an average of 97.3° in Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2.
5.4.2 Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 · 59 H2O
In Figure 5.11, I compare the starting configuration of solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2
generated by the MD simulation (§5.2.3) alongside its resulting counterpart
after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ and 6-31G(d,p). Not only is there
a complete loss of the starting cloverleaf structure as in the case of unsol-
vated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, but in this case there also is a visible evolu-
tion towards nonplanarity, which prevents the formation of a staple as in
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G.
The structural change is perhaps best explained by viewing the rightmost
propanethiol in Figure 5.11a and the Au1-Au4-Au5-Au2 Au4 rhombus as
an entity A, and the leftmost propanethiol together with the Au1-Au3-Au6
Au3 triangle as another entity B, sharing Au1 with A. Optimisation causes
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11 Structure of solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2: (a) prior to DFT op-
timisation (cfr. Figure 5.5); and (b) after DFT optimisation (PBE/LANL2DZ and
6-31G(d,p)). Loss of the thiolic hydrogens (green and magenta spheres) to the
nearest aqueous oxygens (red spheres) is highlighted. Other atoms represented as
follows: numbered brown sphere: Au; yellow sphere: S; grey sphere: C; white
sphere: aliphatic H; red line: O; blue line/dot: aqueous H·.
A to rotate ∼ 90◦ anticlockwise, and at the same time leads to cleavage of
the S–Au5 bond, only leaving the S–Au4 one intact. Entity B pivots about
Au1, as Au6 moves below the plane of the former cloverleaf.
Bonds
In this case, cleavage of both S–H bonds is indisputable: Figure 5.11b shows
the transfer of both hydrogen atoms to two aqueous oxygens, and this is
confirmed by the bond lengths in Table 5.5. The newly-formed H–O bonds
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measure 0.991 A˚ (green H in Figure 5.11b) and 1.003 A˚ (magenta H in
Figure 5.11b): this is close to the 0.973 A˚ predicted by PBE/6-31G(d,p) for
a single water molecule. At the same time, I find S–H distances of 2.193
A˚ (magenta H) and 3.459 A˚ (green H), way longer than free propanethiol’s
S–H (1.358 A˚), thus confirming S–H cleavage too.
S–Au interactions are also profoundly altered by optimisation. As in the
unsolvated form of Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, what used to be the two in-staple
S–Au bonds in the Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2G equivalent are lost as a result
of the structural rearrangement caused by optimisation. The two remaining
bonds S–Au3 and S–Au4 are both bound head-on to a single gold, but, in
line with the predicted hydrogen loss, stay closer in length to values seen for
.S–Au bonds rather than HS–Au ones. In any case, their predicted lengths
differ considerably: the more ‘isolated’ S–Au3 bond, belonging to entity B,
is predicted with a shorter length of 2.354 A˚. The remaining S–Au4 bond,
belonging to A, is seen to elongate, though not as much as in the unsolvated
species (2.424 A˚).
The change seen in the two S–C bonds, on the other hand, is not as
outstanding compared to other cases: their elongation to an average of 1.860
A˚ exactly matches the one observed for unsolvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2.
5.4.3 Discussion
The calculations on unsolvated and solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 dis-
cussed in this section indicate that, even with the chosen PBE/LANL2DZ
and 6-31G(d,p) approach, rupture of the S–H bond is a process that only
becomes barrierless under specific conditions (namely, in this case, due to
the presence of a solvent ‘sink’). In the absence of such conditions, it can-
not be reproduced by mere energy minimisation, as this method does not
account for barrier crossing.
Nondissociation of Thiols in Unsolvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2:
Unexpected or not?
In the unsolvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 chosen to investigate S–H cleav-
age, not only does the process not occur upon optimisation, but also the
elongation of the S–H bond is almost imperceptible, signalling that it isn’t
even weakened by the presence of the gold in this particular case. This con-
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trasts with the most recent mechanistic observations mentioned in Chapter
1,166 and can be explained by the fact that, in order to prevent steric clash
(§5.2.2), both thiolic hydrogen atoms, were constructed so that they point
away from all six gold atoms (Figure 5.4): as a result, there isn’t room for
any sort of interaction to occur between Kohn-Sham orbitals of hydrogen
and gold, causing S–H antibonding orbitals to remain unoccupied.
The importance of establishing an Au–H interaction in order to facilitate
S–H splitting is in line with the aforementioned theoretical calculations by
Tielens and Santos (§1.5.1),168 which carefully study the evolution of state
occupancy as various thiols approach a gold surface. Indeed, in another
gas-phase DFT study dealing with thiol adsorption on the even smaller
nanocluster Au4,
223 it is found too that S–H bond rupture does not occur
and thus, as in the present study, the H atom remains attached to the sulfur.
I reported that a number of studies, both experimental180,181 and com-
putational,181,221,222,224 detect the coexistence of dissociated and undissoci-
ated S–H to varying proportions, at least on Au(111) surfaces (which larger
AuNPs may be considered to mimic). The issue of hydrogen orientation
belongs to the broader range of factors (such as presence of defects on the
surface;180,222,224 and higher coverages) that are able to shift this equilib-
rium for or against dissociation; in fact, it is generally agreed that any
factor(s) facilitating the final release of H2
166,221 provide the main driving
force for S–H dissociation.
Dissociation of Thiols in Solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2: the
Importance of a Driving Force
Prior to optimisation of the solvated Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 (Figure 5.11a),
the thiolic hydrogens on both propanethiol ligands are also both pointing
away from the gold atoms; yet, in this case, S–H dissociation is clearly seen
to happen spontaneously upon optimisation (Figure 5.11b). The reason for
this is the vital presence of the solvent molecules: these compensate for the
lack of a direct H–Au contact by providing an alternative source of electron
density with which to fill S–H antibonding orbitals, effectively creating a
trigger for S–H cleavage.
S–H breaking in a gold-adsorbed thiol in an aqueous environment is ac-
tually not unprecedented, and was also observed in a study by Nadler et
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al. post-MD simulation.251 Encouragingly, my chosen approach is able to
reproduce the process too, meaning that, at least in the specific case where
it is coming from the introduction of a radical sink, the increased drive
towards dissociation is adequately captured.
I note that in this case, given the ligands’ distant positions, there actually
is no possibility for H2 to be formed; departure of the (unstable) hydrogen
atoms is nonetheless energetically driven by the formation of a radical net-
work, in which holes resulting from the two unpaired electrons are dispersed
and stabilised throughout a system of solvent molecules. This ‘sink’ effect
played by the solvent is recognisable in Figure 5.11b.
I conclude by briefly discussing any general trends in the S–Au and S–C
bonds of both the unsolvated and solvated species after optimisation. Fo-
cussing first on the latter case, I note that average S–C bond length in the
propanethiol remains virtually identical regardless of solvation/thiol cleav-
age (at 1.860 A˚ in both cases), and stays roughly in line with the generalised
elongation seen in the optimised dehydrogenated Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 iso-
mers (§5.3.1). This elongation is considerable when compared to the bond
in unbound propanethiyl, and modest when compared to free propanethiol;
regardless of the species chosen for comparison, it can be concluded that,
like presence or absence of stapling, presence or absence of the thiolic hy-
drogens has no influence on the strength of S–C bonds. This is in line with
the calculations referenced earlier,168 which predicted the S–C states to be
hardly affected during the S–H cleavage process.
With respect to the unsolvated species Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, the S–Au
bond in the solvated species is seen to shorten upon hydrogen loss, in line
with its previously reported strengthening;222 the different lengths of the
two S–Au bonds in optimised Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2(aq), brought about by
the different chemical environment of the gold atoms involved, prevent a
more direct comparison. However, I note that the (short) 2.354 A˚ length
predicted for one of the Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2(aq) bonds is reminiscent of,
though still longer than, the ‘isolated’ S–Au bond described in form F5A of
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (§5.3.1; 2.312 A˚). Unsurprisingly (cfr. §5.3.3), in this
case too the Au atom involved is relatively isolated from the rest.
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5.5 Summary and Conclusions
With the calculations described in this chapter, I have set out to investigate
whether the chosen PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) method can suitably re-
produce the reconstruction occurring upon thiol self-assembly on gold; the
two key aspects studied were the formation of RS–Au–SR staples of various
length, and the elusive S–H bond cleavage. This is the second challenge of
the strategy adopted for achieving simulation of organosulfur self-assembly
on gold. Sticking to a QM approach was deemed essential to tackle this
challenge too, given the electronic change involved.
In the first part of the chapter (§5.3), the capacity to simulate staple
formation was assessed in two different contexts, by optimising: a) a se-
ries of planar and nonplanar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, derived from
Au8 structures; and b) a model of Au20(SCH3)16 constructed with a fully
tetrahedral Au20 core (§5.3.2).
In Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers with ligand substitutions at suitably
close positions (i.e. the planar F2D–H and the nonplanar F5C), optimisa-
tion with the chosen method was indeed seen to give rise to Au(SCH2CH2CH3)2
staples; in all other cases, the ligands’ position did not permit staple for-
mation upon optimisation. Relative energies of optimised isomers F2A–K
were compared, revealing a generalised energetic gain for the stapled isomers
over unstapled ones.
Except for a few circumstantial exceptions, staple formation in Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
is further confirmed by analysis of key geometrical features, especially: in-
staple S–Au–S angles; and chemical differentiation of S–Au bond lengths
(shorter within staples and longer outside). Predictions are found to be
compatible with those in functionalised AuNP crystal structures (all of
which show extensive stapling),83,161,199,200 and with the full 180° predicted
in silico for the free staple.202 A notable difference with respect to crystal
structures, seen in all cases, are the longer predictions for the S–Au bonds,
and the shorter predictions for the S–C bonds.
Full optimisation of Au20(SCH3)16 also led to widespread stapling, and
disruption of the tetrahedral core. In this case too, geometrical characteris-
tics of the resulting structure were seen to be in full agreement with crystal
structure data. The structure obtained here was furthermore compared
to a previous low-energy model by Pei et al.:204 although the former does
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not completely attain the four enveloping trimeric staples seen in the latter
(which was discovered after a much more systematic investigation), the two
are again proven to share many geometrical aspects, and, in particular, both
develop a double-tetrahedral Au8 core.
In the final part of this chapter (§5.4), S–H bond cleavage was assessed
on a planar Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 molecule, both unsolvated and in aque-
ous solution; the solvated version, exhibiting a 59H2O solvent shell, was
generated by a classical MD simulation. Optimisation of the unsolvated
molecule merely led to loss of the cloverleaf structure, with both S–H bonds
failing to cleave. On the other hand, optimisation of the solvated molecule
yielded full S–H dissociation, together with a loss of planarity which pre-
vented staple formation; S–H scission was further confirmed by the shorten-
ing undergone by S–Au bonds, bringing them closer to the dehydrogenated
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 counterparts.
Given its outcome, the first part of this study proves the ability of my
chosen QM approach to adequately reproduce staple formation, when thiyl
ligands are manually placed on gold; in the absence of thiolic hydrogen
atoms, the process occurs spontaneously upon structural optimisation, thus
not requiring any energetic barriers to be overcome. Staple formation was
tested on two quite different classes of gold nanoclusters, including the
Au20(SCH3)16 cluster similar to my target system, and successfully recog-
nised in both contexts by means of structural and energetic analyses.
Data from the final part of this chapter are less straightforward to inter-
pret, and fully representative of the ambiguity surrounding the process of
S–H dissociation. The two different outcomes of solvated and unsolvated
Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2 optimisations indicate that S–H dissociation is spon-
taneous and barrierless only in the presence of a driving force and favourable
stereoelectronic conditions. Nonetheless, at least in this specific context, my
chosen approach is able to capture this condition too. Thus, in the unsol-
vated species, where the impossibility of forming either H2 gas or Au–H
bonds amounts to a lack of driving force, PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) opti-
misation does not result in S–H breaking. On the other hand, rupture does
occur in the solvated species: in this case, the presence of solvent oxygen,
which removes energetic barriers and provides an alternative reaction path,
is in effect acting as a driving force, allowing S–H antibonding orbitals to be
filled, and the resulting hydrogen atoms to be stabilised. The role of gold
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itself in weakening the S–H bond will have be clarified at later stages, when
species are present in which Au–H bond formation is possible (§7.3.2 and
§7.4.2).
Based on these favourable observations, concerning both of the phenom-
ena associated with gold reconstruction upon thiol self-assembly, I conclude
that the chosen QM approach may be confidently used in the next steps
of this Thesis, wherein QM/MM simulation is introduced to tackle the two
remaining challenges.
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Part Three: Results —
ONIOM and Molecular
Dynamics
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6 Challenge III: Modelling Large
Scale Ligands and Their
Interactions
6.1 Purpose and Outline of the Study
The previous three chapters have focussed on issues concerning the inner
layers of my target AuNP system, and for which full QM treatment was
an essential requirement. In this Chapter, the focus is shifted to the outer
region of the system, comprising the tails (and possible functional groups)
borne by organosulfur ligands. In §1.6, I have already discussed how and
why this region is just as important as the gold core and surface, particu-
larly in terms of: ligand-ligand interactions and entropic effects influencing
post-adsorption patterns; and ligand-ligand interactions between different
AuNPs being vital for simulations of supramolecular assemblies.
At the same time, however, it is clear that typical ligand sizes in ex-
perimentally relevant functionalised AuNPs are of the order of 50 atoms
and above (§1.2.1). At such ligand sizes, given the large number of elec-
trons in the system, the computational cost of full QM simulation becomes
prohibitive: this represents the third major challenge to overcome in the
simulation of functionalised AuNPs. The only practicable solution is the
introduction of a classical molecular mechanics (MM) method to treat this
region of the system, at the cost of losing the greater accuracy associated
with QM methods: to implement this, and at the same time maintain QM
treatment of the inner regions, I here introduce and validate the hybrid
(QM/MM) ONIOM approach.322 Its use on this class of molecules is un-
precedented (§1.6.1).
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6.1.1 ONIOM vs. Full QM: Comparing Geometrical and
Energetic Predictions
To verify the exact extent of accuracy loss upon replacement of full QM
with ONIOM, the same set of 14 Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers discussed
in Chapter 5 is here optimised with ONIOM instead (§6.2.2), and the same
sort of geometrical and energetic analysis is conducted on the resulting
structures. Since QM treatment is retained for thiol headgroups and gold,
staple formation is again observed in the same isomers as before. The
better treatment of van der Waals interactions by MM than by the PBE
functional is evidenced by a greater stabilisation of those isomers with thiyl
alkyl chains in favourable positions to interact; this is also reflected in more
enhanced changes in some dihedrals. Other geometric changes are found to
be minimal with respect to full QM.
Next (§6.2.2), I continue theQM-ONIOM comparison by carrying out
a series of single-point energy calculations with both approaches on five
different isomers of Au38(SCH3)24.
161,195,196,211,212 The order of stability
predicted by QM calculations qualitatively matches the one predicted by
ONIOM calculations almost entirely, with one exception. The “restricted”
partition chosen for this system, at the S–C bond, is deemed to be responsi-
ble for the quantitative differences. Results from this part of the study thus
prove that, despite some expected loss of accuracy due to the introduction
of MM, ONIOM predictions do remain qualitatively consistent with those
by full QM, specifically in the two vital areas of surface reconstruction and
gold chemistry; in addition, energy changes on the PES are qualitatively
reproduced in these predictions.
6.1.2 ONIOM vs. Full QM: Comparing Computational
Efficiency
The actual computational time gain afforded by the introduction of ONIOM
is quantified by carrying out a series of QM and QM/MM single-point
energy calculations on the crystal structures of two phenylethylthiylated
AuNPs,83,161,200 as well as their (simpler) propanethiylated counterparts
(§6.2.2). Results show that the use of ONIOM instead of full QM leads
to a very advantageous reduction of the time required for solving the SCF
equations, achieving gains of almost 70% per cycle in some cases.
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6.1.3 ONIOM Optimisation of a PEG-ylated Gold
Nanocluster
In order to fully illustrate the extent of the benefits brought about by the
introduction of ONIOM, in the final portion of this Chapter I make an
extrapolation, and successfully use it to optimise an Au20 nanocluster func-
tionalised with a very large (experimentally relevant; §1.2.1) PEG-ylated
thiyl bearing an ammonium group (§6.2.2);38 significantly, the electrostatic
repulsion between the (classically treated) ligand tails is fully reproduced.
Due to the sheer size of this functionalised nanocluster such a problem would
have been virtually untreatable with a full QM methodology.
6.2 Specific Procedural Details and Justification
The theoretical framework of structural optimisations and single-point en-
ergy calculations, along with general aspects relevant to the newly intro-
duced ONIOM approach, has already been outlined in Chapter 2. In the
following subsections, I outline specific aspects concerning the methodology
adopted in this Chapter, with particular focus on how the structures selected
for this study (§6.2.2) are adapted for ONIOM calculations, including the
related choice of how to treat the MM region (§6.2.1).
6.2.1 Setting up Systems for ONIOM Calculations
Like most of the other calculations, ONIOM calculations discussed here are
run on the habitual 8 processors, requiring 19.5 GB of memory. This in-
cludes the computational comparison between the two methods (§6.1.2 and
§6.4). For this study, the plan is to employ two-layer ONIOM, which (cfr.
§2.4) typically applies a higher level of theory (QM) to a restricted region of
the system under study (‘model’ system), and a lower level of theory (MM)
both to the model and real systems. Having found in PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p) a suitable QM approach to treat my target system’s inner layer
(gold nanocluster, thiol/thiyl headgroups), there remains to establish a suit-
able classical forcefield to employ for its outer layer, with the aim of im-
proving computational tractability (cfr. §6.1).
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Forcefield Choice, Parameters, and Validation
The choice for this Thesis falls on the OPLS-AA forcefield,313 briefly in-
troduced in §5.2.3 for the classical MD simulation conducted there, and
discussed earlier in Chapter 2. The resulting ONIOM method will be hence-
forth referred to as PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA. OPLS-AA itself
is particularly suited for the treatment of non-biological organic molecules
and liquid-phase MD simulations, which will play an important role in tack-
ling the next challenge.
For nearly all of the atom types treated in this Chapter, predefined OPLS-
AA parameters are indeed available,313 however, there are a few exceptions.
For the MD simulation in §5.2.3, I have mentioned the adoption of nonstan-
dard parameters for Au···Au and Au···S interactions;236 these are not used
in ONIOM simulations, allowing the interaction to be dictated instead by
the combination rule in Equation 2.68 as in all remaining cases. However,
the nonstandard parameters for Au atoms are maintained; to these I must
add nonstandard point charges for atom types in the thiyl headgroups, and
in the quaternary ammonium group borne by the bulky PEG-ylated ligand
(see §6.1.3, §6.2.2 and §6.5). All parameters can be found listed in Appendix
A3.1.
In particular, assignment of point charges for untyped atoms required
several test QM calculations: details can be found in Appendix A3.2. Ulti-
mately, there is less of an issue when untyped atoms belong to both the real
and model systems, because any associated errors cancel out in the ONIOM
expression; on the other hand, the aforementioned ammonium group lies in
the real system only, so it is more important that its charges are assigned
accurately.
Partitioning Nanoclusters into Real and Model Systems
Having unequivocally established the gold and all thiol/thiyl headgroups as
essential components of the model ONIOM system, it must be determined
where exactly to place the partition between the model and real systems
(and the associated link hydrogen atom). To include all of the headgroups in
the model system, this partition must indeed cut across every single ligand:
the question is at what distance from the headgroups it is to be placed, as
this can significantly affect the simulations.
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Figure 6.1 Singly-occupied molecular orbital of the dodecanethiyl radical, as cal-
culated with PBE/6-31(d,p) (isosurface=0.02); yellow: S; grey: C; white: H. Green
and red denote opposite orbital phases.
The closer the partition is placed to ligand headgroups, the greater is
the portion of ligand tail excluded from QM treatment, with the risk of
omitting interactions between sulfur orbitals and ligand tails (except for
the polarisation induced by electronic embedding, vide infra). Even in fully
aliphatic ligands such as the ones discussed here, these are far-reaching: as
an example, Figure 6.1 illustrates the singly-occupied molecular orbital of
the representative ligand dodecanethiyl, which extends five CH2 units back
along the aliphatic tail. On the other hand, however, one must consider that
every extra CH2 unit included in the QM region increases the explicit elec-
tron count by 14 per ligand: this is bound to greatly penalise computational
efficiency, though it isn’t tested explicitly by how much.
After considering both of these factors, the final choice for this phase of
the investigation is to place the QM/MM partition at the first C–C bond,
thus capping all model systems with what effectively are .SCH3 ligands. In
Au38(SCH3)24 models (§6.2.2), where
.SCH3 ligands are already present in
the real system and therefore no C–C bonds are available, the partition
is placed at the S–C bond instead, thus creating what effectively are sul-
fuhydryl ligands in the model system. In fact, both these partition choices
clash with the good ONIOM practice of partitioning the system at least
three bonds away from the region of electronic change.325 In section §6.2.2,
which describes the construction of the nanoclusters studied here, real and
model systems resulting from the ONIOM partition are stated explicitly.
In order to allow orbitals in the (QM) model system to be influenced by
the point charges on the tails in the (MM) real system, I carry out all of the
calculations using electronic embedding (§2.4.3). This is indeed the only
way in which electrostatic phenomena arising in the MM region can make
themselves ‘felt’ elsewhere in the system during simulation, and it therefore
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becomes particularly essential when simulating nanoclusters coated with
functional groups specifically designed to alter the electronic environment
within the gold core.239,324
6.2.2 Choice and Construction of Nanoclusters and their
Isomers
Comparing Predictions: Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 Isomers
(a) F2A (b) F2B (c) F2C
(d) F2D (e) F2E (f) F2F
(g) F2G (h) F2H (i) F2I
(j) F2J (k) F2K
Figure 6.2 11 “planar” isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (constructed in Chapter
5 (Table 5.1; Figure 5.1) and optimised there with full QM), prior to optimisation
with ONIOM in this chapter. Brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H. Ball-and-
stick: atoms in the real and model systems; stick: atoms in the real system only
(MM).
To begin assessment of the effects of ONIOM on energetic and geometrical
predictions (§6.1.1), I employ the same set of 11 “planar” (F2A–K) and 3
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nonplanar (F5A–C) isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 discussed in Chapter
5, derived from Au8 F2 and F5 respectively. Construction and nomencla-
ture of these isomers (including the opp–adj distinction for planar ones)
is extensively covered in §5.2.2. In Figures 6.2 and 6.3 respectively, I illus-
trate how starting structures of planar and nonplanar isomers are set up
for ONIOM optimisations, by partitioning all of them into a real system
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 and a model system Au6(SCH3)2 as per §6.2.1.
(a) F5A (b) F5B (c) F5C
Figure 6.3 Three nonplanar isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (constructed in
Chapter 5 (Figure 5.1) and optimised there with full QM), prior to optimisation
with ONIOM in this chapter. Brown: Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H. Ball-and-
stick: atoms in the real and model systems; stick: atoms in the real system only
(MM).
Comparing Predictions: Au38(SCH3)24 Isomers
The part of the study outlined in §6.1.1 is continued with single-point energy
calculations (ONIOM and full QM) on a set of five different Au38(SCH3)24
isomers (Figure 6.4), all showing extensive stapling; due to their too high
computational cost, structural optimisations are not carried out. To adapt
them for ONIOM calculations, as per §6.2.1, these are partitioned at the
S–C bonds into a real Au38(SCH3)24 system and a model Au38(SH)24 one.
Though none of the structures is fully derived experimentally (vide infra),
they represent an ideal set of molecules on which to assess differences in
energetic predictions between full QM and ONIOM.
The first structure (1; Figure 6.4a), is highly symmetric (Oh) and charac-
terised by a cyclic tetrameric staple [RS–Au–S(R)–Au–S(R)–Au–S(R)–Au–
SR; R = CH3] on each of its six faces. Much like my own Au20(SCH3)16
model generated in Chapter 5, it is obtained by DFT optimisation of a
pristine Au38 nanocluster with 24 symmetrically distributed
.SCH3 lig-
ands.194,196 Structure 2 (Figure 6.4b) is similar to 1, but has lower symmetry
and a distorted core; it was actually presented by Garzo´n and co-workers,
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(a) 1196 (b) 2195
(c) 3211,212 (d) 4211
(e) 5161
Figure 6.4 Structures of Au38(SCH3)24 discussed in the present study. 1–4 are
proposed models;195,196,211,212 5 is a truncated homologue of the Au38(SC2H4Ph)24
crystal structure.161 Only single-point energy calculations are conducted, both with
full QM and ONIOM. Larger grey sphere: core Au; brown sphere: staple Au; yellow
sphere: S; grey stick: C; white stick: H. For ONIOM calculations: spheres represent
atoms in the real and model systems; sticks represent atoms in the real system only
(MM).
after another more extensive DFT study195 conducted in response to the
first publication of 1.194 Structures 3 and 4 (Figures 6.4c and 6.4d respec-
tively) are models originating from two DFT studies by Jiang et al.,211,212
and are more disordered than the previous two: 3 contains a prevalence
of monomeric staples, whereas 4 contains a prevalence of dimeric ones.
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Structure 5 (Figure 6.4e) is a homologue of the Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 crys-
tal structure,161 derived by manual truncation of ligand tails. Note that
another Au38(SCH3)24 model by Pei and co-authors
210 was excluded from
this study.
The larger size of this set of nanoclusters leads their energy levels to
be closer together. This hinders the process of solving SCF equations and
converging on a stable wavefunction: as a precaution to counteract this
in both ONIOM and full QM calculations, the quadratic SCF convergence
method (§2.2.10)299 is invoked after a number of conventional SCF iterations
(§2.2.10), if (as indeed in the vast majority of cases) these turn out to
be inconclusive. SCF convergence in 1, which unlike all other molecules
here is a spin triplet,211 also requires the introduction of Fermi temperature
broadening.347
Functionalised AuNPs for Assessment of ONIOM ’s CPU
Efficiency
To quantify the gain in CPU time upon the introduction of ONIOM (§6.1.2),
I conduct a series of single-point energy calculations (ONIOM and full QM)
on four different functionalised gold nanoclusters: a) the Au38(SC2H4Ph)24
crystal structure (Figure 6.5a);161 b) its manually truncated propanethiy-
lated homologue Au38(SC2H4Me)24 (Figure 6.5b); c) the [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–
crystal structure (Figure 6.5c);83,200 and d) its propanethiylated homologue
[Au25(SC2H4Me)18]
– (Figure 6.5d).
For ONIOM calculations, as per §6.2.1, nanoclusters were partitioned at
the first C–C bond in each ligand, leading to a model system Au38(SCH3)24
in Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 and Au38(SC2H4Me)24; and to a model system [Au25(SCH3)18]
–
in [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– and [Au25(SC2H4Me)18]
–. These partitions too are
demarcated in Figure 6.5. Calculations on most of these structures also
require the same additional modifications to the SCF procedure introduced
for 1–5 above; calculation times are compared excluding the quadratic con-
vergence step, if present.
Bulky Functionalised AuNP for Optimisation with ONIOM
For the full ONIOM optimisation concluding the study (§6.1.3) I construct
the funcionalised nanoparticle [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+ (Fig-
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 6.5 Structures of [Aum(SC2H4R)n ]
q
used in the present study to assess
gains in CPU efficiency upon introduction of ONIOM. (a) m = 38, n = 24, q = 0,
R = Ph; (b) m = 38, n = 24, q = 0, R = Me; (c) m = 25, n = 18, q = −1,
R = Ph; (d) m = 25, n = 18, q = −1, R = Me. (a)161 and (c)83,200 are crystal
structures; (b) and (d) are truncated versions constructed for the this study. Only
single-point energy calculations are conducted, both with full QM and ONIOM.
Larger grey sphere: core Au; brown sphere: staple Au; yellow sphere: S; grey stick
/ grey smaller sphere: C; white stick / white sphere: H. For ONIOM calculations:
spheres represent atoms in the real and model systems; sticks represent atoms in
the real system only (MM).
ure 6.6a) by deriving it from the Au20(SCH3)16 model by Pei et al. studied
in the previous Chapter.204 Trying to reduce steric clash as much as possible,
the model’s sixteen .SCH3 ligands are manually replaced with replicas of the
bulky PEG-ylated ammonium alkylthiyl ligand (SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe
+
3 ;
Figure 6.6b). One of this ligand’s particularly attractive aspects is its pre-
vious use in a reported synthesis of functionalised AuNPs subsequently em-
ployed for protein sensing.38
Prior to its substitution into the Au20(SCH3)16 model, the PEG-ylated
thiyl is optimised with PBE/6-31G(d,p). The ‘spiral’ all-gauche conforma-
tion of its PEG-ylated portion seen in Figure 6.6 is consistent with ex-
perimental reports348 and stereoelectronic intuition; its greater stability
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(a) Starting structure of [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+
prior to its optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p):OPLS-AA. The nanocluster is derived from the
Au20(SCH3)16 model by Pei and co-workers,
204 manu-
ally substituting .SCH3 ligands with the ligand in (b)
(b) Zoom on a single ligand of the nanocluster shown in (a).
The structure has been fully optimised with PBE/6-31G(d,p).
Figure 6.6 Molecules discussed in this subsection. Key: larger grey sphere: core
Au ((a) only); brown sphere: staple Au ((a) only); yellow sphere: S; grey stick /
grey smaller sphere: C; white stick / white sphere: H; red stick: O; blue stick: N.
Spheres represent atoms in the real and model ONIOM systems; sticks represent
atoms in the real ONIOM system only (MM).
compared to the all-trans conformation is confirmed by my own PBE/6-
31G(d,p) calculations as well.
The other notable characteristic of this system is its considerable size,
easily deducible from Figure 6.6a: given its 5308 electrons, it is totally in-
tractable with full QM. ONIOM partitioning of the molecule at the first
C–C bond of each ligand (Figure 6.6), into a model Au20(SCH3)16 system
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and a real [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+ system, allows to move the
majority of electrons into the MM-only region, removing them from ex-
plicit simulation and thus greatly improving simulation feasibility (see §6.5).
Combined with its experimental relevance, this makes this nanocluster ideal
for highlighting ONIOM ’s full potential.
6.3 Results I: Comparing Geometrical and
Energetic Predictions
Differences in geometrical and energetic predictions when switching from
full QM to ONIOM (§6.1.1) are presented and analysed below, first in
isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 (§6.3.1), then in models of Au38(SCH3)24
(§6.3.2).161,195,196,211
6.3.1 Optimisation of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers
In the previous Chapter, significant geometrical features of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
isomers as optimised with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) were already pre-
sented, interpreted and discussed in detail. This was also done with the
isomers’ relative energies. In this Chapter, therefore, I will merely com-
pare the geometrical and energetic changes occurring when optimisation is
carried out with ONIOM instead of full QM.
Isomers F2A to F2K
Construction of the 11 Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers F2A–K, all derived
from planar Au8 F2, is covered in §6.2.2 and illustrated in Figure 6.2,
from which the ONIOM partition is also visible. Their characteristics and
nomenclature were previously explained in Table 5.1, as was the distinction
between adj isomers (F2D–H) and opp isomers (F2A–C, I–K).
The 11 minima of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2A-K resulting from ONIOM
optimisation (PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA) are shown in Figure
6.7. Unlike full QM optimisations, none of the ONIOM optimisations pre-
sented here encounter a conformational transition state.
Inspection of Figure 6.7 again reveals significant differences between opp
isomers (Figures 6.7a–6.7c, 6.7i–6.7k) and adj isomers (Figures 6.7d–6.7h).
As in the full QM case, optimisation of the latter leads to a straightening
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(a) F2A (b) F2B (c) F2C
(d) F2D (e) F2E (f) F2F
(g) F2G (h) F2H (i) F2I
(j) F2J (k) F2K
Figure 6.7 Structures of the 11 “planar” isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 shown in
Figure 6.2 after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA. Brown:
Au; yellow: S; grey: C; white: H. Ball-and-stick: atoms in the real and model
systems; stick: atoms in the real system only (MM).
out of the S–Au–S sides to form an actual H3CH2CH2CS–Au–SCH2CH2CH3
staple; optimisation of the former, on the other hand, leads to little change,
with the cloverleaf structure being essentially retained, save a slight elonga-
tion imposed by the shorter S–Au bonds.
Again, the presence of staples is confirmed by examining in greater detail
the salient geometrical features of the optimised Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 iso-
mers, and comparing them where possible with the corresponding features in
Au8 F2, free propanethiyl (optimised in this work with PBE/6-31G(d,p)),
and again previous crystal structures.83,161,199,200 All of the structural traits
relevant for this comparison are summarised in Table 6.1 (cfr. Table 5.2);
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owing to the small deviations, it is possible in this case too to focus on
average values in every isomer, and examine how ONIOM alters them, if at
all, compared to full QM.
Changes in Bonds. Table 6.1 again lists average lengths of in-staple and
out-of-staple S–Au bonds (the former only featuring in adj isomers), as
well as S–C bonds. Changes compared to bonds in the full QM-optimised
structures are examined in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.8 Average changes in key bond lengths (Table 6.1) within planar
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, when switching from full QM optimisation to
ONIOM. Ordering along the x axis is altered to facilitate direct comparison be-
tween equivalent ‘opposite’ and ‘adjacent’ isomers (denoted by underlined labels).
The adjacent isomer corresponding to F2I is sterically prohibited (cfr. Table 5.1).
The first thing to note from the Figure is that changes in bond lengths are
extremely tiny (below statistical significance). The maximum change (ob-
served in F2G) is a mere 0.006 A˚-shortening of the in-staple S–Au bond.
Having stated this, and taking into account as previously the sterically pro-
hibited companion of F2I, the next thing to point out is that the elonga-
tion/shortening pattern observed in bonds common to adj and opp isomers
(i.e. out-of-staple S–Au, and S–C) is virtually identical for matching opp-
adj pairs: the sole (minor) mismatches are observed in out-of-staple S–Au
bonds of F2A, D and F2B, E.
A generalised shortening is seen in all three bond types, except for the
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Table 6.1 Selected geometrical features of planar ONIOM -optimised
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, compared with their equivalents in the Au8 clover-
leaf and propanethiyl (PTY; both optimised with PBE/LANL2DZ and/or 6-
31G(d,p)), as well as with average values from available crystal structures of
larger functionalised AuNPs.83,161,199,200 Values for the following features are
averages (save for PTY): all three bond types; S–Au–Au angle; all three dihe-
drals. Individual isomers are illustrated in Figure 6.7; underlined isomers feature
propanethiyls at adjacent vertices (cfr. Table 5.1 in the previous Chapter)
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angles (°)
S–Aua S–Aub S–C S–Au–S S–Au–Au Au–Au–Au
F2A − 2.378 1.859 − 164.7 −
F2B − 2.377 1.859 − 164.8 −
F2C − 2.377 1.859 − 165 −
F2D 2.374 2.386 1.858 176.7 167.7 143.1
F2E 2.373 2.386 1.858 177.9 168.2 143.9
F2F 2.372 2.386 1.858 177.4 168.4 144.5
F2G 2.372 2.386 1.859 177.5 168.6 144.7
F2H 2.373 2.387 1.858 177.4 168.0 143.4
F2I − 2.376 1.859 − 166.2 −
F2J − 2.377 1.859 − 166.4 −
F2K − 2.377 1.859 − 165.0 −
Au8 F2 − − − − − 153.6
PTYc − − 1.813 − − −
Expt.d
2.28–
2.32
2.37–
2.40
1.89
168.6–
172.8
− −
Species Figure
Dihedrals (°)e
Central
Au4
motif
S
distortion
from plane
Au
distortion
from plane
F2A 6.7a 0.1 2.2 5.4
F2B 6.7b 0.0 0.6 0.6
F2C 6.7c 0.1 2.2 3.9
F2D 6.7d 0.9 5.8 2.5
F2E 6.7e 0.1 9.1 12.6
F2F 6.7f 0.3 9.7 19.6
F2G 6.7g 0.1 12.1 5.0
F2H 6.7h 0.7 6.0 13.4
F2I 6.7i 0.0 8.5 17.3
F2J 6.7j 0.6 17.3 28.4
F2K 6.7k 0.0 0.9 0.4
Au8 F2 4.1 0.0 − 0.1
a In-staple b Out-of-staple c PBE/6-31G(d,p); this work d Crystal structures
of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–,83,200 Au38(SC2H4Ph)24,
161 Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44
199
e Absolute values
S–C bonds in the F2K, G pair (+0.003 A˚), and in the unpaired isomer
F2I (+0.002 A˚). It is thus in order to state that switching to ONIOM is
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producing a negligible effect on the bonds, and that in any case the change
is affecting opp and adj isomers in a very similar fashion.
Changes in Angles. The rightmost part of Table 6.1 highlights average
predictions for the same three angle types analysed previously: S–Au–S,
Au–Au–Au, and S–Au–Au, of which only the latter appears in both opp
and adj isomers. Changes of these angles compared to full QM calculations
are illustrated in Figure 6.9.
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Figure 6.9 Average changes in key angle sizes (Table 6.1) within planar
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, when switching from full QM optimisation to
ONIOM. Ordering along the x axis is altered to facilitate direct comparison be-
tween equivalent ‘opposite’ and ‘adjacent’ isomers (denoted by underlined labels).
The adjacent isomer corresponding to F2I is sterically prohibited (cfr. Table 5.1).
In this case too, changes in angle sizes when switching to ONIOM are
very contained, the maximum change observed being a 1.5° widening of the
Au–Au–Au angle in isomer F2F. Changes to the staple angle S–Au–S are
actually the most contained of all, never going beyond the 0.7° widening
seen in the F2H form.
What is different in this case, however, is the fate of S–Au–Au angles in
matching opp-adj pairs; the most obvious case is within the F2J, H pair,
wherein the angle is seen to widen by 1.3° in the former, and to close up
by 0.5° in the latter. Despite this mismatch, changes seen with respect to
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full QM predictions remain modest in this case too, indicating a minimal
influence by the introduction of ONIOM. In fact, preservation of the staples
is rather evident from Figure 6.7.
Changes in Dihedrals. Average predictions of three dihedral types are
listed for all isomers in the bottom right of Table 6.1: the central Au4 motif,
distortion of the sulfur vertices and distortion of the gold vertices. Changes
of these dihedrals with respect to those predicted by full QM are illustrated
in Figure 6.10.
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Figure 6.10 Average changes in key dihedral sizes (Table 6.1) within pla-
nar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, when switching from full QM optimisation to
ONIOM. Ordering along the x axis is altered to facilitate direct comparison be-
tween equivalent ‘opposite’ and ‘adjacent’ isomers (denoted by underlined labels).
Note that values are absolute: therefore, a negative value indicates flattening with
respect to full QM, whereas the reverse means more distorsion. The adjacent iso-
mer corresponding to F2I is sterically prohibited (cfr. Table 5.1). Changes for the
central Au4 motif are almost invisible.
Although the central Au4 motifs distort slightly more prominently in
ONIOM calculations, distortion still does not go beyond the 0.9° observed
in F2D. Again, this makes it easier to measure vertices’ distortions. As
in the previous case, absolute distortion values are employed. The specific
distortion patterns explained in the previous Chapter (opp isomers with
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sulfur atoms on the same side of the plane, gold atoms on the other; adj
isomers with staple cutting across the plane) are valid here too.
In fact, unlike all cases examined so far, most of the predicted average dis-
tortions of both the sulfur and gold vertices change markedly with ONIOM,
to the point that in Figure 6.10 they completely obfuscate the very minor
Au4 motif changes. Moreover, whereas distortions in isomers such as F2A,
F2B and F2H are predicted on the whole to remain close to those predicted
in their full-QM-optimised counterparts, ONIOM visibly predicts a far more
prominent vertex distortion in the (opp) isomers F2I (sulfur: 6.6°, gold:
7.6°) and F2J (sulfur: 16.1°, gold 24.2°) than in any other isomer.
Very notably, this extra distortion is a result of the better approximation
of van der Waals forces made by MM methods compared to PBE, and is
thus a unique contribution made by the introduction of ONIOM. Indeed, it
is clear from Figures 6.7i and 6.7j that both have ligands’ alkyl tailgroups
on the same side of the cloverleaf plane, and unlike F2A, at least one
of them is facing inwards; the resulting orientation of the alkyl chains is
such that ONIOM ’s MM treatment duly registers a stronger interaction
between them than PBE does. The corresponding counter-distortion of
the gold vertices is even more pronounced. On the other hand, in F2A
(Figure 6.7a), there is no way for van der Waals interactions to occur, and
the extra distortion introduced by ONIOM disappears completely, with the
gold vertices even slightly flattening out. It is interesting to see that in
F2H, which is F2J’s adj counterpart, distortion of the vertices remains the
same as in the full-QM-optimised isomer. Combined with the previously
reported slight widening of its S–Au–S staple angle with respect to the QM
prediction (Figure 6.9), this shows that van der Waals interactions between
the alkyl chains are in this case not able to overcome staple geometry.
Changes in Relative Energies. Figure 6.11a shows the relative energies
predicted for the 11 Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers both by full QM (cfr.
Chapter 5) and by ONIOM. Beside it, Figure 6.11b quantifies the difference
in energy between the full QM and ONIOM predictions.
The red bars in Figure 6.11a confirm that ONIOM optimisation too is able
to recognise the greater energetic stability of the (stapled) adj compared to
(unstapled) opp ones. In addition, although at a first glance the changes
caused by switching to ONIOM seem erratic, Figure 6.11b shows that they
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Figure 6.11 (a) Energies of the 11 planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers studied
here, relative to the F2K isomer, as predicted after: (black) PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p) optimisation; and (red) PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA (ONIOM
) optimisation. (b) Difference in energy between full QM and ONIOM predictions.
Ordering along the x axis is altered to facilitate direct comparison between equiva-
lent ‘opposite’ and ‘adjacent’ isomers (denoted by underlined labels). The adjacent
isomer corresponding to F2I is sterically prohibited (cfr. Table 5.1).
actually follow a rigorous pattern between like opp-adj pairs: in pairs F2A,
D and F2B, E replacement of full QM with ONIOM leads to the biggest
stabilisations (in the order of 0.052–0.055 eV), whereas in F2K, G and the
unpaired isomer F2I it only causes modest changes or none at all.
At the root of this difference is probably the fact that in the former
group of isomers, both alkyl chains are always facing outwards, whereas in
the latter both are always facing inwards: when MM treatment of the alkyl
tailgroups is introduced along with ONIOM, some destabilising interaction
is thus eliminated in the outwards-facing ones, but not in the inwards-facing
ones. In all 11 isomers, ONIOM would enhance van der Waals interactions
both between tailgroups themselves and between them the gold atoms: only
in the outwards-facing case, however, would an extra stabilisation be pro-
duced, because of the absence of steric clash between the tailgroups.
Isomers F5A to F5C
Shown in Figure 6.12 are the three minima of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers
F5A/F5A(O), F5B and F5C resulting from optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p):OPLS-AA. All starting structures (whose construction and par-
tition are explained in §6.2.2 and illustrated in Figure 6.3) are found to
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optimise directly to the geometries shown in the Figure.
(a) F5A(O) (b) F5B (c) F5C
Figure 6.12 Structures of the 3 nonplanar isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 shown
in Figure 6.3 after optimisation with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA. Re-
sulting from the ONIOM optimisation of F5A, F5A(O) has a modified nomen-
clature to distinguish it from its counterpart optimised with full QM. Brown: Au;
yellow: S; grey: C; white: H. Ball-and-stick: atoms in the real and model systems;
stick: atoms in the real system only (MM).
As with full DFT, ONIOM -optimised structures of the three nonplanar
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 forms studied are completely different from the start-
ing structures. In the case of F5B and F5C, optimisation leads to the
same structures as before, with disulfide formation reoccurring in the for-
mer case, and disubstituted Au8 F3 reforming in the latter; in the case of
F5A, on the other hand, rearrangement occurs to a totally new minimum
(henceforth F5A(O); Figure 6.12a), which wasn’t even obtained with full
QM optimisation (cfr. Figure 5.8a), and which resembles the isomer Au8
F7 (Figure 1.5). Nonetheless, F5A(O) does maintain both thiyl ligands
substituted at unstapled sites, and therefore remains a convenient standard
against which to compare the stapled F5C. Incidentally, when F5A(O) is
indeed optimised with full QM, it does preserve its structure: however, it
remains less stable than F5A in Figure 6.12a.
F5A(O) and F5C Geometries. In Table 6.2, I summarise significant ge-
ometrical features of isomers F5A(O) and F5C, and compare them where
possible with their counterparts in pristine Au8 F3, Au8 F7, free propane-
thiyl (optimised in this work with PBE/6-31G(d,p)), and available crystal
structures.83,161,199,200
Focussing first on the differences between Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F5C when
optimised with full QM and when optimised with ONIOM, one can see that,
as for the planar isomers, change in both bonds and angles is generally min-
imal. Both of the S–Au bond types only undergo a negligible 0.001 A˚
shortening upon introduction of ONIOM; the slightly more prominent S–
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Table 6.2 Selected geometrical features of the two nonplanar
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 ONIOM -optimised isomers F5A(O) and F5C, com-
pared with their equivalents in Au8 F3 and propanethiyl (PTY; both optimised
with PBE/LANL2DZ and/or 6-31G(d,p)), as well as with values from available
crystal structures of larger functionalised AuNPs.83,161,199,200 Values for the
following features are averages, except for PTY: all three bond types; S–Au–Au
angle. Individual isomers are illustrated in Figure 6.12
Species
Bonds (A˚) Angles (°)
Figure
S–Au S–Au S–C Size Type
F5A(O) 2.497a 2.414b 1.854 161.7 S–Au–Au 6.12a
F5C 2.396c 2.421d 1.856 161.6 S–Au–S 6.12c
Au8 F3 − − − 176.6 Au–Au–Au 1.5
Au8 F7 − − − 168.6 Au–Au–Au 1.5
PTYe − − 1.813 − − −
Expt.f
2.28–
2.32c
2.37–
2.40d
1.89
168.6–
172.8
S–Au–S −
a Leftmost pair of bonds in Fig. 6.12a b Rightmost pair of bonds in Fig. 6.12a
c In-staple d Out-of-staple e PBE/6-31G(d,p); this work f Crystal structures of
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–,83,200 Au38(SC2H4Ph)24,
161 Au102(S(C6H4)COOH)44
199
C shortening (0.005 A˚) is also in line with the difference observed for the
planar isomers. In the same way, the S–Au–S angle, which was already pre-
dicted to be slightly ‘closed up’ compared to crystal structure staples in the
full QM-optimised structure, here closes up only very slightly (by a further
0.3°).
The novel F5A(O) geometry presents two types of S–Au bonds. The first
type has an average length of 2.497 A˚: longer than any other S–Au bond
discussed in this Thesis. Such a length is again likely to be dictated by a
mix of geometric factors and chemical environment: the remaining S–Au
bond type, which differs only in the amount of neighbours surrounding the
constituent gold, has an average length of 2.414 A˚, totally in line with both
the out-of-staple F5C bonds, and almost within the range of the out-of-
staple S–Au bonds observed in the [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– crystal structure.83
The S–C length of 1.854 A˚ displayed in Table 6.2 is also in line with the
lengths predicted by both full QM and ONIOM computations: as in all these
cases, here too crystal structure S–C bonds remain slightly more elongated
(1.89 A˚).83
Concluding the analysis with the S–Au–Au angles characterising both
sides of F5A(O), I point out that their average value 161.7° is very close to
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the closed up staple in F5C, and, probably due to the shorter S–Au bonds
compared to the average Au–Au bonds, that the angle is forced to close up
by 6.9° with respect to the Au–Au–Au angles in the parent Au8 F7.
Relative Energies. As before, I analyse relative energies with respect
to the F5C isomer, which in this case too shows the greatest energetic
stability. Isomer F5B remains the least stable of all, at +1.686 eV above
F5C: introduction of ONIOM therefore widens the F5C–F5B gap by 0.683
eV. This could well be due to an extra stabilisation of F5C due to the
enhanced van der Waals interactions predicted between propanethiyl alkyl
tails by ONIOM. The new isomer F5A(O) lies between F5B and F5C, at
+1.101 eV in energy relative to the latter. This is almost +0.8 eV higher
than the F5A isomer found with the full QM optimisation: this suggests
that the ONIOM optimisation has become ‘trapped’ at a higher energy
minimum, and is a good reminder that, in a minority of cases, choice of
methodology can deeply affect an optimisation’s outcome.
6.3.2 Single-point Energy Calculations on Au38(SCH3)24
Isomers
Continuing the assessment of ONIOM ’s performance in terms of energetic
predictions, I here present and assess the outcome of the single-point energy
calculations on models 1–4 of Au38(SCH3)24 (Figures 6.4a–6.4d),
195,196,211
and the Au38(SCH3)24 homologue (5; Figure 6.4e) of the Au38(SC2H4Ph)24
crystal structure.161 Construction and partition of these isomers is explained
in §6.2.2.
Figure 6.13a illustrates the energies of models 1–5 of Au38(SCH3)24 rela-
tive to model 1; for comparison, to the values predicted by my own single-
point calculations with full QM (PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p)) and ONIOM
(PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA), I add previous predictions for 1–
4, conveniently reported by Jiang and co-workers using PBE and a plane
wave basis set.211
My own full QM results for models 1–4 and those by Jiang et al.211
are visibly close despite the use of different basis sets. According to my
PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p) predictions, the models’ order of stability start-
ing from the least stable is: 1 < 2 < 3 < 5 < 4, with: a 0.29 eV gap sepa-
rating 1 and 2; a 1.44 eV gap between 2 and 3; a 0.78 eV gap between 3 and
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Figure 6.13 (a) Relative energies of models 1–5 of Au38(SCH3)24 discussed here
(Figure 6.13),161,195,196,211 as predicted by single-point energy calculations with:
PBE and plane wave basis set (5 not studied);211 full QM (this work); ONIOM
(this work); (b) changes in energy relative to 1 upon switching from full QM to
ONIOM.
5; and a 0.36 eV gap between 5 and 4. The crystal structure homologue 5
thus sits between models 3 and 4 by Jiang.211 By comparison, kBT = 0.026
eV at T = 300K.
On the other hand, introduction of ONIOM in my calculations leads to
significant changes in the models’ relative energy pattern, even at the quali-
tative level: these are summarised in Figure 6.13b. The most notable change
upon replacement of full QM with ONIOM is the destabilisation of models
3 and 4 by 0.41 and 0.42 eV respectively compared to 1: the effect of this
destabilisation is that the crystal structure homologue 5 (which is almost
unaffected by the methodology change) now becomes the most stable struc-
ture instead of 4. On the other hand, 2 undergoes a stabilisation of similar
magnitude: 0.47 eV, which consequently more than doubles the 1–2 gap to
0.76 eV and more than halves the 2–3 gap to 0.56 eV.
In the absence of long n-alkyl tailgroups due to the shortness of the
methanethiyl ligands, it is unlikely that the different energy shifts are due
to more enhanced van der Waals treatment in the MM region (nor was
this the case for Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers). In this case, the cause of
the discrepant shifts could be the very different electronic nature of what
are in effect sulfuhydryl ligands (HS·) in the five ONIOM model systems,
resulting from the ONIOM partition being placed at the S–C bond. The
extra accumulation of charge on the sulfur atoms in the model system could
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profoundly affect the distribution of charge in the core gold atoms, quickly
destabilising a particular geometric arrangement of core atoms that was
not as unstable under the ‘proper’ charge distribution in the presence of
methanethiyl ligands treated with full QM.
Apart from these significant quantitative differences, however, the order
of stability of the first four models 1 < 2 < 3 < 4 is preserved by both
full QM and ONIOM, with, incidentally, both methods capturing a greater
stability for 2 than for 1, and favouring Garzo´n in the Ha¨kkinen–Garzo´n
dispute.194–196
6.3.3 Discussion
ONIOM and Geometries
In 13 out of 14 cases, ONIOM optimisations of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers
lead to output geometries which are very similar, indeed almost identical, to
their counterparts optimised with full QM presented in the previous Chap-
ter; this also includes optimisation of the nonplanar isomer F5B, where
rearrangement of the thiyls to form disulfide is entirely reproduced (cfr.
Figure 6.12b). Not only is staple formation again observed only in planar
adj isomers, but the minimal differences in predictions between the two
methodologies are confirmed by the geometrical analysis conducted: bonds
predicted by the two methodologies merely differ in length by a few thou-
sandths of an A˚ngstrom, and similarly, angles only change by a few tenths
of a degree.
In these 13 matching optimisations, the sole major difference between
the two approaches is the significant extra distortion of the sulfur and gold
vertices, observed in those planar opp isomers having alkylthiyl chains on
the same side of the plane, and with at least one of the chains pointing
in. This is attributed to stronger van der Waals interactions being detected
by the MM treatment of tailgroup atoms than by full PBE treatment, and
represents an element in significant counter-tendency to the approximations
generally introduced by ONIOM. Indeed, concern about PBE’s poorness in
treating van der Waals interactions between n-alkyl tails171 was already
expressed for the simulations conducted in the previous Chapter.
The ‘trapping’ of F5A during optimisation to a novel minimum F5A(O)
is the sole case of the optimisation outcome differing radically between full
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QM and ONIOM—nonetheless, a stark reminder of the potential risks as-
sociated with changing methodology.
ONIOM and Energies
Trends in predicted relative energies are generally also encouraging, with
ONIOM calculations most notably recognising the greater stability of the
stapled adj Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, and preserving the order of sta-
bility of 4 Au38(SCH3)24 models out of 5 as in previous full QM calcula-
tions.211 In this case, however, there expectedly is a greater evidence of
unsystematic, non-uniform changes occurring when ONIOM is introduced.
This is true both for the optimised Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers and the
unoptimised Au38(SCH3)24 models (for which relative energies are in fact
the only comparable element).
Such non-uniform changes in the relative energies with respect to full QM
are definitely identifiable by analysing Figures 6.11b and 6.13b, which com-
pare relative energies of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers and Au38(SCH3)24
models establishing, respectively, Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F2K and Au38(SCH3)24
1 as references. In the case of planar Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, I have
attributed these differences to a combination of enhanced van der Waals in-
teractions introduced by ONIOM (tailgroup–tailgroup and tailgroup–cluster),
and the lack of steric clash in isomers where both tailgroups are outwards-
facing. In the case of Au38(SCH3)24, they are likely imputable to the differ-
ent electronic nature of the model system created by the ONIOM partition
at the first S–C bond of each ligand.
Both of these situations are well representative of the sort of approxima-
tion introduced by ONIOM to any system’s potential energy surface, first
and foremost due to the MM treatment introduced for the real and model
ONIOM systems. In addition, however, the mismatches caused by ONIOM
in the relative energies of the Au38(SCH3)24 models, whose most conspicu-
ous effect was to invert the stability of 4 and 5, show how important it is to
choose the ONIOM partition so that the resulting model system is not too
different electronically from the real system. The quality of treatment of
the MM region, will be tested further in the final part of this study (§6.5).
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6.4 Results II: Comparing Computational
Efficiency
Having examined ONIOM ’s performance in terms of geometrical and ener-
getic predictions, the focus is here shifted on the results of those calculations
aimed at testing its computational efficiency (§6.1.2).
Table 6.3 Summary of the full QM and ONIOM single-point energy calculations
carried out on phenylethylthiylated Au25 and Au38 crystal structures,
83,161,200 and
on their propanethiylated homologues. Duration is reported both for the SCF-
solving procedure overall, and per individual SCF cycle: for consistency, the extra
time required by some calculations for quadratic SCF convergence is omitted from
these analyses
Aum(SC2H4R)
q
n Type
QM
e−
Time per SCF
Cycle / s
Number
of SCF
Cycles
SCF Du-
ration /
hm R n q
38 Ph 24 0 f. QM 4754 3087 65 55.7a
38 Ph 24 0 ONIOM 3602 1058 (65.7% gain) 65 19.1a
38 Me 24 0 f. QM 3986 1818 65 32.8a
38 Me 24 0 ONIOM 3602 1019 (44.0% gain) 65 18.4a
25 Ph 18 −1 f. QM 3290 1268 65 22.9a
25 Ph 18 −1 ONIOM 2426 389 (69.3% gain) 26 2.8
25 Me 18 −1 f. QM 2714 646 65 11.7a
25 Me 18 −1 ONIOM 2426 361 (44.2% gain) 42 4.2
a Excludes time spent on quadratic convergence
Thus, in Table 6.3 I compare the characteristics of the full QM and
ONIOM single-point calculations carried out on the Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 and
[Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– crystal structures83,161,200 and their propanethiylated
homologues (§6.2.2 and Figure 6.5). Given that two of the ONIOM calcu-
lations (on [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– and [Au25(SC2H4Me)18]
–) did not require
the use of quadratic convergence to solve SCF equations, in order to keep
the comparison fair, computational times listed in the Table only include
time spent on the linear SCF convergence procedure. Note that whether
quadratic SCF convergence is required at all, as well as the number of con-
ventional SCF cycles to use beforehand, is not directly related to the choice
of methodology (see §6.4.1). In any case, all eight calculations reached full
wavefunction convergence.
In all cases, the SCF procedure is seen to be considerably sped up by
the introduction of ONIOM, with time savings per SCF cycle ranging from
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44.0% in the case of Au38(SC2H4Me)24 to 69.3% in the case of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–.
Unsurprisingly, time gains are closely (but not exclusively) related to the
amount of QM electrons removed from explicit simulation: for both phenylethylthiy-
lated AuNPs, where introduction of ONIOM allows to move 1152 electrons
(38-atom core) or 864 electrons (25-atom core) to the MM region, the gain in
computational time is most evident; nonetheless, even in the ethylthiylated
nanoclusters, where much fewer electrons are moved to the MM region, time
gains are of 44.0–44.2%, approaching 50%.
6.4.1 Discussion
ONIOM: Worth the Computational Gain?
The above data unequivocally confirm the advantages granted by the intro-
duction of QM/MM. For all four functionalised AuNPs tested, replacement
of full QM with ONIOM leads to considerable computational gains, reduc-
ing the wallclock time required for linearly solving the SCF equations by up
to 69.3% per cycle (in the case of [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–). More in general,
one can work out time gains ranging from 0.99 seconds per electron per SCF
cycle to 2.08 seconds per electron per SCF cycle.
I mentioned the necessity to compare calculations only after duly omit-
ting the extra time required for quadratic SCF convergence. It must be
noted that the need for quadratic SCF convergence is not directly related
to whether QM or QM/MM is chosen; rather, it is determined by the mere
electronic nature of the system under study (or of the model system in the
case of ONIOM ). It may then indeed happen that switching from full QM
to ONIOM creates a model system whose wavefunction is easier to converge
than the original, thus eliminating the need for the quadratic convergence
procedure; however, this by no means an automatic occurrence.
In any case, the time gains observed with respect to full QM in the cal-
culations conducted here are a strong indication of the method’s potential
to treat large-scale systems, and consequently, of its suitability to tackle
the third challenge in functionalised AuNP simulation. It is particularly
telling to note that ONIOM calculations on the two pairs of functionalised
Au25 and Au38 nanoclusters have a similar duration, differing at most by 1.4
hours in the former case. This highlights just how much less the size of the
MM-only layer can influence simulation time: it is effectively the identical
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model systems ([Au25(SCH3)18]
– or Au38(SCH3)24 respectively) that are in
each case dictating the duration of the calculations, meaning that the MM-
only layer can be extended to very large sizes. Optimisation of the large
functionalised nanocluster presented in the next section is a good example
of this.
6.5 Results III: ONIOM Optimisation of a
PEG-ylated Gold Nanocluster
In this section, I present the outcome of the final leg of this chapter,
involving full PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA optimisation of the
[Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+ nanocluster (§6.2.2).
The fully optimised structure is shown in Figure 6.14, both on its own (a),
and with the starting structure in Figure 6.6a superimposed (b). Effects of
the energetic optimisation are evident when comparing the superimposed
structures. The positive charge on the quaternary ammonium tailgroups
leads to their mutual repulsion; consequently and expectedly, the ligand
tails, which start off as being unevenly distributed and rather clustered
together, end up evenly spread out around the core in an urchin-like ar-
rangement.
Displacement of core atoms is of course much less extensive, given that
the model by Pei and co-authors204 on which it was constructed was already
close to a geometric minimum.
In Table 6.4, I summarise the considerable advantages obtained by intro-
ducing ONIOM to optimise this system (total simulation time: 83.9 h). The
chosen ONIOM partitioning (§6.2.1) allows to restrict full QM simulation
to a model system of 100 atoms and 1980 electrons: the net removal of 3328
electrons (which are only simulated with MM i.e. implicitly) is the very key
to the simulation’s feasibility.
Indeed, optimisation with explicit simulation of all 5308 electrons would
be impracticable. The full QM single-point calculation on Au38(SC2H4Ph)24
reported in §6.4, which still does not involve as many explicit electrons
(Table 6.3), already takes 55.7 hours in its linear SCF part alone; if one
considers that the ONIOM optimisation presented here required 781 indi-
vidual SCF cycles in total (and this is ignoring the time required to calculate
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(a)
(b)
Figure 6.14 Final structure of [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+
after opti-
misation with PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA: (a) on its own; and (b) su-
perimposed on the starting structure in Figure 6.6a (shown in magenta). Larger
grey sphere: core Au; brown sphere: staple Au; yellow sphere: S; grey stick /
grey smaller sphere: C; white stick / white sphere: H; red stick: O; blue stick: N.
Spheres represent atoms in the real and model ONIOM systems; sticks represent
atoms in the real ONIOM system only (MM).
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Table 6.4 Left: Differences between the real
[Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+
system and the Au20(SCH3)16 model
system, as partitioned for PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p):OPLS-AA optimisation;
right: Average computational time spent on key stages of the optimisation
itself. With the ONIOM approach, only the model system is treated with
PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p), allowing 3328 electrons to be removed from explicit
simulation
ONIOM
System
Atoms Electronsa
Average time / sb
2e− Integrals
1st Derivatives
Solution of
SCF Eqns.
Real 1220 5308c
1382 1218
Model 100d 1980d
Difference 1120 3328 e
a Always includes 1200 core gold electrons b Total time for the optimi-
sation: 83.9 h c Includes the removal of 16 electrons for the 16+ charge
d Includes capping hydrogen atoms and their electron e Full QM simu-
lation not attempted; cfr. typical times for smaller systems in Table 6.3
two-electron integral first derivatives), the impossibility of a full QM opti-
misation on such a large system becomes apparent.
6.5.1 Discussion
Large and Accurate?
From both a structural and a computational point of view, data reported
above point to an efficient optimisation of [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+
to a realistic structure. Displacement of the PEG-ylated ammonium lig-
and tails to form the regular urchin-like configuration visible in Figure
6.14 indicates that nonbonded interactions (Coulomb repulsion) are in-
deed correctly reproduced by the MM treatment, which is able to cap-
ture them adequately without the need of explicit electron simulation. Al-
though, due to the partial loss of explicit electron treatment associated
with MM introduction, this is of course only correct from a qualitative
point of view, the simulation’s outcome does unequivocally demonstrate
that, thanks to the adoption of ONIOM, simulation and even optimisation
of what is an extremely large system becomes perfectly possible. This is
yet another indication of how ONIOM can offer a viable solution to the
third challenge; it must be said that going on to test on a system as large
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as [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+ is quite a substantial extrapolation
considering the sizes of the species discussed in the first two stages.
Of course, what also facilitated a full optimisation was the fact that both
the gold core and staples were already very close to a geometric minimum
in the starting structure and, had this not been so, the process would have
definitely taken much longer; the novelty is that introduction of ONIOM
renders optimisation possible in the first place. Also, one is unlikely in
practice to have to optimise such a system to its minimum; more realistically,
ONIOM would be relied upon simply to calculate forces on individual atoms
during a full scale MD simulation of self-assembly.
Suitability for Real-Life Systems
Finally, unlike the short chain n-alkyl thiyls typically employed to simplify
in silico self-assembly simulation, the .SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe
+
3 ligand em-
ployed here features prominently in an experimental study,38 wherein it and
other chemically similar ligands are researched for their role in biorecogni-
tion. The applicability of ONIOM simulation to a system containing this
very ligand is thus an encouraging sign of its potential use as an aid to syn-
thetic chemists and to simulate real-life functionalised AuNPs in general.
I should nonetheless point out one important limitation: as per challenges
I and II, it is only the gold core and thiol headgroups that duly undergo
QM treatment in this study. In this case, the classical approach adopted to
treat the chosen tailgroups has indeed produced the desired effects in terms
of compromising between efficiency and accuracy; however, this may well
not be the case when, for example, one wishes to reproduce properties of
electronically complex functional groups such as rotaxanes (§1.2.1).
6.6 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter, I have explained the strategy I adopted to tackle the third
significant problem affecting simulation of organosulfur self-assembly on Au-
NPs; namely, how to achieve accurate and at the same time computation-
ally efficient reproduction of the typically large functional ligand tailgroups
present in real-life functionalised AuNPs. The hybrid QM/MM ONIOM
method was thus introduced in my calculations, with the OPLS-AA force-
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field chosen as the preferred MM approach;313 ligand tailgroups were only
included in the MM-only region of the system.
In the first portion of the Chapter (§6.3) the effects on structural and en-
ergetic predictions of replacing full QM with ONIOM were assessed in two
different contexts: a) ONIOM optimisation of the 11 “planar” and 3 non-
planar isomers of Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 previously optimised with full QM
(Chapter 5); and b) ONIOM and full QM single-point energy calculations
on five different isomers of Au38(SCH3)24.
161,195,196,211,212
Next (§6.4), computational gains afforded by ONIOM were assessed by
performing full QM single-point calculations on the crystal structures of two
phenylethylthiylated 25-gold83,200 and 38-gold nanoparticles,161 as well as
their propanethiylated homologues, and then by repeating all four of these
calculations with ONIOM.
Finally (§6.5), the applicability of ONIOM to systems potentially employ-
able in real laboratory situations was demonstrated by using it to fully opti-
mise the very large functionalised AuNP [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+,
whose PEG-ylated ligands were amongst several used to functionalise Au-
NPs to serve as biorecognition agents.38 Such a calculation would have been
infeasible with full QM.
A loss of energetic accuracy was observed when moving from full QM to
ONIOM, both with Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 and with Au38(SCH3)24 isomers,
with some undergoing more stabilisation than others, and others undergoing
destabilisation; in the case of Au38(SCH3)24 isomers, the loss of accuracy
was also qualitative to some extent. At any rate, such an outcome is indeed
an expected consequence of introducing a lower level of theory alone to treat
part of the target system.
Compensating the lower energetic accuracy of ONIOM are its continued
reproduction of stapling in adj Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 isomers, its recogni-
tion of their greater stability compared to opp isomers, and, by virtue of
its use of MM, its improved ability to treat van der Waals interactions
between alkylthiyl tailgroups compared to full PBE (whose poorness in do-
ing this was previously recognised).171 In planar opp Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2
isomers where the tailgroups are oriented favourably, this better van der
Waals treatment clearly resulted in more distorted sulfur vertices com-
pared to PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p), and an enhanced counter-distortion
of the gold vertices. Encouragingly, no other major geometric difference
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was observed between Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 nanoclusters optimised with
full QM and those optimised with ONIOM, except for the optimisation of
Au6(SCH2CH2CH3)2 F5A to F5A(O), which does not occur in the former
case.
Further highlighting the suitability of the MM treatment adopted for
the real ONIOM systems is its correct reproduction of Coulomb repul-
sion between positively charged ligand tailgroups in the optimisation of
Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)
+
16, easily captured notwithstanding the enor-
mity of the system.
Indeed, the successful outcome of such an optimisation, demonstrates
ONIOM ’s applicability to a large, experimentally relevant functionalised
gold nanoparticle. This is a very important finding for an in silico ap-
proach whose application to functionalised gold nanoclusters is unprece-
dented. Moreover, if one considers that in the single-point calculations con-
ducted on the [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– and Au38(SC2H4Ph)24 crystal structures—
where the MM-only region is small—ONIOM is already seen to shorten the
duration of each conventional SCF cycle to as little as 30% of its dura-
tion with full QM, it is then easy to speculate how, with larger MM-only
regions such as the one in Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)
+
16, the potential
computational gains could be even greater.
Given the above, it is then reasonable to conclude that the chosen ONIOM
approach is perfectly suited to overcome the third of the four challenges mo-
tivating this Thesis. The method conveniently allows to retain the benefits
of QM treatment for tackling the first two challenges, and the OPLS-AA
forcefield chosen to treat the outer regions of the target system has proven
applicable to very large tailgroups, and suitably able to reproduce both the
Lennard-Jones and the electrostatic interactions involved. This is despite
having to approximate some of the point charges.
In the next Chapter, I present the steps taken to overcome the fourth and
final challenge: modelling the dynamics of self-assembly.
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7 Challenge IV: Modelling the
Dynamics of Self-Assembly
7.1 Purpose and Outline of the Study
The final stage of this project aims to overcome the fourth and final chal-
lenge affecting in silico reproduction of organosulfur self-assembly on gold:
modelling the extensive thermal fluctuations influencing the self-assembly
process in the liquid phase, including entropic effects. It is proposed to
achieve this by means of a completely novel two-stage approach: a) fully
classical molecular dynamics (MD) simulations; followed as seamlessly as
possible by b) the QM or QM/MM optimisation techniques developed in ear-
lier Chapters. This is in order not to forsake the progress made in tackling
the previous challenges, and to properly account for the electronic changes
that kick start the multi-step reconstruction process once adsorption has
taken place.166,167
7.1.1 Self-Assembly of Different Thiols on Au8 F5: Classical
MD Followed by QM
The first part of this study (§7.3) is designed to test a possible approach
for combining the two techniques and assessing the results. MD simula-
tions of Au8 F5 are conducted in three different liquid baths (propanethiol,
ethanethiol, and their equimolar mixture; §7.2.1, §7.2.3), correctly repro-
ducing the continuous ligand exchange247 characterising the physisorption
stage.160 All three systems are cyclically re-heated and re-cooled to generate
a diverse, statistically significant set of thiol-coated AuNPs. From each of
the three baths, three AuNPs with a different number of physisorbed thiols
are isolated at different stages of the simulation. These nine structures are
subsequently optimised using full QM (with modified convergence criteria,
see §7.2.6).
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In all cases, QM optimisation introduces extensive chemical changes in the
thiolated nanoclusters, consistent with the earliest stages of the proposed
staple formation mechanisms.166,167 Part of the excess thiols are expelled
from the nanocluster core, forming an unbound ‘outer shell’, and bringing
the number of adsorbed thiols closer to that ‘magic’ total of 6213 expected
after full reconstruction and hydrogen loss. Remaining thiols rearrange
to form an ‘inner’ shell, bound to the gold via the sulfur atom, and a
‘middle’ one, bound via the thiolic hydrogen atom. In both shells, S–H
bonds are seen to elongate, but particularly so when their parent thiol is in
a characteristic orientation. The initial symmetry of the nanocluster core is
also extensively disrupted by atomic rearrangement.
Firstly, these findings do confirm that classical MD simulations are able to
adequately capture the effects of extensive fluctuations on the self-assembly
process. Furthermore, the subsequent integration with full QM optimisa-
tion produces results that are consistent across the entire set of structures
generated by MD, despite their diversity; the technique can therefore be
combined with MD to ensure that the all-important electronic effects are
still taken into account, and this combined MD + QM approach can indeed
be applied to larger systems.
7.1.2 Self-Assembly and Ligand Exchange on Au20
In the last set of calculations (§7.4), therefore, the chosen approach is
adapted to a much larger system by replacing QM with the QM/MM
ONIOM approach elaborated in Chapter 6. The aim is to use this novel
combination of methods to simulate a system that is as close as possible to
one that would be found in an experimental laboratory (§7.2.1).
Thus, with a series of distinct MD simulation phases (§7.2.3), a Td Au20
cluster is firstly coated in pentanethiol. It is then re-solvated in dichloro-
methane (DCM), where the loss of several adsorbed pentanethiol molecules
to the solution is correctly reproduced. Next, pre-equilibrated PEG-ylated
thiols,41 similar to the ones used in the previous Chapter,38 are added to the
solution. Resuming MD simulation at this point successfully reproduces as-
sociative ligand exchange between one of the PEG-ylated ligands in solution
and one of the pentanethiol ligands on the Au20 surface, exactly as reported
experimentally.247 After the exchange, two thiolated Au20 conformers are
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picked from different stages of the simulation, removed from the DCM, and
both optimised using ONIOM ; this ensures that, as per the third challenge,
the large n-alkyl ligand tails can be efficiently treated using MM.
Due to the extensive geometric rearrangement required by the Td gold
core, which raises computational cost, it is possible to optimise the two
structures only partially, with the calculation being interrupted before com-
pletion. Nonetheless, aside from the limited reconstruction of the nan-
ocluster core, chemical changes observed in the first part of the study are
replicated almost entirely, with the same three distinctive thiol shells being
recognised at the point where optimisation is interrupted. Due to the lower
thiol concentrations throughout MD simulations, there are few excess thiols:
consequently, the outer shell is very sparsely populated, and thiols in the
inner and middle shells approach the ‘magic’ total of 16.204
Though still not entirely realistic and seamless, this final study represents
an important milestone on the way to accurate and efficient simulation of
thiol self-assembly on gold. It further confirms the beneficial effects obtained
by juxtaposing classical MD and ONIOM optimisation to reproduce, respec-
tively, physisorption and incipient chemisorption: by correctly accounting
for thermal fluctuations governing self-assembly; and by reproducing the
well-defined set of chemical changes triggering the start of reconstruction.
7.2 Specific Procedural Details and Justification
The subsections below discuss the procedures pertaining to this particu-
lar stage of the investigation, including details about the choice of species
(§7.2.1), details about the several MD simulations carried out (§7.2.2 and
7.2.3), and details of how physisorbed thiols are quantified throughout their
course (§7.2.4). Classical MD simulations are the centrepiece of this study,
serving to reproduce the thermal fluctuations associated with self-assembly;
their classical nature allows simulation of these fluctuations in large liquid
phase environments, featuring many atoms.
Full QM and ONIOM optimisations are carried out with Gaussian09,265
on species obtained from the MD simulations, to reintroduce explicit elec-
tron effects. All employ identical procedures and methodologies to the
ones adopted earlier, starting from the pseudopotential/basis set for gold
(LANL2DZ),97 and the basis set for all other atoms (6-31G(d,p)).283–287
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Note, however, that optimisations carried out for this particular study do
not aim to find energetic minima, but only stationary points, and are there-
fore not followed by frequency calculations. In addition, due to the like-
lihood of large geometrical changes taking place (disruption of angles, re-
arrangement of atoms), optimisations are run using Cartesian co-ordinates
rather than internal ones (§2.2.11).
Moreover, in most of the optimisations discussed here, fulfilment of default
convergence conditions (§2.2.11) is difficult to achieve. This imposes the use
of more relaxed convergence criteria; such criteria will be detailed in §7.2.6
along with specific methods employed to systematically analyse chemical
changes in optimised structures.
7.2.1 Choice of Species to Simulate
As reported in §7.1, the present study is characterised by two distinct phases
(§7.1.1 and §7.1.2), each with its own requirements, and therefore needing
different sets of molecules. Note that the entire study makes exclusive use of
thiols instead of thiyls. To maintain the focus on the role of entropy, thiols
of different lengths, and thus with differing numbers of accessible states, are
employed in both phases at some point.
For Self-Assembly on Au8 F5
The first phase (cfr. §7.1.1 and 7.3), whose scope is that of testing a proposed
recipe of classical MD followed by full QM optimisation, imposes the rapid
production of a significant amount of data that can be readily analysed
statistically. For these reasons, species to be employed in it are chosen
to be small, and more conveniently treatable with full QM, ensuring short
simulation times and maximum electronic accuracy.
The choice of a suitable model gold nanocluster falls on Au8 F5 (Fig-
ure 4.1), because it is the most stable nonplanar Au8 isomer predicted by
PBE/LANL2DZ in Chapter 4. In addition to its manageable size, the choice
of this particular isomer presents two further advantages: a) σ and ε pa-
rameters governing the Au···Au interaction (Appendix A3) can preserve its
Td geometry throughout MD simulations without the need for position re-
straints; and b) its comparability with a stapled Au8(SR)6 model by Jiang
and co-authors (R not specified; ‘magic number’ = 6).213
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Ethanethiol and propanethiol are picked as the model thiols: excluding
methanethiol, which has only one torsional degree of freedom and is there-
fore deemed unsuitable, these are the smallest n-alkylthiols of differing chain
length. Regarding the type of simulation environment to be used in this
phase, the choice falls on thiol baths rather than on a standard organic
solvent: it is true that this choice is less ‘realistic’ in terms of experimental
conditions, however, this aspect is not important at this stage, and is in fact
rectified in the next.
For Self-Assembly and Ligand Exchange on Au20 in DCM
On the other hand, the second phase (cfr. §7.1.2 and 7.4) merely aims to
extend and adapt the validated approach to a single system that is designed
to be as experimentally plausible as possible, involving both a larger nan-
ocluster and larger ligands. Because of this, it requires a more elaborate set
of MD simulations, and full QM to be replaced by ONIOM.
The main source of inspiration to reconstruct experiment-like conditions
are the synthetic schemes reported by Zhu et al.41 for the functionalisation
of gold nanoparticles with various PEG-ylated thiols. Rather than preparing
these through outright self-assembly, the authors first prepare pentanethi-
olated AuNPs via the traditional Brust synthesis,214,216 and then ligate
the PEG-ylated thiols by means of a place exchange reaction247 with the
pentanethiol ligands.
In line with experimental plausibility, the much larger Au20 is chosen as
the reference cluster, in its well-established Td form (see §3.2.3 and Figure
3.1a): the ideal characteristics of this nanocluster and its affinities with typ-
ically larger experimental AuNPs have been amply mentioned in Chapters
3, 5 and 6, wherein I have also proven its compatibility with the chosen
methods.
The two model thiols chosen are: n-pentanethiol (used as the stabiliser
in all of the syntheses reported by Zhu and co-workers);41 and one of the
several PEG-ylated thiols employed: HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH (Figure 7.1).
The ligand is similar to the one used previously (Figure 6.6b), which indeed
was derived from a successor study;38 however, it bears a terminal alcohol
group instead of the quaternary ammonium: this eliminates the positive
charge, and obviates the need for counteranions in MD simulations.
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Figure 7.1 Structure of the PEG-ylated thiol HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH simulated
in this Chapter as a functionalising ligand; the ligand is derived from a synthetic
study by Zhu and co-workers.41 Key: yellow sphere: S; grey sphere: C; white
sphere: H; red sphere: O.
Finally, again in compliance with the reference synthetic study,41 thiol
baths chosen for the previous phase are replaced by the solvent dichlorome-
thane (DCM; CH2Cl2): compared to the toluene conventionally employed
for the Brust synthesis,214,216 DCM has the additional advantage of being
less demanding to simulate in light of its smaller molecular structure. Note
that in fact, the reference study41 never employs DCM when functionalising
AuNPs with HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH itself, but only with positively charged
equivalents; nonetheless experimental plausibility is maintained.
7.2.2 Forcefield Parameters
For MD simulations and ONIOM optimisations alike, the classical OPLS-
AA forcefield313 is maintained, as well as the nonstandard parameters236 for
the gold atom, the Au···Au interaction, and in part the Au···S interaction.
On top of these, a number of modifications and extra parameters are
newly introduced in this Chapter. These are summarised below; for full
details, the reader is as usual referred to Appendix A3, where all parameters
are tabulated and motivated.
1. The ε value for the Au···S interaction (9.2256 kcal mol−1)236 is re-
placed here by two new values, for use during the MD simulations
alone (full details are given in §7.2.3 and §A3.1.1).
2. In the MD simulation performed in Chapter 5 (§5.2.3), parameters
for thiolic sulfur and thiolic hydrogen were taken from the OPLS-AA
version provided by the GROMACS package.327,328 In classical MD
and ONIOM simulations conducted here, these are replaced with the
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values originally published by Jorgensen et al.313 Validation of these
values, by means of vapour-liquid coexistence curves, is also reported
in Appendix A3 (§A3.3.1).
3. The PEG-ylated thiol newly employed in this study (Figure 7.1) re-
quires introduction of parameters to treat n-alkyl alcohols: these are
all readily available in the standard OPLS-AA distribution.
4. MD simulation of DCM also requires the introduction of suitable pa-
rameters: it is found for this species too, that most standard OPLS-
AA bonded and nonbonded parameters are readily available. An ex-
ception, however, are the point charges (only parametrised for longer-
chain chloroalkanes): these had to be derived (§A3.2.4) and validated
(§A3.3.2).
7.2.3 MD Simulation Strategy and Details
This section gives an overview on the classical MD simulations that, in both
phases of the present study, are used to reproduce physisorption, generating
the thiolated nanoclusters later optimised with Gaussian09. All simulations
are run with GROMACS (version 4.5.4),327,328 using the leap-frog integra-
tor332 (δ = 2 fs), and with the Coulomb and Lennard-Jones cutoffs both
set at: 1.7 nm for simulations of the octatomic cluster; and 1.4 nm for
simulations of the 20-atom cluster.
Depending on the context, simulations are either carried out in the NpT
or NVT ensemble: in the former case, the reference pressure is always of 1
bar, and is enforced with the Berendsen barostat (coupling constant: 1.0
ps).334 Except when heating octatomic clusters in thiol baths (vide infra),
which is done at 400K, simulations are normally run at 300K: in all cases,
temperatures are enforced by the Berendsen thermostat334 (coupling con-
stant: 0.1 ps). Throughout the simulations, bond stretches are constrained
by the LINCS algorithm.335
Generation of Thiolated Au8 Clusters (First Phase)
Generation of thiolated Au8 clusters (Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m)
begins by solvation of Au8 F5 (Figure 4.1) in cubic simulation cells contain-
ing one of the three aforementioned thiol baths (§7.1.1): propanethiol (1002
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molecules; 201.23 A˚3); ethanethiol (1551 molecules; 269.59 A˚3); and an
equimolar mixture of the two (552 and 557 molecules respectively; 209.58
A˚3). Solvation is easily achieved using GROMACS’ genbox utility. Note
that prior to solvation of Au8 F5, all three baths are previously equilibrated
with a preparatory MD simulation at 300K in the NpT ensemble.
Each of the three systems is then taken through the following MD simu-
lation steps, all run for 1 ns in the NpT ensemble:
1. an initial heating cycle at 400K;
2. a subsequent cooling cycle back to 300K; and
3. twofold repetition of steps 1. and 2.
The three steps above result in 2 + 2 + 2 simulation cycles for each of
the three baths, for a total simulation time of 6 ns.
Figure 7.2 Typical outcome after the last cooling MD simulation cycle (1 ns; NpT ;
300K): Au8 F5 in an equimolar bath of propanethiol and ethanethiol. Key: grey
sphere: Au; yellow line / yellow stick: S; light grey line / grey stick: C; white line /
white stick: H. Sticks represent ethanethiol and propanethiol molecules considered
to be self-assembled on Au8 (cfr. §7.2.4): 12 ethanethiol + 5 propanethiol in this
frame.
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As anticipated earlier (§7.2.2) and covered in §A3.1.1, two distinct in-
house ε values are used to treat the Au···S interaction at this stage of the
investigation. For cooling cycles, the ε chosen is of 3.5851 kcal mol−1, which
is exactly 110 of the ε modelling the Au···Au interaction:236 the value of
9.2256 kcal mol−1 previously used236 is too strong to permit re-breaking
of the Au–S bonds once they are formed, and thus (undesirably) blocks
ligand exchange during MD simulations. For heating cycles, to ensure re-
detachment of all adsorbed thiols, the ε value is weakened even further, to
0.3824 kcal mol−1.
For completeness, Figure 7.2 exemplifies the appearance of one of the
three systems (Au8 in equimolar propanethiol and ethanethiol bath) after
the last cooling cycle. It is from different stages throughout this third and
final cooling phase that the nine isomers of thiolated Au8 (three per bath)
are extracted for later optimisation, based on the number of coating thiols.
Procedures are discussed in §7.2.4.
Self-Assembly and Ligand Exchange on Au20 (Second Phase)
The second set of MD simulations, culminating with the generation of two
thiolated Au20 isomers, is more elaborate because it entails the simulation
of several large-scale processes one after the other. Its various stages, this
time all carried out at 300K, are listed in detail below.
Self-Assembly of Pentanethiol on Au20 (Stage I). The actual self-
assembly is still set up in ‘artificial’ conditions. A tetrahedral Au20 structure
(Figure 3.1a) is solvated in a cubic pentanethiol bath using the genbox
utility: the resulting box is 1331.00 A˚3 and contains 1447 pentanethiol
molecules (i.e. a low density). The system is then simulated in NVT, to
equilibration, for 1 ns: this leads to the formation of a cylindrical slab of
liquid pentanethiol, and promotes its self-assembly on the Au20 core, which
remains solvated within the slab (Figure 7.3). This simulation is considered
substitutive of the heating cycles used for the octatomic clusters, and it is
from here that the RDF is plotted.
Simulation of Thiolated Au20 in DCM (Stages II–IV). Subsequently,
using the criteria outlined in §7.2.4, a Au20(HSC5H11)28 isomer (Figure 7.4)
is isolated from the system in Figure 7.3, and resolvated in a low-density
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Figure 7.3 Side view (xy plane) of the cylindrical slab of liquid pentanethiol and
pentanethiolated Au20 resulting from MD simulation of pristine Td Au20 (1 ns;
NVT ; 300K) in a pure pentanethiol bath (Stage I). Key: grey sphere: Au; yellow
line / yellow stick: S; light grey line / grey stick: C; white line / white stick:
H. Sticks represent the 28 pentanethiol molecules considered to be self-assembled
on Au20 (cfr. §7.2.4). This Au20(HSC5H11)28 (see also Figure 7.4) is extracted in
preparation for successive steps.
Figure 7.4 Au20(HSC5H11)28 structure isolated from Figure 7.3 in preparation
for the successive MD step (Stage II). Key: grey sphere: Au; yellow stick: S; grey
stick: C; white stick: H.
cubic box of DCM (still 1331.00 A˚3, 2902 DCM molecules) to pave the
way for experimental conditions.41 In Stage II, this low-density system is
simulated, this time in NpT, for a total of 2 ns, leading to a much less
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voluminous liquid system (329.08 A˚3). Note that by this stage some of the
adsorbed pentanethiol ligands have already re-dissociated from the gold.
Figure 7.5 State of the Au20(HSC5H11)28 structure in Figure 7.4 after solvation
in DCM and the following MD simulation steps at 300K: (a) 2 ns, NpT (Stage II);
(b) 1 ns, NVT (after box enlargement and addition of extra DCM molecules; Stage
III); and (c) 3 ns, NpT (Stage IV). Note that 9 pentanethiol molecules are lost
to the solvent, leaving a Au20(HSC5H11)19 isomer. Key: grey sphere: Au; yellow
stick: S; grey stick: C; white stick: H. DCM omitted for clarity.
The box resulting from Stage II above, including pentanethiols lost to the
solvent, is re-expanded again to 2687.94 A˚3, and the extra volume created
is sparsely solvated with 3096 extra DCM molecules, for a total of 5998.
This larger system is simulated further: firstly (Stage III) in NVT for 1 ns,
forming a large liquid droplet at the centre of the simulation box; and sub-
sequently (Stage IV) in NpT for 3 ns, during which the system compresses
to equilibrium, and is shown in Figure 7.5 with a volume of 673.50 A˚3. The
total number of dissociated pentanethiol ligands by this Stage is 9, leaving
the nanocluster as Au20(HSC5H11)19.
Preparation of the Environment for Ligand Exchange (Stage Va).
Separately from the above, to prepare an equilibrated ‘ligand-exchanging’
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Figure 7.6 Equilibrated solution of 8 HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH molecules in DCM,
as it appears after 11 ns of MD simulation (NpT ; 300K; Stage Va). Key: yellow
stick: S; grey stick: C in PEG-ylated ligands; white stick: H in PEG-ylated ligands;
red stick: O; grey dot: C in DCM; white dot: H in DCM; green dot: Cl in DCM.
DCM bonds omitted for clarity.
solution,41 a cubic box (1000 A˚3) is set up containing 9008 DCM and 8
HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH molecules (one is illustrated in Figure 7.1); the large
box size chosen avoids self-interaction between the large PEG-ylated thiols.
After an 11 ns NpT simulation, in which equilibration is fully attained, the
system volume expands slightly to 1012.15 A˚3: the resulting configuration
is shown in Figure 7.6.
Ligand Exchange and Generation of Final Structures (Stage Vb).
In the main and final simulation, the solvated Au20(HSC5H11)19 isomer
within the system in Figure 7.5 is isolated (Figure 7.7) and, using the genbox
utility, re-solvated in the equilibrated ligand-exchanging solution from Stage
Va (Figure 7.6). The overall volume of the box remains at 1012.15 A˚3, but
fitting the AuNP in the system requires cutting the original solution down
to 6 HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH and 8944 DCM molecules.
This entire system is simulated for a further 16 ns, in order to achieve full
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Figure 7.7 Au20(HSC5H11)19 structure isolated from Figure 7.5 in preparation
for Stage Vb (ligand exchange). Key: grey sphere: Au; yellow stick: S; grey stick:
C; white stick: H.
equilibration and allow time for ligand exchange. The extent of ligand ex-
change during this simulation is assessed and discussed in §7.4.1. It is from
within the final 2 ns of this simulation that, following the instructions dis-
cussed in §7.2.4, the two representative thiolated Au20 isomers are derived,
and partitioned for ONIOM optimisation (see §7.2.5 below).
7.2.4 Determining the Number of Adsorbed Thiols and
Extraction for post-MD Optimisation
Once the MD simulations discussed above are complete, and before proceed-
ing to optimisation with QM (octatomic nanoclusters) or with ONIOM (20-
atom nanoclusters), some important measures are required to make sure:
a) that (especially for the former) conformers extracted from MD simula-
tions truly form a statistically representative set and b) that nanoclusters
are isolated from their respective bath or solution only bearing their directly
adsorbed thiols.
Plotting the Gold-Sulfur Radial Distribution Function
The starting step to achieve the above is that of calculating the gold-sulfur
radial distribution function gAuS (RDF; Equation 2.108). This is typically
averaged over the last 0.8 ns of the relevant simulation, and is easily achiev-
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able with the dedicated GROMACS utility g rdf. The first local minimum
encountered in each gAuS plot is established as the cutoff radius Rcut below
which to consider a sulfur’s parent thiol as “physisorbed”. The thiolated
Au20 cluster only requires gAuS to be plotted after its initial simulation
in the pentanethiol bath (Stage I) in §7.2.3: in subsequent simulations in
DCM, it is much clearer which thiols are physisorbed and which ones aren’t.
Relevant RDF plots are shown in the result sections §7.3 and 7.4.
Number of Thiols Adsorbed and its Statistical Distribution
Having established Rcut, the next step is to monitor, over the equilibrated
portion of each simulation, how the actual number of adsorbed thiols evolves
with time (and breaking it down by thiol type if more than one is present).
This is achieved by pinpointing, frame-by-frame, all sulfur-gold distances
RAuS falling below Rcut. Each RAuS is measured starting from its parent
atoms’ Cartesian coordinates, and applying the well-known Formula 2.109.
The analysis thus readily determines, for any frame, which of the thi-
ols may be extracted together with their gold nanocluster (thus fulfilling
point b) above). On top of this, monitoring the thiol count over time also
allows to plot a histogram assessing its statistical distribution during each
of the MD simulations considered. This is particularly important, dur-
ing the study’s first phase, for the isolation of statistically representative
Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m isomers (n > 0, m > 0): from each
of the three thiol baths (§7.2.3), histograms allow the isolation of three
thiolated isomers where the total number of adsorbed thiols m + n is, re-
spectively, at the lower, middle or upper range of its statistical distribution
(§7.3.1). An additional constraint is that chosen thiolated isomers be iso-
lated only if an identical number of physisorbed thiols is counted in both
the preceding and following simulation frames.
On the other hand, only two 20-atom nanoclusters are extracted after the
ligand exchange simulation in DCM (§7.2.3): Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ];
m=16, 17.
Plotted histograms are found too in sections §7.3 and 7.4.
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7.2.5 ONIOM Partition of Thiolated Au20
Consistently with the principles discussed and adopted in §6.2.1, prior to
optimisation, the ONIOM partition for the two Au20 isomers generated by
MD simulations (§7.2.3) is placed at the first C–C bond of every ligand.
This produces the two starting structures shown in Figure 7.8.
Note that as a result of this ONIOM partition, the nanocluster in Figure
7.8a features a model Au20(HSCH3)17 system, and the one in Figure 7.8b
features a model Au20(HSCH3)18 system.
7.2.6 Optimisation Assessment and Analysis
Determining Whether an Optimisation has Converged
All of the thiolated nanoclusters optimised here with Gaussian09 exhibit
medium to long n-alkyl chains: in a majority of cases, their presence delays
or even prevents full convergence of an optimisation as typically recognised
by the software (§2.2.11).
More specifically, spatial displacement of the outer atoms in ligand tails is
energetically facile, occurring on a shallow PES. This makes it easy for the
optimisation algorithm310,311 to repeatedly miss convergence by predicting
structural changes which do, on the one hand, lead to minimal changes in
energy, but, on the other hand, easily violate two of the four convergence
criteria, namely: a) the 0.0018 Bohr threshold for the greatest atomic dis-
placement; and b) the 0.0012 Bohr threshold required for the root mean
square (RMS) of all atomic displacements.
In any optimisation failing to converge according to default indicators,
the problem is circumvented by slightly altering the convergence criteria.
In these cases too, the two convergence criteria concerning atomic forces
(a threshold of 0.000450 Hartree / Bohr for the maximum force, and a
threshold of 0.000300 Hartree / Bohr for the root mean square of all forces)
are met relatively rapidly. Once this happens, it is waited for the third
criterion to be met (typically the RMS displacement threshold), and the
optimisation is then considered to have converged if and only if by this point
plots of the following are showing little or no change: a) individual Au–S
distances (again constantly monitored with Formula 2.109); and b) the root
mean square of the force on gold and sulfur atoms alone (easily derivable
from output files given the choice to work with Cartesian co-ordinates).
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(a) m = 16
(b) m = 17
Figure 7.8 Starting structures and ONIOM partition of the two
Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ] nanoclusters generated by clas-
sical MD (§7.2.3; Stage Vb), prior to optimisation with Gaussian09. Key: larger
grey sphere: Au; yellow sphere: S; grey stick / smaller grey sphere: C; white stick
/ white sphere: H; red stick: O. Spheres represent atoms in the real and model
ONIOM systems; sticks represent atoms in the real ONIOM system only (MM).
For the optimisations of the 20-atom species, due to their size, even these
modified criteria are not sufficient to achieve full convergence within rea-
sonable times; therefore, only partially optimised structures—resulting from
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interrupted calculations—will be examined in the relevant section (§7.4).
Monitoring Chemical Changes
In line with findings from previous Chapters, switching to explicit electron
simulation is expected to trigger significant chemical change in the optimised
(or partially optimised) structures, as physisorption evolves into chemisorp-
tion, and the much discussed aspects of surface reconstruction begin to take
place. In order to properly probe these events, a number of analyses need
to be carried out on the resulting structures. Thus, monitoring of short-
est Au–S distances is continued at this stage too, and newly corroborated
with the monitoring of other chemically relevant distances: shortest Au–H,
shortest S–H, and second-shortest S–H. In addition, Au–H–S angles are also
monitored with Formula 2.110.
For the remaining degrees of freedom, a visual inspection, pointing out
general trends and important peculiarities is preferred to a systematic geo-
metrical analysis.
7.3 Results I: Self-Assembly of Different Thiols on
Au8 F5
The following section presents the outcomes of the first phase of this investi-
gation (§7.1.1). It firstly outlines the results of MD simulations carried out
on Au8 F5 in the three different thiol baths (§7.2.3), examining the deriva-
tion of the nine thiolated Au8 isomers chosen for QM optimisation (§7.2.4,
§7.3.1), and then discusses in detail the output of these QM optimisations
once complete (§7.3.2).
7.3.1 Thiol Counts post-MD and Structures Chosen for QM
Optimisation
Plotting the Gold-Sulfur Radial Distribution Function
Figure 7.9 shows the plots of the gold-sulfur RDF relative to the final 0.8 ns
of simulation of Au8 F5 in each of the three chosen thiol baths. It can be
seen from the Figure that there is great similarity between the baths, with
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all three plots recognising peaks of decreasing intensity at S–Au distances
of R=0.29 nm, R=0.49 nm, R=0.57 nm and R=0.75 nm.
The only recognisable difference is a slightly greater accumulation of sulfur
at the first three of these positions for the system in pure propanethiol;
when the simulation is run in pure ethanethiol, the accumulation at these
positions is lower, and, as expected, in the equimolar mixture it is found to
be between these two extremes. The greater probability of finding a sulfur
atom at these sites in the propanethiol bath is compensated by a greater
scarcity with respect to the ethanethiol bath in the 0.79 6 R 6 1.10 nm
region.
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Figure 7.9 gAuS(R) plots derived from the final 0.8 ns of the last MD cooling cycle
at 300K of Au8 F5 in ethanethiol, propanethiol and an equimolar mixture of the
two (NpT ; cfr. §7.2.3). The blue dotted line marks the chosen Rcut of 0.42 nm /
4.2 A˚ below which sulfur atoms are considered as being adsorbed to gold.
Number of Thiols Adsorbed and its Statistical Distribution
Given the nearly identical plots, establishment of the Rcut radius for moni-
toring physisorbed thiols throughout the simulation is very straightforward.
As per the chosen approach (§7.2.4), the first minimum in gAuS(R) following
the peak at R=0.29 nm is localised at 0.42 nm, and is marked in Figure
7.9. Subsequently, and for each of the three thiol baths in which Au8 F5 is
simulated, the chosen Rcut of 0.42 nm is employed to determine the actual
number of thiols adsorbed on the nanocluster over the same 800 ps portion
of MD simulation from which the respective gAuS(R) plots are obtained.
Plots of the counted thiols are compared in Figure 7.10; derived from each
of these plots, and also shown in the figure, are the histograms measuring
how often a specific number of adsorbed thiols is actually detected on Au8
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Figure 7.10 Number of physisorbed thiols detected, over the last 800 ps of MD
simulation at 300K, in the three thiol baths chosen to for the solvation Au8 F5. To
the right of each plot is the derived normalised histogram measuring the frequency
with which each particular count is detected. Squares in panels (a), (c), and (e)
indicate points at which thiolated structures were isolated (Figure 7.11; Table 7.1).
F5 (cfr. again §7.2.4). All three plots and their relative histograms clearly
show that throughout the portions of MD simulations considered, the total
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number of thiols adsorbed on Au8 F5 remains uniformly distributed. In
all three cases, the total amount of thiols detected most often is 18; it is
interesting to note, however, that in the equimolar bath (Figures 7.10e and
7.10f), the ratio of adsorbed propanethiol to adsorbed ethanethiol, which
remains roughly as 1:1 until about 550 ps into the simulation, clearly tips
in favour of the latter in the final stages, reaching ∼1:2.6.
Following the criteria discussed in §7.2.4, the nine Au8(HSCH2CH3)n
(HSCH2CH2CH3)m isomers chosen for QM optimisation are isolated from
the thiol baths based on the statistical distribution of m + n depicted by
the three histograms in Figure 7.10. Thus, from each bath, at the points
marked in (a), (c), and (e), one isomer is isolated with a thiol count of 15
(always the lowest predicted); another is isolated with a count of 18 (always
the most frequent); and another is isolated with a count of 20 (the highest
predicted in both of the pure baths) or 21 (the highest predicted in the
equimolar mixture). In all cases, the thiol count is much higher than the
magic number of 6 predicted for a fully thiylated Au8.
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Table 7.1 Nomenclature of the nine Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m
structures chosen for QM optimisation, and isolated from cooling MD simu-
lations at 300K (NpT, 1 bar). Also listed are the amount and type of thiols
physisorbed on each isomer, and the time at which each species was isolated
from its parent simulation. All nine isomers are illustrated in Figure 7.11
Name
Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m Time of
Isolation / psa
Figure
n m m + n
etlmin 15 0 15 704 7.11a
etlmid 18 0 18 367 7.11b
etlmax 20 0 20 634 7.11c
ptlmin 0 15 15 438 7.11d
ptlmid 0 18 18 837 7.11e
ptlmax 0 20 20 608 7.11f
equmin 8 7 15 250 7.11g
equmid 11 7 18 597 7.11h
equmax 10 11 21 379 7.11i
a Cfr. squares in Figures 7.10a, 7.10c, and 7.10e
Table 7.1 recaps the number of thiols on each of these nine isomers, in-
dicates the point of the parent simulation at which they were isolated, and
provides the abbreviations used henceforth to refer to each one, xxxyyy ,
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where: xxx is one of etl (ethanethiol), ptl (propanethiol) or equ (equimo-
lar mixture); and yyy is one of min, mid or max, depending on whether
the number of adsorbed thiols is the lowest, the most frequent, or the high-
est predicted during each simulation. In addition, each isomer is illustrated
in Figure 7.11.
(a) etlmin (b) etlmid (c) etlmax
(d) ptlmin (e) ptlmid (f) ptlmax
(g) equmin (h) equmid (i) equmax
Figure 7.11 Starting structures of the nine Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m
isomers chosen for QM optimisation, and isolated from cooling MD simulations at
300K (NpT, 1 bar). Nomenclature in Table 7.1. Key: brown sphere: Au; yellow
stick: S; grey stick: C; white stick: H.
The variety of the structures in Figure 7.11 confirms the statistical good-
ness of the chosen set of isomers. Thanks to the strong ε value employed for
Au···S, all thiol headgroups are expectedly pointing towards the gold core,
rather than having a random orientation. For the three equyyy isomers
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(Figures 7.11g–7.11i), rather than exclusively sampling structures from the
second half of the cooling simulation (when the ethanethiol:propanethiol
ratio settles at ∼1:2,6), it is chosen to sample equmin and equmax from
the first half: the two, therefore, bear roughly equal proportions of the two
thiols.
7.3.2 QM Optimisation Results
QM optimisation of the nine starting structures in Figure 7.11 is carried
out with Gaussian09, using Cartesian coordinates: this leads to nine final
geometries, either minima or stationary points of other nature, which are
here assessed as discussed in §7.2.6. Optimisations of all three etlyyy iso-
mers converge without the need of imposing the modified criteria discussed
earlier; on the other hand, these criteria are required in all other cases.
Instead of visualising the optimised structures straight away, it is more
useful to start by looking for any patterns in the thiol – gold distances post-
optimisation, and only then contextualise these visually. Therefore, the
first two of the following subsections will be dedicated, respectively, to the
analysis of Au–S and Au–H distances. Only then will optimised structures
be shown, and further discussed to analyse signs of reconstruction and S–H
dissociation.
Evolution of Au–S Distances and Definition of Thiol ‘Shells’
Analysis of Au–S distances, and how they evolve throughout the nine opti-
misations, promptly enables to identify and quantify any differences arising
with the introduction of QM: it is particularly relevant, given that, as con-
firmed by Table 7.1, the physisorbed thiols predicted by preceding classical
MD simulations appear to be uniformly distributed and oriented, and their
number remains considerably higher than the magic thiyl number of 6 pre-
dicted for Au8,
213 which may be regarded as an ‘ideal guideline’. Au–S
plots resulting from this analysis are shown in Figure 7.12.
It is evident from this Figure that QM optimisation introduces profound
changes in the ligand environment around the nanocluster. Prior to op-
timisation and for its first few frames, Au–S distances are all uniformly
distributed around 2.90 A˚, which is produced by the choice of σ = 2.58 A˚
in the forcefield and clearly shows up in the RDF plot in Figure 7.9. By the
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Figure 7.12 Evolution of Au–S distances in each of the nine structures in Figure
7.11 during the course of their QM optimisation; shown in brackets under each panel
is the number of sulfur atoms in each system. Individual bonds are distinguished
according to the different ‘shells’ into which thiols separate during optimisation
(see text): — denotes inner shell; --- denotes middle shell; and · · · denotes outer
shell. Note that the boundary between the latter two is arbitrarily placed at 4 A˚.
end of the optimisation, in a completely different scenario, it can be seen
that three distinct categories or ‘shells’ of sulfur atoms emerge, all marked
accordingly: an inner shell, a middle shell, and a less populated outer shell.
Each of these shells would roughly correspond to a peak in a gAuS plot.
In all nine optimised structures, the inner thiol shell always stands out
as the best demarcated one: all of its constituent Au–S distances fall at an
average of 2.54 A˚, which suggests direct chemical interaction with the gold.
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The distribution of these distances range is very restricted, and slightly
skewed upwards: they never go below the 2.45 A˚ seen in ptlmin (Figure
7.12d), but may reach up to 2.83 A˚ at the other end (cfr. equmax; Figure
7.12i).
Sulfurs belonging to the middle shell are neatly separated from the inner
shell: the first sulfur (in equmax; Figure 7.12i) occurs no closer than 3.49
A˚ from the nearest gold, likely too far for a direct chemical interaction to
occur (although it remains below the derived Rcut). Au–S distances in this
shell are not as narrowly distributed as those in the inner shell; however,
they still start off as a bundle centered at around 3.8 A˚, and become sparser
and sparser as one moves farther from the gold.
By 4.5 A˚, the concentration of sulfurs has dropped considerably in all
cases, and sulfurs encountered beyond this limit are very spread out, up to
6.97 A˚ from the gold (as found in equmax). As a result, this region, which
in a hypothetical RDF plot would constitute a very broad peak or peak
tail, cannot be attributed to middle shell: rather, it must be classified as a
separate shell. It is easily seen from Figure 7.12, however, that unlike the
boundary between the inner and middle shells, the one between middle and
outer shells is only well defined in isolated cases, such as etlmax (Figure
7.12c); in most other cases it is not. For this reason, it is arbitrarily chosen
to mark the border between these two shells at exactly 4.00 A˚, bearing in
mind that, as visible for example in Figures 7.12a or 7.12i, this choice is
bound to exclude some of the sulfurs from the middle shell in favour of the
outer one.
Henceforth in this study, all adsorbed thiols will be classified by the shell
that their sulfur atom populates post-optimisation: for each of the nine
Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m nanoclusters, Table 7.2 details the
number of thiols attributed to individual shells, as well as giving ratios.
Given the impossibility to locate a solid boundary between the middle and
outer shells, it is decided to list in the Table the thiol ratio between the
inner shell and the two remaining shells combined.
The first thing to note from the table is that the number of thiols with
the sulfur in the inner shell oscillates very little, from a minimum of 5
to a maximum of 7, a range which this time perfectly encompasses the
magic number 6 and seems uninfluenced by the number of thiols in the
starting structures. In fact, in xxxmid and xxxmax isomers, this shell is
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Table 7.2 Comparison of the number of thiols detected on the nine thiolated
Au8 F5 isomers studied, before QM optimisation (cfr. Table 7.1) and after QM
optimisation, where the formation of three distinct thiol ‘shells’ is observed.
Each shell is given an identifying colour: the same used in all atomic distance
plots (Figures 7.13, 7.13, and 7.16), and later on in illustrations of the optimised
structures (Figure7.14). Ratios between shells are also reported. In equyyy
isomers, ethanthiol and propanethiol are also counted separately
Name
Before
Opt.
After Optimisation (Thiol Shells)
Inner Middle Outer Ratioa Figure
etlmin 15 6 6 3 1:1.50 7.14a
etlmid 18 5 9 4 1:2.60 7.14b
etlmax 20 6 10 4 1:2.33 7.14c
ptlmin 15 5 7 3 1:2.00 7.14d
ptlmid 18 7 7 4 1:1.57 7.14e
ptlmax 20 5 9 6 1:3.00 7.14f
equminb 8 2 4 2 1:3.00 7.14g
equmidb 11 3 7 1 1:2.67 7.14h
equmaxb 10 3 3 4 1:2.33 7.14i
equminc 7 3 3 1 1:1.33 7.14g
equmidc 7 2 4 1 1:2.50 7.14h
equmaxc 11 3 3 5 1:2.67 7.14i
equmind 15 5 7 3 1:2.00 7.14g
equmidd 18 5 11 2 1:2.60 7.14h
equmaxd 21 6 6 9 1:2.50 7.14i
a inner:(middle + outer) b ethanethiol c propanethiol d total
likely limited by its size and sterics in the amount of ‘surplus’ thiols that it
captures.
Rather, tabulated values show that this surplus is unevenly shared amongst
the middle and outer shells: as the number of initially predicted physisorbed
thiols increases, numbers of thiols in these shells tend to increase too; the
tendency, however, is very rough and does not follow a regular pattern. This
is particularly apparent in the case of equmid and equmax, where a drop
in middle-shell thiols is observed in the latter compared to the former (11 to
6), and a correspondingly more marked increase is seen in the outer shell (2
to 9). In general, the thiol population of the outer shell remains the lowest
of the three, exceptions being the etlmax just mentioned, where it is the
most populated, and ptlmax, where with 6 thiols it is the second most
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populated.
Despite taking both the middle and outer shells into account simultane-
ously, patterns in inner:(middle + outer) thiol ratios remain quite irregular
too, and their dependence on the total population of thiols is feeble. How-
ever, the lowest ratio recorded, 1:1.50, still occurs for a xxxmin isomer
(etlmin), and the highest one of 1:3.00 occurs for a xxxmax isomer, ptl-
max.
Finally, examining the breakdown of individual thiols in the three equyyy
isomers, it can be seen that neither in equmin and equmax, where the
two are present in equal proportions, nor in equmid, where ethanethiol
prevails, does the proportion of each individual thiol found across the three
shells deviate significantly from their combined proportion.
Evolution of Au–H Distances
Evolution of Au–H distances during the nine optimisations is illustrated in
Figure 7.13.
Preserving the classification by sulfur/thiol shells, along with its associ-
ated colour codes, allows to pick out the existing correlation between Figures
7.12 and 7.13, and by extension, the existing correlation between each sul-
fur’s position and the orientation of its bonded thiolic hydrogen with respect
to the gold. It can be seen that by the end of all nine optimisations, Au–H
distances too are clustered together into three broad groups. In each of
these groups there is a prevalence of a single colour, i.e. of hydrogens bound
to sulfurs all coming from one particular shell.
In this case, however, there is one defining difference: “green” hydro-
gens, bound to middle-shell sulfurs, are distinctly found closer to the gold
than “blue” ones bound to inner-shell sulfurs, causing what shows up as a
‘shell inversion’. In fact, all plots invariably show middle-shell hydrogens
clustering at between 2.7 A˚ and 2.1 A˚ from the gold, which is even closer
than the 2.54 A˚ average seen earlier with the inner-shell sulfurs, and def-
initely suggestive of direct chemical interaction. There are indeed a few
minor exceptions to this trend, particularly in equmid (Figure 7.13h), but
these ‘stray’ green lines are a result of the arbitrary choice to fix the labile
boundary between the middle and outer shells at 4.00 A˚.
“Red” hydrogens, in outer-shell thiols, form once again the most scat-
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Figure 7.13 Evolution of Au–H distances in each of the nine structures in Figure
7.11 during the course of their QM optimisation; shown in brackets under each panel
is the number of sulfur atoms in each system. Individual bonds are distinguished
according to the different ‘shells’ into which thiols separate during optimisation
(see text): — denotes inner shell; — denotes middle shell; and — denotes outer
shell.
tered category of the three, and move the farthest from the gold during
optimisation. Their distribution is very similar, and readily linkable, to
that of outer-shell sulfurs emerging from Figure 7.12. The maximum Au–H
distance observed in this category, 7.90 A˚ in equmin (Figure 7.13g), is for
example easily traceable to the sulfur at 6.56 A˚ in Figure 7.12g, and so on.
Again due to the arbitrary boundary positioning, a minority of hydrogens
classified in the outer shell, such as in ptlmax and equmax (Figures 7.13f
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and 7.13i respectively), exhibit a behaviour which is more similar to that of
their counterparts in the middle shell.
Although they are surpassed by middle-shell hydrogens in their closeness
to gold, “blue” hydrogens from inner-shell thiols retain the narrow distri-
bution exhibited by their bound sulfurs in Figure 7.12. The vast majority
visibly ends up at or very close to 3 A˚ from the gold (farther than the 2.54 A˚
average seen for their bound sulfurs, and possibly a little too far for direct
chemical interaction with gold). In any case, these inner-shell hydrogens
form the best-delimited region within the Au–H distance plots.
Visualising Thiol Shells and Incipient Reconstruction in the
Optimised Structures
Having defined the three thiol shells, the distribution and orientation of their
headgroups around the gold core can now be examined in the context of the
nine optimised structures. These are shown in Figure 7.14 with omitted
alkyl tails, and sulfur atoms coloured blue, green, or red, depending on
which shell they occupy; the colour code matches the one in Figures 7.12
and 7.13, and in Table 7.2.
The very different shell-specific characteristics of the thiol headgroups,
already emerging from Au–S and Au–H plots, are all the more apparent
in the optimised structures. Headgroups from the outer shell are read-
ily recognisable: firstly and expectedly, by their greater distance from the
gold core, which frequently causes them to appear at the margins of every
image; and secondly, because of the random orientation of their hydrogen
atom. In light of these considerations, outer-shell thiols may be regarded as
completely desorbed after the optimisation.
The fate of thiol headgroups in the inner and middle shells is radically
different: they both remain closer to the gold core, but with distinct and
well-defined orientations. In all of the optimised structures, thiol head-
groups from the middle shell immediately stand out with their ‘hedgehog’-
like arrangement, whereby all hydrogens are pointing directly towards the
nanocluster core, whilst their bound sulfur atoms tend to point outwards
and away from the nanocluster. On the other hand, headgroups from the
inner shells are unequivocally seen to have their sulfur atoms directly ad-
jacent to gold, whilst their hydrogen atoms clearly point sideways, tangent
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(a) etlmin (15) (b) etlmid (18) (c) etlmax (20)
(d) ptlmin (15) (e) ptlmid (18) (f) ptlmax (20)
(g) equmin (15) (h) equmid (18) (i) equmax (21)
Figure 7.14 View of the nine structures resulting from QM optimisation of thi-
olated Au8 F5 isomers shown in Figure 7.11 (PBE/LANL2DZ/6-31G(d,p)). All
n-alkyl tails have been omitted for clarity: only the gold core and thiol headgroups
are shown, with the latter distinguished by their shell (see text). Key: larger grey
spheres: Au; white sticks: thiolic H; remaining coloured spheres: S (blue: inner
shell; green: middle shell; red: outer shell).
to the gold atoms, rather than outwards.
The marked distinction between inner- and middle-shell sulfur atoms seen
earlier in Figure 7.12 plots is readily explained by these defining fingerprint
orientations. It is in fact confirmed that: a) clustering of the former about
2.54 A˚ is indeed due to their direct interaction with gold; and b) on the
contrary, the latter exclusively appear beyond 3.49 A˚ precisely because their
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hydrogen atom is interposed between them and the gold, preventing direct
interaction. Similarly, the apparent inversion between the inner and middle
shells seen in Figure 7.13 plots is justified by the positions of the thiolic
hydrogens: a) inner-shell hydrogens are oriented tangent to the gold atom
surfaces (hence their positioning at about 3 A˚, slightly farther from gold
centres than their sulfur partners from this shell); whereas b) middle-shell
hydrogens, which point inwards, end up much closer to the gold centres
than any of the other atoms.
Figure 7.15 Example of an M-motif, formed wherever a middle- and inner-shell
thiol end up close enough after optimisation. This particular example is a closeup
from ptlmax. Key: same as Figure 7.14.
Aside from explaining differences in Au–S and Au–H distance plots, dif-
ferent headgroup orientations provide vital insight into how the reconstruc-
tion process might be kick started. The next subsection will examine in
more detail the effects of these orientations on the S–H bonds, and their
all-important cleavage. For the time being, it is pointed out that wherever
inner- and middle-shell thiols come close enough in the optimised struc-
tures, the sideways-pointing hydrogens of inner-shell thiols promptly rotate
so that they point directly at another sulfur atom, and look set for dis-
sociation or bridging. This other sulfur atom is most frequently from a
middle-shell thiol, but may also come from an inner-shell one. The sort of
pseudo-staple or M-motif created by this phenomenon is shown in Figure
7.15, and although it is most easily recognisable in etlmin (Figure 7.14a),
ptlmid (Figure 7.14e), and equmin (Figure 7.14g), it is widespread in all
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nine structures.
Always on the subject of surface reconstruction, this subsection is con-
cluded by a brief comparison between the nine gold cores after optimisation
in Figure 7.14, with those before optimisation in Figure 7.11. It can be seen
that introduction of explicit electron simulation has a dramatic effect on the
cores’ geometry, with the Td symmetry of Au8 F5 either completely oblit-
erated or strongly distorted upon optimisation. Although it is not expected
to observe full staple formation, this is an important indication, in line with
what discovered in §5.4, that the mere interaction of thiols with the gold is
enough to profoundly alter the configuration of pristine gold.
Evolution of S–H Bonds
Having noted the distinctive positions and orientation of the inner- and
middle-shell thiol headgroups in the optimised structures, it is here exam-
ined how these thiols’ S–H bonds are affected by QM optimisation. This is
done in Figure 7.16, where S–H bonds from outer-shell thiols are also in-
cluded for comparison, as well as the S–H equilibrium bond length of 1.336
A˚ parametrised in the OPLS-AA forcefield,313 and the 1.358 A˚ predicted
for pristine ethanethiol and propanethiol (trans- and gauche-) by in-house
PBE/6-31G(d,p) calculations.
These S–H plots are much less scattered compared to Au–S and Au–
H ones: optimised bonds remain circumscribed to a much narrower range
(1.36 A˚ to 1.47 A˚), and they do not form isolated clusters. It is also clear
that optimisation causes a generalised degree of S–H elongation (1.39 A˚ on
average), to the point where all bonds surpass both the length originating
from MD simulations, and that predicted by QM optimisation of the pristine
thiols. Regardless of the generalised elongation, however, plots in Figure
7.16 still reveal that there are important systematic differences between
S–H bonds belonging to the three different thiol shells.
In each of the nine graphs, red lines are regularly concentrated at the
bottom of the plotted sets, often deviating very little from the reference
line at 1.358 A˚; this is an indication that outer-shell S–H bonds only un-
dergo a modest elongation, and their average of 1.371 A˚ across the nine
plots fully confirms this. This little change with respect to unligated thiols
is indeed expected, as it has been amply shown that outer-shell thiols be-
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Figure 7.16 Evolution of S–H bonds in each of the nine structures in Figure 7.11
during the course of their QM optimisation; shown in brackets under each panel is
the number of sulfur atoms in each system. Distances are categorised according to
the ‘shell’ in which their parent sulfur ends up (see text): — denotes inner shell;
— denotes middle shell; and — denotes outer shell. Shown in black for comparison
are: · · · the S–H equilibrium bond length Req defined by OPLS-AA313 (1.336 A˚);
and — the S–H bond lengths predicted for unligated ethanethiol and propanethiol
by in-house PBE/6-31G(d,p) calculations (1.358 A˚).
come desorbed during the course of the optimisation, with no possibility of
chemically interacting with the gold core.
In the middle shell, the situation is considerably different: its S–H bonds
invariably tend to concentrate at the upper end of every plot after optimisa-
tion. Their average length of 1.392 A˚ across the optimised structures, +2.5
% compared to the 1.358 A˚ predicted by PBE/6-31G(d,p) for unligated
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thiols, does too suggest an overall degree of bond weakening and chemi-
cal activation. However, distribution of S–H bond lengths covers a much
wider range than that seen in the other shells: from 1.365 A˚ to 1.462 A˚. In
other words, the degree of elongation of individual bonds varies significantly
within the shell itself, and the bond’s chemical activation cannot exclusively
depend on direct hydrogen–gold proximity seen in Figure 7.13 plots.
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Figure 7.17 Au–H–S angles formed by middle-shell thiols in each of the structures
in Figure 7.14, plotted against the thiol S–H bond length.
It can be seen in Figure 7.14 that the aforementioned hedgehog-like ar-
rangement of middle-shell thiols is not entirely perfect, S–H bond axes not
entirely perpendicular to gold atom surfaces: it may then be that the Au–
H–S angle formed by middle-shell headgroups with gold atoms is the other
factor influencing their elongation. Scatter plots of the Au–H–S angles
formed by middle-shell thiols in all nine optimised nanoclusters, illustrated
in Figure 7.17, do in fact amply confirm this. The shortest S–H bonds are
distinctly seen to form angles of under 160° with their closest gold atom; on
the other hand, headgroups forming angles between 160° and 180° exhibit
a dramatic elongation. Notably, the plot helps explain the prominent S–H
outlier in Figure 7.16i, standing out with its 1.462 A˚.
In the inner shell, “blue” S–H bonds are principally found towards the
mid-to-upper range of each plot. Although they cover a narrower range
than middle-shell S–H bonds, 1.359 A˚ to 1.415 A˚, this is still considerably
wide, and again means that, like in the middle shell, the average elongation
of 1.386 A˚ (+2.1% with respect to full QM) is all but uniform, with certain
bonds barely elongating at all. Consequently, for inner-shell thiols one must
again look for another factor causing S–H activation, other than belonging
to the shell itself, which is clearly not enough on its own. Given that it is
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only a minority of inner-shell S–H bonds which undergoes negligible elonga-
tion, it is proposed to verify whether the key factor triggering elongation is
their hydrogen’s location within one of the M-motifs exemplified in Figure
7.15, which appears to be the case with the majority of inner-shell thiolic
hydrogens.
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Figure 7.18 Distance from the nearest unbound sulfur of every inner-shell thiolic
hydrogen in structures in Figure 7.14, plotted against the S–H bond length formed
by that same hydrogen. The outlier is commented on in the text.
To verify whether an inner-shell thiolic hydrogen is indeed part of an
M-motif, its distance from its nearest unbound sulfur is checked: closer dis-
tances signify the presence of an M-motif. Results for this check are plotted
in Figure 7.18, which gives an unequivocally positive response regarding
the importance of the M-motif for S–H elongation. The shortest inner-shell
S–H bonds, showing minimal chemical activation, are systematically found
not to be part of an M-motif, never coming closer than ∼2.9 A˚ from their
nearest unbound sulfur. Below this threshold, on the other hand, where hy-
drogens are in an M-motif, a rapid elongation of the bonds starts to occur.
Incidentally, the ptlmin outlier, which is not within an M-motif but more
elongated than its countrerparts nonetheless, is close to an out-of-plane gold
atom, which is in effect substituting the role of sulfur.
Chemical effects of S–H elongation in the inner and middle thiol shells
are best rendered if any one of the optimised structures in Figure 7.14 is
redrawn omitting all of the S–H bonds falling above an arbitrary threshold
of 1.39 A˚ (which virtually excludes all outer-shell bonds). Thus, in the
rendering of etlmax shown in Figure 7.19, it is clear that the combination
of M-motifs and direct Au–H contacts is giving rise to a well defined network
of weakened S–H bonds, with hydrogens effectively ready to dissociate. In
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Figure 7.19 Optimised etlmax, exactly as viewed in Figure 7.14c, but with S–H
bonds of >3.9 A˚ omitted. Key is the same as Figure 7.14.
other words a high degree of incipient chemical change.
7.3.3 Discussion
The Importance of Being Dynamic
Outcomes of the three sets of MD simulations (§7.2.3, §7.3.1), and the his-
tograms shown in Figure 7.10 ((b), (d), (f)), fully highlight the importance
of introducing the element of dynamics to simulate thiol physisorption,
recognised as vital to set the self-assembly process into motion.160 All of
the Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m structures generated are broadly
representative of configuration space explored in their respective simula-
tions, and it can be fully appreciated just in how many different ways thiols
can arrange themselves around a single nanocluster, even when, like in this
case, its surface area is relatively small. Although this MD-induced result
is logically consistent with the most basic laws of thermodynamics, it is,
with few exceptions,165,167,250 usually overlooked in QM studies, which typ-
ically consist of outright optimisations of manually constructed thiolated
nanoclusters.
In addition, the use of ad hoc σ and ε parameters236 to treat Au···S
interactions proves instrumental in ensuring that the dynamical nature of
physisorption, involving constant ligand exchange,247,248 is realistically cap-
tured (despite the unrealistically high thiol concentration brought about by
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the use of pure baths). This is what emerges from plots of thiol counts on
Au8 throughout the last cooling cycle, shown in Figure 7.10 ((a), (c), (e)),
which show constantly fluctuating numbers. Similarly, the separate ε value
chosen for the heating cycles at 400K successfully ensures that complete
desorption occurs (cfr. §7.2.3; result not shown).
Lastly, as reviewed above, it unequivocally emerges from Figure 7.10e
that at later stages of simulation of the equimolar propanethiol:ethanethiol
bath, the ratio of thiols detected on Au8 tips in favour of the latter. This
process is probably a combination of entropic and enthalpic effects, whereby
‘kicking’ propanethiol molecules back into the bath is advantageous because
it avoids frustrating the extra degrees of freedom originating from their
longer tail, and at the same time, a greater number of shorter-chain ethane-
thiol molecules can physisorb around the nanocluster core. Although it
hasn’t been assessed whether, in accordance with previous findings,227 spe-
cific post-adsorption patterns are formed by the different thiols, this result
is equally encouraging.
The Road to Chemisorption
On the one hand, classical MD simulations discussed in §7.2.3 and §7.3.1
have proven essential to reproduce physisorption in a fluctuating, large-
scale system where it could typically occur, as well as the many subtleties
influencing it. On the other hand, it is only thanks to introduction of
explicit electron simulation that the dramatic chemical changes occurring
as physisorption evolves into chemisorption can be obtained; with a classical
forcefield, this crucial evolution from one phase to the other could not be
captured. This is yet another solid indication that, if one wishes to properly
reproduce self-assembly, both approaches need to be maintained.
QM optimisations carried out here do not permit Au8(HSCH2CH3)n
(HSCH2CH2CH3)m isomers to cross the series of energetic barriers sepa-
rating them from full staple formation (and from possible hydrogen loss).
Nonetheless, amongst the chemical changes induced in the structures by
QM optimisation discussed in §7.3.2, one can clearly spot certain key in-
dicators of incipient reconstruction: very importantly, and starting from
extensive disruption of nanocluster symmetry, each of these indicators is
recognised by at least one of two recent mechanistic studies on staple for-
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mation (§1.5.1).166,167
Inner-shell Thiols and M-motif as Hydrogen Sink. In the case of
inner-shell thiols, it is clear that, aside from the establishment of a direct
S–Au contact, proximity of their hydrogen to either another sulfur (i.e. its
location in an M-motif), or, in a single case, to a gold atom, is the other
essential condition to promote elongation. This observation strongly re-
emphasises the importance of having a hydrogen ‘sink’ to facilitate S–H
rupture, already noted in Chapter 5: in that case, the sink was provided by
a shell of free-rotating water molecules around Au6(HSCH2CH2CH3)2, and
it was sufficient to make the rupture barrierless; in this case, it is either the
M-motif sulfur or an out-of-plane gold atom that are providing the sink, but
energetic barriers for full rupture remain, because rearrangement of bound
gold atoms is required.
First and foremost, these findings are again entirely consistent with the
theoretical calculations by Tielens and Santos on orbital evolution during
induced cleavage of a gold-adsorbed thiol (§1.5.1).168 In addition, the es-
tablishment of a direct ‘inner-shell-like’ Au–S contact as a first step in S–H
cleavage is also identified by both of the aforementioned mechanistic stud-
ies.166,167 In contrast to the observations reported here, Rojas-Cervellera et
al.167 do actually report a slight S–H elongation (∼0.2 A˚ to 1.38–1.39 A˚)
even in the absence of a direct H–Ausink contact, which is only established
after crossing a 0.688 eV barrier; due to the smallness of the Au4 system
studied, no instances of M-motif formation emerge at any point in their pro-
posed staple formation mechanism. On the other hand, the M-motif does
feature prominently in one of the several mechanistic routes proposed in the
work of Askerka and co-authors.166 Although the scarcity of methanethiol
molecules does not allow verification of whether its occurrence is widespread,
not only is it recognised that the motif confers extra energetic stability com-
pared to when it’s absent, but also that there is a distinctively greater S–H
elongation when it does occur. In light of this, it is very interesting to re-
mark the high incidence of M-motifs in all of our optimised nanoclusters,
and the ‘network’ of weakened S–H bonds that they give rise to (see example
in Figure 7.19): at experimental conditions, widespread M-motif formation
may indeed be the preferred way in which stapling is initiated.
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Middle-shell Thiols. Analysis of middle-shell thiols has revealed that
it is their thiolic hydrogen that makes direct contact with a gold atom,
by interposing itself between the nanocluster and its parent sulfur. The
generalised elongation seen in S–H bonds belonging to this shell is a strong
indicator that this may well be an alternative route through which cleavage
of the S–H bond is initiated: the gold atom itself would be acting as the
hydrogen sink in this case.
This alternative mode of adsorption is actually rarely seen in QM stud-
ies, where, as briefly mentioned in §7.3.3, nanoclusters are typically pre-
adsorbed manually on starting structures with the S–Au contact enforced.
In the dynamic study by Rojas-Cervellera and co-workers,167 at least in
the initial stages, ‘middle-shell-like’ Au···H−S contacts are not seen either.
On the other hand, they are seen in the study by Askerka et al.,166 where
in fact they are formed by the other methanethiol participating in the M-
motif. Moreover, in both of the isomers in which they appear, their S–H
elongation is clearly recognised, and the Au–H–S angles formed (165° and
142°) are consistent with this elongation: this is in accordance with the re-
sults presented here, and supports the hypothesis that middle shell thiols
actively take part in the staple formation process.
Outer-shell Thiols. In all optimisations, to an extent that is roughly pro-
portional to the initial number of thiols, a number of what become outer-
shell thiols are systematically expelled from the nanocluster core, effectively
severing their chemical interaction with it. Such thiols are in effect ex-
cess thiols, whose binding is both sterically and chemically disfavoured by
the presence of the rest: as a result, the phenomenon is not seen in the
static mechanistic study by Askerka and co-workers,166 where the number
of methanethiols used (2) is scarce in relation to cluster size (Au20). It is
however observed in the metadynamics Car-Parrinello MD (CPMD) study
conducted by Rojas-Cervellera and co-workers,167 where one methanethiol
molecule (out of four) is regularly excluded from binding to Au4. Notably,
in the present case, the migration still leaves a high number of adsorbed thi-
ols compared to the magic number 6 for octatomic clusters (Table 7.2).213
It must be remembered, however, that such number is derived from purely
electronic considerations, on fully formed thiylated nanoclusters; one would
therefore not expect to see it reached at such a primitive stage, where some
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thiols sacrificing their hydrogen could still recombine and leave as disul-
fides.216
7.4 Results II: Self-Assembly and Ligand
Exchange on Au20
This section presents results from the second phase of this study (§7.1.2),
where, in light of the encouraging findings above, the approach used above
for thiolated Au8 isomers is applied to thiolated Td Au20, with QM replac-
ing ONIOM. It is structured in a very similar way to §7.3: the outcome of
the MD simulations (§7.2.3) is examined, and it is shown how the two iso-
mers chosen for ONIOM optimisation (§7.2.4 and 7.2.5) are thence isolated
(§7.4.1). Finally, the output of the (incomplete) ONIOM optimisation is
analysed in a similar manner to the previous case (§7.4.2).
7.4.1 Thiol Counts post-MD and Structures Chosen for
ONIOM Optimisation
Plotting the Gold-Sulfur Radial Distribution Function
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Figure 7.20 gAuS(R) plot derived from the final 0.8 ns of the first MD simulation,
at 300K, of Au20 in pentanethiol (cfr. Stage I in §7.2.3 and Figures 7.3 and 7.4).
The blue dotted line marks the chosen Rcut of 0.365 nm / 3.65 A˚ below which
sulfur atoms are considered as being adsorbed to gold.
Figure 7.20 shows the plot of the gold-sulfur RDF relative to the final 0.8
ns of simulation of tetrahedtral Au20 in the pentanethiol bath (i.e. Stage I
of the MD simulations described in §7.2.3). Although the majority of peaks
broadly corresponds to the Au8 plot in Figure 7.9, there are two additional
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peaks: a slight accumulation of sulfur at R=0.97 nm, and most importantly
an additional, smaller peak appearing at R=0.42 nm. The higher values of
gAuS(R) are due to the fact that the Stage I simulation is run in the NVT
ensemble, and the bath is surrounded by vapour phase (Figure 7.3).
Number of Thiols Adsorbed and Ligand Exchange
Presence of the extra peak at R=0.42 nm lowers the chosen Rcut to 0.365
nm / 3.65 A˚, and this is marked in Figure 7.20. As discussed (§7.2.4), the
Rcut is used to count physisorbed pentanethiols throughout Stages I–IV and
Vb; it plays a key role in the isolation of thiolated Au20 structures at the end
of Stage I (Figure 7.4), Stage IV (Figure 7.7), as well as the two structures
from Stage Vb chosen for ONIOM optimisation (Figure 7.8).
Beyond Stage I, MD simulations involving Au20 are carried out in DCM
rather than in a pure thiol bath and, amongst other things, they aim to re-
produce dynamic exchange between adsorbed thiols and those in solution.
For this reason, it becomes even more vital to monitor the number of ph-
ysisorbed thiols at all stages of the simulation, instead of focussing only on
its final parts as in §7.3.
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Figure 7.21 Number of physisorbed thiols detected throughout Stages I, II, III, IV,
and Vb in the MD simulation of Td Au20 (§7.2.3; 23 ns in total). Stage boundaries
are marked on the plot by black dotted lines; notice the adsorption of the PEG-
ylated thiol starting from 18.11 ns. Squares mark the points at which the structures
in Figure 7.8 were isolated from their environment.
The recorded thiol count throughout the entire 23 ns for which Au20 was
simulated is shown in Figure 7.21, with the Stage boundaries clearly marked.
At the start of the cycle of MD simulations (Stage I, 0–1 ns), the average
number of pentanethiols predicted on Au20 is visibly high (28 on average),
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and almost double the predicted magic number of 16 predicted for Au20.
204
Subsequently, when the system is transferred to dichloromethane (Stages
II–IV; 1–7 ns), the number of adsorbed species visibly begins to decrease,
dropping to between 18 and 19 just prior to the ligand-exchange simulation
(Stage IV/Vb boundary, 7 ns); also, its distribution becomes narrower.
This drop is due to the massive decrease in the overall concentration of
pentanethiol, which is brought about not only by the elimination of the
thiol bath itself, but also, during Stages III–IV (3–7 ns), by the enlargement
of the simulation box and addition of extra DCM molecules. By about 14
ns, during the ligand-exchange simulation (Stage Vb, 7–23 ns), Figure 7.21
shows that the number of physisorbed thiols has stabilised at 17, with a
few occasional drops to 16. Unlike the Au8 F5 case, this is therefore much
closer to the magic number at this stage.
Despite the thiol count stabilisation, during Stage Vb the nanocluster
is still in full dynamic interaction with its solution environment. This
gives rise to a much-anticipated associative ligand exchange, which occurs
as follows: a) at 18.11 ns, one of the PEG-ylated thiols in solution at-
taches itself to what is by now Au20(HSC5H11)17, giving rise to a series of
Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)17] conformers for the next 0.7 ns;
b) one of these conformers is isolated from the solution at 18.38 ns (marked
in Figure 7.21), and partitioned for ONIOM as shown in Figure 7.8b; c) at
about 18.8 ns, one of the pentanethiol ligands is more or less stably lost to so-
lution, leaving the nanocluster as Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)16].
After this event, the second and final conformer chosen for ONIOM opti-
misation, Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)16] (Figure 7.8a), is iso-
lated at 21.91 ns (also marked in Figure 7.21). These two isomers will
henceforth be identified as m=17 and m=16 respectively, i.e. by the num-
ber of adsorbed pentanethiols.
7.4.2 ONIOM Optimisation Results
Presented here are the outcomes of the ONIOM optimisations conducted,
using Gaussian09 and Cartesian coordinates, on isomers m=17 and m=16
of thiolated Au20. Before proceeding with the analysis, it must be reiter-
ated that, because of the size of both nanoclusters and time constraints, it
was not possible to achieve full optimisation according to the criteria dis-
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Figure 7.22 Total energy of the two thiolated Au20 clusters over the last frames
of ONIOM optimisation.
cussed in §7.2.6: shown in Figure 7.22 for reference is the total energy of
both nanoclusters over the last stages of their ONIOM optimisation. Con-
sequently, all of the data that follow pertain to structures which are only
partly optimised, and are not at an energetic minimum (vide supra).
Analysis of the two structures resulting from this stage is carried out be-
low in the same order followed in §7.3.2: after analysing Au–S and Au–H
distances, structures are illustrated with thiol shells highlighted. Subse-
quently, the elongation of S–H bonds is again assessed depending on their
location, and it is verified whether S–H lengths in the middle shell and inner
shells are further influenced by their orientation, or location in an M-motif.
Finally, ONIOM treatment of the ligand tails is visually assessed.
Evolution of Au–S Distances and Subdivision in Shells
Evolution of Au–S distances in m=16 and m=17 during and after ONIOM
optimisation are analysed in Figure 7.23. The picture painted by both plots
after partial optimisation is indeed very similar to the one seen for thiolated
Au8 isomers in the previous phase of the study. Particularly in m=17 (Fig-
ure 7.23b), some sulfurs are still seen to be displacing when the optimisation
is interrupted; nonetheless, the three sulfur shells are clearly identifiable in
this case too, and share very similar characteristics and distributions to the
shells outlined in Figure 7.12.
Across the two isomers, Au–S distances in the inner shell exhibit the
characteristically narrow and skewed distribution seen previously (2.49–2.86
A˚); with a combined average of 2.63 A˚, this indicates an average increase
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Figure 7.23 Evolution of Au–S distances in the two
Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ] structures (Figure 7.8) during
the course of their uncompleted ONIOM optimisation. Pentanethiol distances
are categorised as follows: denotes inner shell; --- denotes middle shell; and · · ·
denotes outer shell. The PEG-ylated thiol (belonging to the inner shell in both
cases) is denoted by --- . Note that the boundary between the middle and outer
shells is arbitrarily placed at 4 A˚.
in length of 0.09 A˚ compared to S–Au distances in thiolated Au8, but is
still compatible with chemical interaction. Note that in both isomers, the
sulfur atom of the PEG-ylated ligand settles in the inner shell (and is duly
marked in Figure 7.23).
Due to the near-emptiness of the outer shell (vide infra), the demarcation
between it and the middle shell is much clearer for these two species. None-
theless, the previous decision to set the boundary between the two at 4 A˚
is maintained here too, causing one of the outer-shell sulfur atoms in m=17
to be recorded very close to its middle-shell counterparts. Across the two
isomers, the distribution of sulfur atoms belonging to the middle shell (3.52–
3.92 A˚) is seen to be narrower than the previous case, this time matching
the inner shell in terms of width; the combined average length of 3.68 A˚
actually shows a slight 0.03 A˚ shortening compared to Au–S distances in
thiolated Au8, still not enough for direct Au–S contact in this shell.
Table 7.3 summarises the thiol count in each shell, as determined by
the distribution of sulfurs around the gold core; the ratio of thiols in the
inner shell to those in the middle and outer shells combined is also reported
for each isomer. The larger surface area of Au20 Td compared to Au8 F5
means that, in this case, the inner shell can proportionally accommodate
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Table 7.3 Comparison of the number of thiols detected on the two thio-
lated Au20 isomers studied, before and after (partial) ONIOM optimisation,
upon which the formation of three distinct thiol ‘shells’ is observed. Shells
are identified by the distinctive colour combination used so far. Ratios be-
tween shells are also reported. All ligand counts refer to pentanethiol unless
explicitly stated
Name
Before
Opt.
After Optimisation (Thiol Shells)
Inner Middle Outer Ratioa Figure
m=16 17b 9b 7 1 1:0.89 7.29a
m=17 18b 8b 8 2 1:1.25 7.29b
a inner:(middle + outer) b includes one PEG-ylated thiol
more thiols compared to the other two shells. At the same time, the lower
number of thiols predicted by MD simulations to begin with means there is
no ‘overcrowding’ of thiols in the structures chosen for optimisation.
These combined factors lead to a considerable lowering of the calculated
shell ratios compared to those in Table 7.2: the ratio calculated for m=16
is 1:0.89, and that for m=17 is 1:1.25. In fact, the ratio of 1:0.89 found
for m=16 represents the sole instance in the entire study where the highest
number of thiols ends up in the inner shell alone. In terms of the magic
number, it can be seen that the situation is very different from that seen
with the octatomic clusters: in that case, the thiol count of the inner shell
alone was enough in most cases to attain the magic thiol number of 6; in this
case, on the other hand, the magic thiol number of 16 can only be reached
by combining the totals in the inner and outer shells (in which case it is
obtained exactly in both m=16 and m=17).
Evolution of Au–H Distances
Figure 7.24 illustrates how Au–H distances evolve throughout the partial
ONIOM optimisations. In this case too, one can immediately spot impor-
tant similarities with Figure 7.13. The first common trait is the apparent
‘shell inversion’, with middle-shell thiolic hydrogens settling closer to the
gold than inner-shell thiolic hydrogens. The latter have a combined av-
erage distance of 3.03 A˚ from the gold, again not making direct contact,
whereas the former have a combined average distance of 2.47 A˚, making di-
rect contact with the gold, and even surpassing the inner-shell sulfurs from
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the previous section.
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Figure 7.24 Evolution of Au–H distances in the two
Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ] structures (Figure 7.8) during
the course of their uncompleted ONIOM optimisation. Pentanethiol distances are
categorised as follows: — denotes inner shell; — denotes middle shell; and —
denotes outer shell. The PEG-ylated thiol (belonging to the inner shell in both
cases) is denoted by --- .
Secondly, despite the general scarcity of thiols in the outer shell, it can
still be seen in m=17 (Figure 7.24b) that its two outer-shell stray far from
the gold core, at 6.77 A˚ and 3.79 A˚. On the other hand, the outer-shell
hydrogen in m=16 (Figure 7.24a) shows similar characteristics to a middle-
shell hydrogen, although it is not captured as such due to the choice to place
the border between middle and outer shells at 4 A˚ (cfr. the corresponding
sulfur finishing at just over 4 A˚ in Figure 7.23a).
Visualising Thiol Shells and Incipient Reconstruction in the
Optimised Structures
After the above analysis, the thiol headgroups may be examined in context
as they appear in the partly optimised structures: these are illustrated in
Figure 7.25, which omits alkyl tails for clarity. The Figure sticks to the usual
colour scheme to depict thiols in different shells, except for the (inner-shell)
thiol belonging to the PEG-ylated ligand, which is represented in yellow.
Given the similar outcomes of their Au–S and Au–H analyses, it is no
surprise that familiar geometric features exhibited by the structures in Fig-
ure 7.14 may also be recognised in the partly optimised 20-atom structures.
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(a) m=16 (b) m=17
Figure 7.25 Partial view of the two Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ]
species resulting from the uncompleted ONIOM optimisation of the starting struc-
tures in Figure 7.8. Only gold atoms and thiol headgroups are shown. Key: grey
spheres: Au; white sticks/spheres: thiolic H. Pentanethiol sulfurs are distinguished
by their shell (blue: inner shell; green: middle shell; red: outer shell); the sulfur
belonging to the PEG-ylated ligand, located in the inner shell in both cases, is
shown in yellow.
The only visible outer-shell thiol is in m=17 (Figure 7.25b): despite its sul-
fur being quite close to the gold, and to the 4 A˚ threshold of the middle
shell (see Figure 7.23b), its hydrogen is, as expected, pointing away from
the nanocluster.
Consistently with the apparent shell inversion occurring between Figures
7.23 and 7.24, middle-shell thiols all have their hydrogens rigorously facing
directly towards the gold, and interposed between it and the sulfur; on the
other hand, inner-shell thiols are tangential to gold atoms, and are able to
make direct contact with them. M-motifs (cfr. Figure 7.15) are recognisable
in both structures: incidentally, the PEG-ylated ligand is itself part of an
M-motif in m=17, and of a partially formed M-motif in m=16.
In terms of surface reconstruction, there is an evident difference between
m=16 and m=17: whereas the Td symmetry of the former has started to
distort by the time the optimisation is interrupted (Figure 7.25a), this has
clearly not begun to happen in the latter. There is indeed an impercepti-
ble out-of-plane movement of certain gold atoms, but this is impossible to
appreciate from the Figure: this is the only instance in the entire Thesis
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where surface reconstruction fails to be reproduced at all.
Evolution of S–H Bonds
The evolution of S–H bonds in m=16 and m=17 is plotted in Figure 7.26.
Despite the more contained length distribution compared to Au–S and Au–
H distances, one can still spot the generalised elongation both with respect
to the 1.336 A˚ dictated by OPLS-AA parameters, and with respect to the
1.358 A˚ that PBE/6-31G(d,p) predicts for unbound pentanethiol too. On
the whole, the average S–H elongation remains similar to the one seen in
octatomic clusters: 1.38 A˚ instead of the latter’s 1.39 A˚. However, the overall
range covered by S–H lengths in these 20-atom clusters is slightly narrower:
1.36–1.41 A˚.
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Figure 7.26 Evolution of S–H bonds in the two
Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)m ] structures (Figure 7.8) during
the course of their uncompleted ONIOM optimisation. Pentanethiol distances are
categorised as follows: — denotes inner shell; — denotes middle shell; and —
denotes outer shell. The PEG-ylated thiol (belonging to the inner shell in both
cases) is denoted by --- . Also shown for comparison are: · · · the S–H equilibrium
bond length Req defined by OPLS-AA
313 (1.336 A˚); and — the S–H bond lengths
predicted for pentanethiol by in-house PBE/6-31G(d,p) calculations (1.358 A˚).
Two of the three outer-shell S–H bonds (one in m=16, one in m=17)
expectedly retain identical lengths to the 1.358 A˚ predicted for gas-phase
pentanethiol. The remaining outer-shell bond, in m=17, whose parent thiol
was already seen to display ‘middle-shell-like’ behaviour, is found at 1.386
A˚ when optimisation is interrupted.
The main perceivable difference with respect to the plots for thiolated Au8
in Figure 7.16 is the narrower distribution of middle-shell S–H bonds (1.361–
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Figure 7.27 Au–H–S angles formed by middle-shell thiols in each of the structures
in Figure 7.25, plotted against the thiol S–H bond length.
1.399 A˚) compared to inner-shell bonds (1.359–1.415 A˚), which means the
former are no longer encompassing the bulk of the latter. Nonetheless,
middle-shell S–H bonds remain, though by very little, the longest on aver-
age: 1.381 A˚. Moreover, despite the narrower length range, repeating the
assessment of middle-shell S–H lengths in terms of the Au–H–S angles that
they form (Figure 7.27) still suggests that there remains a correlation be-
tween Au–H–S straightness and S–H bond length: the shortest bond, in
m=17, is the only one whose Au–H–S angle is under 120°.
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Figure 7.28 Distance from the nearest unbound sulfur of every inner-shell thiolic
hydrogen in structures in Figure 7.25, plotted against the S–H bond length formed
by that same hydrogen.
Characteristics of inner-shell S–H bonds remain similar to those seen in
the octatomic clusters: a majority of them exhibits a well-defined distri-
bution, concentrated at the upper end of the S–H length range, whereas a
few exceptions undergo very little elongation. Their average length of 1.380
A˚ is just under that of middle-shell S–H bonds. Figure 7.28 illustrates the
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relationship between length of inner-shell S–H bonds and their hydrogen’s
distance to the nearest unbound sulfur atom, thus assessing whether or not
the thiol in question is in an M-motif. Again, it is clearly confirmed by the
plot that the closer an inner-shell thiolic hydrogen is to an unbound sulfur,
the more is its parent S–H bond activated. The fate of the S–H bond in
the PEG-ylated ligand exemplifies this trend: in m=16, its location in an
incomplete motif (cfr. Figure 7.25a) causes a relatively modest S–H elonga-
tion to 1.366 A˚, whereas in m=17, where the M-motif is more fully formed
(cfr. Figure 7.25b), its elongation is to 1.378 A˚.
Assessing the MM Treatment of Thiol Tails
Analysis of the outcome is concluded by assessing the fate of thiols’ alkyl
tails during ONIOM optimisations of the two 20-gold nanoclusters studied,
i.e. the regions of the system only treated classically. The two structures
resulting from the incomplete ONIOM optimisations, shown in Figure 7.25,
are therefore redrawn in Figure 7.29 with all atoms included, and compared
with their respective starting structures in Figure 7.8, isolated from Stage
Vb of the MD simulations.
Given the absence of permanent charges on any of the ligand tails, the
way these arrange themselves during optimisation is exclusively dictated by
van der Waals interactions, which should be aptly reproduced by OPLS-
AA. Consequently, as opposed to the neatly tail-tail repulsion seen in Au20
(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)
+
16 in Chapter 6, it is expected here to see some
degree of tail-tail attraction. Indeed, Figure 7.29 shows that this is the
case, with alkyl tails tending to cluster together when enabled by geometry.
This is indeed encouraging, but unsurprising: due to the tails being treated
classically during MD simulations too, a similar arrangement is already
present in the starting structures (see Figure 7.8).
In fact, the noteworthy feature of Figure 7.29 is the prominent change in
conformation seen in the PEG-ylated ligand tail in m=16 (Figure 7.29a).
The starting structure (Figure 7.8a) is isolated from a solution environment:
the conformation of its adsorbed ligands reflects the fact that, during MD
simulations, relatively small DCM molecules can intersperse between them
and alter the nature of their mutual dispersion and Coulomb interactions.
This includes the conformation of the long PEG-ylated ligand tail, which
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(a) m=16 (b) m=17
Figure 7.29 View of the same structures in Figure 7.25, this time from a different
angle, and with all atoms included. Key: larger grey sphere: Au; other grey: C;
white: H; blue, green, red, yellow: S distinguished by layers; purple: O. Lines rep-
resent atoms and bonds uniquely in the real ONIOM system; all remaining atoms
are in both the real and model systems. Pentanethiol sulfurs are distinguished
by their shell (blue: inner shell; green: middle shell; red: outer shell); the sulfur
belonging to the PEG-ylated ligand, located in the inner shell in all cases, is shown
in yellow.
visibly protrudes outwards in what was a portion of space filled by solvent
molecules prior to isolation. The ensuing ONIOM optimisation is carried
out in the gas phase—a completely different environment: in the absence of
solvent molecules, the protruding PEG-ylated chain is fully exposed to the
effects of the pentanethiol chains and, about midway through, finally ‘coils
up’ around three of them, much like its m=17 counterpart (which, however,
is already closer to the nanocluster when it is isolated).
7.4.3 Discussion
Despite a couple of significant caveats and shortcomings, the outcome of this
second stage of the study shows that the methodology developed and tested
earlier is broadly extendible to much larger and experimentally plausible
functionalised clusters, such as the one considered here, provided that the
full QM optimisation used in the final part is replaced with ONIOM.
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Replacing Thiol Baths with DCM: Effects on Physisorption
Results from MD simulations shown and discussed in §7.4.1 have unequiv-
ocally indicated that, due to the considerable drop in ligand concentration,
transferring the system from a pure thiol bath to a DCM solution signifi-
cantly reduces the fluctuations in the number of physisorbed thiols detected.
Nonetheless, these fluctuations are by no means suppressed completely: a
noticeable degree of dynamicity is still conserved (cfr. Figure 7.21), with
thiols still being actively adsorbed and desorbed in accordance with exper-
iment.247,248 This reconfirms the importance of the dynamic element, and
hence of MD simulations, even when, like in typical synthetic conditions, a
non-thiol solvent is used.
Of course, the drop in concentration also leads to the detection of fewer
physisorbed thiols overall. Such rather rapid decrease is unequivocally
recognisable in Figure 7.21, as soon as the Au20(HSC5H11)28 nanocluster
resulting from Stage I (Figure 7.4) is transferred to DCM from the pure
pentanethiol bath to begin Stage II. Experimentally, it would be a monu-
mental task to monitor the number of physisorbed thiols at the picosecond
scale, or indeed its fluctuation rate; therefore, direct assessment of whether
MD simulations are able to accurately reproduce these phenomena at the
quantitative level remains difficult. Nonetheless, the behaviour exhibited by
pentanethiol in the simulations carried out here remains chemically plausi-
ble, and this is a further indication of the suitability of the σ and ε param-
eters chosen to treat S···Au interactions.
Associative Ligand Exchange
The other important finding emerging from MD simulations is that the
chosen forcefield parameters are indeed able to simulate ligand exchange be-
tween experimentally plausible thiols of different size. Once the Au20(HSC5H11)19
isolated from the MD simulation in Stage IV (Figure 7.7) is solvated into
the DCM solution containing the PEG-ylated thiols, associative ligand ex-
change is indeed seen to take place, after about 11 ns of simulation, with one
of the physisorbed pentanethiol ligands quickly lost to the solution there-
after. Very significantly, the associative nature of thiol exchange, and its
1:1 stoichiometry, are both recognised experimentally.247
It is noted again that the rate at which the exchange happens is difficult
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to quantify experimentally at such short timescales and that, in addition,
the classical approach is not capturing any of the chemical changes which
may well have already begun to occur in some of the pentanethiols after ad-
sorption. Nonetheless, it can be said that the system’s behaviour is suitably
reproduced at the qualitative level.
ONIOM and Chemisorption
With very few exceptions, the extensive changes observed in the structures
of m=16 and m=17 after partial ONIOM optimisation correspond fully to
those observed in the octatomic clusters, thus also confirming the suitability
of the chosen approach from the chemical point of view. The reorganisa-
tion of adsorbed thiols into the usual three shells, emergence of the shells’
defining characteristics, and emergence of the mechanistically important M-
motifs are unequivocal in both structures. With respect to the optimised
octatomic clusters, the only appreciable difference in the key atomic dis-
tances analysed is, all in all, a slightly less extensive elongation of the S–H
bonds in middle-shell thiols.
The effort made to choose plausible experimental conditions, responsible
for the lower number of adsorbed thiols detected overall during MD sim-
ulations, shows its effect during ONIOM optimisation too: the number of
thiols migrating to the outer shell is in both structures much lower than for
the octatomic clusters. Moreover, the combined number of thiols within the
middle and inner shells is always 16, exactly the magic number expected for
this cluster:204 this situation is different to the one seen with the octatomic
clusters, where the magic number was always already attained in the inner
shell alone. Therefore, in contrast to what hypothesised in §7.3.3, it may
well be that in this case all of the thiols in the middle and outer shells will
participate in the stapling, remaining chemisorbed as thiyls, and none of
them will leave as disulfide.
ONIOM Optimisation: Not so Efficient After All?
Interactions between ligand tails, particularly between the much longer
PEG-ylated alkyl tail and the shorter pentyl tails, are duly captured by
their classical treatment as implemented by ONIOM ; as discussed in the
previous Chapter, full QM treatment of such relatively long ligand tails,
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involving so many electrons, would be prohibitive. Taken on its own, there-
fore, this finding is once again an indication of ONIOM ’s efficiency.
On the other hand, the fact that neither of the two optimisations managed
to run to completion is in abrupt contrast with the positive findings about
ONIOM ’s computational efficiency made in the previous Chapter. In the
study conducted there, it was possible to run a full ONIOM optimisation of
[Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+, whose model system Au20(SCH3)16
is only slightly smaller than the Au20(HSCH3)17 and Au20(HSCH3)18 ones
involved here. In the present study, although partial ONIOM optimisations
are sufficient to recreate the well-known changes in the thiol headgroups, it
is evident that they barely achieve nanocluster reconstruction, especially in
the case of m=17. The reason for these very different performances is in
fact to be traced in the very different core geometries displayed by the gold
nanocluster at the start of the optimisation: in the previous Chapter, the
Au20 core was derived from a previously reported model,
204 fully stapled,
and already close to its minimum; in the present Chapter, the Au20 has
Td geometry, which is indeed its minimum when pristine, but, as demon-
strated by the incipient reconstruction in m=16, is not close to its finishing
geometry when passivated.
This represents a very important limitation of applying the ONIOM
method to simulate functionalised gold nanoclusters. One must take into
account that full optimisation of clusters with a large gold core is, despite
the reduction in number of electrons, still difficult to achieve if the gold core
is far from its minimum geometry; having noted this, it should be repeated
here that ONIOM would find its best application in a joint QM/MM MD
simulation, where it would be used to calculate forces on individual atoms
at every step, rather than for outright optimisations (cfr. §6.5.1).
7.5 Summary and Conclusions
The aim of this Chapter was to tackle the fourth and final challenge in the
simulation of thiol self-assembly on gold nanoclusters: modelling the large-
scale thermal fluctuations occurring in a realistic self-assembly system. To
do so, it was decided to introduce classical molecular dynamics to treat the
system during the physisorption stage of self-assembly,160 before reintro-
ducing explicit electron simulation (totally or partially) in order to preserve
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its benefits. This novel approach suppresses any form of QM treatment in
the first stage, and reintroduces it for the second stage; vice versa, kinetic
energy is present during the first stage, but suppressed for the second.
In the first part of the study, to test the proposed approach, a single
Au8 F5 molecule was solvated in two pure thiol baths (propanethiol and
ethanethiol), and in an equimolar mixture of the two. Using the OPLS-
AA forcefield,313 with ad hoc parameters to treat the Au···Au and Au···S
interactions,236 MD simulations were used to cyclically heat and re-cool the
three baths. Analysis of the distribution of self-assembled (physisorbed)
thiols on Au8 F5 during the last cooling cycle, involving dynamic exchange
of ligands in each of the three baths, allowed isolation of three statistically
meaningful Au8(HSCH2CH3)n(HSCH2CH2CH3)m isomers from each one,
at different stages of the simulation.
Full QM optimisation of the resulting nine isomers revealed marked chan-
ges in the structure and arrangement of the physisorbed thiols around the
nanocluster core. Three distinct thiol shells were formed: an outer shell
capturing excess thiols migrating away from the nanocluster core; a middle
shell, where thiols bound to the gold via their headgroup hydrogen; and an
inner shell, where direct S–Au contact was observed instead. Consistently
with the initial changes reported by full mechanistic studies,166,167 elon-
gation of the S–H bond, signalling its chemical activation, was observed in
both of the two latter shells, provided that its parent thiol was either part of
a characteristic M-motif, or, if in the middle shell, forming a Au–H–S angle
as close as possible to 180°. Full hydrogen loss and stapling were not ob-
served, because the system needs to cross energetic barriers to achieve this;
however, extensive disruption of the core’s symmetry is observed nonethe-
less.
In the second part of the study, the approach successfully tested earlier on
octatomic clusters is adapted to a much larger Au20 system, with the aim
of simulating an experimentally realistic instance of self-assembly, complete
with ligand exchange. This study represents the highpoint of this Thesis,
combining all of the techniques investigated in it. A Td cluster of Au20 is
placed in a pentanethiol bath, where it is thiolated by means of an MD
simulation. To simulate a more realistic situation based on previous exper-
imental studies,38,41,214,216,247 the thiolated nanocluster was transferred to
DCM solutions of increasing volume, and simulated further, leading to loss
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of some of the pentanethiols. The final step was to transfer the pentanethi-
olated 20-atom cluster to an equilibrated solution of six large PEG-ylated
thiol ligands in DCM: in accordance with experiment,247,248 MD simulation
for 16 ns successfully reproduced associative ligand exchange between one
of the adsorbed pentanethiols and one of the PEG-ylated thiols in solution.
Two structures, Au20[(HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH)(HSC5H11)16,17], are iso-
lated from the ligand-exchange simulation, and optimised, this time us-
ing ONIOM due to the higher number of electrons in the long ligand tails
(treated classically). Due to time constraints, and to the thiolated nan-
oclusters’ Td geometry being far from its geometric minimum, it was only
possible to conduct a partial optimisation in both cases. This was enough
to recreate almost entirely those chemical changes seen in the octatomic
clusters (although the outer thiol shell is much less populated because of
the excess thiols lost during MD simulation); also, classical treatment of the
ligand tails is able to reproduce tail-tail interactions realistically. It was not
sufficiently long, however, to achieve suitable disruption of symmetry in the
gold core.
Even if this approach has limitations when applied to larger systems, it
is seen that the MD employed initially can ideally recreate the fluctuating
environment characterising self-assembly in organic solution; at the same
time, one is able to consistently reproduce those chemical changes occur-
ring at the strategic thiol-gold interface, once explicit electron simulation is
introduced for MD-generated structures. Morever, the ONIOM approach is
again shown to be suitable for the treatment of bulky ligand tails (a char-
acteristic of most wetlab situations). Therefore, until replaced by a method
which is able to combine MD and electronic methods even more seamlessly
at such large scales and in the solvent phase, one can conclude that the
combined MD + ONIOM method proposed here is, despite its limitations,
quite suitable to reproduce the early stages of thiol self-assembly on gold.
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8 General Conclusions and Future
Work
The aim of my work (§1.8) was to develop a reliable and efficient in silico
simulation strategy for the self-assembly of organosulfurs on gold nanoparti-
cles, by overcoming the four key challenges facing the computational chemist
wishing to reproduce this extremely complex process. Development of such
a model is intended to benefit synthetic chemists in the wake of their re-
newed interest in functionalised AuNPs: I therefore set myself a target
system reasonably close to the ones reported in the experimental literature,
featuring a ∼20-atom gold core and bulky, experimentally relevant ligands.
8.1 Recapping the Conclusions from Individual
Studies
The fascinatingly diverse nature and scale of the four challenges required the
consideration of very different simulation methods, all without losing track
of the stringent requirements in terms of computational efficiency imposed
by the size of the target system. I reiterate these challenges below, recapping
what was learnt by tackling each of them (cfr. the full conclusions in §3.5,
§4.5, §5.5, §6.6, and §7.5), and how this helped to fulfil the original aim.
8.1.1 Challenge I
The first challenge was to accurately simulate gold’s multifaceted chemistry:
this would have been infeasible without explicit simulation of electrons,
since gold’s chemistry is dominated by relativistic effects and the dispersion-
related aurophilicity. I decided that, given the computational constraints,
this task would best be achieved using DFT.
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Part 1
Being wary, however, of the notoriously poor treatment of dispersion effects
by traditional density functionals, in Chapter 3 I ran a series of calcula-
tions on small pristine gold species, in which I compared the predictive
performance of the popular density functional PBE to that of four other
long-range corrected ones. All of these calculations were run in conjunction
with the LANL2DZ ECP and basis set, which was found to give the best
trade-off between accuracy and efficiency.
Part 2
Since none of the validations in Part I detected a significant improvement
with respect to PBE in any of the corrected functionals (§3.5), in Chapter
4 the matter was taken further, focussing on a well known case study, in
which aurophilicity is suspected to play an important role: predicting the
2D–3D transition in larger gold nanoclusters. By this stage, validation was
restricted to just two density functionals out of the five used in Chapter 3:
PBE; and M06-L, which was developed with particular attention to disper-
sion effects, and was a good performer in both Part I and previous gold
nanocluster studies.
In predicting a greater energetic stability for planar Au7 and Au8 isomers—
a tendency later confirmed with Au10—PBE showed qualitative agreement
with both in-house (Au8) and literature (Au7) CCSD(T) data, as well as
with experimental observations for Au7. In favouring nonplanar isomers,
M06-L only matched in-house (Au8) and literature (Au7) data from MP2
calculations, typically overbinding and less accurate than CCSD(T).
Hence (§4.5), although I did note that this study still left many open
questions about the overall accuracy of DFT in treating AuNPs, I concluded
that, purely based on its outcome above, it definitely confirmed PBE as a
better candidate functional for simulation of larger AuNPs; instead, it sug-
gested that despite its long-range corrections, M06-L was slightly overbind-
ing, and therefore less ideal (in contrast to previous reports).
8.1.2 Challenge II
The second challenge, studied in Chapter 5, was the correct reproduc-
tion of the surface reconstruction occurring upon self-assembly: due to the
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amount of electronic change involved, with extensive bond cleavage and
re-formation, tackling this challenge too required the use of a full QM ap-
proach.
The outcome of this study was undoubtedly a positive one (§5.5). Intro-
ducing thiols as the model organosulfur, and adopting the 6-31G(d,p) basis
set to treat their atoms, I was able to show that the resulting PBE/LANL2DZ/6-
31G(d,p) approach can indeed reproduce the salient aspects of reconstruc-
tion in a series of optimised model systems. Namely: a) when thiyls are
manually adsorbed on gold at favourable positions, formation of staple mo-
tifs occurs, with an associated energetic gain; and b) S–H cleavage is ob-
served in gold-adsorbed thiols, provided that there is a hydrogen sink (in
this case water molecules).
8.1.3 Challenge III
The third challenge involved rendering the chosen method applicable to
realistic systems, typically so large that their simulation with full QM would
be prohibitive. Chapter 6 discusses the decision to tackle this problem by
introducing the hybrid QM/MM ONIOM method. This would permit an
increase in computational efficiency, by allowing bulky ligand tails to be
treated exclusively with MM, and, at the same time, it would allow to
retain the vital benefits of QM accuracy when treating the gold core and
thiol headgroups.
This study’s findings were very significant indeed (§6.6): firstly, because
the the application of ONIOM to thiol-functionalised AuNPs was unprece-
dented, and secondly, because three key aspects are confirmed: a) ONIOM ’s
qualitative similarity to full QM results, despite the expected decrease in ac-
curacy; b) the massive computational gains afforded by its introduction; and
c) its full applicability to an experimentally realistic functionalised AuNP,
coated in bulky, PEG-ylated thiol ligands, and therefore intractable with
full QM.
8.1.4 Challenge IV
The fourth and final challenge was about reproducing the thermally fluctu-
ating environment in which self-assembly takes place. It was opted to deal
with the issue (Chapter 7) by introducing classical MD to simulate pristine
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AuNPs in the liquid phase (thiol bath or thiol solution), and observing its
effects. Subsequently, the ONIOM approach developed in Chapters 3–5 was
reintroduced to treat the MD-generated structures, in order to preserve its
benefits.
Once again, the study allowed to make very important breakthroughs
(§7.5): this was the first time that the fate of thiols post-adsorption was
studied on such a scale, and after taking dynamics into account. First of
all, MD simulations themselves were indeed able to reproduce thiol adsorp-
tion on pristine AuNPs. The dynamic exchange occurring between adsorbed
and unadsorbed thiols was correctly captured, as well as a) its reproducibil-
ity with bulky, synthetically plausible PEG-ylated ligands; and b) in that
specific case, its experimentally verified associative nature.
Further positive conclusions may be drawn in terms of the surface recon-
struction during the subsequent phase. Despite the large variety of starting
structures generated by MD, ONIOM optimisation predicted a similar set
of chemical changes in all cases: in favourably oriented adsorbed thiols, S–
H bonds all underwent elongation, prefiguring their rupture, and signalling
the start of a common chemisorption mechanism.
8.1.5 The Resulting Method
In view of what summarised above, and what was concluded in full from
the previous Chapters (§3.5, §4.5, §5.5, §6.6, and §7.5), it can be seen that,
making use of the in silico simulation techniques available, every study
presented here provides useful contributions in the resolution of the four
challenges set out earlier.
I can therefore conclude that the combined MD + ONIOM strategy de-
veloped by the end of this Thesis, potentially applicable to experimentally
relevant systems, meets my initial aims: it constitutes an important achieve-
ment in the simulation of organosulfur self-assembly on gold nanoparticles,
and a key milestone on the way to the development of more seamless simu-
lation strategies.
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8.2 Future Challenges
There remain, nonetheless, several shortcomings about the method devel-
oped: their resolution would constitute an excellent subject for future work.
The two fundamental ones are explained below.
1. Lack of seamlessness: the combined MD + ONIOM approach culmi-
nating this project is not seamless at all, thus lacking what is a vital
requirement in a sound computational recipe. The approach does al-
low to take into account all of the challenges, but not simultaneously.
As noted in Chapter 7, this gives rise to artefacts: explicit electron
effects, vital for the first and second challenges, are ‘frozen out’ until
the start of the ONIOM optimisation, after which it is the dynamic
element that is ‘frozen out’ (giving rise to shortcoming 2 below).
The obvious solution to this would be to replace the current recipe
with outright QM/MM MD simulation. However, the issue then be-
comes the correct treatment of solvent molecules and (especially) free
ligands: to keep computational costs low, these should be treated clas-
sically as frequently as possible, but whenever they’d approach the
gold surface, one would have to gradually ‘switch on’ their quantum
treatment. This is not simple to achieve.
2. Lack of stapling ‘from scratch’ and lack of gold fluxionality: neither of
these can be achieved by the current MD + ONIOM approach, because
both require crossing energy barriers on a QM PES, and this can’t
be achieved by either of the two simulation methods. The problem
with ONIOM optimisation is that although it does operate on a QM
PES, it involves energy minimisation, and therefore does not entail
barrier crossing in the first place. The problem with classical MD is
its classical nature itself: using the (unreactive) OPLS-AA forcefield
places the system under study on a classical PES, where crossable
barriers exists for phenomena such as bond torsions, but would have
to be encoded ad hoc in the case of bond breaking and re-forming.
On the other hand, quantum mechanical calculation of atomic forces
on gold and thiol headgroups, which in a hypothetical QM/MM MD
simulation would happen regularly, could, under the right conditions,
and provided there is sufficient energy, reproduce fractional amounts
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of QM barrier crossing, therefore enabling reproduction of both phe-
nomena.
I should also mention some of the issues in reproducing gold’s chemistry,
as per the first challenge. If in the end, in order to deal with this challenge,
I had to discard post-SCF methods and stick to DFT because of cost issues,
I did note at the end of Chapter 4 that many open questions remained on
the matter. The matter ought to be revised once even more computational
capacity becomes available compared to the already striking amount avail-
able already. The effects of introducing spin-orbit coupling should also be
further investigated.
The reconstruction process itself should be investigated further too, with
greater attention to its electronic aspects, such as the evolution of charge
distribution, and of the shapes and energies of the orbitals involved. The
present Thesis has given precedence to the geometric side of the process.
After its validation and comparison with full QM in the initial sections of
Chapter 6, ONIOM was employed straight away, in §6.5, to optimise a very
large functionalised cluster: additional work should therefore be undertaken
to study the benefits and disadvantages of introducing ONIOM in a more
systematic fashion. Firstly, this should be done by extending the ONIOM -
full QM comparison to cover optimisation of intermediate clusters, perhaps
with less than 20 gold atoms, and with shorter ligands. Secondly, in light of
the decision to truncate the model system beyond the first methylene unit in
every thiol ligand (§6.2.1), one should quantify more accurately the expected
gain in accuracy and loss in efficiency when—in a reference functionalised
nanocluster—the model system is expanded beyond the first methylene.
Amongst other possible future objectives is the simulation of a wider va-
riety of functionalised thiols, particularly ones that are polar or aromatic,
so that through electrostatic embedding it could be studied, again from an
electronic point of view, how different functional groups might affect the
reconstruction process, and alter the nanocluster’s properties. In the pres-
ence of functional groups that are particularly complex electronically, and
located in the MM-only region far away from the real/model boundary, one
could envisage introducing an extra layer in ONIOM calculations, therefore
entailing—on top of the fully classical treatment—treatment at an interme-
diate level of theory such as a semi-empirical method.
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Studying such an interesting and formidably complex system over the
past three years has been a very stimulating experience; I certainly hope
I’ll have the occasion of studying it again in the future, especially once the
ever-progressing advances in computing power will permit to overcome more
of the limitations encountered during the preparation of this Thesis.
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A1 Appendix I: UV-Visible
spectra
A1.1 Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2
UV-Visible spectra for Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 in the 1.5-6 eV region are shown
in Figure A1.1.
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Figure A1.1 Spectra of Au2, Au
–
2 and Au
+
2 calculated using TD-DFT with each
of the five density functionals; (a) contains the “cleaned” experimental spectrum
in a neon matrix.133
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A1.2 Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3
Sample UV-Visible spectra in the 1.5-6 eV region, for the lowest-energy
isomers of Au3, Au
–
3 and Au
+
3 found by each functional, are shown in Figure
A1.2.
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Figure A1.2 Spectra of Au3 (various lowest-energy isomers), Au
–
3 (linear singlet)
and Au+3 (triangular singlet) calculated using TD-DFT with each of the five density
functionals; (a) contains the “cleaned” experimental spectrum in a neon matrix.133
A1.3 Au4
Sample UV-Visible spectra in the 1.5-6 eV region, for the lowest-energy
isomer of Au4 found by each functional, are shown in Figure A1.3.
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Figure A1.3 Spectrum of Au4 (various lowest-energy isomers) calculated using
TD-DFT with each of the five density functionals; the “cleaned” experimental
spectrum in a neon matrix133 is also shown.
A1.4 Au7
Sample UV-Visible spectra in the 1.5-6 eV region, for the lowest-energy
isomer of Au7 found by each functional, are shown in Figure A1.4. Note
that TD-LC-PBE, TD-CAM-B3LYP and TD-ωB97 relate to supplementary
calculations not discussed in Chapter 4 (see Appendix A2.1).
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Figure A1.4 Spectrum of Au7 (various lowest-energy isomers) calculated using
TD-DFT with each of the five density functionals; the “cleaned” experimental
spectrum in a neon matrix133 is also shown. ∗denotes nugget isomers (pb).
A1.5 Au8
Sample UV-Visible spectra in the 1.5-6 eV region, for the lowest-energy
isomer of Au8 found by each functional, are shown in Figure A1.5. Note
that TD-LC-PBE, TD-CAM-B3LYP and TD-ωB97 relate to supplementary
calculations not discussed in Chapter 4 (see Appendix A2.2).
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Figure A1.5 Spectrum of Au8 (various lowest-energy isomers) calculated using
TD-DFT with each of the five density functionals; the “cleaned” experimental
spectrum in a neon matrix133 is also shown. ∗denotes nugget isomers (F5).
A1.6 Discussion
This section contains a very brief qualitative recap of the computed TD-DFT
spectra shown in the previous subsections §A1.1-A1.5 (i.e. cluster sizes Au2
and above). The question is to establish which functional, if any, gives the
best qualitative agreement with the neon matrix spectra available.133 First
of all, one must recall the comparison of the computed spectra of Au and
Au– (§3.4.1): functionals appearing to perform well in predicting the Au
spectrum then gave differing predictions for the Au– spectrum (for which
an experimental standard isn’t available).
Spectral comparisons shown in Figures A1.1 to A1.5 confirm the lack
of systematic improvements upon introduction of long-range corrections.
Partly due to the exclusion of SO effects, computed spectra remain quite
different from the experimental spectra:133,149 disagreement even exists be-
tween the relatively simple spectra of the (single-isomer) Au2 (Figure A1.1a),
where only five133,149 or six349 transitions are recognised and assigned ex-
perimentally.
For larger nanoclusters (Figures A1.2a to A1.5), an additional source
of discrepancy between theory and experiment is the presence of different
isomers. Spectra computed for different isomers of a nanocluster will ap-
proximately resemble several subregions of the experimental spectrum, but
never all of it. This is perhaps best exemplified by computed Au3 spec-
tra (Figure A1.2a): the TD-PBE and TD-CAM-B3LYP spectra, computed
for bent Au3, are the only ones showing a peak in the 2-3 eV region, also
featuring (split) in the experimental spectrum;133 a peak at about 4 eV is
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replicated only by TD-ωB97 and TD-M06-L spectra, both computed for the
>60° isomer.
For Au4 and Au8, further aid in assessing the spectra is given by a detailed
2012 TD-DFT study,155 in which spectral predictions are made for isomers
of both nanoclusters using a variety of density functionals (including CAM-
B3LYP in common with this work); in that study too, the authors choose
Lecoultre’s experimental spectra for comparison.133 In common with my
own predicted spectra shown in Figure A1.3 (Au4) and Figure A1.4 (Au7),
it can be seen that none of the TD-DFT spectra computed by the authors155
are able to fully reproduce the five prominent peaks in the Au4 experimental
spectrum (Figure A1.3) or the eight peaks in the Au8 spectrum (Figure
A1.3): only isolated similarities remain, depending on the chosen density
functional, and some peaks are reproduced more often than others.
For further detail in spectral assignment, the reader is referred to the
studies mentioned in this Appendix.133,149,155
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A2 Appendix II: Supplementary
Au7, Au8 and Au10 Data
In the present Appendix, I briefly cover a further set of accessory DFT
calculations, not discussed in Chapter 4, on isomers of Au7, Au8 and Au10.
All of these involve the three density functionals discarded in the move from
smaller nanoclusters (Chapter 3) to the larger ones (Chapter 4), i.e. LC-
PBE,275 ωB97,278 and CAM-B3LYP.276 In the case of Au8 (§A2.2), I also
present DFT calculations on additional Au8 isomers, with all of the five
density functionals featuring in Chapter 3. All calculations are carried out
in conjunction with the habitual LANL2DZ ECP and basis set.97
A2.1 Au7
Table A2.1 summarises all Au7 DFT optimisations not covered in Chapter
4 (isomer illustrations and nomenclature are in Figure 4.2). Point groups of
the finishing geometries are also included, together with predicted binding
energies per atom (Eb/a), and energies relative to the pct isomer where
applicable.
Note that isomer ct1 retains its starting C3v symmetry only when opti-
mised with CAM-B3LYP. Optimisation with LC-PBE results in the lower-
energy ct2 isomer (which has Cs symmetry): rearrangement proceeds via a
second order TS (not pictured). In the case of ωB97, rearrangement occurs
to isomer ct3 (C2v symmetry). ct2 rearranges to ct3 when optimised with
CAM-B3LYP and ωB97, retaining the ct2 structure with LC-PBE.
None of these additional functionals replicates the finding of M06-L/LANL2DZ:
it is clear from Table A2.1 that Au7 pct is always found as the most stable
isomer, in line with spectral evidence.132 However, in a similar pattern to
M06-L/LANL2DZ, a more marked stabilisation of the higher-bound non-
planar isomers pb and cb is seen upon introduction of LC-PBE, compared
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Table A2.1 Summary of findings by extra DFT/LANL2DZ calculations, not dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, on isomers of Au7 (Figure 4.2)
Method / ECP & basis set
Final geometry;
Final point
group
Binding
energy /
atom (eV)
Relative
energy (eV)
Au7 pct; 2D; Cs
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ pct; Cs 1.748 0.000
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ pct; Cs 1.457 0.000
ωB97/LANL2DZ pct; Cs 1.655 0.000
Au7 hx; 2D; D6h
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ hx; D2h
a 1.691 0.398
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ hx; D2h
a 1.396 0.429
ωB97/LANL2DZ hx; D2ha 1.595 0.422
Au7 pb; 3D; D5h
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ pb; D5h 1.719 0.202
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ pb; D5h 1.362 0.663
ωB97/LANL2DZ pb; D5h 1.588 0.468
Au7 ct1; 3D; C3v
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ ct2; Cs
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ ct1; C3v 1.412 0.315
ωB97/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v
Au7 ct2; 3D; Cs
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ ct2; Cs 1.728 0.137
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v
ωB97/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v
Au7 ct3; 3D; C2v
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v 1.739 0.065
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v 1.431 0.185
ωB97/LANL2DZ ct3; C2v 1.633 0.152
Au7 cb; 3D; C3v
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ cb; C3v 1.725 0.159
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ cb; C3v 1.374 0.579
ωB97/LANL2DZ cb; C3v 1.598 0.400
a Slight elongation of two opposite radial bonds
for example to the almost planar ct3. CAM-B3LYP and ωB97 both induce
a general destabilisation in almost all cases.
As in all previous cases, the way in which Eb/a varies from isomer to isomer
of Au7 is directly linked to changes in the relative energy. In line with the
destabilisation induced by CAM-B3LYP, the usual ‘dip’ (cfr. Chapter 3) is
also seen in this case.
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A2.2 Au8
Table A2.2 summarises the following additional Au8 optimisations: isomers
F2, F5, F6 and F8 (Figure 4.1) with LC-PBE, CAM-B3LYP, and ωB97;
and additional isomers F1, F3, F4, F7, and F9–F11 (Figure 1.5) with all
five reference density functionals (i.e. including PBE and M06-L). The only
planar isomers are F2, F4 and F10.
Point groups of the finishing geometries are also included in the table,
together with predicted binding energies per atom (Eb/a), and energies rel-
ative to the F2 isomer where applicable.
Table A2.2 Summary of findings by extra DFT/LANL2DZ calculations on all 11
isomers of Au8 (refer to Figure 1.5) not discussed in Chapter 4
Method / ECP & basis set
Final geometry;
Final point
group
Binding
energy /
atom (eV)
Relative
energy (eV)
Au8 F1; [nonplanar]; Cs
PBE/LANL2DZ F1; Cs 1.817 0.457
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F1; Cs 1.835 0.507
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F1; Cs 1.497 0.747
ωB97/LANL2DZ F1; Cs 1.724 0.657
M06-L/LANL2DZ F11; C1
Au8 F2; cloverleaf; D4h
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F2; D4h 1.899 0.000
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F2; D4h 1.591 0.000
ωB97/LANL2DZ F2; D4h 1.806 0.000
Au8 F3; [nonplanar]; Cs
PBE/LANL2DZ F3; Cs 1.803 0.569
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F3; Cs 1.808 0.722
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F3; Cs 1.508 0.660
ωB97/LANL2DZ F3; Cs 1.720 0.691
M06-L/LANL2DZ F3; Cs 1.861 0.476
Au8 F4; [planar]; C2v
PBE/LANL2DZ F4; C2v 1.825 0.391
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F4; C2v 1.822 0.615
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F4; C2v 1.513 0.626
ωB97/LANL2DZ F4; C2v 1.723 0.670
M06-L/LANL2DZ F4; C2v 1.885 0.283
Au8 F5; nugget; Td
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F5; Td 1.880 0.152
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F5; Td 1.500 0.726
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Table A2.2 (cont.)
Method / ECP & basis set
Final geometry;
Final point
group
Binding
energy /
atom (eV)
Relative
energy (eV)
ωB97/LANL2DZ F5; Td 1.742 0.518
Au8 F6; nugget; C2v
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F6; C2v 1.855 0.348
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F6; C2v 1.497 0.754
ωB97/LANL2DZ F6; C2v 1.728 0.627
Au8 F7; [nonplanar]; Cs
PBE/LANL2DZ F7; Cs 1.826 0.382
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F7; Cs 1.849 0.394
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F7; Cs 1.518 0.581
ωB97/LANL2DZ F7; Cs 1.741 0.524
M06-L/LANL2DZ F11; C1 (1.909) (0.091)
Au8 F8; nugget; D2d
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F5; Td
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F5; Td
ωB97/LANL2DZ F5; Td
Au8 F9; [nonplanar]; C3v
PBE/LANL2DZ F9; C3v 1.826 0.378
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F9; C3v 1.844 0.438
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F9; C3v 1.519 0.577
ωB97/LANL2DZ F9; C3v 1.740 0.531
M06-L/LANL2DZ F11;a C1
Au8 F10; [planar]; C2v
PBE/LANL2DZ F10; C2v 1.800 0.589
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F10; C2v 1.773 1.008
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F10;b Cs 1.481 0.877
ωB97/LANL2DZ F2; D4h
M06-L/LANL2DZ F10; C2v 1.851 0.551
Au8 F11; [nonplanar]; C1
PBE/LANL2DZ F9; C3v
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ F11; C1 1.842 0.452
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ F9; C3v
ωB97/LANL2DZ F11; C1 1.725 0.652
M06-L/LANL2DZ F11; C1 1.924 −0.025
a Chiral isomer b Slight out-of-plane distortion
Although I shall not cover them individually, it can be seen in Table
A2.2 that there are frequent cases of isomers losing their starting geometry
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upon optimisation: the most notable is the F8 nugget, which with all three
discarded functionals is predicted to rearrange to F5.
Emerging from these supplementary data is M06-L’s more modest sta-
bilisation of the planar F4 and F10 isomers compared to the nonplanar
counterparts: this is yet another indication of its overbinding effect. Along
these same lines, as noted in Chapter 4, the cloverleaf bends out of plane
to maximize Au—Au interaction, and another nonplanar isomer out of the
extra ones covered in this Appendix (F11) ends up being found more stable
than the cloverleaf.
Similarly to what is found with Au7, optimisation with LC-PBE too is
seen to have a greater stabilising effect on 3D isomers (with planar Au8
F4 even being destabilised with respect to the PBE finding); again, the
stabilising effects are less marked than those seen with M06-L, with both F5
and F6 remaining higher in energy than the cloverleaf F2 (F8 reoptimises
to F5).
Table A2.3 Stability rankings of Au8 isomers as found by the five refer-
ence functionals in conjunction with LANL2DZ, compared with our own
MP2/SBKJC(1f ) and CCSD(T)/SBKJC(1f ) data for Au8 F2, F5, F6 and
F8; lighter gray denotes planar isomers; darker gray denotes 3D isomers;
white denotes out-of-plane distortion of otherwise planar isomers; black
denotes ‘blanks’ (unstudied isomers, or those that lost their starting ge-
ometries)
PBE LC-PBE CAM-B3LYP ωB97 M06-L MP2 CCSD(T)
Most stable F2 F2 F2 F2 F5 F8 F2
F9 F5 F9 F5 F6 F6 F5
F7 F6 F7 F7 F8 F5 F6
F4 F7 F4 F9 F11 F2 F8
F6 F9 F3 F6 F2
F5 F11 F5 F11 F4
F1 F1 F1 F1 F3
F8 F4 F6 F4 F10
F3 F3 F10 F3
Least stable F10 F10
More generally, in Table A2.3 I rank the stability of all 11 isomers of
Au8 as computed by each of our reference functionals in conjunction with
LANL2DZ, and of the cloverleaf and nuggets as computed by MP2/SBKJC(1f )
and PBE/SBKJC(1f ) (Chapter 4). Those isomers rearranging to other
forms (see Table A2.2 and previous discussion) have been omitted in Table
A2.3: there is at least one such isomer for every functional. The strong sta-
bilising effect of M06-L on nonplanar isomers is all the more evident from
the table, as is the less marked one of LC-PBE. With the two remaining
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long-range corrected functionals, changes seen with respect to pure PBE are
difficult to rationalise in terms of dimensionality.
Also, except for MP2/SBKJC(1f ) results, all other methods predict greater
stability for F5 compared to F6.
This overall ranking of isomer stabilities does raise one important issue:
with all functionals except LC-PBE, some nugget isomers not considered in
the main body of the Thesis (most frequently F7 and F9) end up surpassing
the stability of one or more of our main reference Au8 isomers F2, F5, F6
and F8. As was explained in the Thesis, the reason these four isomers were
most often studied in the first place was because CCSD(T) calculations by
Olson et al.102 found them to be more stable than the rest; the fact that
some DFT methods find other Au8 isomers to surpass them in stability is
a perfect exemplification of the extra approximation introduced by DFT,
regardless of the chosen functional.
As always, binding energies inversely reflect the isomers’ relative energies.
Weaker-than-average binding energies predicted by CAM-B3LYP give rise
to the habitual ‘dip’ (also seen, to a lesser extent, in those predicted by
ωB97). M06-L’s predictions remain the strongest out of the five density
functionals.
A2.3 Au10
Table A2.4 summarises all Au10 DFT optimisations not covered in Chapter
4 (isomer illustrations and nomenclature are in Figure 4.3). Point groups of
the finishing geometries are also included, together with predicted binding
energies per atom (Eb/a), and energies relative to the tricapped hexagonal
isomer where applicable.
As with M06-L/LANL2DZ and PBE/LANL2DZ, the tricapped hexagonal
and triangular planar isomers retain their starting geometries, but undergo
a ‘physiological’ distortion, slightly deviating, respectively, from their D3h
and D6h point groups.
The bicapped square antiprismatic isomer is identified by LC-PBE and
ωB97, respectively, as a first or second order transition state: using a simi-
lar procedure to the one described for PBE/LANL2DZ in Chapter 4, these
transition states are subsequently displaced and reoptimised until low sym-
metry minima are found. LC-PBE optimisation encounters a further first
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Table A2.4 Summary of findings by extra DFT/LANL2DZ calculations, not dis-
cussed in Chapter 4, on isomers of Au10 (Figure 4.3)
Method / ECP & basis set
Final geometry;
Final point
group
Binding
energy /
atom (eV)
Relative
energy (eV)
Au10 tricapped hexagon singlet; planar; D2h
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ tr. hexagon; D2h
a 1.934 0.000
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ tr. hexagon; D2h
a 1.593 0.000
ωB97/LANL2DZ tr. hexagon; D2ha 1.806 0.000
Au10 triangular triplet; planar; D3h
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ triangular; D3h
a 1.824 1.099
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ triangular; D3h
a 1.493 1.002
ωB97/LANL2DZ triangular; D3ha 1.693 1.126
Au10 bicapped square antiprismatic singlet; nonplanar; D4d
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ bic. sq. ant.; D4d
b 1.900 0.335
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ l. symm.; C1c,d
ωB97/LANL2DZ bic. sq. ant; D4de 1.744 0.614
Au10 low symmetry isomers; nonplanar; C1
LC-PBE/LANL2DZ l. symm.; C1f,g 1.955 −0.212
CAM-B3LYP/LANL2DZ l. symm.; C1c,d 1.543 0.500
ωB97/LANL2DZ l. symm.; C1c 1.780 0.255
a Relaxation occurs b 2nd order TS c See Figure A2.1a
d Optimisation proceeds via a further TS(1) (not shown) e 1st order TS f See Figure A2.1b
g Optimisation proceeds via a further TS(1) (Figure A2.1c)
(a) minimum (CAM-
B3LYP and ωB97)
(b) minimum (LC-PBE) (c) TSLC-PBE2
Figure A2.1 A few optimised low symmetry isomers of Au10 (minima and 1
st
order transition states) encountered during optimisation of the bicapped square
antiprismatic isomer, and any successively encountered transition state (see also
Table A2.4). To aid visualisation in (a), atoms on alternating planes are coloured
yellow and brown.
order transition state (TSLC-PBE2; Figure A2.1c) before attaining the min-
imum structure illustrated in Figure A2.1b. ωB97 optimisation of the bi-
capped square antiprismatic transition state proceeds directly to the struc-
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ture shown in Figure A2.1a. When the bicapped square antiprismatic struc-
ture is optimised with CAM-B3LYP, the starting geometry is lost directly,
reaching a first order transition state (not shown), which reoptimises after
displacement to the low symmetry minimum in Figure A2.1a: this shares
its geometry with the ωB97 minimum.
Examination of the relative energies (Table A2.4) shows that the sys-
tematic destabilisation of all isomers upon introduction of CAM-B3LYP is
replicated in this case too. Also, triangular Au10 is always predicted to be
less stable than all other isomers, with little variation amongst the three dis-
carded density functionals: these findings are similar to the ones described
for PBE/LANL2DZ and M06-L/LANL2DZ.
The most interesting finding, however, is made by LC-PBE/LANL2DZ:
its replacement of PBE/LANL2DZ predicts a destabilisation of planar tri-
angular Au10, and a stabilisation of the two nonplanar isomers. Uniquely
amongst the cases in this Appendix, the low symmetry minimum in Figure
A2.1b is even predicted to become more stable than the tricapped hexag-
onal isomer by 0.212 eV. This behaviour is qualitatively similar to the one
reported in chapter 4 for M06-L (although the extra stability of the low
symmetry isomer in that case is even greater: 0.325 eV): together with the
extra stabilisation discussed above for nonplanar isomers of Au7 and Au8
(§A2.1–A2.2), this suggests once again that LC-PBE too features some de-
gree of overbinding, although it is less prominent than that seen in M06-L.
In the absence of solid experimental or post-SCF evidence about the pre-
ferred dimensionality of Au10, it is impossible to establish whether LC-
PBE/LANL2DZ is correctly predicting the onset of nonplanarity in Au10,
or whether, like M06-L’s, this finding too is an artefact caused by overbind-
ing. Nonetheless, it is a notable result for LC-PBE, fully consistent with
experimental and post-SCF data for Au7 and Au8.
Turning to the predicted binding energies, no unusual features emerge
compared to previous cases, with the ‘CAM-B3LYP dip’ inevitably occur-
ring in this case too, and trends inversely reflecting energetic stabilities.
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A3 Appendix III: OPLS-AA
Forcefield Parameters and
Validation
A3.1 OPLS-AA Parameters
In the sections below, I list the OPLS-AA parameters used in ONIOM
calculations and MD simulations for the atom types featuring throughout
this Thesis. Selected validations of thiol and dichloromethane parameters
are reported in the dedicated section §A3.3; nonstandard parameters for
thiyls and quaternary ammonium are not validated.
A3.1.1 Lennard-Jones and Coulomb Parameters
Table A3.1 lists the Lennard-Jones and Coulomb parameters for the atom
types appearing in the various Chapters, distinguishing default parame-
ters313 from nonstandard ones. For some not fully defined or obsolete
atom types (in the thiyl group, in the quaternary ammonium groups cap-
ping the PEG-ylated ligand (Figure 6.6b), and in dichloromethane), stan-
dard Lennard-Jones parameters of comparable atom types are adopted, and
charges are derived in-house; details for these charge assignments are re-
ported in §A3.2.
Table A3.1 shows that two different sets of parameters were employed
for thiolic sulfur and thiolic hydrogen atoms when simulated in Chapters
5 and 6, and when simulated Chapter 7. In the latter case, all parameters
are derived from the original OPLS-AA forcefield;313 in the former case, ε
and q are both taken from the local OPLS-AA version in the GROMACS
package,327,328 and the σ value of 4.320 A˚ is one arbitrarily used in-house.
In the case of gold, Lennard-Jones parameters are taken from a previous
all-atom simulation of functionalised AuNPs by Tay and Bresme;236 these
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Table A3.1 List of Lennard-Jones parameters (σ, ε) and point charges
(q) for the MM treatment of all atom types encountered in this Thesis.
Except where stated explicitly, all parameters are default OPLS-AA,313
including parameters borrowed from similar atom types (quaternary N+,
S., dichloromethane). Assignment of nonstandard charges is discussed in
§A3.2. 7 denotes aromatic environment
Type σ / A˚
 / kcal
mol−1
q / e
Default
q?
Chapters
Au236a 2.737 0.0772 0.0000b No 5,6,7
RCH2SH 4.320
c 0.4250d −0.3350d [Yes] 5
RCH2SH 0.000 0.0000 +0.1550d [Yes] 5
RCH2SH 3.550 0.2500 −0.4350 Yes 7
RCH2SH 0.000 0.0000 +0.2550 Yes 7
RCH2SH 3.500 0.0660 +0.0600 Yes 5,7
RCH2SH 2.500 0.0300 +0.0600 Yes 5,7
RCH2S. 4.320
c 0.4250 −0.2270 No 6
RCH2S. 3.500 0.0660 +0.1800 No 6
RCH2S. 2.500 0.0300 +0.0235 No 6
CH3S. 4.320
c 0.4250 −0.2270 No 6
H3CS. 3.500 0.0660 +0.1800 No 6
H3CS
. 2.500 0.0300 +0.0157 No 6
RCH2CH3 3.500 0.0660 +0.1800 Yes 5,6,7
RCH2CH3 2.500 0.0300 +0.0600 Yes 5,6,7
RCH2R′ 3.500 0.0660 +0.1200 Yes 5,6,7
RCH2R′ 2.500 0.0300 +0.0600 Yes 5,6,7
RCH2C7 3.500 0.0660 −0.0050 Yes 6
RCH2C7 2.500 0.0300 +0.0600 Yes 6
H7C7 3.550 0.0700 −0.1150 Yes 6
H7C7 2.420 0.0300 +0.1150 Yes 6
RH2COCH2R′ 2.900 0.1400 −0.4000 Yes 6, 7
RH2COCH2R′ 3.500 0.0660 +0.1400 Yes 6, 7
RH2COCH2R′ 2.500 0.0300 +0.0300 Yes 6, 7
R4N+ 3.250 0.1700 +0.0400 No 6
R3(R′H2C)N+ 3.500 0.0660 −0.2000 No 6
R3(R′H2C)N+ 2.500 0.0150 +0.1600 No 6
R3(H3C)N+ 3.500 0.0660 −0.2000 No 6
R3(H3C)N+ 2.500 0.0150 +0.1600 No 6
RCH2OH 3.500 0.0660 +0.1450 Yes 7
RCH2OH 2.500 0.0300 +0.0600 Yes 7
RCH2OH 3.120 0.1700 −0.6830 Yes 7
RCH2OH 0.000 0.0000 +0.4180 Yes 7
CH2Cl2 3.400 0.3000 −0.0656 No 7
CH2Cl2 3.500 0.0660 −0.1294 No 7
CH2Cl2 2.500 0.0300 +0.1622 No 7
a Taken from Tay and Bresme;236 ε value in original paper is 0.7720 kcal mol−1,
stronger by a factor of 10 b −0.0400 in [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
– species
c In-house σ value; not in default OPLS-AA parameters313 d Slightly different
values found in the local GROMACS version327,328 of OPLS-AA313
were preferred to a later set by Heinz et al..234 The decision to treat all
gold atoms either with a charge of −0.0400e ([Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–) or with
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a charge of 0.0000e (all other cases) is explained in §A3.2, along with its
potential impact.
For the interactions between unbound atom types, the general approach is
to have these determined during simulation by the OPLS-AA combination
rule (Equation 2.68). The only two exceptions to this,236 listed in Table
A3.2, are Au···Au and Au···S interactions, but only in the case of MD sim-
ulations with GROMACS. Note that to model Au···S interactions in the
accessory MD simulation in Chapter 5, I stuck to the original ε value,236
whereas for MD simulations in Chapter 7 two ad hoc in-house values are
employed (§7.2).
Table A3.2 Special σ and ε terms used
to define Au···Au and Au···S interactions,
only relevant in GROMACS MD simula-
tions. Unless otherwise specified, values are
reported by Tay and Bresme,236 along with
details about their derivation. Additional ε
values used for the Au···S interaction are
also reported
Type σ / A˚  / kcal mol−1
Au···Au 2.6000 35.8509
Au···S 2.5800
9.2256a
0.3824b,c
3.5851c,d
a MD simulations in Chapter 5
b MD simulations in Chapter 7: 400K
c In-house
d MD simulations in Chapter 7: 300K
In ONIOM calculations, these interactions are left to be dictated by the
combination rule, like all the rest. In this case, both sulfur and gold are
comprised in the model system, and their interaction is therefore simulated
by QM anyway: any error associated with MM parameters is cancelled out
in the ONIOM expression (Equation 2.81).
A3.1.2 Bond Parameters
Bond parameters for ONIOM and GROMACS simulations are reported in
Table A3.3; these are the stretching constant k and the equilibrium radius
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req (cfr. Equation 2.70). Parameters are default OPLS-AA:
313 again, for
the not fully typed bonds (C–S., quaternary ammonium C–N+), I pick bond
parameters of atoms in similar chemical environments. These are also listed
in Table A3.3.
The C–S bond is parametrised in the same way in both thiols and thiyls.
Although in the latter case this is not an accurate treatment, what I wrote
earlier for Au···Au and Au···S interactions holds here too: thiyls are only
employed in ONIOM calculations, where the C–S bond falls in the model
and real systems. Any imprecision in the MM region will be cancelled out
in the ONIOM expression, and the bond is anyway simulated with the more
accurate QM.
Table A3.3 List of parameters (k, req) for the MM treatment of bond types
encountered in this Thesis. All parameters are default OPLS-AA,313 including
when employed for slightly different bond types (quaternary ammonium C–N+,
thiyl S–C). 7 denotes aromatic environment
Type
k / kcal
mol−1
req / A˚ Original OPLS-AA Environment
S–H 274.0 1.336 Cysteine
C–Sa 222.0 1.810 Cysteine
C–C 268.0 1.529
C–H 340.0 1.090
C7–C7 469.0 1.400 Tryptophan, Tyrosine, Phenylalanine
C–C7 317.0 1.510 Tyrosine, Phenylalanine
C7–H7 367.0 1.080 Tryptophan, Tyrosine, Phenylalanine
C–Ob 320.0 1.410 Diethyl ether
O–H 553.0 0.945 Sugars
C–N+ 367.0 1.471 Lysine
C–Cl 245.0 1.781
a Used for thiyl too b In PEG (ether C–O) and terminal alcohol
Approximation of the C–N+ bond with uncharged amine C–N is a slightly
different matter, because this bond (it too only appearing in ONIOM simu-
lations of [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+) lies exclusively in the real
system, therefore any associated inaccuracy is maintained. Nonetheless,
ONIOM simulations are not used to derive physico-chemical properties, but
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only to make energetic and geometrical predictions relative to the inner
part of the system; therefore, this approximation too is not bound to pose
a major problem.
A3.1.3 Angle Parameters
Angle parameters for ONIOM and GROMACS simulations are reported in
Table A3.4; these are the bending constant k and the equilibrium angle size
θeq (cfr. Equation 2.72). Parameters are default OPLS-AA:
313 as for bonds
and atoms, not fully typed angles (in thiyl and quaternary ammonium) are
assigned parameters for similar angles: cysteine in the former case, proline
and lysine in the latter. These are also listed in Table A3.4. Again, these
MM parameters for thiyl and quaternary ammonium angles only apply to
ONIOM simulations, and again, only the former are located in both the real
and model systems. Therefore, the remarks I made in §A3.1.2 about the
possible effects of simulating their bonds with parameters fitted to similar
bond types are valid for their angle types too.
A3.1.4 Torsional Parameters
Proper torsional parameters used in ONIOM and GROMACS simulations
are reported in Table A3.5, which lists them in Ryckaert-Bellemans form
with their six coefficients C0 to C5 (cfr. Equation 2.74). Parameters are
standard OPLS-AA;313 conversion to the Fourier form is explained by Equa-
tion 2.76. Note that the torsion around the C–C bond in phenylethylthiyl
(C7CCS) uses original parameters developed for aromatic disulfides; there
also exists in the OPLS-AA forcefield a specific type definition for the tor-
sion in aromatic thiols. When plotted together, both torsion types yield a
very similar energetic profile.
Another notable aspect is that torsions about the C–C7 bond in .SCH2CH2Ph
are parametrised in OPLS-AA as completely barrierless, with all Ryckaert-
Bellemans coefficients set to 0 (the reference system is ethyl benzene). Tor-
sions within phenyl rings are treated as improper rotations, and are listed
further below.
Also lacking is a suitable definition for the torsion around the C–C bonds
in the PEG part of .SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe
+
3 (Chapter 6), and the PEG
and terminal alcohol parts of HSC11H22(OC2H4)4OH (Chapter 7). The
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Table A3.4 List of parameters (k, θeq) for the MM treatment of angle types
encountered in this Thesis. All parameters are default OPLS-AA,313 including
when employed for slightly different angle types (quaternary ammonium and thiyl).7 denotes aromatic environment
Type
k / kcal
mol−1
θeq / °
Original OPLS-AA
Environment
CCSa 50.00 108.6 Cysteine
CSH 44.00 96.0 Cysteine
HCSa 35.00 109.5
CCC 58.35 112.7
CCH 37.50 110.7
HCH 33.00 107.8
C7C7C7 63.00 120.0 Phenylalanine
C7C7C 70.00 120.0 Phenylalanine
C7CC 63.00 114.0 Phenylalanine
C7C7H7 35.00 120.0 Phenylalanine
C7CH 35.00 109.5 Phenylalanine
OCCb 50.00 109.5
OCHb 35.00 109.5 Sugars
COC 60.00 109.5
COH 55.00 108.5
CN+C 50.00 113.0 Proline
HCN+ 35.00 109.5
CCN+ 80.00 111.2 Lysine
ClCCl 78.00 111.7
ClCH 51.00 107.6
a Used for thiyl too b In PEG (ether angles) and terminal alcohol
OPLS-AA parameters found in GROMACS only report a torsion about
this bond type in crown ethers, therefore producing a single energetic min-
imum at 0° (i.e. fully cis): because in free polyethers the torsions’ minima
should actually be at ±60◦ (as also confirmed by in-house QM calculations
in Chapter 6), the (slightly unorthodox) decision in this case is to employ
an ad hoc CHARMM torsional parameter (Table A3.5), developed by Lee
and co-authors350 after a combination of classical MD simulation and QM
calculations.
What was written in §A3.1.1–A3.1.3 for atom, bond and angle parameters
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Table A3.5 List of torsional parameters (Ryckaert-Bellemans coefficients; Equa-
tion 2.74) for the MM treatment of dihedral types encountered in this Thesis.
Except where explicitly stated, all parameters are default OPLS-AA,313 includ-
ing when employed for slightly different dihedral types (quaternary ammonium
and thiyl). 7 denotes aromatic environment
Type
Ryckaert-Bellemans Coefficients / kcal mol−1 Original OPLS-AA
EnvironmentC0 C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
CCSH −0.3215 1.3995 0.2820 −1.3600 0.0000 0.0000 Thiol
HCSH 0.2400 0.7200 0.0000 −0.9600 0.0000 0.0000 Thiol
CCCSa 0.6655 0.0665 0.1980 −0.9300 0.0000 0.0000 Thiol
C7CCSa,b 0.8185 −0.9225 0.6200 −0.5160 0.0000 0.0000 Sulfide
HCCS 0.2260 0.6780 0.0000 −0.9040 0.0000 0.0000 Thiol
CCCC 0.7000 −0.3500 0.0500 −0.4000 0.0000 0.0000
HCCC 0.1500 0.4500 0.0000 −0.6000 0.0000 0.0000
HCCH 0.1500 0.4500 0.0000 −0.6000 0.0000 0.0000
CCC7C7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Ethyl benzene
HCC7C7 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Ethyl benzene
CCC7H7 Undefined
HCC7H7 Undefined
CCCOc 0.6870 0.1390 0.5000 −1.3260 0.0000 0.0000 Alcohols, ethers
CCOCc 0.4100 0.6800 0.2500 −1.3400 0.0000 0.0000 Ethers
HCOCc 0.3800 1.1400 0.0000 −1.5200 0.0000 0.0000 Ethers
HCCOc 0.2340 0.7020 0.0000 −0.9360 0.0000 0.0000 Alcohols, ethers
OCCOc,d −2.9100 0.5900 2.3200 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 Polyethylene Glycold
CCOH −0.106 0.916 0.174 −0.984 0.000 0.000 Alcohols
HCOH 0.225 0.675 0.000 −0.900 0.000 0.000 Alcohols
OCCN+ 0.7000 −0.3500 0.0500 −0.4000 0.0000 0.0000 Lipids
HCCN+ 0.1920 0.5760 0.0000 −0.7680 0.0000 0.0000 Ammonium
CCN+C 0.7270 −0.3230 0.1240 −0.5280 0.0000 0.0000 Secondary ammonium
CN+CH 0.1510 0.4530 0.0000 −0.6040 0.0000 0.0000 Secondary ammonium
a Used for thiyl too b Also available for thiol outright, plot is only slightly different c In PEG (ether
torsions) and terminal alcohol d MD simulations on PEG by Lee et al.;350 CHARMM parameters
in the (untyped) thiyl and quaternary ammonium groups is also valid for
their torsions: as before, these are treated with OPLS-AA parameters for
torsions of similar bonds (listed too in Table A3.5).
Table A3.6 List of parameters (kξ, ξ0) for the MM treat-
ment of improper torsions within the .SCH2CH2Ph phenyl
ring (Chapter 6). All parameters are default OPLS-
AA.313 7 denotes aromatic environment
Type k ξ / kcal mol
−1 rad−2 ξ0 / °
C7C7C7C 0.55 180.0
C7C7C7H7 0.55 180.0
Improper torsions within the .SCH2CH2Ph phenyl ring (cfr. Equation
2.78) are listed in Table A3.6 as reported in the original OPLS-AA imple-
mentation.313 Only two improper torsion type definitions are available in
OPLS-AA:313 both of these (C7C7C7H7 and C7C7C7C) are listed in Ta-
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ble are sufficient to keep the ring well flat during ONIOM calculations in
Chapter 6. Again, this is the only type of calculation where .SCH2CH2Ph
is dealt with within this Thesis.
A3.2 Charge Assignment in Untyped Functional
Groups
In the subsections below, I recount the steps which brought to charge assign-
ments for missing or obsolete atom types appearing throughout this Thesis,
namely: gold atoms; atoms in thiyl headgroups; those in the quaternary
ammonium group capping the .SC11H22(OC2H4)NMe
+
3 ligand; and those in
dichloromethane. Charges assigned and discussed here were already listed
in Table A3.1.
Dichloromethane only features in MD simulations in Chapter 7. Gold
features in MD simulations in Chapters 5 and 7 and in ONIOM calcu-
lations. The two remaining groups only feature in ONIOM calculations.
Amongst the atom types involved in ONIOM, on the one hand, gold and
thiyl atoms appear both in the real and model ONIOM systems: conse-
quently, their electrons are also simulated with full QM, and their point
charges are not relevant to the process of electronic embedding. On the
other hand, atoms in the ammonium tailgroups only appear in the real
system of [Au20(SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe3)16]
16+, and therefore their point
charges do participate in the polarisation of orbitals in the QM system.
These aspects have also been taken into account when assigning respective
charges.
In the absence of a universally accepted charge fitting method, an arbi-
trarily chosen combination of methods is employed, except in the case of
dichloromethane (all details below).351–353 As a general criterion, I try to
keep the number of non-default charges in each parent molecule as small as
possible, resorting to default OPLS-AA charges at the earliest chemically
convenient occasion.
A3.2.1 Thiyl
Thiyl point charges are first worked out for the generic thiyl group RCH2S
·
up to the first CH2 unit, and only subsequently for the
.SCH3 radical (cfr.
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Figure A3.1 Predicted charges on (a) the sulfur atom and (b) the first carbon
atrom of a set of n-alkyl thiyls of increasing chain length, as calculated by differ-
ent fitting methods351–353 on both HF/6-31G(d,p) and PBE/6-31G(d,p)-optimised
structures. Charges on the latter have been constrained to reproduce molecules’
dipole moment. For comparison, the dotted black lines represent the point charges
subsequently adopted for MM treatment of thiyl headgroup atoms: (a) −0.2270e;
(b) +0.1800e.
Table A3.1).313
To assign the point charges themselves, full QM optimisations (DFT
as well as Hartree-Fock (HF)) are carried out on the sulfuhydryl radi-
cal HS· and the following n-alkyl thiyls of increasing size: methanethiyl,
propanethiyl, hexanethiyl, octanethiyl, decanethiyl, dodecanethiyl. Two
well-established charge fitting methods, MK351,352 and CHelpG,353 are then
chosen to calculate the charges on every atom of each molecule, in both its
HF/6-31G(d,p)- and PBE/6-31G(d,p)-optimised forms. In the latter case,
MK- and CHelpG-fitted charges are also constrained to reproduce thiyls’
dipole moment.
In Figures A3.1a and A3.1b respectively, I show the charges predicted by
the different methods on the sulfur and first carbon atom of the thiyl set
listed above, and how these charges evolve as the length of the aliphatic tail
increases. Both graphs show a relative stabilisation of the charge predictions
at chain lengths of 8 CH2 units and longer: it is based on this region of the
graphs that the educated guesses are made for the point charges of heavy
thiyl atoms (−0.2270e for sulfur and +0.1800e for carbon). Both guesses
are included in Figure A3.1 for comparison with the QM predictions.
Once these charges are established, I assign point charges qH2 and qH3 to
methylenic (RCH2S
·) and methylic (H3CS
·) hydrogens respectively, so that
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the overall charge is always reset to zero after the first CH2 or CH3 unit.
Thus, because
−0.2270e+ 0.1800e = −0.0470e (A3.1)
the resulting point charges are
qH2 =
0.0470e
2
= 0.0235e (A3.2)
and
qH3 =
0.0470e
3
= 0.0157e (A3.3)
allowing use of default OPLS-AA charges to be resumed for farther atoms.
A3.2.2 Quaternary Ammonium
A set of united -atom OPLS(-UA) charges was indeed derived in 1986 for the
(H3C)4N
+ ion,354 with the +1 charge spread equally amongst the methyl
groups (+0.25 each), and the N centre remaining absolutely neutral. How-
ever, a corresponding consistent set of default OPLS-AA (all-atom) charges
was not found; hence, the decision to derive a new set of charges in-house
for the SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe
+
3 ligand’s tailgroup, up to and including the
CH2 unit adjacent to the N
+ centre (cfr. Figure 6.6b and Table A3.1).
Table A3.7 Left: Average charges predicted on tailgroup atoms of
SC11H22(OC2H4)4NMe
+
3 by different charge fitting methods
351–353 on both its
HF/6-31G(d,p) and PBE/6-31G(d,p)-optimised structures. Charges on the lat-
ter have been constrained to reproduce molecules’ dipole moment. Right: OPLS
united-atom point charges for (H3C)4N
+,354 shown alongside point charges finally
adopted for in-house MM treatment of the quaternary ammonium tailgroup. All
charges in units of e
Type
HF / 6-31G(d,p) PBE / 6-31G(d,p)
Average
OPLS-UA
Chargesa ,354
Assigned
ChargesMK CHelpG MK CHelpG
Cb −0.3626 −0.2466 −0.3895 −0.2494 −0.3121
+0.2500
−0.2000
Hb +0.1932 +0.1479 +0.2010 +0.2254 +0.2058 +0.1600
N +0.1784 +0.2183 +0.1986 +0.1464 +0.1715 0.0000 +0.0400
Total qb +0.8534 +0.8587 +0.8269 +0.8388 +0.8444 +1.0000 +1.0000
a (H3C)4N
+ b Both methylic and methylenic
To derive the charges, I firstly run the same series of charge fitting calcu-
lations described for thiyls in the previous section; their outcome is listed in
Table A3.7. As an extra constraint, to account for the rest of the molecule
having an overall charge of zero, fitted charges are made to add up to +1
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to preserve consistency. Finally, because all QM calculations predict the N
atom to retain a much higher positive charge than the united-atom param-
eters (+0.1706 instead of neutrality), it is chosen as a compromise to assign
it a lower positive charge. These aspects too are reported in the Table.
A3.2.3 Gold
Both the literature6,40,82,196,197,202,212,346 and in-house QM calculations not
reported here unequivocally reveal highly uneven charge distributions across
gold atoms in both pristine and functionalised gold nanoclusters, making
derivation of consistent MM point charges difficult. This, combined with
the location of gold atoms in both the real and model ONIOM systems
(vide supra), is at the basis of the decision to uniformly set the charge at
0 for all gold atoms (except in [Au25(SC2H4Ph)18]
–, where the −1 charge
is artificially evenly split amongst all atoms regardless of their position:
−0.0400 each).
Whilst its QM treatment in ONIOM eliminates some of the associated er-
rors, the choice to maintain the gold neutral has more repercussions in clas-
sical MD simulations: in this case, however, the unnatural lack of Coulomb
interaction with other atoms is compensated by the use of the enhanced
Au···S Lennard-Jones interactions repoted in Table A3.2.
A3.2.4 Dichloromethane
Although bond, angle and torsional parameters for chloroalkanes are exten-
sively parametrised in OPLS-AA,313 default charges are only applicable to
n-chloroalkanes where n > 1. Thus, charges are again derived by means of
QM calculations, except this time no combination of charge fitting meth-
ods is used: instead, the chosen charges (Table A3.1) are those directly
predicted by the CHelpG charge fitting method353 in combination with
HF/6-31G(d,p).
A3.3 Validation of OPLS-AA parameters
Briefly noted in this section are the validation processes of some of the pa-
rameters used for the MD simulations in Chapter 7 alone. More specifically,
validations are carried out for: a) the second set of thiol parameters (vide
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infra and Table A3.1); and b) DCM charges. Validation a) is carried out by
plotting the liquid-vapour coexistence curves of ethanethiol and propane-
thiol (§A3.3.1); validation b) is limited to the prediction of the density ρ at
room temperature. By ‘second set of thiol parameters’, I refer to the fol-
lowing (cfr. Table A3.1): S: σ = 3.55 A˚,  = 0.25 kcal mol−1, q = −0.435e;
H: σ = 0.00 A˚,  = 0.00 kcal mol−1, q = +0.255e.
A3.3.1 Thiol Liquid-Vapour Coexistence Curves
The liquid-vapour coexistence curves for ethanethiol and propanethiol dis-
cussed below are both produced with a series of MD simulations GRO-
MACS,327,328 with Lennard-Jones and Coulomb cutoffs both at 1.7 nm,
and applying the Berendsen thermostat and barostat when necessary (cou-
pling constants of 0.1 ps and 1.0 ps respectively). The (standard) set of
simulations is as follows:
1. Ad hoc GROMACS utilities are used to prepare cubic simulation boxes
of 1550 molecules (222.89 A˚3; ethanethiol) and 1000 molecules (172.08
A˚3; propanethiol), enforcing densities close to experimental values
(vide infra).355
2. MD simulations of the above systems are carried out (NVT, 300K, 1
ns), reaching equilibration.
3. Simulation of the resulting ethanethiol and propanethiol systems is
then continued (NpT, 2 ns), once again to equilibration, at the tem-
peratures and pressures shown in Table A3.8. Pressures were chosen
so as to enforce near-orthobaric conditions throughout every simula-
tion: vapour pressures pvap previously derived for ethanethiol using
TraPPE356 were used as guidelines in setting the Berendsen barostat
for this purpose.
4. Simulation boxes resulting at this stage are all manually elongated
along their z- axis, by adding an extra length s at both xy-faces (where
s is the length of any of the original sides). NVT simulation of each
resulting square prism, with dimensions 3s × s × s, is continued for
a further 5 ns at the relevant temperature, leaving a slab of liquid
at the prism’s centre, and generating vapour at both sides. A typical
outcome for this step is shown in Figure A3.2 (propanethiol at 300K).
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Table A3.8 Temperatures T and pres-
sures p chosen for NpT MD simulations of
ethanethiol and propanethiol during the
creation of their coexistence curves
T / K p / bar Thiol
300 0.3 Ethanethiol
325 0.8 Ethanethiol
350 2.0 Ethanethiol
380 3.3 Ethanethiol
390 4.3 Ethanethiol
400 5.4 Ethanethiol
410 7.0 Ethanethiol
415 8.0 Ethanethiol
420 8.5 Ethanethiol
300 0.3 Propanethiol
380 3.3 Propanethiol
390 4.3 Propanethiol
400 5.4 Propanethiol
410 7.0 Propanethiol
420 8.5 Propanethiol
430 10.0 Propanethiol
Figure A3.2 Typical outcome of the final MD step in the generation of a point on
the coexistence curve (NVT and box elongated in the z-direction): view from the
xy-plane. This particular example concerns the generation of the point at 300K
on the coexistence curve of propanethiol. Key: yellow line: S; grey line: C; white
line: H.
After obtaining, at each of the desired temperatures, a good set of liquid-
vapour systems such as the one in Figure A3.2, one proceeds by calculating
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the system’s density profile along the z-axis (ρ(z)), starting from the middle
of the box z0 and moving in the ±z directions. This is done by thinly
subdividing the simulation box parallel to the xy-plane, determining the
density in each segment, and taking the average with the corresponding
segment on the other side of z0.
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Figure A3.3 Example of the derivation of the point in the coexistence curve rela-
tive to the propanethiol system in Figure A3.2. The density profile ρ(z), averaged
along both directions of the z-axis starting from the origin, is fitted to the tanh
function A3.4,357 wherefrom ρliq and ρvap are derived for inclusion in the coexis-
tence curve at the 300K point.
The profile thus derived (the plot for the example in Figure A3.2 is shown
in Figure A3.3) is fitted to the function
ρ(z) = 0.5(ρliq + ρvap)− 0.5(ρliq − ρvap) tanh
(
z − z0
d
)
(A3.4)
where d corresponds to the interface thickness, ρliq and ρvap are, respectively
the liquid and vapour densities, z0 is the origin, and z is the distance from
it.357 The outcome of this fitting procedure is also illustrated in Figure A3.3
for the sample density profile shown there.
The ρliq and ρvap values derived from each fit at each temperature con-
stitute the final dataset on which coexistence curves are constructed.
Figure A3.4 shows the coexistence curves obtained for ethanethiol and
propanethiol with the chosen parameters, also comparing the former (panel
(a)) with the ethanethiol curve calculated by Lubna and co-authors.356 In
addition, the curve fitting procedure by Dalmay and Leclercq358 was used
to determine the critical temperature Tc and density ρc for both thiols, and
these are compared to the experimental values recommended by Tsonopou-
los and Ambrose (Table A3.9).355
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Figure A3.4 Vapour-liquid coexistence curves of ethanethiol and propanethiol,
as calculated with the set of OPLS-AA thiol parameters used in Chapter 7 (Table
A3.1).313 Predicted critical temperatures Tc and densities ρc, derived from the fit-
ting method by Damay and Leclercq,358 are compared with experimental values.355
In panel (a) (ethanethiol), the curve is also compared to the TraPPE counterpart
reported by Lubna et al.356
Table A3.9 Critical temperature Tc and density ρc predicted in
this work for ethanethiol and propanethiol using the OPLS-AA
parameters indicated, and experimental measurements for all of
these as recommended by Tsonopoulos and Ambrose.355 Values
are also plotted alongside the corresponding coexistence curves in
Figure A3.4
Thiol
Tc / K ρc / g cm−3
Calc. Exp.355 Calc. Exp.355
Ethanethiol 431 499± 2 0.222 0.300± 0.010
Propanethiol 456 537± 1 0.280 0.266± 0.020
For ethanethiol, comparison of the coexistence curve calculated in this
work with that predicted using TraPPE356 (Figure A3.4) reveals a marked
divergence between the two at near-critical conditions. When also taking
into account the experimentally predicted Tc values for both thiols
355 (Fig-
ure A3.4; Table A3.9), it is furthermore evident that the chosen OPLS-AA
parameters greatly underestimate critical temperatures. Although fitted358
ρc predictions, especially that for propanethiol, both diverge much less from
experimental measurements compared to the critical temperatures,355 this
is suggestive of a poor performance at temperatures greater than 400K.
Nonetheless, and despite the greater overall accuracy of the available
TraPPE curve, it must be noted that nearly all classical simulations dis-
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cussed in this Thesis are carried out at exactly 300K; the sole exception are
the 400K heating cycles imposed to thiolated Au8 F5 systems, as reported
in Chapter 7. From Figure A3.4a, it is clear that there is much greater
agreement between the OPLS-AA and the TraPPE356 coexistence curves
in the 290K 6 T 6 350K: this indicates that for the purposes of this work,
which does not involve simulation at near- or supercritical conditions, the
chosen OPLS-AA parameters may indeed be employed.
It is true that this observation is only made on the basis of the curves
for ethanethiol; however, Figure A3.4b shows that the amount by which Tc
is underestimated for propanethiol (−81K) is fairly close to the amount by
which Tc is underestimated for ethanethiol (−68K), suggesting that param-
eters’ treatment of the former is not that different from the latter. In-house
and experimental predictions for the ρliq of propanethiol at room tempera-
ture are another element of similarity: 847 g cm−3 in the former case (300K)
and 836 g cm−3 in the latter (298.15K).359
A3.3.2 Dichloromethane Density at Room temperature
Instead of plotting its own vapour-liquid coexistence curve, it is opted to
use a less comprehensive validation method for dichloromethane charges: a
simple comparison of its predicted density with the experimentally reported
one.
Figure A3.5 Box of 1866 dichloromethane molecules resulting after a 2 ns MD
simulation (NpT ; 300K).
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Thus, 1866 molecules of dichloromethane are placed in a cubic box of
421.88A˚3. The system is then simulated to equilibration, for 2 ns at 300K,
in the NpT ensemble. At the end of the simulation, the system (Figure A3.5)
is compressed to a volume of 208.56 A˚3. The average density predicted for
this system by GROMACS over the last 0.7 ns of the simulation is 1.27 g
cm−3: this compares reasonably well with the experimental density, which is
reported at 1.33 g cm−3.360 The chosen point charges are therefore deemed
suitably accurate to be employed in the Thesis.
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